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PREFACE 

This monograph is intended as a guide to snow and ice avalanches 
and avalanche defense. It summarizes current ideas on the scientific 
and technical principles applicable to avalanche protection, but it does 
not attempt to cover all aspects of avalanche mechanics, defense construc
tion and avalanche safety in full detail. It should be noted that certain 
topics related to the avalanche problem are treated separately in com
panion monographs of this series. These are: 

CRSE Ill-Al - Properties of snow 
CRSE III-A3a - Explosions and snow 
CRSE III-A3b - Snow removal and ice control 
CRSE III-A3c - Blowing snow 

The writer gratefully acknowledges the help of Mr. E. LaC hapelle 
and Dr. M. Martinelli of the U.S. ForestService, whoput at his disposal a 
wealth of avalanche lore and provided critical reviews of the manusc ript. 
He is also grateful to Mr. D. E. Nevel of USA CRREL for innumerable 
discussions on mechanics, to Dr. S. Takagi of USA CRREL for advice on 
plasticity theory, and to Dr. U. Radok of Melbourne University for his 
help with translation. The sections on mechanics were reviewed by 
Dr. Arnold Kerr of New York University. The final manuscript was re
view e d by Dr. Bruno Salm and M. Andr ~ Roch of the Swi s s Federal 
Institute for Snow and Avalanc'he ' Re search. 

USA CRREL is an Army Materiel Command laboratory. 
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EDITOR'S FOREWORD 

"Cold Regions Science and Engineering" consists of a series of mono
graphs written by specialists to summarize existing knowledge and provide 
selected references on the Cold Regions, defined here as those areas of 
the earth where operational ,difficulties due to subfreezing temperatures 
may occur. 

Sections of the work are being published as they become ready, not 
necessarily in numerical order but fitting into this plan, which may be 
amended as the work proceeds: 

1. Environment 

A. General 

1. Geology and physiography 

2. P ermafro st 

3. Climatology 

a. General and Northern Hemisphere 1 

b. Northern H-emisphere 2 

c. Southern Hemisphere 

d. Radioactive fallout in the Northern Hemisphere 

4. Vegetation 

a. Patterns of vegetation 

b. Regional descriptions 

c. Utilization of vegetation 

B. Regional 

1. The Antarctic Ice Sheet 

2. The Greenland Ice Sheet 

II. Physical Science 

A. Geophysics 

1. Heat exchange at the earth I s surface 

2. Exploration geophysics 

B. Physics and mechanics of snow as a material 

C. Physics and mechanics of ice 

1. Snow and ice on the earth I s surface 

2. Ice as a material 

3. The mechanical properties of sea ice 

D. Physics and mechanics of frozen ground 
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EDITOR'S FOREWORD (Cont'd) 

III. Engineering 

A. Snow engineering 

1. Engineering properties of snow 

2. Construction 

a. Building methods 

b. Site material - investigation and exploitation 

c. Foundations and subsurface structures 

d. Utilities 

e. Snow roads and runways 

3. Technology 

a. Explosions and snow 

b. Snow removal and ice control 

c. Blowing snow 

d. Avalanche s 

4. Oversnow transportation 

B. Ice engineering 

1. Rive .r-~.ce engineering 

a. Winter regime of river s and lakes 

b. Ice pressure on structures 

2. Drilling and excavation 

3. Roads and runways on ice 

C. Frozen ground engineering 

1. Site exploration and excavation 

2. Buildings, utilities and darns 

3. Roads, railroads and airfields 

4. Foundations 

5. Sanitary engineering 

a. General and water supply 

b. Sewerage and waste disposal 

6. Artificial ground-freezing for construction 

D. General 

1. Cold weather construction 

2. Materials at low temperatures 
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EDITOR'S FOREWORD (Cont'd) 

IV. Remote Sensing 

A. Systems 

B. Techniques of image analysis 

C. Application to Cold Regions 

F. J. SANGER 



AVALANCHES 

by 

Malc Di m Mellor 

INTRODUCTION 

Snow settling onto the surface of the earth builds up into a delicate cellular 
material. At first, the constituent ice crystals of the snow deposit interlock 
and adhere weakly at points of mutual contact, but gradually there is a change 
in the shape and size of the crystals and their intergranular bonds which may 
either increase or decrease the strength of the snow mass. The snow's own 
weight introduces internal stresses to the material and, since snow creeps 
readily under sustained loading, compressive bulk stresses cause it to com
pact gradually to higher bulk density, thus tending to increase its strength. 
Hence the mechanical properties of deposited snow change with time, the rate 
of change being determined by the original snow type and by prevailing weather 
conditions, which control the thermal state of the snow. At any given stage 
of the metamorphism, the mechanical properties are directly dependent upon 
temperature, the strength and deformation resistance increasing as tempera
ture decreases. 

When snow lies on a slope, shear components of the internal stress tend 
to displace the material in a general downslope direction, so that the gradual 
densification under compressive bulk stress is accompanied by a slow down
hill flow which is achieved by internal viscous deformation. If the ground sur
face is smooth, the entire snow cover may also slide bodily by a process of 
viscous glide at the snow-ground interface. 

Both the bulk and shear deformation rates depend on the structure and 
temperature of the snow; in general, deformation rates decrease as s now den
sity increases and temperature decreases. Deformation rates also depend 
on stress, which for any point in the snow mass is largely determined by the 
weight of overlying snow and the inclination of the slope. The shear stress 
increases with increasing depth below the snow surface, and also with in
creasing slope angle; when the snow becomes deep enough, or when the slope 
is steep enough, the shear stress becomes critically high and the snow rup
tures spontaneously. Such a failure can occur either by increase of stress as 
new snow accumulates, or by decrease of strength following temperature rise 
or adverse metamorphism of the grain structure. Failure can also be triggered 
by application of an external load or by vibration. 

If conditions of instability are sufficiently widespread when the rupture 
stress is reached at a point in the snow, the failure propagates and allows a 
mass of snow to slide downhill, dislodging the delicately balanced snow which 
lies in its path. As the sliding snow accelerates down the slope it generally 
breaks up to form a turbulent cataract of pulverized material. The conversion 
of potential energy to kinetic energy as large masses of snow fall through long 
vertical distances creates great destructive power. 
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The essential ingredients for avalanche formation - snow and slope - exist 
in mountainous regions all over the world. Extrapolating from the known den
sity and frequency of avalanche occurrences in a country such as Switzerland, 
it seems likely that every year there are hundreds of thousands, and quite pos
sibly millions, of avalanches occurring throughout the world, Fortunately, the 
great majority of avalanches have no direct effect on human activity; their 
main significance lies in the role they play in hydrologic and geomorphic pro
cesses. The remainder constitute a threat to life and property. 

Although they represent one of the catastrophic forces of nature, avalanches 
are an imperfectly understood phenomenon. For centuries most mountain 
dwellers accepted 'the avalanche with superstitious dread and sought only mysti
cal protection. By the sixteenth century, a few avalanche defense works ap
peared in Europe, but it was not until the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
that the phenomenon began to receive critical study. Modern systematic re
search on an institutional scale originated in Switzerland, where the appoint
ment of a Federal Avalanche Commission in 1932 created a surge of activity 
which eventually led to the founding of the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and 
Avalanche Research. Outside Switzerland, avalanche research tended to be 
dispersed and sporadic, but by 1965, when an international symposium on ava
lanche research was called, the neces sity for serious and coordinated study had 
been recognized by a number of countries and steps had been taken to form ap
propriate research units. Formal research programs now exist in Russia (at 
Moscow Uni versity and at the Academy of Sciences High Mountain Geophysical 
Institute), in Japan (at the National Railways Snow Research Station and at the 
Institute of Low' Temperature Science, Hokkaido University), in Austria (at the 
Department of Forest Engineering for Torrent and Avalanche Control), in the 
United States (in the Forest Service), and in several other countries. 
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AVALANCHE HAZARD 

Avalanches are likely to occur wherever there are deep accumulations of 
snow on steep slopes, but avalanche hazard develops only when people and prop
erty come into proximity with slide areas. 

On a worldwide scale, avalanche activity probably fluctuates mainly in re
sponse to climatic changes, but avalanche hazard is directly related to the popu
lation of mountain regions and to the extent of human activity in those regions. 
Throughout historic times there have been periodic fluctuations in the numbers 
exposed to avalanche danger as people moved to and from the mountains in con
nection with industry, agriculture, trade, and military undertakings. Overall, 
however, there has tended to be a gradual increase in the development and oc
cupation of mountain areas. In the European Alps, travelers were exposed to 
avalanche danger from very early times (at least from the first century B. C., 
when Strabo wrote his "Geography"), and successive waves of migration brought 
substantial population to the mountain valleys by the Middle Ages, establishing 
avalanche hazards of major proportions. By contrast, other major mountain 
groups have remained lightly traveled and sparsely inhabited to the present day 
and, while they may be subject to extensive avalanche activity, they present 
virtually no avalanche hazard. Nevertheless, it is inconceivable that the great 
mountain regions of Asia and the Americas could remain deserted and unde
veloped indefinitely. 

In the United States, avalanche hazard surged briefly in the late nineteenth 
century in response to mining activity in the Rocky Mountains and now, after 
a temporary decline, it seems headed for protracted growth stimulated by high
way and dam construction, industry, and above all by the recreational attrac
tions of the mountains. In the Soviet Union, where 20% of the nation' s area is 
said to ble avalanche-prone, 123 a corresponding development of new transporta
tion links, settlements, and industries seems likely to maintain the growth of 
avalanche hazards. 

On an absolute scale, the death and destruction wrought by avalanches may 
not seem very impreslsive. Over a period of decades, Switzerland averages 
about 24 deaths, 13 injuries, and something over 100 cases of property damage 
each year. us In Austria, Italy and France , ,.casualties and los ses probably 
approach the same magnitude. In the state of Colorado a few people a year are 
killed on the average these days, and other mountainous states probably suffer 
on a comparable scale. The important point, however, is that destructive 
avalanches tend to concentrate their attacks in certain areas at certain time~, 
so that heavy loss of life and severe property damage may occur in single in
cidents. This kind of threat is impos sible to ignore, just as the threat of oc
casional earthquake, flood or fire is impossible to ignore. 

In the Alps, where long experience and strenuous protective efforts do 
much to minimize avalanche damage, a "bad winter" can bring disaster. In 
the winter of 1950-51, for example, close to 300 people were killed in 1be Alps, 
a similar number were injured, and the direct cost of avalanche damage was 
over $6 million. in Switzerland and about $5 million in Austria.27 ,u8 In the 
winter of 1953-54, 125 people were killed in Austria, 57 of them in a single 
village, and another 33 people died in Switzerland. 27,118,128 

In North America present population of mountain areas is small, although 
the number of transients on highways and at ski resorts is growing at an ap
preciable rate. In the past, though, when gold and silver mining peopled the 
mountains, there 'were major tragedies. In 1874 the mining camp at Alta, 
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Utah, was obliterated and 60 pers ons died. 1Z4 In the winter of 1905-06 more than 
113 miners were killed in the state of Colorado alone. 115 Modern mining opera
tions are both more limited and more cautious, but nevertheless 26 men were 
killed by an avalanche at the Granduc Mine in British Columbia in 1965. 86' The 
bigges t single avalanche accident in America occurred in 1910, when three 
snowbound trains were swept into a canyon in the Cascade Mountains; there 
were about 100 deaths and great expense was entailed in relocation of the rail
way underground. 58dZ4, 133 Another railway, the Canadian Pacific, was moved 
into tunnels in 1916 after trouble with avalanches in Rogers Pass, British 
Columbia; it is said that many laborers were killed by avalanches when the 
original track was being laid through Rogers Pass in thp eighteen-eighties. * 

Even when no lives are lost, avalanches can cause severe economic set
backs, either by damage to plant and property or by disruption of trade and 
communications. Interruption of road, rail or utility services is less spec
tacular than destruction of buildings and installations, but it may actually incur 
greater losses in the cost of lost production, disorganization, and slowdown 
of trade. As an example, the power line supplying the aluminum plant at 
Kitimat, British Columbia, was cut by avalanches in 1955, depriving the plant 
of power for nine days, "freezing" the smelter, and entailing expenditure of 
millions of dollars for rebuilding and new avalanche def@nse. 58 

No .catalogue of avalanche catastrophe would be complete without a men
tion of the consequences of reckless military incursions over the past two 
millennia. It is not known with certainty when an army first suffered self-in
flicted casualties by avalanche, although Fraserz7 mentions the possibility 
that it may have been during the retreat of the Ten Thousand in 401 B. C. , 
or during Alexander the Great's Asian campaigns (around 330 B.C.). There 
is, however, strong evidence that a substantial portion of the 18,000 men and 
20)J horses lost by Hannibal during his crossing of the Alps in 218 B. C. 
were claimed by avalanches. After some incidents during fifteenth century 
campaigns in the Alps, avalanches again became an important factor about 
1800, when the armies of Napoleon and Suvarow waged war in the Alps. The 
most overwhelming military disasters, though, occurred during World War I, 
when at least 40,000 men died in avalanches in the Tyrol and South Tyrol, and total 
casualties were perhaps twice this number (actual figures were suppressed, but 
some estimates are twice as high as the number quoted).z7 It has been estimated 
that during fighting on the Austro-Italian front in 1916, as many as 9000 to 10,000 
troops were killed in a single avalanche period of one or two days duration. 

The present monograph deals chiefly with snow avalanches, but some con
sideration must be given to ice avalanches - falls of ice blocks, usually from 
the snout of a glacier or perennial snow bed which terminates above a steep 
slope or precipice. Ice avalanches are common on mountain glaciers but, 
since they are generally confined to areas visited only by mountaineers, it is 
quite unusual for them to inflict human casualties or property damage directly. 
Nevertheless, ice avalanches are so devastating when they do strike that the 
greatest single disasters of recent years have been those caused by ice falls. 
In August, 1965, ice roared down from the tongue of the Allalin Glacier in 
Switzerland, killing some 90 workers engaged in construction of a dam in the 
valley below. Shocking as it is, this event pales almost to insignificance be
side an earlier South American calamity.79 In January 1962 there occurr~d in 
Peru the greatest avalanche on record, when some three million tons of ice 
broke from a hanging glacier near the summit of North Huascaran. Falling 
over a 3000-ft cliff the ice tore out great chunks of rock and touched off a 
secondary avalanche as it bombarded the lower glacier and gathered up more 
ice and morainal rock. The awesome cascade followed a succession of ravines 

* N. Gardner reported 263 avalanche fatalities in the vicinity of Rogers Pass 
between 1883 and 1960. 
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from the lower glacier to the alluvial flats of the Santa River, where it finally 
came to rest lO miles from the point of origin, having destroyed seven villages 
and killed 4000 people and 10,000 head of livestock during its IS-minute journey. 

The dangers of avalanches are not widely appreciated by those unacquainted 
with the mountains, so that newcomers and occasional visitors often invite high 
risks. At the same time, while those who live and work in the mountains are 
generally credited with keen awareness of avalanche problems, few of them are 
truly knowledgeable. For centuries mountain dwellers have stubbornly built and 
rebuilt in avalanche paths, and some have accentuated their peril by cutting pro
tective forest. Men engaged in construction, mining, highway maintenance, 
etc. frequently become casualties, and trained mountain troops have on many 
occasions run into serious trouble. There is ample evidence that some profes
sionals in the skiing industry, including instructors, have displayed a folly 
ranging from the irresponsible to the criminal. 

In conclusion, it might be well to mention that an avalanche need not be 
of spectacular proportions in order to kill, nor is the dangerous avalanche en
tirely confined to high mountains. People have been killed by local slides in 
small and apparently innocuous gullies, and fatal avalanches have occurred in 
such gentle hills as the South Downs and the Pennines of England. 
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SNOWFALL AND THE SNOW COVER 

The mechanical properties of snow which govern avalanche release are 
themselves determined by the type of snow which falls, by the way the snow is 
laid down, and by the metamorphism which occurs after deposition. 

Snow forms when tiny supercooled cloud droplets freeze on minute solid 
nuclei.73 ,83 The resulting ice crystals are hexagonally symmetric, and their 
initial form, which may be columnar, platelike or dendritic, is determined by 
the nucleation temperature. Crystal growth subsequent to nucleation is gov
erned by temperature and humidity of the atmosphere, and many different sizes 
and shapes of crystals are possible with variations of these conditions. Tem
perature and humidity conditions in the atmosphere change with altitude, so 
that snow crystals may encounter a variety of growth conditions during their 
fall to earth, acquiring subtle modifications of their basic forms. Some details 
of these processes, together with classifications of snow types, are given in 
sections II-C 1 and III-AI of Cold Regions Science and Engineering; it will suf
fice here to reiterate that snow type varies with the meteorological conditions. 
Generally speaking, large intricate crystals are most common at higher tem
peratures when there is ample moisture in the air, whereas small crystals of 
elementary shape are most common at low temperatures. 

In still air, snow crystals fall almost vertically at speeds which vary ac
cording to their size and shape, usually in 'the range 30 to 150 cm/sec (1 to 5 
ft/sec). If the concentration is high enough, fallin g crystals tend to collide and 
adhere, forming snowflakes. By contrast, when the wind blows strongly, say 
at 10m / sec (22 mph) or more, the air near the ground forms a turbulent bound
ary layer in which snow particles are suspended by turbulent diffusion. Under 
these conditions, intricate crystals become fragmented, so that the airborne 
sediment usually consists of equant, sub-angular particles, which may have a 
mean grain size of only O. 1 mm in cold conditions. Thus falling snow, or loose 
snow picked up from the surface, is carried along by the wind, to be deposited 
prefer·entially when the flow is disturbed by surface obstacles, or when bound
ary layer separation occurs at abrupt changes of surface slope. Preferential 
deposition or erosion of blown snow is of considerable importance in the field 
of avalanche control, and the phenomenon of blowing snow has been treated in 
detail in a separate monograph, Part III, Section A3c of this series. 

When snow falls in calm weather it lays down a soft deposit of low bulk 
density. Large stellar dendrites, often clustered into snowflakes while falling, 
settle gently and give densities lower than 0.05 g/cm3 , while smaller crystals 
of simple r shape achieve closer packing on deposition, giving densities up to 

0.2 g/cm3 or so. The strength of this low density snow is very small and, if 
accumulation is rapid, downslope shear stresses may climb to the rupture 
limit more rapidly than the snow is able to gain strength by compaction and 
sintering. Under these circumstances failure ensues, either as a general 
shear at s orne depth (which allows an extended" soft slab" to break away) or 
in the form of surface sloughing (in which the loose snow behaves like a granu
lar material whose angle of repose is exceeded). 

When snow is deposited after being whirled along by strong winds, the 
small equant particles generally settle into a relatively compact mass, in 
which bulk density may exceed 0.3 g/ cm3 • Snow of this kind has comparatively 
high initial strength and it sinters rapidly, so that it is unlikely to rupture 
immediately, even on the steepest slopes. Deposition is very uneven, with 
some expo~ed lo~ations scoured almost free of snow and other locations, usually 
!n the lee of obstructions, inundated by heavy drifts of snow. Due to the re
markable cohesive properties of fine snow particles, some drifts form in po
sitions where they must inevitably suffer creep failure. An example is the 
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formation of cornices, which cantilever out from the lips of sharp ridges on 
the lee side (Fig. 56). Another significant feature of wind deposits is their 
layered structure; since the maximum size of particle which can be h~ld in 
suspension by the wind is related to the intensity of turbulent exchange, the 
size of deposited particles varies with the wind speed, and this is continually 
fluctuating. Alternation of layers with differing densities, grain sizes, per
meabilities, and thermal conductivities influences temperature distribution, 
convection and vapor diffusion; this may lead subsequently to development of 
certain weak planes in the snow mass. 

After snow has been depos.ited, thermal metamorphism goes on, even at 
the lowest temperatures. The most drastic and rapid changes take place when 
the melting temperature is reached, but more gradual transformation at sub
freezing temperatures is perhaps of greater significance to avalanche forma
tion. In the absence of steep temperature gradients or strong convection, each 
snow crystal tends to reduce its surface area as molecules migrate, by vapor 
and surface diffusion, from regions of high surface curvature to regions of 
lower surface curvature. The result is that dendritic or prismatic crystals 
lose their original shape and tend to become spherical, at the same time grow
ing intergranular bonds, or ice bridges, at points of contact. In an aggregate 
of wind-blown snow, variation of vapor pressure with surface curvature leads 
to the gradual disappearance of the finest particles, to suppression of angu
larities on larger particles, and to rapid bond formation between the closely 
packed grains. This progressive reduction of specific surface produced by 
gradients of surface free energy is sometimes termed Udestructive metamor
phism." Looking at the snow deposit more generally, temperature gradients 
stimulate net mass transft. . from one layer to another by vapor diffusion, since 
vapor pressure varies with temperature. In wintertime the movement of vapor 
is usually from the warm lower layers to the colder layers above. Upward 
movement of vapor may be reinforced to some extent by convection in the pores 
of the snow, but when the direction of the temperature gradient is reversed, 
with highest temperatures near the surface, the air in the pores has a stable 
stratification and there should be no downward convection. 

There are two special types of thermal metamorphism which are of par
ticular interest in avalanche studies. One is sintering, or age hardening, 
of snow, which leads to intergranular bond growth and increase of strength 
with time; it occurs most markedly in dense, wind-blown snow subject to only 
small tempe rature gradients. The other type involves marked crystal growth 
without appreciable intergranular bond growth (" constructive metamorphism ll

); 

the most notable outcome of such growth is "depth hoar," an almost cohesion
less layer consisting of large crystals, often cup-shaped. Depth hoar, or more 
generally "swim .... snow" (Schwimmschnee) or "sugar snow," develops typically 
in snow layers that are subject to steep temperature gradients. 2 ,36 It tends to 
resist creep, fracturing suddenly when its comparatively low rupture stress is 
reached. 

Sintering usually goes on while freshly deposited snow' particles are being 
transformed from relatively intricate dendritic or spicular forms into equant 
grains by "destructive metamorphism." Although the latter term may seem to 
imply deterioration, the joint processes just mentioned actually improve me
chanical properties. Along the same line, gross grain growth by "constructive 
metamorphism ll has an adverse effec't on mechanical properties. 

While thermal metamorphism is going on, the snow is continually creeping 
under the stresses imposed by its own weight. The rate at which it creeps at 
any point in the deposit is dependent on the stress there (which itself is deter
mined largely by the weight of overlying snow and the slope angle), on the snow 
temperature, and on the density and grain structure of the snow. Since this last 
factor is influenced by thermal metamorphism, there is some interaction be
tween thermal and mechanical processes in the snow. Volumetric strains are 
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generally compressive, and are reflected by progressive increase of snow den
sity at any given point. Other thin.gs being equal, increase of density brings 
increase of strength and creep resistance. Shear strains produced by the ten
dency for the snow to flow downslope gradually modify the structure of the mate
rial which is deforming, and if shear strains become large enough the creep 
rate may accelerate and produce failure {tertiary creep}. 

9 
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AVALANCHE TERRAlIN 

Although a combination of steep slope and deep snow accumulation is gen
erally a necessa:ty condition for avalanche formation, that condition is not always 
sufficient. For example, New England has steep mountain slopes and fairly 
heavy snow accumulation on them, but avalanches are rare in that part of the 
country.",c The reason is rather obvious: most of the slopes are densely for
ested, the snow is firmly anchored, and there is very little alpine area above 
the trees where slides can start. The general point is that for avalanches to 
slide the snow cover must be thicker than the characteristic height of surface 
protuberances. 

If a steep slope is smooth and grassy, as high pastures often are, it is 
easy for snow to slide, even if the snow cover is shallow (say less than 1 m or 
3 ft). If, on the other hand, a slope of the same angle is covered by thick forest 
it is virtually impossible for an avalanche to start there. More typical surfaces 
for avalanche slopes lie between these two extremes, with boulders or scrub 
vegetation representing the surface roughness. In order for a snow avalanche 
to be released from a slope covered with rocks or tough vegetation, snow depth 

has to exceed the general height of closely spaced rocks or vegetation. How
ever, isolated obstacles, such as widely spaced trees, confer no immunity 
from avalanche release. 

Given that open slopes and unforested gullies tend to have similar surfaces, 
and that snow depths are of comparable magnitude over wide areas, it seems 
reasonable to expect a correlation between slope angle and the probabilitY1 or 
frequency, of avalanches. No detailed statistical studies are known to the writer, 
but experienced avalanche observers have ample evidence of such a correlation. 
In the U. S., it is found that large avalanches are likely to occur only on slopes 
between 25 0 and 50 0 inclination; 29, 124 in the Alta (Utah) research area most major 
avalanches start on slopes inclined at 35 0 to 40 0

, while most of the principal 
avalanche paths along Colorado mountain highways slope between 28 0 and 35 0

• 

On slopes gentler than 25 0 avalanches do .occur, but they are unusual and gen
erally not dangerous. Of course, if the snow becomes waterlogged and turns 
to slush, it can flow as a technical avalanche on very gentle slopes - 10 0 to 15 0 

or so. On very steep slopes (> 45 0
) the snow tends to slough off soon after fall.l. 

ing, and loose snow avalanches are common. On the steepest slopes - 80 0 to 
90 0 

- there is usually no appreciable accumulation to feed avalanches. Although 
small falls of snow from the steepest slopes, e. g. collapsing cornices, are un
important in themselves, they may be highly significant as avalanche triggers 
for the slopes below. If, instead of large avalanches, sm'all snow slides are 
considered, the upper limit of slope angle for common occurrence is quite 
high - perhaps 70 0 or so. 

The mechanism of avalanche release is affected by the shape of the slope 
profile, i. e. whether the profile down the line of greatest slope is concave or 
convex. If the slope is concave, compressive longitudinal strains will be in
troduced by creep, whereas if the slope is convex any longitudinal strains intro
duced by creep will be tensile. Avalanche observers recognize convex slopes as 

being particularly dangerous, and note that they favor the formation of slab 
avalanches. Concave slopes are thought to provide betterrperipheral anchorage 
for an area of unstable snow. In some cases, though, the influence of longi
tudinal stresses may have been exaggerated by confusion of cause and effect: 

* Mt. Washington. one of the few peaks rlslng above timberline in the Northeast, 
has frequent avalanches, and in Tuckerman's Ravine avalanche protection for 
skiers is provided. 
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b. (U. S. Forest Service photo by H. Frutiger). 

Figure 3. Typi-cal avalanche terrain. Steep, unforested slopes funnel 
snow into gullies. Swaths are cut through the forest of the lower slopes 
by avalanches. On a path which runs only infrequently there may be new 
growth, such as young aspens, filling the gap in the mature conifer stand. 
The conical peak in the center of photo (a) is the site of a large molybden-

um mining operation. 
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Figure 4. Effect of slope angle on avalanche release. 

slope curvature also introduces longitudinal gradients of downslope shear 
stress. Luoking at the slope profile in more detail, rock outcrops introduce 
a variety of barriers and terraces which have a very significant effect on the 
local stress field. Not only do these affect avalanche release, they also in
fluence the motion of snow sliding from above by slowing or diverting its fall. . 

The transverse profile, or cross section, of wide slopes must also be 
taken into consideration. Any transverse gradient on a broad slope, say in 
the vicinity of a gully, makes the local fall line steeper than the fall line on the 
general slope where there are no transverse gradients. Thus static stresses 
are intensified around a gully, and when avalanche release occurs the snow is 
naturally channeled down the gully. 

The orientation of a slope with respect to sun and wind is a significant 
factor in avalanche formation. Slopes facing the noon sun, and inclined so that 
the sun's rays are almost normally incident in winter and spring, receive most 
energy and are subject to the most intense metamorphism at and near the snow 
surface. The relatively high winter temperatures favor sintering anq snow 
compaction by creep, so that the snow gains strength quite rapidly. In spring, 
howev:er, sunny slopes begin to melt first, and are therefoore subject to con
siderable wet snow avalanche activity. Shaded slopes receive little short wave 
radiation and the prevailing radiation balance is negative. They experience 
consistently low surface temperatures, so that there are steep temperature 
gradients between ground and surface and the general snow temperature is 
comparatively low. These cO~ditions favor the formation of cohesionless layers 
of depth hoar, but inhibit the strengthening processes of compaction and sinter
ing. Thus shaded slopes are the ones most susceptible to dry snow avalanche 
activity during the winter, other things being equal. 
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Figure 5. A broad avalanche slope. In the steep starting 
zone the downslope profile is concave. 

Figure 6. Steep avalanche path on Superior 
Peak, Alta, Utah. The road can be seen 
running beneath the ski tips. The photograph 
is taken from a gun platform mounting the 
1'5 mm recoilless rifle. Vertical drop on the 
avalanche path is nearly 4000 ft (12.00 m). 

13 
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a. Ked Mountain Pass, Colorado. (U. S. Forest Service photo by 
H. Frutiger.) 

b. Little Cottonwood Canyon, Utah. 

Figure 7. Roads threatened by multiple slide paths. 
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Figure 8. Avalanche path on Red Mountain (n eCl 1' E mpire), 
Colorado, which menaces mine and mill l;<.4ildings. Several 
other slide paths cross the approach road or descend into 
the tailing ponds. (U. S. Forest Service photo by H. Frutiger.) 

15 
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Many snowfalls are accompanied by wind, an.d deposition of the snow is 
therefore quite irregular, with deep drifts in the lee of obstacles and snow-free 
scours in places where the wind flow is accelerated. Where ridges or gullies 
lie athwart the local storm wind direction, snow is likely to drift to considerable 
depths on lee slopes, thus putting relatively high stresses on the lower layers of 
snow. On the lee edges of ridges and at the lips of gullies, cornices build out; 
sooner or later these cantilevers of hard snow collapse, throwing impulsive loads 
onto the snow slope below. The snow on windward slopes is not only shallower, 
but also tends to be firmer' as a result of grain size selection and mechanical 
agitation during deposition. Rime deposition on windward slopes is also thought 
to playa part in stabilizing them. Blowing snow is discussed in detail in Part 
III, Section A3c of this series. 

An excellent aid to the recognition of avalanche terrain is provided by 
Frutiger's illustrated catalogue of avalanche paths along mountain highways in 
Colorado. 29 
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AVALANCHE TYPES AND THEIR CLASSIFICAT.lON 

Basis for clas sification 

When snow breaks free from the slope on which it lies, it may run from 
the surface in a localized slough if it is fresh, loose snow, or alternatively it 
may begin to slide in depth over an extended area as a coherent slab if it is 
packed or bonded. Once in motion the liberated snow accelerates down the 
slope, gaining size as well as speed by dislodging the snow which lies in, and 
alongside, its path. As it gathers speed the sliding mass becomes agitated 
and usually breaks up, eventually forming a turbulent cascade as thrust at the 
slide front and shear against the slide surface (which may be either bare 
g round or underlying snow) develop rotational motion in the fragmented mate
rial. In engineering terms, the snow becomes a fluidized solid. If the snow 
fragments are highly cohesive, i. e. if they are "warm" or wet, the avalanche 
forms a dense torrent close to the ground; it tends to run down the line of 
greatest slope, overshooting bends and undulations of the terrain to some ex
tent by virtue of its inertia. If, on the other hand, the snow is dry and pow
dery ("cold"), then fine fragments are likely to be whirled into the air and 
suspended by turbulent diffusion when high speeds are reached. There is then 
a "two-phase flow ll of ice particles and air; the snow cloud, being denser than 
the surrounding air, rushes downhill as a gravity current, somewhat akin to 
katabatic winds or to oceanic turbidity currents. 

When the several alternatives of the preceding paragraph are permuted, 
it becomes clear that many different types of avalanches can occur. When 
genesis, size, slide path characteristics, triggering action, and destructive 
consequences are thrown additionally into the consideration, the problems of 
classification become quite formidable, and it is understandable that a uni
versally acceptable classification scheme has remained elusive. Actually, it 
turns out that for practical purposes avalanches can be described on the basis 
of relatively few characteristics, although for some special purposes it may be 
necessary to consider supplementary features, or even to adopt an entirely dif
ferent approach. The basic characteristics embraced by practical classifica
tion schemes, which include the originating rupture pattern, the type of snow 
involved, the form of the motion, and the position of the slide surface, are 
briefly outlined in the following notes. 

The type of rupture initiating an avalanche depends to some extent upon the 
nature of the snow which is released. Two forms of rupture are distinguished, 
and the slides which result from them are usually designated Illoos e snow ava
lanches ll and "slab avalanches." A loose snow avalanche involves snow which 
has little intergranular cohesion, and which usually is critically poised on a 
slope whose angle equals or exceeds the natural angle of repose of unbonded 
snow particles. Loose snow grains start to slip from a point near the surface, 
sweeping other grains with them as they slide and roll; the characteristic track 
left by a loose snow avalanche thus starts at a point and fans out as it progresses 
downhill. The lack of intergranular cohesion which is necessary for a loose 
snow avalanche exists during, or immediately after, deposition in suitable 
weather conditions, principally wind-free snowfall. It can also develop by des
truction of intergranular bonding following metamorphism or melt water lubri
cation. Thus loose snow avalanches occur 'most frequently during and immedi
ately after snowfall, or else in the springtime when lying snow becomes wet and 
loose. They are very common, but are often quite small and innocuous (there 
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a. Large! open - slope slab avalanche. 

b. Soft slab avalanche released by gunfire. 

Figure 9. Slab avalanches. (Photos by E. LaChapelle.) 
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are, of course, some large and destructive loose snow avalanches). A slab 
avalanche is initiated by rupture of a coherent mas s of snow ove r an extended 
area. The slab is released by shear along a plane parallel to, and at some depth 
below, the surface. A distinct fracture line is left at the upslope limit of the 
avalanche, and a clearly defined slide plane is often revealed. Slab avalanches 
may occur in almost any kind of snow, the sole requirement being sufficient 
internal cohesion of the snow to transmit tensile st ress and permit fracture 
propagation. When the cohesion is relatively low, for example in soft new snow, 
the material which breaks away is referred to as a " soft slab" avalanche; once 
in motion it quickly breaks up into a formless mass. When the snow is firm and 
securely bonded together, as is the case in dense, wind-packed snow, it frac
tures cleanly and begins to slide as a definite slab or as an array of large 
blocks. This is a "hard slab" avalanche; although the original sliding layer 
eventually shatters into turmoil, the final avalanche debris is usually strewn 
with angular blocks. Slab avalanches are considered to be the major source of 
avalanche hazard in Europe and North America. Unlike loose snow avalanches, 
which reflect the tendency of a snow slope to stabilize itself progressively, slab 
avalanches come as the final collapse of snow mas ses built to dangerous pro
portions under conditions of marginal stability. When cohesive snow is poised 
precariously on the mountainside, a slab avalanche is easily trigge red by ex
ternal dist~rbance. 

The position of the avalanche slide surface provides useful descriptive and 
diagnostic information. The significant distinction is whether the avalanche 
slides over an undisturbed lower layer of snow or directly over the ground sur
face. If the ground surface of a slope is rough, i. e. boulder-strewn or covered 
in scrubby vegetation, the lowes t layers of snow are firmly anchored, and an 
avalanche will tend to slide on some slip surface within the snow cover. In the 
layered snow mass there are usually distinct planes of weakness, often at 
boundaries separating the deposits laid down in successive storms. If the ground 
surface is smooth, such as a grassy slope may be, the avalanche can slide 
directly over the ground, stripping off the entire snow cove r and perhaps some 
of the soil as well. ,!< 

The moisture content of the snow affects mechanical properties, both static 
and dynamic, and therefore it is roughly es timated for clas sification purposes. 
Dry snow can be ground into almost cohesionless fragments with the fingers or 
by rubbing s now on snow; although the fragments will s inter in time, there is 
initially little cohesion and snowballs cannot be made with the dry snow. Snow 
is called moist when the particles s tick together without any vis ible evidence of 
free water; snow need not be at the melting point to exhibit this property. When 
water can be seen on the surfaces of snow grains the snow is "wet, " and if water 
can actually be squeezed out of the snow it is "very wet." When there is so much 
water in the snow that it begins to take on true fluid properties it is termed slush. 
If set into motion as an avalanche, dry snow pulverizes and fine fragments dif
fuse into the air like a dus t cloud. By contras t, wet snow remains coherent after 
violent disruption, and runs near the surface as a dense flood. Thus moisture 
content has a direct bearing on avalanche motion. 

':c Although a full-depth avalanche which slides directly on the ground is often 
called a "ground avalanche, " the German term "Grundlawine" has additional 
connotations; the Swis s use "Bodenlawine" for a full-depth avalanche. 
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Figure lO. Debris from a channeled ·wet snow avalanche. Note the grooves 
in the bed of the channel. (Photo by E. LaChapelle.) 

The form of the motion by which an avalanche descends varies from dense 
flow near the surface* to the downrush of high clouds of snow particles diffused 
in air, with various combinations of these motions between the two extremes. 
The airborne powder avalanche travels very fast, and is not greatly impeded 
by minor obs tacles in its path. The rushing snow cloud itself is highly des
tructive, and it is preceded by a strong, and often destructive, blast of air 
which mayor may not contain snow particles. Dense avalanches sliding or 
flowing near the ground experience higher resistance to motion than do air
borne avalanches, and their speeds are therefore somewhat lower on the aver
age. They are also more closely restrained by contours of the terrain. Only 
wet snow is likely to be completely confined to surface flow; it is more common 
for a dense dry avalanche to be surmounted by an airborne cloud of finer frag
ments. 

The nature of the slide Eath affects the direction, speed, breadth and den
sity of an avalanche. The principal distinction drawn for practical purposes 
is between unconfined travel down at! open slope and channeled flow down some 
kind of valley. On an open slope the avalanche is free to spread laterally, and 
is subject only to air resistance along its edges. When unrestrained, slab 
avalanches tend to slide on a broad front from the start, while loose snow ava
lanches fan out from a point as they run downs lope. In a channeled avalanche 

* Again, indiscriminate use of the term" ground avalanche" should be avoided. 
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Figure 11. Dust cloud of a dry snow (soft slab) ava
lanche. (Photo by E. LaChapelle.) 
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path the snow is constrained laterally and the bed resistance tends to be higher 
because of edge effects. The constrained flow may be both deep and dense, but 
its direction is completely predictable. Inspection of the track left by an ava
lanche usually yields clues to the moisture of the snow WhlCh slid. Wet snow 
often leaves a grooved path, particularly when confined in a valley, and the 
debris tends to be rounded into balls, the largest of which may go rolling off 
across undisturbed snow at the foot of the slope, sometimes even running part 
way up the opposite slope of the main valley. 

The "trigger" for avalanche release is relevant to classification and ava
lanche analysis. An avalanche may be released spontaneously by rupture under 

sustained gravity forces, or the release may be triggered by external forces, 
either natural or artificial. Natural triggering agents include falling cornice s 
and a variety of other small falls of snow, icicles, or roc·ks. Artificial triggers, 
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which may be applied either deliberately or accidentally, include human dis
turbance, particularly by skiers, and explosive shock, propagated through the 
air, the snow, or the underlying ground. 

C las sifications 

De Quervainzo,zz has summarized and reviewed the major avalanche classi
fications proposed by European authorities on the subject prior to 1955. Most 
of these classification's are based on the type of snow involved and on the kind of 
motion prevailing during the descent of the avalanche, but they have not proved 
to be completely adequate. The classification scheme currently used in Switz
erland, which was drafted in 1955 by de Quervain and Haefeli, includes consid
eration of the type of rupture initiating the avalanche, the position of the sliding 
surface, and the form of the avalanche track, as well as the snow type and the 
form of motion (Table I). After a decade of practical use, this classification 
was recently reexaminedzz and some additions were proposed (Table II). Al
though the Swiss classifications have not yet won international acceptance, 
they certainly must be recognized as valid schemes for practical application 
to avalanche control work. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

Table 1. Swiss avalanche classification scheme drafted by 
de Quervain and Haefeli in 1955. zo 

Criterion Alternative characteristics and denomination 

Typ{; of rupture Starting from a line Starting from a point 
slab avalanche loose snow avalanche 

(Schnee brettlawine) (Lockerschneelawine) 

Position of sliding Above the ground., On the ground 
surface inside snow cover 

surface layers full depth avalanche 
avalanche 

(Oberlawine) (B odenlawine) 

State of humiEl,ity Dry snow Wet snow 
dry snow avalanche wet snow avalanche 

(Trockenschneelawine) (Nasschneelawine) 

Form of the track 0Een even track Channeled track 
unconfined avalanche channeled avalanche 

(FHichenlawine) (Runs enlawine) 

Form of movement Whirling through air Flowing along ground 
airborne powder flowing avalanche 
avalanche 

(S taublawine))' (Flies slawine) 



A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 
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Table II. Propos ed modification of Swis s avalanche clas s ification 
(de Quervain, 1965). Asterisks mark additions to the previous scheme, 

shown in Table 1. 

Criterion Alternative characteristics and denominations 

Type of rupture Starting from a line Starting from a point 
slab avalanche loose snow avalanche 
soft slab hard slab 

avo >:< avo ':< 

Position of sliding Within snow cover On the ground 
surface surface layers avalanche entire snow cover avo 

new snow old snow 
fracture* fracture>:c 

State of humidity Dry snow Wet snow 
dry snow avalanche wet snow avalanche 

Torm of track 0,Een flat track Channeled track 
unconfined avalanche channeled avalanche 

Form of movement Whirling through air Flowing along ground 
airborne powder avalanche sliding flowing 

sliding av.':C flowing av.* 

Triggering ~actor",c Internal release':< Ex ternal trigge r 
spontaneous avalanche* triggered avalanche* 

natural artificial 

Further important features of an avalanche are*: 

- Dimensions t , volume of dislodged snow mass, depth of deposit. 
- Altitude, exposure and steepness of avalanche area. 
- Quality of sliding layer. 
- Time of descent, velocity of movement. 

t Discrimination: 
Avalanche: dislocation of snow over more than 50m of track 
Slide : dislocation of snow over less than 50m of track 

Important genetic factors of avalanche formation are*: 

- Snowfall (amount and intenSity). 
- Wind. 
- Tempe rature variation (convective heat and radiation). 
- Stratification of old snow deposit. 
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In the U. S. A., an avalanche classification scheme has been evolved from 
the Swiss classification by the Forest Service for use in the mountains of the 
West. 124 It is very similar to the original Swiss scheme, as may be seen by 
comparing Figure 12, which illustrates the main features of the current Forest 
Service classification, with Table I. In the Forest Service avalanche hand
book, 124 the classification chart is accompanied by excellent descriptive notes. 

In describing avalanches, U. S. specialists also distinguish between "direct 
action avalanches, II which occur during or immediately after a snowstorm, and 
Ildelayed action" or "climax avalanches, II which occur at the culmination of 
slow load build-up or gradual adverse metamorphism in the snow. This dis
tinction in some ways represents a first step towards genetic classification, 
since a direct action avalanche is an immediate consequence of the prevailing 
meteorological situation, while the climax avalanche develops in response to 
gradual changes in the snow cover. 

The magnitude of an avalanche is one of its most important aspects for 
many practical purposes, but formal classification on the basis of size has re
ceived relatively little attention until very recently. The proposed modifica
tion of the Swiss classification scheme provides for a listing of avalanche dim
ensions, and avalanches are distinguished from small "slides" according to 
whether the track length is greater or less than 50 m (164 ft). In U. S. prac
tice, the size of an avalanche is classified on the basis of an observer's esti
mate of the threat to life and property. 124 The three categories are: 

1. Large or major - highly dangerous to human beings and property. A 
person caught would be killed or severely injured. Slides in this class des
troy buildings, trees, or structural facilities. 

2. Medium dangerous to human beings but not likely to cause property 
damage. 

3. Small - harmless to humans or property. 

Recognizing that the magnitude of an avalanche is defined more significantly 
by the energy involved rather than by the mass of snow alone, Shoda1l2 has 
attempted to establish a numerical scale of avalanche magnitude based on the 
potential energy dissipated. Strictly speaking, the total energy dissipated is 
given by the summation for all avalanche particles of the product (weight) x 
(vertical displacement); however, Shoda simply takes the total mass of snow 
M and the total vertical fall distance H, and from a rounded (characteristic) 
value of loglo (MgH) classifies the avalanche magnitude on a scale ranging from 
2 to 10 (Table III). In appropriate metric units (M in metric tons, H in m, 
g ~10 m/sec2 ), 19(MgH) ~ 1 + 19M+ 19H. 

Table III. Scale of avalanche magnitude (Shoda1l2 ). 

H(m) M(tons) 
1 , 102 104 106 

10 2 4 6 8 

102 3 5 7 9 

103 4 (, 8 10 
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TYPE OF SNOW 

TYPE OF MOTION 

SLIDING SURFACE 

FREE WATER CONTENT 

DRY DAMP WET 
NO FREE WATER TRACE OF FREE WATER FREE WATER VISIBLY PRESENT 

Figure 12. Current U. S. Forest Service avalanche classifica
tion. 124 It is conceivable that this classification might be modi
fied in the future to conform more closely with the scheme given 
in Table II. The term II ground avalanche" should probably be 

changed to "full-depth avalanche. " 

25 
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Shimizu calls the avalanche magnitude assessed from potential energy con
siderations the potential magnitude. 110 He suggests that in addition to this, 
avalanches should be classified on the basis of mass magnitude, which is quanti
fied as the base 10 logarithm of the total displaced mass in tons, and destruc
tive magnitude, characterized by the common logarithm of the maximum kinetic 
energy of the avalanche (no units for velocity are given, but presumably m/sec 
would be adopted for consiste,ncy with potential magnitude). 

As a matter of interest, Roch (personal communication) has witnessed an 
avalanche on Mt. Logan which descended 6000 ft and overran a peak rising 
3000 ft above its surroundings. The avalanche cloud which overtopped this peak 
was estimated to be 1500 ft thick. 

Most of the available essays on genetic classification of avalanches seem 
confused and inconsistent, but recently Losev68 has reviewed the topic and pro
duced a classification scheme of merit. This is reproduced in Table IV. 

Table IV. Genetic classification of avalanches (Losey68). 

Classes of avalan ches 

1. Avalanches occur
ring directly due to 
meteorological factors 

l. Avalanches occur
ring directly due to 
meteorological factors 
and processes within 
the snow layer during 
thawing 

3. Avalanches occur
ring directly due to 
processes taking place 
within the snow layer 

4. Avalanches occur
ring due to various 
random phenomena 

_ Types of avalanches 

1.1 Avalanches connected wit h 
snowfalls 

1.2 Avalanches connected with 
snowdrifts 

1.3 Avalanches produced by a 
sharp decrease in the at
mospheric temperature 

2.1 Avalanches connected with 
radiation thay.'ing 

2.2 Avalanches connected with 
spring warm-up 

2.3 Avalanches due to rainfall 
onto the snow cover 

2.4 Avalanches connected with 
thawing 

3.1 Avalanches occurring as a 
result of recrystallization 
of the snow with formation 
of layers of deep frost 

3.2 Avalanches occurring as a 
result of a weakening of 
the stability of the snow 
layer under prolon ged ac
tion of a stress 

Seasons in 
which the 

avalanches 
occur 

Fall, winter, 
spring 
Fall, winter 

Winter 

Winter, be
g inning of 
spring 
Spring 

Spring 

Fall, winter, 
beginning of 
spring 

Winter 

Winter, 
spring 

Type of snow 
in the alluvial fall 
of the avalanche 

Moist, dry, floccu
lent, finely crumbly 
Dry, flocculent, 
crumbly, platy 
Dry, lumpy, platy 

Moist, flocculent, 
'crumbly 

Wet, crumbly, lumpy 

Wet, crumbly 

Moist, crumbly, 
lumpy, flocculent 

Dry, lumpy, platy, 
flocculent 

Dry, moist, floccu
lent, crumbly 

Fall, winter, All forms of snow 
spring 
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In order to improve the understanding of creep and stability of snow slopes, 
and to develop rational methods for design of barriers, terraces and other pro
tective works, it is necessary to consider the mechanics and the mechanical 
properties of the snow cover. 

There are formidable obstacles to any detailed analytical treatment of the 
mechanics of a natural snow cover, and it may as well be admitted that avalanche 
problems are rarely amenable to rigorous analysis. First of all, it has to be 
recognized that a real snow cover is neither homogeneous nor isotropic - it is 
a stratified deposit whose mechanical properties may change unsystematically 
from layer to layer, sometimes drastically. Not only do the snow properties 
vary in space, they vary also in time: continual fluctuations of air temperature 
and surface radiation induce variation of temperature-dependent properties in 
the snow, while thermodynamic processes and time-dependent strains gradually 
modify grain structure and density, with consequent effect on the mechanical 
properties. New snow falls periodically, changing the stress field and intro
ducing "moving boundary" considerations. 

In spite of these complications, some attempt at theoretical analysis has to 
be made if the understanding of avalanche mechanics is to progress beyond 
vague, and sometimes misleading, empiricism. 

In order to develop a unified analytical framework it is first necessary to 
simplify the problem by making useful and realistic idealizations of the prop
erties of the snow cover. A second step then involves the establishment of 
general equations relating stress, strain and displacement in accordance with 
the idealized snow properties. Finally, the simplifications which are inherent 
in particular problems can be introduced and solutions can be obtained for 
cases which are of practical interest. In this way consistent theoretical analy
sis can be conducted on a conceptual plane, while the complexities of reality 
are accommodated in the input and output stages of the overall treatment. * 
The first step of the process calls for reexamination of the mechanical prop
erties of snow. 

Mechanical propertie s of snow 

The properties of snow have been reviewed in some detail in Part III, 
Section Al of this series; here it will be sufficient to reconsider the mechanical 
properties in general terms. t 

Deposited snow which has developed some intergranular bonding behaves 
as a compressible viscoelastic material, in which creep strain rate is non
linear with stress. Upon application of a fixed non-destructive load it suffers 
an immediate and recoverable elastic deformation, followed by decelerating 
primary creep, or delayed elasticity, which is largely recoverable by relaxa
tion, and finally by "steady-state" secondary creep, which is wholly irrecover
able. Actually, under typical field conditions secondary creep may eventually 
decelerate under compr·es sive bulk stres ses due to densification, or it may 
ultimately accelerate to the rupture limit under tension or shear (tertiarycreep). 
In terms of rheological analogues, the non-destructive shear straining of snow 
of a given type is reasonably well represented by a series combination of Max
well and Kelvin-Voigt models (Burger's body) as long as the stress remains 
_c.on.stant and the total strain is limited. 

* Although this is a common approach to analysis of complex natural pheno..mena, 
there is widespread and understandable skepticism when it is applied to natural 
earth materials. The important point is to distinguish between the real and 
idealized materials, and to understand their mutual relationships. 

t For detailed references, see ref. 10, 75 and 78. 
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The elastic moduli of snow are difficult to measure by traditional static 
methods, since significant creep strains occur quite rapidly. However, con
sistent and reproducible results for dense, coherent snow can be obtained by 
vibrational techniques, which in many case"s are preferable in view of the fact 
that elastic strains are usually of practical interest only where stresses are 
briefly applied and relaxed, or where vibrations are induced. Most of the 
available data are for dense snow (> O. 4 g/cm3 ), but it appears that Young's 
modulus for the denser snows found on avalanche slopes (~ 0.3 g/cm3 ) is 
about 109 dyne/cm2 at moderately low temperatures (~-10C). Measured values 
of Poisson's ratio are scattered for lower density snows, but they cluster 
around the value 0.3. Dependence of elastic moduli on temperature has not 
been well determined, but as temperature drops from -2 to -10C (a typical 
range for dry seasonal snow in non -polar mountains), Young's modulus in
creases by some 20%. The moduli also show an increase with time during 
the period in which intergranular bonds are forming in the snow; the moduli 
may be expected to reach some 90% of their final values after 1 to 3 weeks of 
sintering at typical moderately low fie ld tempe ratures (- 5 to -15C), although 
further increases may occur as the snow densifies by compactive creep. 

The viscosity of snow has to be described cautiously, since creep tests 
show that secondary strain rate is non-linear with stress for snow of a given 
type at a given temperature. At low stress, snow exhibits Newtonian behavior, 
i. e. strain rate is directly proportional to stress. However, as stress in
creases above a certain limit, which varies with snow type, there is a dis
proportionate increase in strain rate, i. e. strain rate becomes dependent on 
powers of stress higher than the first power. In other words, while snow dis
plays Newtonian, or linear, viscosity at low stress, it tends towards plastic 
behavior at high stress. This transition from Newtonian toward Saint-Venant 
behavior has been described by a hyperbolic sine relation between strain rate 
£ and stress 0": 

£ = ~ sinh (~) 
110 0"0 

(1) 

where 110 is a low stress viscosity and 0"0 is an empirical constant, both de
pendent on snow type and temperature. Experiments on polycrystalline ice 
suggest an alternative relationship which may be preferable in some respects: 

1 
= - 0" + a 0-3.5 

110 
(2) 

where a is a factor which varies with snow type and tempera"ture. In either 
case the expression reduces to a linear relation for sufficiently low stresses. 
The effect of temperature on strain rate is usually described by: 

(3 ) 

where b is determined by stress and snow type, T is the absolute temperature, 
R is the gas constant, and Q is an apparent activation energy for creep, which 
varies with stress and density in the range 10 to 20 kcal/mole. For typical 
stresses and densities prevailing in avalanche slopes, Q is probably about 
15 kcal/mole. Overall, the dependence of strain rate on snow density seems 
complicated, but for typical seasonal snow (density 0.1 to 0.4 g/cm3 ) a simple 
em.pirical expression can be used to relate "compactive viscosity" 11c with unit 
welght r: 
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l1c = A exp (B y). (4) 
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11 is the ratio of the vertical components of stress and strain rate for 
snow ~ensifying under its own weight on a level surface. For temperatures in 
the range -1 to -1 OC, A is of order 105 g sec / cmz, and B is approximately 
21 cm3 /g. Thus l1c ranges from about 106 g sec/cmz at density 0.1 g/cm3 to 
about 5x 108 at density 0.4 g/cm3 • Viscosity generally increases with increas
ing grain size, but there is little quantitative information available. It has been 
suggested that, for the size range 0.2 to 2. 0 mm, viscosity is proportional to 
the third power of grain size. 

Under typical field conditions, snow is subject to compressive bulk stress 
and to a deviator, or shear, stress. The bulk stress produces compressive 
volumetric strain, or densification, and hence both the bulk and shear viscosi
ties of the snow tend to increase with time even if the temperature remains 
constant and there is no appreciable thermal metamorphism. There is some 
evidence that, for a given snow type and temperature, density tends to adjust 
to the bulk stress quite rapidly (within a matter of days) and thereafter volu
metric creep proceeds at a much lower rate. This seems reasonable in 
view of the rather abrupt transition from linear viscous to viscoplastic be
havior at a certain stress level which has been demonstrated for polycrystalline 
ice. Although this suggestion remains to be substantiated, it should be kept in 
mind, since it implies a relationship between viscosity and bulk stress which 
will tend to reduce the dependence of shear strain rate upon shear stress in a 
snow slope. The point is taken up later in this section. 

When snow is stressed to the point of failure, the final rupture process 
may be either ductile or brittle. Ductile failure, or creep rupture, occurs when 
the loading is increased slowly, or when a fixed load of sufficient magnitude is 
sustained for an appreciable length of time. Brittle fracture occurs when the 
applied load is increased very rapidly, or when very high strain rates are im
posed on the snow. Although the resulting ruptures are superficially ·similar 
for both cases, the strains and stresses developed prior to rupture may differ 
significantly. The loading rate, or strain rate, at which the transition from 
ductile to brittle failure occurs is dependent on snow type and temperature, but 
there are insufficient data to define critical rates very closely. For snow of 
the type found on avalanche slopes at typical winter temperatures it is estimated 
that brittle fracture will not occur unless loading rates exceed 1 kg/cmz-sec, 
or strain rates exceed 10-z sec-l. This means that in all cases where ava
lanches are released by rupture under body forces, ductile failure initiates 
the avalanche release, although brittle fracture may thereafter occur in the 
remaining anchorages. Brittle fracture will also occur when the snow is loaded 
impulsively by explosive disturbance, falling cornices, skiers, etc. 

In the brittle range there does not appear to be much variation of rupture 
stress with loading rate or strain rate, except at rates close to the transition 
values. Consistent strength measurements can thus be made by means of shear 
boxes, centrifugal tensile apparatus, shear vanes, penetrometers, and com
pression presses, providing the rates of loading or straining are fairly high. 
However, it should be appreciated that such measurements usually give no more 
thana self-consistent index of brittle fracture stress, since there are uncer
tainties involved in interpretation of many tests. Furthermore, while there is 
every reason to expect a good correlation between brittle fracture strength and 
resistance to creep rupture, the magnitudes of the two will differ in general. 
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In the ductile range the definition of strength becomes arbitrary to a large 
extent, since shear or tensile failure can occur under a wide range of sus
tained stresses if sufficient time is allowed. However, as stress decreases 
the "time-to-rupture" increases, and below a certain stress level the time-to
rupture may be so long that for practical purposes it is virtually infinite. In 
the ductile, or creep rupture, range the relationship between strain rate and 
stress, or deformation resistance, may be expected to have the same form 
as eq 1 and 2. 

There is no fully satisfactory failure criterion for snow, either in the 
brittle or the ductile condition. There have been attempts to utilize the Cou
lomb soil shear equation, assuming snow to have " C -cp" properties (intergranu
lar cohesion and internal friction) and a linear Mohr envelope of rupture. How
ever, this concept is difficult to apply generally to snow which creeps rapidly 
under bulk stress; the shear strength will vary not only with normal pressure, 
but also with the duration of application of the normal pressure. Tests show 
that, while shear strength does increase with increasing normal pressure, 
the Mohr envelope is non-linear when any appreciable range of normal stresses 
is spanned. Furthermore, the gain of shear s "trength under compressive hulk 
stress is largely irreversible. 

The criterion for ductile failure, when eventually formulated, may involve 
the transition from linear to non-linear viscous behavior .. It might be based, 
for example, upon a rheological model consisting of the Burger model in series 
with a dry-friction element. The criterion is also likely to involve both bulk 
and deviator stresses, since bulk stress usually tends to increase the shear 
resistance with time, thereby offsetting the trend towards tertiary creep. In 
other words, it will probably be a yield criterion of the Drucker-Prager form, 
which includes both the first and second invariarits of the stress tensor. How
ever, under field conditions both bulk stress and shear stress are controlled 
largely by snow depth, and it may be that old snow ruptures at some fairly well 
defined shear stress. In accumulating snow an important factor is likely to be 
the rate of load increase relative to the rate of creep strain. 

In the case of snow which has been lying on the surface for some appreci
able length of time (several days or more), it may be justifiable to adopt the 
Coulomb-Mohr relation as an approximate failure criterion, for two-dimen
sional analysis of either ductile or brittle failure. Shear resistance certainly 
does increase with increasing confining pressure and, while the Mohr envelope 
is usually non-linear, a linear approximation can perhaps be tolerated over a 
limited range. The fact that increase of shear resistance with increasing con
fining pressure is largely irreversible may not be a serious restriction in 
slope stability problems, where the bulk stress is generally compressive and 
unlikely to decrease with time. Variation of the Mohr envelope with time is a 
serious complication in principle, but after the snow has been lying for a few 
days the time -dependence may bec ome relatively insignificant in view of the 
drastic deceleration in densification rates which has been observed. In any 
case, all analyses for snow are subject to temporal limitations. 

With the provisions outlined above, a rupture stress can be defined for 
brittle failure in various types of snow. If the failure is ductile, there is a 
requirement for further qualification in terms of the "time-to-rupture." The 
limiting she~r resistance may be defined as that shear stress which is likely 
to bring about failure in 10 hours, 100 hours, or any other specified length of 

"time. 
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In springtime, snow generally becomes coarse grained, and it intermit
tently possesses strong cohesion by virtue_ of thaw-freeze welding between 
grains. Melt water infi1t:cation may produce significant pore pressure, the 
effect of which can be accommodated in the Coulomb equation in the customary 
way by subtracting pore pressure from confining pressure. Hydraulic gradi
ents in the permeable snow mass can be determined by application of seepage 
principles. 

In the case of freshly fallen snow, which is undergoing very rapid bulk 
strain (densification), attempts to apply the Coulomb-Mohr failure criterion 
could cause confusion. The Mohr envelope varies significantly with time, 
and at present the relationship between shear resistance and time is undeter
mined. 

Analytical assumptions and simplifications 

In the absence of a reliable failure criterion it is difficult to treat the 
mechanics of rupture for snow slopes in general analytical form. One altern
ative is to consider stress and deformation prior to rupture and then to deter
mine limits for stability empirically in specific cases. 

The first question concerns the non-linearity of strain rate with stress. 
At the present stage of development of snow mechanics, eq 1 and 2 are too 
complicated to be used directly as constitutive equations, so that a useful 
simplification has to be found. When typical values for stress, density and 
temperature in snow slopes are considered, it seems probable that a repre
sentation of linear viscous behavior is a necessity for analysis. It is also 
clear that low density snow will sometimes be stressed above the limit for 
linear viscosity. However, when snow on a slope is stressed above the limit 
for linear viscous behavior, it seems reasonable to assume that it will do 
one of two things: either it will fail, or else it will densify rapidly and thus 
return to Newtonian behavior. With this assumption, snow which has been 
lying for a few days or so can be regarded as a linear viscoelastic material. 
If stress exceeds the linear viscous limit the snow becomes potentially un
stable; quasi-plastic yielding produces either failure or a return to stability. 

A further simplification can be made without too much loss of realism 
by ignoring the time-dependence of elasticity, i. e. by using a simple Maxwell 
model to represent snow's rheological behavior. For steady stress the rela
tion between stress cr and strain £ can then be given in the form: 

a 
cr = (ao + al at ) £ • (5) 

The constant ao is the elastic modulus and the constant al is the viscosity coef
ficient for secondary, or "steady-state, "creep. Since snow is so highly 
compressible, it is necessary to take account of both shear strains and volu
metric strains, and two se ts of s tres s / s train relationships are required, one 
set involving the shear modulus and the shear viscosity and the other set in
volving the bulk modulus and bulk viscosity. If the elastic and viscous para
meters are expressed alternatively in the form of Young's modulus and its 
viscous equivalent, a distinction should be made between Poisson's ratio and 
its viscous equivalent. 
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In a stratified snow deposit the elastic moduli and viscosity coefficients 
will be functions of position, and they may also have directional properties. 
However, treatment of this complication can be deferred until the general 
theoretical approach has been outlined. Since stress is largely a function of 
position, it may be possible in some cases to embody the effects of spatial 
variation in material properties in the s tres s / strain relation without explicit 
reference to space coordinates; an example is given later. 

Since snow changes its properties with strain and temperature, as well 
as alterin:g its structure by thermal metamorphism, practical solutions ob
tained from analysis will usually be subject to temporal restrictions. Further
more, solutions will usually be localized with respect to position on the snow 
slope. 

The majority of snow slope problems are concerned with gravity body 
forces, and in the treatment of such problems the stresses induced by tem
perature change or thermal metamorphism are usually ignored. However, 
the effects of thermal straining can be treated. 

Linear viscoelastic analysis 

The general equations governing stress and strain in homogeneous, linearly 
viscoelastic snow can be outlined without much trouble: the equilibrium equa
tions, the strain/displacement equations, and the compatibility equations are 
identical to those for the purely elastic continuum, while the stress/strain re
lations, written separately for bulk and shear components, have the form of 
eq 5. However, direct solution of problems from the general equations is 
likely to be difficult in many cases; complete viscoelastic solutions may be 
obtainable in some cases, but indirect approaches such as the transformation 
of equivalent elastic solutions seem more appealing than direct manipulation of 
the general equations. 

In typical snow slope problems the stresses will be determinE(d largely by 
the equilibrium equations and the boundary conditions, without much dependence 
on material properties. The chief significance of the constitutive relation is its 
control of the strain field. Fortunately, it often turns out that in practical prob
lems the behavior of deposited snow is predominantly either elastic or viscous, 
depending on the rate and duration of loading and on the snow type. Where trans
ient disturbances of short duration, e. g. air or ground shock, are considered, 
behavior is essentially elastic, but where sustained loads are of most interest 
the viscous strains are generally of much greater magnitude than the elastic 
strains unless the snow is coarse and granular. Thus it is frequently justifi
able to approximate the behavior of snow as either elastlc or viscous. For 
purely elastic problems, which so far have been comparatively rare, the ana
lytical approach is well known, and the general equations are given in all intro
ductory texts on the mechanics of deformable s oUds. For purely viscous prob
lems the approach parallels the elastic theory, but strains and displacements 
are replaced by strain rates and velocities respectively. The following outline 
is given only for viscous straining, since this seems to be of most interest 
at present. 

General equations for stress and viscous deformation 

Consider a uniformly thick blanket of homogeneous, isotropic snow lying 
on a slope, and take coordinate axes from a local origin at the section of slope 
to be analyzed. The origin may be taken at the snow surface, the ground sur
face, or the local center of curvature as convenience decrees, and either 
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Cartesian or polar coordinates may be adopted, depending on the case to be 
treated. However, some care is necessary if the problem involves basal slip, 
or "glide." 

The snow mass is stressed by self-weight body forces which cause it to 
creep slowly. Accelerations in the creep motion are usually negligible, so 
that stresses are given by Newton's laws. The equilibrium equations for slow 
(non-accelerating) flow are: 

aCT· • 

~ + pg. = 0 ax. 1 
J 

(6) 

where CTij are stress components (i, j = l, 2, 3), gi are components of gravita
tional acceleration, p is snow density, and the summation convention for re
peated suffixes is adopted. 

A simple form of constitutive equation is given by the purely vi.scous sim
plification of eq 5; it remains to write the s tre s s / strain -rate relationships 
separately for volumetric and shear strains. Volumetric (or dilatational) 
strain rate can be related to the bulk stress* by a "bulk viscosity" t "1, which 
corresponds to the bulk modulus of elasticity: 

1 
3" CTii = "1 £ii (7) 

where Eii are components of strain rate. Shear (or deviatoric) strain rate 
can be related to shear stress* by a "shear viscositylft IJ., which corresponds 
to the shear modulus of elasticity and to the viscosity coefficient of a New
tonian fluid: 

(8) 

The primes denote stress and strain rate deviators, i. e. 

CT'· • 
1 E ' .. £ .. 1 

E:kk = CT· • - 3" °ij CTkk; = - - 0·· 1J 1J 1J 1J 3 1J (9) 

where o· . 1J 1 when = j, and o· . 1J o when i :/: j. 

>',< Cartesian components represented in eq 7, 8, 9 and 10 are included in the 0 

general stress and strain rate tensors: 

CTXX CTxy CTxz (xx £xy £xz ?x ! ( ?v + ;~~Y_tBUx + BUZ) 
x 2 y x 2 az ~ 

CT· • = CTyx CTyy CTyz £ .. = Eyx Eyy Eyz !(BUx +~) ~ !(~ BUz) 1J 1J 2 oy x y 2 Bi + By 

CT ZX CT zy CTzz EoZX Ezy EZZ 
l(BUX BUZ) 
2 oz tax !(Buy + BUZ) Buz 

2lrZ By az 
t Eventually, it may prove more realistic to express the viscosity coefficients 
as simple functions of the bulk stress (or first stress invariant), see p. 45,46. 
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Specifying strain rate in terms of velocity components ui gives the strain
rate /velocity equations: 

£ .. = i-(~Ui + ~Uj). 
1J Xj xi 

(l0) 

Strain rate and velocity components are not independent, and a further con
dition, which is automatically satisfied when displacements or velocities are 
specified, is given by the compatibility equations: 

8z • 8z • 8z • 8z • 
£ ij + £ kl = £ i k £~ 1 

8Xk8xf 8xi 8xj 8xj 8x 1 + 8xixk . . (l1) 

Of the 81 equations represented by eq 11, only 6 are independent. 

Equations 6 to 11 are the g eneral equations for three-dimensional stress 
and viscous deformation in the idealized snow slope. Since complete three
dimensional treatment of problems is often prohibitively difficult it becomes 
expedient to reduce them to a state in which either the stress or the strain is 
two-dimensional, i. e. plane stress or plane strain. Plane stress is applicable 
to some testing procedures, but in field situations the usual requirement is for 
plane strain simplification. 

Before proceeding to expansion of the basic equations for plane strain, a 
further note on the viscous parameters may be useful. 

Viscous parameters and their elastic analogues 

Having outlined the theory for viscous deformation to parallel more 
familiar theory for continuous elastic media, it seems advisable at this point to 
review the analogy and to relate the alternative viscous parameters which might 
be adopted in analysis. The importance of defining a clear analogy between vis
cous and elastic analyses lies in the fact that solutions to elastic problems can 
sometimes be transformed to give solutions for corresponding viscous problems. 
However, it is only fair to point out that comparatively few elastic analyses are 
concerned with the kind of body forces which dominate the snow slope problem. 

The elastic-viscous analogue is set out in Table V, which gives corres
ponding variables and material properties. 

Table V. 

Elastic theory 

Stress, (J" 

Strain, £ 

Displacement, u 
Shear modulus, G 
Bulk modulus, K 
Young's modulus, E 

Poisson's ratio, v 

C orre sponding variables and parameters in 
elastic and viscous theory. 

Stress, (J" 

Strain rate, £ 
Velocity, u 

Linear viscous theory 

Shear x.iscosity, ~ 

Bulk viscosity, " 
(Ratio of axial stress to axial strain rate for uni

axial, unconfined creep test at constant stress) 
(Ratio of lateral strain rate to axial strain rate 

in idealized uniaxial, unconfined creep test at 
constant stress) 
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For convenience in translating elastic relationships to their viscous coun
terparts, some relationships between alternative elastic parameters are given 
below. Corresponding relationships apply to the equivalent viscous parameters. 

9KG 
E = 3K + G 

1 3" (3K - ZG) 

v = (3K -2G) 
Z(3K + G} 

where A. is the Lam~ constant (engineering analyses usually involve E and v, 
while A. and G are often preferred in more theoretical elasticity). 

Plane strain equations 

On many of the slopes where avalanches start, the slope may be considered 
to be "wide" for purposes of analysis. When a point of obs ervation is chosen, 
surface gradients and snow thickness variations in a direction at right angles to 
the fall line can be neglected over a distance which is about an order of mag
nitude greater than the snow thickness. Thus there is no cross-slope creep of 
the snow, and the analytical problem becomes one of plane strain. This situa
tion prevails not only on obviously wide slopes, but also on the sides of large 
gullies when one axis is taken along the fall line. 

With the plane strain simplification the general equations reduce to more 
manageable numbers. For illustration we take Cartesian coordinates from a 
local origin at the current snow surface, with Ox tangential to the surface in 
the line of greatest slope, Oy normal to the surface, and Oz tangential to the 
surface" in the contour direction (Fig. 13). 

a LOCAL SLOPE ANGLE d: SNOW THICKNESS 
P. SNOW DENSITY 

X,Y Plane is vertical thrauoh the fall line at 0 : 

OBSERVATICN 

Figure 13. Cartesian coordinate system and positive 
directions of s tres s components for development of 

plane s train equations. 
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In the wide slope shown diagrammatically in Figure 13, stress gradients 
in the z-direction are zero, and the equilibrium equations for plane strain are 
simply: 

oO-xx Oo-xy 
0 ax + oy + p gx (l2) 

Oo-xy 
+ ~ + p gy = 0 

ox oy 
(13 ) 

where gx = g sino. and gy = g coso., a. being the slope angle at the orlgln. 

Since there are no strains or velocities in the z-direction, the stress/strain
rate equations 7 and 8 and the strain-rate/velocity equations (eq 10) expand to 
the following: 

O"xx + O"yy + O"zz 0 3Tj{l:xX+l: yy} 0 31] (~:x + aa~Y) 

20"xx-O"yy-O"zz 0 2fJ.(2i:xx -i: yy} 0 2fJ. (2 ~:x - ~~Y) 

20"yy-O"xx-O"zz 0 2fJ.(2i: yy -l: xx} 0 2fJ. (2 aa~y _ ~:x) 

20"zz-O"xx-O"yy 0 -2fJ.(l:xx+i: yy} 0 -2fJ.(~; + aa~J:::) 

_ . _ (oux ~) 
o-xy - 2~ £xy - ~ BY + ox . 

(14) 

(15 ) 

(l6) 

(l7) 

(18) 

Note that the tens or element £xy = t y xy where Yxy is shear strain according to 
the classical definition: o-x y = ~ Yxy. 

For plane strain the compatibility equations reduce to a single relation: 

oZi: xx ~ ay:z- + oxz (19) 

Equations 12 to 19 form the basis for analysis of all plane strain problems 
in Cartesian coordinates. However, some of the stress/strain-rate relations 
may be expressed more conveniently as follows: 

EXX = 

= ~ = 
oy 

and since Ezz = 0: 

(20) 

(21 ) 

(22) 
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Alternatively, the normal stress components can be expressed as follows: 

CJyy = ~ [(311 - 21J.)E: xx + (311 + 41J.)e: yy ] 

CJ zz = ~(311 - 21J.)(£xx + £yy). 

(23 ) 

(24) 

(25 ) 

We may also recall from standard theory that the principal stresses in the 
xy plane, CJ1 and CJ2., are: 

1 
_ CJxx + CJ yy [ (CJxx - CJyy ) 2. 2. ] 2" 

CJ1 , CJ2. - 2 ± 2 + CJxy 

and the maximum shear stress, (CJxy)max is: 

() _ CJ] -CJ2 _ ~(CJxx - CJyy)2. 2.Ji 
CJ x y max - 2 - ~ 2 + CJ x y • 

Also, the angle between the principal d irec t ions and the x ax is, (3, 
by: 

(3 = l. tan-1( 2CJxy ). 
2 CJxx - CJyy 

(26) 

(27) 

is defined 

(28) 

Some problems, for example those involving wide slopes with curvature 
along the fall line, lend themselves to expression in polar coordinates. When 
a point of observation is selected on the snow slope, an origin of cylindrical 
coordinates may be taken at the local center of curvature of the surface (Fig. 
14). The radial through .the point of observation is inclined at angle 8 to the 
horizontal, i. e. 8 = 90° - a, where a is the local surface slope a t the point of 
observation. The local radii of curvature of the ground and snow surface are 
RG and RS ~espectively, so that t he snow thicknes ~ d = (RG - RS) . The radia l 
and ta ngentlal components of the body for c e per unlt volume at tr, 8) a r e 
pg sin 8 and pg cos 8 respectiv ely. 

The equilibrium equations are: 

OCJr 1 OCJ r 8 1 
ar + r ---a9 + r (O"r - 0"8) + pg sin 9 o (29) 

(30) 

The strain-rate/velocity relations, which also give the compatibility con
dition, are: 

€r 
OUr 

(31 ) = ar-

Ea 
Ur 1 QU8 

(32) = r + -r88 
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d : SNOW THICKNESS 
a: LOCAL SLOPE ANGLE 

8 

STRESS CONVENTION 

Figure 14. Cylindrical coordinate system and 
positive directions of stress componentsJorde;' 

velopment of plane strain equations. 

(33 ) 

Subscripts rand S denote radial and tangential components of stress, strain 
rate and velocity, while the subscript rS denotes shear components in the r - S 
plane. The subscript z is applied to the component of stress in the z-direction, 
which is orthogonal to the rand 8 directions. 

The stress /strain-rate relations can be written in the form: 

1 1 
(34) Er = 

9,,~ 
[(3" + ~)O" r - 2(3" - Z~)(0"8 + O"z)] 

1 1 
(35) E8 = 

91,~ [(3" +~ )0"8 - 2(3" - Z fJ)(O"r + O"z)] 

£r8 
] 

(36) = 
Z~ O"r8 • 

Since Ez is zero the equation for E
Z

' which corresponds in form to eq 34 and 
35, yields the relation: 

(37) 

This completes the outline of basic equations for low stress snow mech
anics. We must now consider their application to practical problems. 
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Application of plasticity theory to rupture analysis 

For a consistent treatment of snow mechanics by continuum theory, the 
analysis of rupture ought to be made by application of the theory of plasticity. 
Such a treatment would provide solutions giving the distribution of stress at 
failure, and a plot of potential slip surfaces. However, existing results in the 
field of plasticity are not directly applicable to snow, which has rather complex 
mechanical properties, and a significant research effort will be called for if 
plasticity theory is to be properly applied in snow mechanics. The first step 
towards a plastic theory for snow rupture involves the formulation of a realistic 
but manageable yield criterion for the mate rial. 

So far, plasticity theory has been applied mainly to materials which may 
be idealized as isotropic and incompressible, with rigid-plastic or elastic
plastic behavior. Engineering problems involving metals have probably pro
vided the greatest stimulus for applied studies in the field. Thus the majority 
of solutions obtained have been based on either the Tresca or von Mises yield 
criteria, which state, respectively, that the maximum shear stress is a constant 
at yielding, and the sum of squares of the reduced principal stresses is a con
stant at yielding: 

Tresca: constant (38) 

von Mises: 

(39) 

Both of these criteria apply to materials in which yielding is unaffected by hydro
static pressure, or bulk stress, and so on the face of things they are unsuitable 
for application to problems involving highly compressible snow. A generaliza
tion of the von Mises criterion, perhaps best known as the Drucker-Prager 
criterion, ",c takes account of the effect of bulk stress on yielding: 

1 

Drucker-Prager: J Z 2" + ~ J 1 = con stant (40) 

where ~ is a positive constant, and J 1 and Jz are the first and second invariants 
of the stress tensor respectively: 

J1 = 0"1+ O"z + 0"3 

J z i [( 0" 1 - 0" z)Z + (0" Z - 0"3)Z + (0"3 - 0"1)2] 

(41 ) 

(42) 

For the case of plane deformation, the Drucker-Prager criterion reduces to the 
Coulomb-Mohr criterion (itself a generalization of the Tresca criterion) which 
finds wide application in soil and rock mechanics: 

Colomb-Mohr: (43 ) 

where <j> is the angle of friction and c is the cohesion. The Drucker- Prager and 
Coulomb-Mohr criteria have been applied to problems in soil mechanics, with 
the soil regarded as a rigid-plastic material. The most general theoretical 

* Quarterly of Applied Mathematics, vol. 2, p. 157-165, 1952. 
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approach appears to be that of Takagi, * which applies the Drucker-Prager cri
terion, takes account of volumetric strain, and relaxes the requirement for the 
Saint-Venant postulate of coincidence in the principal directions of stress and 
strain. 

Reviewing the rheological properties of snow, we may recall that the strain
ing for a given stress configuration is representable by the Burger's model, in 
which the viscosity of the Maxwell unit is non-linear with stress. For consid
eration of quasi-static body force problems it is often permissible to ignore the 
elastic and time-dependent elastic strains, so that the model can be reduced to 
a single dashpot with non-linear viscosity. At a certain stress level there ap
pears to be a fairly abrupt transition from a linear stress /strain-rate relation 
(Newtonian viscosity) to a relation in which strain-rate is proportional to suc
cessively higher powers of stress. Thus it may be possible in plastic yield 
analysis to regard the material as a viscous-plastic body, in which linear vis
cous creep proceeds up to a critical stress level, after which plastic yielding 
occurs. A simple model for this type of behavior would be a linearly viscous 
dashpot in series with a dry-friction element. 

Both the viscosity and the strength (or yield stress) of snow are usually 
related to the bulk density of the material, without much explicit reference to 
confining stresses (there are virtually no triaxial test data available for snow). 
However, in natural snow deposits it is found that there is usually a systematic 
relation between density and bulk stress, which thus implies that viscosity and 
yield strength could be related directly to bulk stress for a consideration of body 
force problems in natural snow masses. 

For plastic analysis, it seems that the optimum idealization of snowstressed 
by sustained body forces in a natural deposit would be a viscous -plastic material 
in which both viscosity and yield stress are functions of the bulk stress. It ' 
would be a great convenience if the functional relations between viscosity and 
bulk stress, and between yield stress and bulk stress, turned out to be of the 
same form. 

In the first instance, plastic analysis of the avalanche release problem 
should perhaps be confined to a consideration of plane deformation for simplic
ity. The objections to general application of the Coulomb-Mohr criterion in 
snow, principally the time -variation of the Mohr envelope and the irreve rsibility 
of volumetric strain, have been mentioned already (p. 28). However, there ' 
appears to be no reasonable alternative to this criterion, and the objections 
can perhaps be overcome for certain types of problem. Time-variation of the 
Mohr envelope imposes temporal limitations on solutions, but these limitations 
may not be very severe in cases where the snow has been lying under load for 
some appreciable length of time. The irreversibility of volumetric strain may 
be of little consequence in typical quasi-static problems, 'where bulk stress 
may increase but is most unlikely to decrease. 

There are two broad types of avalanche release to be considered. The 
first is the "direct action " avalanche, which releases during or immediately 
after a major snowfall; it involves s,now which is undergoing very rapid volu
metric straining. This type of release seems to pose difficult analytical. prob
lems. The second type is the "delayed action" avalanche, which involves the 
rupture of snow which has been lying on the slope for some appreciable length 
of time. This type of release seems more amenable to analysis, since volu
metric strain rates in the snow are relatively low, and there is a reasonably 
stable relationship between bulk stress and deformation resistance. 

* See USA CRREL Research Reports 87, 164, l79. 
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The only systematic application of plasticity theory to snow mechanics 
which is known to the writer is described in a paper by Ziegler. l32 Ziegler out
lines the basic equations and methods of plasticity theory, and idealizes the 
snow involved in slab avalanches as a rigid-plastic incompressible material 
which conforms to the von Mises yield criterion (i. e. bulk stress has no effect 
on yielding). He treats the plane deformation case of a uniformly thick slab 
lying on a long uniform plane, and the case where the long uniform slab is 
terminated at its lower end by a rigid rough barrier normal to the slope. The 
relevance of the results to snow slope stability is questionable, but they are 
undoubtedly pertinent to the study of ice avalanches. 

The solution for the long uniform slab, which was obtained earlier for an 
ice slab by Nye, >!c gives the distribution of stress and slip lines for plane strain. 
Assuming no gradient of stress in the downslope (x) direction, integration of the 
equilibrium equations (eq 12 and 13) for appropriate boundary conditions (see 
Fig. 13) g ives CJyy and CJx y as: 

CJyy = - k 1. cot a 
h 

where h, the thickness of slab necessary for sliding, is 

h = pg sin a 
k 

and k is the pure shear yield stress of the von Mises criterion: 

Substitution for CJyy and CJxy in the yield criterion gives CJxx as: 

0-xx = - k [* cot a ± 2 ~ 1 - (*t 1 

(44) 

(45 ) 

(46) 

(47) 

( 48) 

Starting from the equilibrium equations written in terms of k, (j- (where 

0- = CJx ~ CJy), and the angle between the principal axe s and the coordinate axes, 

the slip line field is determined; this consists of an orthogonal net of cycloidal 
curves which intersect the surface at 45 0 angles and meet the base ' normally 
and tangentially. The two sets of slip lines correspond to the two solutions 
represented in eq 48. 

Solutions for the rigid, nO'rmal barrier are developed from the results for 
the infinitely long slab. They indicate that a barrier of height h, where h is 
defined by eq 46, cannot prevent the sliding of a slab which is sufficiently ex
tensive in the upslope direction. However, a succession of barriers which 
break the slab into discrete sections can support the slope, and it is estimated 
that the maximum spacing of barriers for this purpose, d, is: 

>!c Nye, J. F. "The flow of glaciers and ice sheets as a problem in pl;;1sticity, 'I 
Proc. Roy. Soc., A, vol. 207, 1951. 
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h 
d = "2 (cot a + 3 Tr). (49) 

When an obstacle of height h is bearing the load of the infinitely extended slab 
in the critical state (thickness h), it is subjected to a compressive force per 
unit width (N) of: 

h 
N = - k "2 {cot a + n-} 

and it experiences a downslope shear force per unit width (Q) of: 

h 
Q = -k"2. 

(50) 

(51 ) 

The compressi ve force acts at a level Yo below the slab surface, where: 

Yo = ~ h (cot a + 2) . 
3 cot a + TT 

(52) 
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The most desirable kind of solution to a problem is a general one for prob
lems of that type; it is restricted in application only by the limitations of the 
assumptions underlying the basic theory, and it offers insight as well as broad 
utility. More often than not, this ideal cannot be realized for practical prob
lems, and analysis has to be tailored to fit the particular problem by introduc
ing at an early stage additional simplifications which are valid only for the 
specific case.. In the following section a reasonably consistent general approach 
to the solution of problems in snow slope mechanics is outlined, but the results 
obtained are not necessarily intended for direct application to practical prob
lems. The intention is to provide a unifying framework for engineering analy
ses. Individual aspects of snow slope problems are discussed in detail by Mos
kalev,8La whose methods are probably more illustrative of engineering analyses. 

An obvious starting point for analysis of snow slope mechanics is a con
sideration of the distribution of stress, strain rate, and creep velocity in a 
long uniform slope. 

Snow lying on a long uniform slope 

A section of snow slope where there is no curvature of the downslope pro
file is often termed a " neutral zone. II It is sometimes erroneously charac
terized as being free from longitudinal s tres S; actually it is only free from 
longitudinal stress gradient and longitudinal creep strain. 

For a start, the snow cover is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, 
and of uniform thickness. In the first instance the snow is assumed to be 
firmly anchored to a "rough" base, i. e. there is no shear displacement at the 
snow-ground interface. On smooth ground it is often found that the snow "glides " 
on the ba se, but this doe s not neces S arily affect the s tres s dis tribution - in a 
long "neutral zone " it simply adds a fixed downslope component of velocity at 
all points in the snow laye r. 

Taking axes as shown in Figure 13, it can be seen that there are no stress 
gradients in the x-direction, since the slope is "long" and uniform. We are 
still considering the slope to be "wide, II so that the problem involves r lane 

. oCJ'xx _ oCJ'xy _ 
strain, and the equilibrium equations are eq 12 and 13. Wlth --a;z- - ox - 0, 

and the surface y = ° stress-free, the equilibrium equations integrate directly 
to give CJ'xy and CTyy as: 

CJ'xy - p g y sin a. 

- p g y cos a. 

where a. is the slope angle. 

(53) 

(54) 

Equations 53 and 54 have been derived without reference to any snow prop
erty except density, and therefore they apply to any snowpack where the snow 
type remains constant along a bedding plane. With this partial relaxation of the 
homogeneity restriction a variation of snow density with depth can be allowed for 
simply by replacing p with a mean density p, defined such that 

y 
py f pdy. (55 ) 

o 

Since £x:x = 0, eq 23 and 25 give: 

1 
CJ'xx = CJ'zz = '3 (3TJ - 2./-L) i: yy • (56) 
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Substituting for Eyy from eq 24 and for (Jyy from eq 54 gives: 

( 31) - 2fJ.) 
(J xx = (J z z = - 31) + 4!J. P g Y cos a. • (57) 

For the strain rates we have: 

£xx = Ezz = 0 (58) 

Buy 
By 

3 
(59) (31) + 4fl) P g Y cos a. 

Bu 
and from eq 18, since rx = 0: 

1 
- 2!J. P g y sin a.. ( 60) 

. For ho.mogeneous snow the .velocity components Ux and Uy can now be found 
by integration of eq 60 and 59 with respect to y. The integration constants are 
evaluated from the boundary conditions Ux = 0 at y = d (d is the total snow thick
ness) and uy = 0 at y = O. The velocities are thus: 

i!J. P g sin a. (dZ 
- r) 

3 
pgcOSo.r 

Snow densification and "compactive viscosity" 

(61) 

(62) 

It is worth noting that the results obtained above for the long uniform slope 
can be applied to the settlement or " densification" of snow lying on a horizontal 
surface simply by letting the slope angle a. = O. Snow densification in horizon
tally bedded strata is usually treated as a one -dimensional problem, in which 
(Jyy is ·.related to £yy by an empirical coefficient !J.c, known as the "compactive 
ViSCOSity": 

(63) 

The above relations demonstrate that the true meaning of !J.c is: 

4 
!J.c = 1) + 3" !J.. (64) 

At this point it seems appropriate to consider how the parameters. 1) and 
!J. can be determined. 

Determination of bulk viscosity 1) and shear viscosity !J. 

In the past creep parameters have been measured in two general ways: by 
relating axial stress and strain rate in unconfined tests and in completely con
fined tests. In the confined test, a sample of snow in a smooth-walled steel 
cylinder is loaded compressively by a'piston and the axial creep rate is meas
ured. In the unconfined test a free-standing cylindrical sample of snow is 
loaded axially in 'compression and the axial creep rate is measured. 

The confined tes t attempts to simulate the conditions prevailing when a 
wide snow mass settles vertically, and the resulting viscosity parameter is that 
defined by eq 63, where the loading axis is the y-direction. Thus, by itself, 
this test gives . an inseparable combination of 1) and !J.; the parameter !J.c can be 
applied directly only in special problems. 
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The unconfined test is usually ' analyzed by again taking the ratio of axial 
stress to axial strain rate. This yields a parameter which we shall designate 
!-lE' since it is a viscous analogue of Young's modulus. To interpret the test 
more fully we retain the usual implicit idealization, 1. e. an assumption that 
the sample is completely free to strain laterally, even near the ends, and that 
there is no gradient of axial stress in the sample. Then from the radial sym
metry and the fact that the lateral boundary is stress-free it follows that: 

(J -r - (J8 = (Jr8 = O. 

Expanding eq 7 and 8 in polar coordinates and retaining the designation y for 
the axial direction gives: 

(65) 

(66) 

Hence the unconfined test is suitable in principle for the determination of 
11 and 1-1 independently. In addition to Ey ' either E r or i 8 must be measured; 
in practice, allowance will have to be made for end effects which limit lateral 
strain. 

The parameter which is usually recorded, I-1E' is actually 

( 67) 

45 

Taken alone, I-1E is not analytically useful; it must be supplemented by a vis
cous analogue of Poisson's ratio. Unfortunately there has been some confusion 
of Poisson's ratio for elastic strain and the viscous equivalent, which expresses 
the ratio of lateral to axial strain rates for secondary creep. Until a valid test 
procedure is well established, reported values for "Poisson's ratio" and its in
verse, the "Poisson number, II should be treated with caution, although there is 
reason to believe that the elastic and viscous ratios will be of similar magnitude. 

At present there is a requirement for tests which determine the ratio 1-1/11 
or the t rue viscous analogue of Pois s on's ratio Vv as func tions of snow dens ity 
and texture. Until these data appear it will be necessary to interpolate judici
ously between the deducible limits; knowing that snow tends to become incom
pressible as density tends to that of ice, and that the ratio of lateral to axial 
strain becomes negligible in very low density snow, it can be seen that the 
limits are: 

-0 H:. 3 0 

} . 
P , 

11 -2' Vv 

H:. 1 (68) 
P -- Pice' - 0, Vv - 2 11 

Between the limits the curves may be ogival. 

The only pertinent data reported in the literature are for Poisson's ratio 
or its inverse the Poisson number, but it is often unclear whether the true 
Poisson ratio or its viscous equivalent has been measured. In some cases it 
seems likely that ill-designed tests have yielded measurements which mix elastic 
and viscous strains unsystematically. However, since there is likely to be a 
close correspondence between the elastic and viscous ratios, almost any data. 
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are useful at the present time. In moderately dense snow ("2: 0.4 g/cm3 ) the 
ratio is appa l."ently around 0.3,75,.78 and it decreases at s orne undetermined rate 
as density decreases, tending to zero in very low density snow « O. 1 g/cm3 ). 

If data are available for the viscous equivalent of Poisson's ratio vv' the ratio 
!J./iJ can be determined using the relation: 

l (1 - 2.vV) 
2. 1 + vv (69) 

Thus !J./iJ for typical snow slopes is expected to lie between 1 /2 and 3/2.. 

From eq 68 and 64, !J. and iJ for snow of very low density can be expressed 
in terms of the compactive viscosity !J.c' which is easy to measure in the field: 

Typical values for !J.c are given in Part III, Section Al of this series of mono
graphs. 

For denser snow, an estimated value of !J./iJ can be used in conjunction with 
reported values for !J.E to give approximate values for !J. andiJ : 

(70) 

Errors in estimation of !J./iJ do not seriously affect the result for !J.. 

As an alternative to removal of snow samples for testing, it is possible 
to estimate the viscosity parameters from field observations of stress and 
strain rate. If a test site is chosen on a reasonably uniform slope, then eq 59 
and 60 or 61 and 62. provide a basis for evaluation. The task of measuring 
longitudinal and normal components of deformation is delicate but feasible. 
If interest is limited to very low density snow, approximate values for the vis
cosity parameters can be obtained simply by observing the vertical settlement 
of the snow on a horizontal surface and applying eq 64 and the first of conditions 
68. More detail is given later, in the discussion of non-homogeneous snow 
slopes. 

., I[ IIII1 1I 

p. g/cm3 

Figure 15. Probable magnitude of the ratio 
!J./T) for coherent snow (deduced from in

direct evidence). 

The '~coefficient of pres sure 
at rest" 

Swis s investigators23 ,44 use 
the term "coefficient of pressure 
at rest" to describe the ratio 
(J'xx/ (J'yy for snow free from longi
tudinal and lateral creep strain. 
From eq 54 and 57 it is seen that 
the coefficient of pressure at rest 
sis: 

t: = 3T) - 2 P. 
311 + 4!J. 

(71 ) 

On the bas is of the remarks made 
above it might be expected that 
the value of s would range from 
zero in very low density snow to 
about 0.4 in moderately dense 
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snow. Field measurements by deQuervai~23 indicate that values of S from 
0.35 to 0.39 can be reached in snow of about 0.3 g/cm3 density, although lower 
values - J. 14 to ).25 - were measured in snow of density between v. 3 and 
.).4 g/cm3 • These measurements thus suggest that tJ./" may sometimes reach 
a value of about 1 /2 with densities as low as 0.3 g/cm3 , while in other cases 
more dense snow (0.3 to 0.4 g/cm3 ) may have a Il/" ratio close to unity. 

Non-homogeneous snow on a uniform slope 

Although the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy are unrealistic 
for actual snow slopes, the stress and strain rate solutions obtained for homo
geneous snow can easily be modified to fit more realistic cases. Under typical 
field conditions, snow prope~ties are uniform over any given xz-plane, but 
there is a definite variation of properties along the y-direction. The snow may 
be anisotropic to a slight extent, but for analytical purposes it seems quite 
justifiable to cons ide r it is otr opic. 

It has already been pointed out that eq 53 and 54, which give solutions for 
(jyy and (jxy' remain valid for the conditions just described as long as density 
p is replaced by p, where p is as defined by eq 55. The solution for (jxx and 
(j zz retains the same form as eq 57, but p is replaced by p and the viscosity 
coefficients tJ. and TJ become functions of y. The soluti"ons for strain rate com
ponents likewise retain the forms of eq 59 and 60, though again p is replaced 
by p and tJ. and TJ become functions of y. The velocity components U x and uy can 
no longer be obtained by a simple integration of strain rate components, as p, 
tJ. and TJ are now functions of y, and it is necessary to know what these functions 
are before integration can proceed. 

These modified results suggest that viscosity parameters can be determined 
from simple field observations. The variation of p with y is easy to obtain fusing 
standard sampling techniques, either by digging a snow pit or by extracting core 
samples. Values for ~ can be determined by marking a line through the snow 
cover and observing its displacement after some time has elapsed; one method 
involves driving a vertical hole, backfilling it with sawdust or other deformable 
material, and later excavating alongside the column to measure its displace
ment. One way to measure uy is to place height markers in a deformable col
umn, but perhaps a better way to arrive at Eyy is to measure the change of p 
with time in identifiable layers. The viscosity determinations are then made 
from the relations: 

pgycosa. 
(Buy\ 

By J 

(72) 

pgycosa 

l.~ 
p 'Ot 

(73 ) 

One striking feature emerges from the very limited field data on downslope 
creep: in snow which has been lying for some time, a column marked through 
the snow remains quite straight. ~J.4Z' ,71 This indicates that 'Oux / By is invariant 
with y, and apparently carries the curious implication that shear strain rate is 
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independent of stress. 'Looked at another way, it indicates that shear viscosity 
is directly proportional to s tres s. On further consideration, this is pe rhaps 
not too unreasonable, since shear stress under the given conditions is itself 
proportional to (J'yy and, if the fJ./ll ratio does not change much with depth, to 
the bulk stress. 

Studies of horizontally stratified snow which has been lying for some time 
show that under typical field conditions there is a consistent relationship be
tween (J'yy and density. It is also known that new snow usually densifies very 
rapidly for a few days, and then settles down to a very much slower creep rate 
when its density has adjusted to the stress. One interpretation of this behavior 
is that snow undergoes a rapid viscous densification, or viscoplastic collapse, 
whenever the true stresses in the grains and their bonds exceed the limiting 
stress for Newtonian flow; densification reduces these true stresses until the 
creep becomes too slow to have much further effect. Be that as it may, there 
is a relation between density and s tres s, and therefore it is reas onable to ex
pect a corresponding relation between viscosity and stress. This matter needs 
to be investigated further. 

If fJ. is proportional to the normal stress or the bulk stress in settled snow, 
the shear strain rate should be proportional to tan Q. However, the value of 
tan Q only varies by a factor of about 2 over the whole range of typical avalanche 
slopes (say 25° to 45°). Although the limited data available at this time are 
insufficient to show the effect of slope, they do indicate that there is surpris
ingly little variation in Exy from place to place. Data from the Rocky Moun
tains 31 '71 and from the Swiss Alps4z give values for E: xv which range from 
0.8 x 10-8 sec- 1 for gentle (llo) slopes to 2.4 x 10-8 Sec- 1 for steeper (30°) 
slopes (Fig. 16). 
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Figure 16. Shear strain rates for settled 
snow on a slope (data from ref. 31, 42, 71.). 
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Snow on a non-uniform slope 

When a wide slope has curvature along the fall line, longitudinal creep 
strains are introduced and components of stress and deformation are modified. 
Field investigators attach considerable significance to such conditions, for it 
is believed that tensile or compressive restraints in a longitudinal direction 
sometimes contribute significantly to the stability of a snow slab. Although a 
strict analytical solution for the case of a curved slope is hard to obtain, 
largely because of difficulty in specifying useful but tractable boundary condi
tions, an approximate solution can be found by drawing again upon the results 
for a long uniform slope. 

The situation envisaged here involves the transition zone between two sec
tions of uniform slope which have different inclinations. At the extremities of 
the transition zone the stress and velocity fields tend to the distributions al
ready determined for the uniform slope. The surface of the snow is a boundary 
free of normal and tangential stress, so that (Jyy is not significantly affected 
by slope curvature. )]c 

At the ends of the transition zone, the components of creep velocity ~ and 
Uy are func tions of depth y and s lope angle a.: 

f(y) sin a 

uy = tj;(y) cos a.. 

(74) 

(75) 
3 p 2 

In homogeneous snow, f(y) = f! (d2 - y2) and tj;(y) = - 2(3~! ~IJ.) (see eq 61 and 62). 

In non-homogeneous settled snow, it appears that f(y) is often a linear function, 
as mentioned earlier. 

In the transition zone, slope distances can be expressed in terms of the 
radius of curvature of the slope surface R and the change of slope angle .6. a.. 
Since R» d ~ y, downslope displacement ~x for any depth can be written as: 

Ax = R 6 a.. 

Thus the average gradients of Ux and uy in the x-direction through the transition 
zone are: 

oUx oUx 00. 1 
ax -aa: . ax ± R f(y) cos a. (76) 

~ ~ aa. 1 
ax 00. ax - (±) R tj;(y) sin a.. (77) 

The positive sign is taken for a convex slope and the negative sign for a con
cave slope. 

If the material properties of the snow are known, f(y) and hence [xx can 
be determined. Alternatively, E can be measured directly, e. g. by the saw-
dust column technique which wasx~entioned previously. Knowing [xx and (J , 

yy 

,o,c Although curved slope problems are best treated in polar coordinates, Car
tesian coordinates are retained here for consistency and convenience. Slope 
curvatures are usually small, and field measurements are likely to be in terms 
of x and y. 
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t~en Eyy can be obtained from eq 24, and subs titution for [xx and E: yy in eq 23 
gives (Jxx: 

(78) 

(79) 

The first term of eq 79 gives the uniform slope value for (Jxx, while the second 
term gives the modification introduced by curvature. The depth to which ten
sile stress may persist on slopes of a given curvature can be found from the 
condition: 

(80) 

The shear strain rate Exy and the shear stress (Jxy are found in similar 
fashiop: 

Exy 
oUx auy oUx ~. ao. = BY + ax BY + 00. ax 

(81 ) 

= f' (y) sin a. - (±) lj;(y) sin a. 
R 

(Jxy 2 f.I. Exy 

1 = 2f.1. sin a. [f'(Y) - (±) lj;~q. 
(82) 

'There are still insufficient data ,available to test the magnitude of slope 
curvature effects, but the results above support the belief that curvature in
fluences slope stability. Both the longitudinal restraints and the shear stress 
are affected by curvature. 

Slopes with non-uniform snow depth 

If the thickness of the snow cover d varies with slope distance x, longi
tudinal creep strain may be introduced whether the slope angle varies or not. 
However, the effect fs only likely to be significant if there is an appreciable 
change of snow depth over a limited slope distance. Because the total range 
of snow depths is quite limited, a section of slope over which snow depth changes 
markedly is likely to be bounded upslope and downslope by sections along which 
snow depth is relatively uniform. 

When snow depth changes along a section of uniform slope, the longitudinal 
strain rate [xx can be estimated from the values for Ux at each end of the sec
tion, assuming that the uniform depth solution holds at these ends. The average 
value of Exx through the section over which depth change occurs is simply 
t:!.ux / ~x. Knowing [xx' approximate values for Eyy and the stress components 
can then be obtained if it is assumed again that (Jyy remains unaffected by longi
tudinal creep strain. 
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When snow depth changes on a non-uniform slope, the procedure previously 
outlined for the non-uniform slope with uniform snow depth has to be modified. 
In the transition zone between two uniform slope sections of different inclina
tion, both slope angle a. and snow depth d vary with x, and in 0 rder to obtain 
Exx the complete expression for U x must be differentiated with respect to x. 
Apart from this change, the general procedure remains as already outlined. 
Since snow depth d (i. e. depth normal to the slope) is often inversely related 
to slope inclination, variation of snow depth with slope angle tends to offset 
the effect of curvature. 

Snow pressure on retaining structures 

When a snow slope is interrupted by a fixed object, such as a retaining 
barrier or some other structure, the snow upslope of the object has its downhill 
motion arrested and it slowly compacts against the obstacle. A basic problem 
in the design of such structures is the determination of creep and glide stresses 
at the surface of the s truc ture. 

The most obvious problem concerns the stresses on a rigid wall erected 
perpendicular to the slope, but rigorous analysis of even this simple case proves 
to be very awkward, and there appears to be no completely satisfactory solution 
published. Bucher15 obtained a solution for homogeneous snow by assuming 

and overlooking the dependence of O"'xx and O"'yy on gradients of u. Substituting 
his expressions for O"'xx and O"'xy in the equilibrium equation (eq 12) he obtained 
an equation in ~, which can be transformed to a Poisson equation and solved to 
give the velocity field behind the retaining wall, and hence the stress field. 
While this analysis is not completely rigorous, the implicit assumptions are 
probably justifiable for low density snow and it gives results which are quali
tatively reasonable. 

Structures actually employed on snow slopes may be a good deal more com
plicated than the simple perpendicular barrier just described, and there is only 
a remote possibility of determining stresses on complicated structures by rig
orous analysis. In current practice this difficulty has been overcome by d raw
ing on the wide experience of Swiss engineers with many types of avalanche re
taining barrier to develop semi-empirical design rules, which will be described 
later. However, these practical guidelines may not serve if novel and important 
structures have to be designed, and some consideration should therefore be 
given to numerical techniques for stress analysis. 

A gene ral approach to plane s train problems 

Recognizing the difficulty of solving complicated problems by rigorous analy-:o 
sis, we turn to consideration of numerical methods of solution. This is facilitated 
if, instead of solving for three components of stress or strain rate, a transfor
mation can be made which reduces the three unknowns to a single unknown. 

As a first step we define a potential function V in terms of the body force 
per unit volume: 

av - ax = p gx , 
av - BY = p gy . (83 ) 
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When substitutions for pgx and pgy from eq 83 are made in eq 12 and 13, the 
02o-xy 

equilibrium equations can be solved to give a a in terms of o-xx' o-yy and 
aZi: x y 

V. From eq 18, ax:: can then be expressed in terms of o-xx and o-yy. 

Writing [xx and £yy in terms of o-xx and o-yy from eq 5z9 and 21 and substi

tuting into the compatibility equation 19 for £xx' £yy and a::: we obtain, 
after simplification: 

(
31) + 4P.) Z ( ) 
61) + 2~ \1 o-xx + o-yy (84) 

. _ Z (aZ az ) 
where \1 == ax:! + ay:! . 

A stress function cp is now defined in such a way that it satisfies the equi
librium equations 12 and 13: 

aZeb axz = 0-yy - V, 

-~ axay 

~ ay o-xx - V 

1 
(85) 

The function cp is known as the Airy stress function. 

Substituting from eq 85 into eq 84 gives the desired equation in cp: 

6p. Z V 
31) + 4~ \1 (86) 

(
04 04 04 

) 
where \14 == ,ax4 + 2 axZayz+ ay4 . As long as the body forces are only gravity 

forces (as opposed to the body forces involved in centrifugal testing, for ex
am'Ple), - \}z V = 0 and eq 86 reduces to the biharmonic equation: 

(87) 

Any problem involving a wide snow slope can be solved by finding a solu
tion of eq 87, either analytically or numerically, which fits the particular 
boundary conditions of the problem. If the boundary conditions are awkward, 
as is the case when the effects of complic.ated structures are considered, it 
will probably be necessary to write eq 87 in finite difference form and solve it 
numerically by successive approximation, an approach which is quite feasible 
with computer aids. 

For problems in polar coordinates the potential function V is defined such 
that: 

1 aV 
r 81f = pgcos(3 

aV 
- - = p g sin (3 or I 

and the stress function cp is defined by: 

(88) 
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<Tr - V 
1 a<t> 1 az. <!> 

r ar +? asl 

(89) 

The compatibility condition is still given by eq 87, since the \l operator applies 
to any coordinate system. 

Stability and rupture 

A snow slope remains stable as long as the stresses or displacements do 
not exceed a critical level, and the state of stress is such that incipient frac
tures do not propagate. From the foregoing considerations, it may be seen 
that stress distributions within the snow prior to rupture can be determined 
with reasonable confidence. However, the strength properties of the snow can
not yet be determined with comparable accuracy, since there is no dependable 
failure criterion for the material. 

The Coulomb-Mohr failure criterion has long been used by avalanche 
specialists in Switzerland, although it is recognized that in general the relation 
between shear strength and normal pressure is non-linear. While there is no 
doubt that the shear resistance of a snow layer can be increased by increasing 
the normal pressure across the layer, the snag is that shear resistance is 
improved not so much by the normal pressure ~~, but by the irreversible 
structural changes induced in the material by that pressure. Under compres
sive bulk stress, most snow densifies and creates new bonds, and shear strength 
increases. However, under a fixed bulk s t ress the shear strength is a function 
of time, and when the bulk stress is relaxed the improv:ement of shear s t rength 
gained by its application does not disappear. 

As long as these limitations are recognized, it may be permissibl e to re
late strength to bulk stress in certain situations. It h as already been suggested 
that the viscous shear resistance of settled snow adjus t s itself t o the n ormal 
stress, so that there is good reason to expect a cor r es p onding r e l ationship be
tween rupture resistance and normal stress. 

Slab avalanches are usually released by shear along a beddin g plane of the 
snow, and the area of shear plane is frequently much larger than the area of 
the peripheral anchorages. In this situation, a fair indication of stability is 
obtained by comparing the downslope shear stress o-xy with the shear strength 
for all layers and interfaces in the snow cover. In most cases an adequat e 
estimate of shear stress is given by the solution for long uniform plane, i. e. 
<Txy = - P g Y sina.. The real difficulty arises when an attempt is made to deter
mine shear strength, since strength, or deformation resistance, is sensitiv e 
to strain rate. Measurements of shear strength can be made with shear boxes 
or shear vanes, but t,he rates of strain employed in such tests are very much 
higher than the rates of strain involved in spontaneous creep rupture of the snow 
under body forces. In general, it appears that rapid tests yield strength values 
which are appreciably higher than actual failure stresses for spontane o u s rup
ture. It has been found by various ~ield workers that slopes sometimes fail 
when the stability index, defined as the ratio of strength to stress in shear, is 
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as high as 4 or so. Furthermore, while a simple consideration* shows that 
avalanche release typically occurs at a shear stress of the order of I O-z kgf/ 
cmz, representative strength measurements are usually well in excess of this 
value. 

For practical purposes it may be preferable to compile data on rupture 
stress from examination of fracture line profiles rather than to attempt abso
lute measurement of strength by instruments. The problem would then be
come one of learning to recognize snow types or interface conditions which per
mit release under a certain stress. Alternatively, rapid tests, involving either 
direct shear or some other consistent strength index, could be made at frac
ture lines in order to develop empirical correlations between actual failure 
stress and a measurable strength index. 

An exception to the earlier remarks might be made in the case of depth 
hoar and other types of coarse-grained cohesionless snow. These snow types 
exhibit a high resistance to viscous deformation, and tend to rupture in a brittle 
manner. It thus seems reasonable to apply the Coulomb relation for shear re
sistance of granular material, i. e. 

s = c + p tan <j> 

where s is shear resistance, c is cohesion, p is the normal pressure across 
the shear plane, and <j> is an angle of internal friction. Since c is close to zero 
and p = (jyy, the stability index for a coarse-grained cohesionless layer on a 
long uniform slope is: 

(jyy tan <j> 

(jxy 
= cot 0. tan <j>. (90) 

Reported values of <j> for coarse-grained snow are in the neighborhood of 30° 
to 40° (e. g. ref. 92). 

From simple considerations of .planar shear, it might seem at first sight 
that slope stability ought to decrease continuously as slope angle increases. 
Field observations show that this is not the case (see p. lO and Figure 4); fre
quency of release for large avalanches reaches a maximum on moderate slopes 
in the neighborhood of 40° inclination. The commonsense explanation that snow 
simply cannot collect on very steep slopes is perfectly acceptable, but it seems 
worthwhile to consider in a little m ore detail the variation of s tres s and strength 
with slope angle. 

When a slab avalanche is released from a stratified snow cover, sliding 
is like ly to take place along some critically weak horizon which can be traced 
over a wide area. This horizon might be a depth hoar layer, an interface be
tween the snow of two successive storms, or some other stratigraphic feature. 
If the normal distance from the surface to the critical layer can be related to 
slope angle, then the shear stress along the critical layer varies not only with 
sin 0. but also with normal depth of the layer y, which itself is a function of 0.. 

For example, when snow falls on a mountainside in windless weather it is said 
that the vertical depth of snow remains constant as slope angle varies, 1. e. 

* With a sliding layer about 1 m thick, average snow density (unit weight) about 
0.2 g / cm3 , and slopes between 30° and 40°, p :g Y sin 0. '" 1 O-z kgf /,cmz. 
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d = ho cos a (91 ) 

where d is snow thickness measured normal to the slope, ho is the constant 
vertical depth (the thickness of snow deposited on level ground), and a is the 
local slope angle. If the curvature of the slope is typically gentle (radius of 
curvature R» d), then the shear stress controlling planar sliding, (Jxy' at a 
critical horizon y = d below the surface is, from eq 53 and 91: 

- p g d sin a = - i p g ho sin 2 a. (92) 

5 5 

Thus the shear stress on the critical layer reaches a maximum with a slope 
angle of 45°. Although this model is obviously oversimplified, it is noteworthy 
that avalanche frequency is a maximum for slopes approaching 40° at Alta, 
Utah, when snow falls without much wind action. 

The other factor to be considered in connection with the effect of slope 
angle on stability is possible variation of strength with slope angle. It has 
already been argued that the creep and rupture resistances of settled snow 
may be expected to increase with increasing bulk stress; if this argument is 
accepted, then the strength of settled snow at a given normal depth y below the 
surface would be expected to be related to cos a, since bulk stress is propor
tional to cos a. In the case just discussed, where snow layer thickness is pro
portional to cos a, the bulk stress at the depth of a particular stratigraphic fea
ture would be proportional to cosza. Assuming a linear relation between rupture 
resistance and bulk stress, the rupture resistance would be proportional to 
cosza and, taking into consideration eq 92, minimum stability might be expec.ted 
for slope angles greater than 45°. In view of the uncertainties involved, this 
last part of the argument need not be taken too seriously. 

Actually, empirical correlations of slope angle and release frequency have 
to be regarded with caution in case there are hidden factors confusing the pic
ture. For example, a systematic variation of slope angle with surface altitude 
would complicate matters: total snow accumulation and snow density often in
crease with increasing elevation, and snow temperature decreases with increas
ing elevation. The resultant effects on strength and stress might be awkward 
to understand. 

During and immediately after a heavy snowfall the freshly deposited snow 
may be reasonably homogeneous, and for this condition the simple planar shear 
treatment is not strictly valid. In considering the release of loose snow ava
lanches it seems necessary to retain the continuum apprcnch. 

The stresses prevailing prior to rupture can be expressed in terms of vis
cosity parameters. The principal stresses on a broad open slope are, from 
eq 26 and the long slope solutions eq 53, 54 and 57: 

1 

+ tanZ aJ2:} pgycos a (93 ) 

and the orientation of principal directions to.the x-axis, 13, is given by eq 28: 

taU' 213 = - (31] + 4t:) tan a 3t: ' (94) 

the negative sign indicating that {3 extends into the second and fourth quadrants. 
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The maximum shear stress, which acts on planes at 45° to the principal 
planes, is given by eq 27 and the long slope results (eq 53, 54, 57) as: 

(<TxY)max = - p g Y COS" [(3TJ-~fJ.4fJ. r + tan'" 1 t . (95) 

It can be seen that the maximum 3hear stress coincides with the slope line shear 
stress crxy in magnitude and direction only when" = 00, i. e. when P = Pice (when 
IJ. = 0, " = 0). 

If the snow is of low density, as is likely for freshly fallen snow, the ratio 
IJ./" will probably approach the value I. 5; taking this value. and substituting into 
eq 93 to 95 gives: 

r [1 tan'" 1 
1 

cr1 , crz = - . 2 ± 4' + 2}pgycosa (93a) 

tan 2(3 = - 2 tan a (94a) 

pgycosa[~+ 
1 

{crxY)max = - tanza]z. (95a) 

If the snow is fairly dense, say more than 0.3 g/cm3 , the value of IJ./" may 
drop to about 0.6 . . With this value eq 93 to 95 simplify to: 

(93b) 

tan 2 (3 = - 3 tan a (94b) 

(cr) = - p gy cos a [-9
1 + tanza]i. xy max (95b) 

From the above relations it will be seen that the magnitudes of stresses at 
any point in the snow are determined largely by depth, density, and slope angle, 
so that they can be estimated with reasonable confidence even when other mate
rial properties are undetermined. However, the assessment of strength still 
remains difficult. 

If data are available for the shear strength under various normal pressure~, 
a Mohr envelope of rupture can be plotted. On the same diagram, a family of 
Mohr circles for stress can be plotted using the foregoing stress solutions for 
uniform slopes. The criterion for stability is that no stress circle should in
tersect the rupture envelope. This type of approach has long been favored in 
Switzerland, but with fresh snow there appear to be difficulties presented by 
variation of the Mohr rupture envelope with time, at rates which will vary with 
snow accumulation rate, snow type, and temperature. 

As an alternative to stability assessments based on measured strength, the 
stress analysis approach might be combined with the observational method in 
which avalanche release is correlated with rate and amount of snowfall, snow 
type and density, and temperature. Further details of such correlations are 
given in a later section when avalanche forecasting from indirect evidence is 
discussed. 
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Earthquake loading 

So far there appears to have been little practical interest in earthquake 
effects on avalanche slopes, but a simple consideration is perhaps worthwhile. 
Probably the si.mplest way to look at the problem is to superimpose a horizon
tal acceleration component ~ on the gravitational acceleration.& and to re
compute the stresses for snow on a wide and uniform slope. The new stresses 
which are of most interest, (J'xy and (J'yy' are: 

(J'xy pgy (sina± kcosa) - pgy sina (1 ± kcota) 

- .p g y (cosa+ k sin a) = - p g y cosa (1 += k tan a). 

(96) 

(97) 

In major earthquakes k might range from 0. 1 to 0.4; the value k = 1. ° has been 
reached only in the most extreme earthquakes of history. On typical avalanche 
slopes, where sin a "'-J cos a, fairly severe earthquakes in which k ",,0.1 might not 
have much effect, since the resistance to rupture under very brief loading such 
as the earthquake imposes is appreciably higher than the resistance to creep rup
ture under sustained body forces. 

If there is a layer of virtually cohesionless depth hoar in the snow cover, 
the primary stability of that layer can be assessed by assuming that its shear 
resistance to rupture is proportional to the normal pressure on the layer. 
Taking as an index of primary stability the ratio of shear strength to shear 
stre ss, 

Stability index = c(c?sa - kSina) 
Slna + k cosa 

(98) 

where C is a coefficient of internal friction for the cohesionless depth hoar (the 
tan <j> of soil mechanics), rv 0.8, and the critical direction of kg is taken. Thus 
the stability index under earthquake loading drops to zero when the slope angle 
is: 

a = cot- 1 k. (99) 

Snow gliding - Slip at the snow-gro.und interface 

If snow lies on smooth ground, and if the base of the snow becomes wet, 
the entire snow cover may "glide" by slippage at the snow/ground interface. 
Smooth rock slabs and grassy slopes are conducive to glide, with long grass 
pressed flat by the snow forming the most slippery surface of all. The glide 
process can be observed in miniature when wet snow slides slowly off a slate 
roof. Although it is still an imperfectly understood process, glide must be an 
important factor in the release of full-depth wet snow avalanches, as well as in 
the loading of supporting structures during spring. 

In a compressive zone (upslope of an obstacle, or on a concave slope), 
gliding can create severe compressive strains, and it sometimes causes the 
snow to form distinct folds and overthrusts. In a tensile zone (convex slope 
curvature), gliding causes rapid tensile straining and sometimes produces 
wide cracks (glide cracks). 

Analysis of glide problems should probably begin with a consideration for 
uniform slope conditions. The known facts on glide are quite scant. A wet 
and relatively smooth ground surface is generally required, and glide does not 
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usually occur unless the slope angle exceeds about 15°. Although glide move
ments may be erratic, there appears to be a maximum constant velocity (rang
ing from mm/day to m/day) which is proportional to the displacing stress. 34 

Thus, with suitable ground and snow conditions, glide is initiated when a certain 
"yield stress" is reached, and the resistance to glide motion is apparently vis
cous. 

The total shear stress along the glide surface, frxy' is - P g d sin a. If glide 
is initiated when a critical slope angle a" is reached, lrrespective of snow depth, 
it might be assumed that the " yield stress" reflects the effect of a frictional 
component of sliding resistance lJyy tan 0.0' i. e. - p g d coso. tan 0.0. Thus the 
effective glide stress would be - p g d (sin a - cos a tan 0.0). 

If the steady glide velocity is proportional to the glide s tres s, the viscous 
shear relationship indicates that the ratio of effective glide stress to glide vel
ocity is equal to ~/6, where ~ is a viscosity coefficient and 6 is an effective 
thickness of the shear layer. These are most ill-defined parameters, but der 
Gand and Zupancic34 report a surprisingly high value of O. 8 cm for 6, which leads 
to values of~ from 104 to 105 kg sec/mz when tan 0. 0 = 0.3 according to their ob
servations. Until the glide mechanism is better understood it might be advis
able to leave the ratio ~/o as an empirical glide parameter. 
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AVALANCHE DYNAMICS 

In order to improve the protection of people and property from avalanches 
which cannot be prevented, it is necessary to seek an understanding of avalanche 
motion and of the forces involved in avalanches. We obviously require ajudi
cious blend of observation and analys is, but the re are immediate difficulties: 
observation and measurement in major avalanches are exceedingly difficult, 
and it is unlikely that all types and stages of avalanches could be treated by a 
single coherent theory. 

It seems necessary to preface a discussion of avalanche dynamics with a 
statement of the need for improved observational data, for a sound understand
ing of the relevant physical phenomena is a vital prerequisite for analysis. If 
a theoretical study is based upon unrealistic assumptions the results could well 
be deceiving, no matter how elegant the analytical manipulation may be. 

In the past, simple observation has yielded qualitative descriptions of ava
lanche motion and of the types of snow involved, as outlined already on pages 
15 - 24. More detailed observations have given avalanche dimensions and 
values for speed of the avalanche front, while some internal measurements of 
impact forces have provided a certain amount of stress data. At the present 
time photogrammetric techniques are being employed14 '5Z'53 to obtain informa
tion on external dimensions and velocities through complete avalanche descents. 
For further progress it will probably be necessary to measure the internal 
distributions of velocity and acceleration, to sample or sense the properties 
(e. g. density and eddy viscosity) of the moving snow, and to record pressure 
distribution during avalanche passage. It seems likely that optical techniques 
will have to be supplemented by other electromagnetic sensing methods, while 
pressure, velocity and acceleration data may in the future be obtained from in
strumentation of the type developed for explosions technology. 

For the time being, discussion of avalanche dynamics will have to be based 
on long-standing observational data; when detailed results of new field studies 
(e. g. ref. 52, 53) become available, present ideas may well have to be revised. 

Sliding and flowing snow 

Dry snow may begin to slide on a slope in one of two ways: (1) a coherent 
slab may slide, along the ground or, more likely, along another snow surface, 
or (2) a mass of almost cohesionless grains may slip and roll over each other. 

In the first case, the slab might be regarded as a rigid block sliding on an 
inclined plane for the first instants of motion, with acceleration and velocity 
deducible approximately from the downslope component of the slab weight and 
the frictional resistance of the bearing surface. However, observation shows 
that in reality a sliding slab of snow soon begins to disintegrate by progressive 
fragmentation of the slide face and perhaps also by fracture into smaller dis
crete blocks. Disintegration is commonly initiated when the sliding speed ex
ceeds a few meters pe r second. Thereafter fragments in the shattered rem
nant of the original slab slide and roll upon each other in a turbulent motion 
which bears no resemblance to the original slide motion. The prope rties of 
this pulverized and agitated snow have little relation to frictional properties of 
the original slide face. 

In the second case, the initial slipping of loose snow may be likened to the 
slumping of a g.ranular aggregate such as sand. The displacing stresses in the 
snow mass are approximately those given by the preceding equilibrium analysis 
for slow flow prior to rupture, while the stresses resisting motion can be esti
mated from the "internal friction" and cohesion of snow when it is regarded as 
a so-called" c-<t> material." It is again found, though, that if the motion is 
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accelerating the particles soon begin to vibrate, with a component of accelera
tion normal to the slope which intermittently tends to override gravitational 
acceleration, thus breaking shear connections between adjacent grains and 
allowing the material to deform more freely under shear stress. This effect, 
which is somewhat analogous to the heating of a solid on the molecular scale, 
is known in the field of materials handling as "fluidization." Insofar as the 
shear resistance of the material is markedly reduced by mechanical agitation, 
fluidization is comparable to the rnenomenon of thixotropy.82 From superficial 
observation it appears that fluidization by agitation and air en'trainment becomes 
progressively more effective in reduci ng shear resistance as flow velocity in
creases above a few meters per second. 

From the foregoing we see that the motion of Sliding snow is dominated by 
considerations of internal and external friction only at low speeds, i. e. during 
the initial stage of the avalanche. These slow speed considerations, which in
volve the Coulomb internal friction, the sliding friction of snow on snow, and 
the -angle of repose of loose snow, are perhaps applicable to cases in which 
the snow is arrested by barriers soon after release, or to cases involving 
immediate decele ration on concave slopes. 

On steep slopes the slide velocity quickly reaches 10m/sec or so, and by 
the time such a speed is reached the snow will usually be fragmented and to 
some extent dispersed by agitation. Dry, powdery snow will be whirled into 
the air and diffused by turbulence; dry, granular snow will slide, bound and 
roll in a turbulent stream; damp snow will form rolling clumps and snowballs 
which bound and repeatedly break apart; thoroughly wet snow may run like a 
slurry. When the snow is in such readily deformable states we may cease to 

Figure 17. Airborne powder avalanche near Twin Lakes, Colorado. (U •. S. For~ 
est Service photo by H. Frutiger.) 
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regard it as a solid, and recognize that it has assumed some of the properties 
of a fluid. Following the terminology of chemical engineering and materials 
handling we may refer to this snow as a fluidized solid, although it is still to 
be determined to what extent it really behaves as a fluid. 

Snow pouring down a mountainside certainly has superficial similarities to 
a fluid: it tends to follow the slope like a flow of water, it displays turbulence, 
and it deforms freely under shear, giving the appearance of typical fluid velocity 
distributions. Although the flowing material generally consists of grains or 
clumps of snow dispersed in air, the typical dimensions of these grains or clumps 
are often small compared with characteristic dimensions of the flow. Thus 
there is prima facie justification for proposing a fluid analogy, which would per
mit systematic application of the principles of conservation of mass, monlentum 
and energy. A precedent for such an analogy has been established in the study 
of oceanic turbidity currents, which seem to be very similar to some snow ava
lanches. On the other hand, there are some uncertainties which inhibit free 
application of established principles in fluid mechanics. It is not known, for 
example, to what extent fluidized snow will transmit static pressure, nor is it 
known whether there is a reasonable approximation to Newtonian behavior. 
Furthermore, although fluidized snow is obviously compressible, it is not easy 
to apply the equation of state and the laws of thermodynamics. 

Since there appears to be no reasonable alternative, dynamic problems in
volving well-developed avalanches are approached as problems in fluid mech
anics. However, established results for fluids may be applied to flowing snow 
only after careful review of the assumptions underlying those results, with 
checks on their validity in the case of flowing snow. 

Theoretical approach to avalanche dynamics 

The study of avalanche dynamics, both obse rvational and theoretical, 
appears to have been pioneered in Rus sia. Some of the problems were treated 
in 1936 by Saatchyan, and an important paper was published in 1939 by Goff and 
Otten. A number of unpublished contributions were apparently made by Khri~
tianovich and Nazarov. More recently, the considerations have been extended 
by Sulakvelidze, Tushinskii, Gongadze, and others.",c The lates t, and most de
tailed, treatment of avalanche motion is by Moskalev.81a 

The Russian work seem's to have been almost unknown outside the USSR 
until recent years, so that an independent approach evolved in western Europe 
and later in Japan. Early work in Switzerland by Oechslin and de Quervain 
should be mentioned, but initiation of serious analytical work there can probably 
be credited to Voellmy, 1z6 who in 1955 published a wide -ranging and perceptive 
treatment in which various concepts and results of fluid mechanics were applied 
freely to several problems. Voellmy's bold and stimulating paper created a 
rational framework for further study, both observational and analytical, although 
there is some question concerning the validity of certain implicit assumptions 
in the paper. Salm98 followed up some of Voellmy's lines of thought, and re
vised or refined certain results. 

With some reservations, a developed avalanche may be regarded as a flow 
of turbulent fluid. The geometrical boundaries of the flow are quite complicated, 
and they vary with time and position; for a start, it seems advisable to consider 
a central element in a vertical plane parallel to the flow direction and to regard 
the flow as two-dimensional. The related problems in established fluid mech
anics are those involving flow over a flat plate or in a wide, open channel, pos· 
sibl y with emphasis on unsteady flow. In some cases serious difficulties may 

* Detailed references to the Russian literature can be obtained from the selected 
Russian items given in the bibliography - see ref. 14, 37a, 37b, 38, 54, 68, 74, 
88 and 109. 
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arise due to entry into the flow of new material from the bed, or as a result of 
rapidly changing flow properties in the snow stream. Avalanche velocities are 
usually less than some 120 m/sec (260 mph), so that it is probably permissible 
to consider the flow incompressible as long as it remains substantially unre
stricted, reserving compressibility considerations for study of avalanche im
pact. 

Vis cos ity and turbulent flow 

Rapidly flowing snow is observably turbulent, and turbulence is probably 
a neces sary condition for fluidization. We do not, therefore, anticipate that 
viscosity will be an important parameter, but it seems worthwhile to estimate 
vis cos ity and Reynolds' number in order to develop a "feel" for the flow regime. 

In a "powder" or "dust" avalanche the viscosity is essentially that of air 
(JJ.o= 1. 7 x 10-6 poise). Einstein's expression for the viscosity f..1 of low con
centration suspensions may be written as 

( 
5 V s) 

f..1 = f..1o 1 + 8' Vt (100) 

where V sand V t are volume of solids and total volume respectively. Drawing 
on measurements of blowing snow concentration in the lowest layers during 
blizzards (see Part III, Sect. A3c of this series), we may estimate that 

~; ,..., 10-4 to 10-3 , i. e. i ~;« I, and f..1= f..10. With particle concentrations in 

the range 10-4 to 10-3 g/cm3 , and air density Po= 1. 3 x 10-3 g/cm3 , the density 
of the flow p is in the range 1.3 to 2.3 x 10-3 g/ cm3 • If the depth of flow h,..., 10m 
and the mean downslope velocity u is between 10 and 100 m/sec, we find that 
Reynolds' number Re is: 

Re = p u h "" I 09 to lOla . 
f..1 

Thus flow ought to be turbulent for even the smallest real velocities and flow 
depths (laminar/turbulent transition begins at about Re = 5 x 102 in open chan
nels ). 

In a slide of relatively dense snow concentrated ' near the surface the vis
cosity f..1 is not known. It must certainly be less than the "static" shear vis
cosity for low density deposited snow, but how much less is a matter for spec
ulation. If the "static" viscosity is estimated from data on I1compactive vis
cosity" (see Part III, Sect. Al and p. 43)-, impossibly low values of Re result, 
tending to support the view that quasi-static properties are irrelevant to snow 
in swift motion. Approaching the question from another direction, if we concede 
that slide motion becomes turbulent for velocities between I and lOrn / sec, the 
Reynolds criterion suggests that initially f..11"V I to 1 00 poise. In any case, this 
value is of little practical interest; it must decrease considerably as the flow 
accelerates and the turbulence intensifies. 

In a turbulent flow the shear resistance is contributed by viscosity and by 
the effect of momentu"m transfer in turbulent mixing. The relation between shear 
stress 'T and normal velocity gradient du/dz can be written as 

(101 ) 

where f..1e is an "eddy viscosity" or momentum transfer coefficient for turbulent 
mixing. Over a "rough" surface, or outside the very thin "laminar sublayer" of 
the flow boundary, f..1 is usually quite negligible in comparison with f..1 e • It is con
venient to define a kinematic eddy vis co s ity £, equal to f..1e / p, and to expre s s 
the shear stress for turbulent flow past a plane boundary simply as: 
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du 
T = pE dz . (102 ) 

e: may be expressed in terms of velocity gradient du/dz and Prandtl's conceptual 
mixing length i. such that eq 102 becomes: 

du 
= i. dz . (103 ) 

If the arguments of Prandtl and Von Kc1rmc1n remain valid for a turbulent flow 
of snow, the mixing length 1. can be expressed as a linear function of distance 
from the plane boundary z: 

i. = kz (104) 

where k is a dimensionless constant (k= 0.4 for pure Newtonian fluids). Equation 
103 can thus be rewritten as: 

du = k z dz • (l 05) 

In the case of a powder snow avalanche, and perhaps also in more dense ava
lanches, it may be justifiable to regard Tip as constant in the lower layers, 
an assumption which is permissible in the case of fluids and in the case of 
wind-blown snC1,w suspensions. Since (T/p)t has the dimensions of velocity, the 
quantity (To Ip)z may be written as U>',c, a parameter known as the shear velocity. 
Equation 105 for this case becomes 

du 
u* = kz dz 

which can be integrated to give a velocity distribution: 

u = ~ In(~) . k Zo 

(106) 

(107) 

Ln Zo is the integration constant, Zo being interpreted as the characteristic 
"roughness length" of the surface. 

Equation 107 is the well-known logarithmic velocity profile, which holds 
for fluid flow in pipes and for wind shear over level ground under certain con
ditions. It appears to hold for blizzard winds carrying turbulent suspensions 
of snow, and it may remain valid over a limited height range in some avalanches. 
However, it cannot be applied continuously through the full thickness of an ava
lanche in all conditions, since the sign of the velocity gradient in a powder snow 
cloud mustbe reversed in the upper layers by shear between the snow and the 
overlying air. 

Driving force and motion resistance 

The speed and acceleration of an avalanche are determined by the balance 
between its driving force and the forces of resistance. 

The driving force of the avalanche is the d.ownslope component of its weight, 
which in the case of snow dispersed in air is - the "immersed weight" of the snow 
cloud. In a two-dimensional flow the driving force per unit area of flow path fd 
is, at any given instant: 

h 

fd = I Psg sina dz (108) 
o 
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where Ps is the bulk density of the flowing snow (the small correction for mass 
of air displaced by snow particles is neglected), a. is the slope angle, and h is 
the total depth of the flow. If the avalanche sets fresh material into motion 
chiefly by frontal propagation, or if lateral and longitudinal diffusion compen-

sates for entrainment, ofh Ps dz may remain fairly constant in a given control 

volume traveling behind the ftont, even though h tends to increase with time 
and distance run. On the other hand, if the avalanche entrains significant quan

h 
tities of material from the layers it is overrunning J Ps dz will increase with 

o 
time and distance traveled. This point does not seem to have been well treated 
in the literature, and it will be taken up again later in this discussion. 

There are probably several fac t ors contributing to the motion resistance 
of an avalanche. In most studies it has been assumed that there is a constant 
resisting force, envisaged as " dynamic internal friction, " acting throughout the 
motion. Expressing this friction coefficient as a dynamic angle of internal fric -
tion ~, the effect of the constant resistance can be included directly in the ex-

pression for driving force (the reduced driving force becomes jh P g sin(a-~) . dz). 
s c o s ~ 

o 
While this constant frictional resistance may be significant in low speed sliding, 
it is questionable whether it applies during rapid motion. 

In the early Russian studies, the other contributor to motion resistance 
was a force directly proportional to velocity (i. e. to the first power of velocity). 
The nature of this force was not well defined, and in more recent Russian work 
the concept of a force proportional to velocity has been dropped, although it is 
retained by Salm.98 

In view of the similarities between rapid avalanche motion and turbulent 
fluid flow, it seems likely that the most significant resistance force in a well
developed avalanche will be one which is proportional to the square of velocity. 
Bagnoldll has reached a similar conclusion in respect of dry sand flowing under 
gravity. If the downslope length of an avalanche stream or cloud is large com
pared with the thickness of flow, internal and boundary shear is probably the 
major contributor to motion resistance. If the normal velocity gradient du/d z 
were known, shear stress near the surface might be estimated from eq 105, but 
this information is not likely to be available for some time. As an alternative, 
assuming eq 107 to be sufficiently realistic, as it often is for turbulent flow in 
rough conduits, the surface shear stress To, taken as constant in the boundary 
layer, should be proportional to the square of the velocity at a given distance 
from the boundary, i. e. 

In view of the uncertainties which prevail, this expression may as well be written 
as 

Z 

To = >... P 11 (109) 
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where A is a dimensionless parameter and "IT is an average downslope velocity. 
Equation 109 is of the form known to hold for turbulent flow of pure fluids. 

A further source of resistance is shear with the overlying air, which may 
or may not be significant, depending on the type of avalanche. This stress is 
more awkward to dete rmine generally, but since it will be proportional to the 
square of velocity its effect can be accommodated in eq 109 by suitable adjust
ment of the value for A. In the case of a very dense flowing layer the air re
sistance at the upper surface can be roughly estimated from data on wind shear 
over stationary snow (of the order of 10-z kgf/cmz for relative wind of 30m/sec). 

The final item in a tally of resistance forces is frontal resistance, induced 
primarily by displacement of snow and air. This drag force (the effects of 
which may be distributed into the flow for some distance rather than concentrated 
at the front) is expected to be proportional to p lIz and the flow c ros s - section 
area, in keeping with standard hydrodynamic results. However, there is evi
dence that the nose of an avalanche adjusts its profile automatically to mini
mize this force, and for the time being detailed discussion of frontal resistance 
will be avoided. 

With so little known about the various components of flow resistance, the 
most practical expedient seems to be to lump togethe r all the forces proportional 
to velocity squared into a single term Kul, where K is of the form (AIPI tAzpZ t 
A3P3). We may also admit the possibility of a constant component of resistance 
and a component directly proportional to velocity, so that in principle the com
plete motion resistance per unit bed area Rm is of the form 

(110) 

where one or more of the constants an may be zero for a particular kind of 
motion. Considering the complete avalanche motion from start to full develop
ment, it may be that Rm does not have a monotonic increase with u; represent
ing Rm as an empirical polynomial in U, it is conceivable that there might be 
negative coefficients. 

Acceleration and velocity 

Summarizing the foregoing statements, if a columnar element of avalanching 
snow normal to the slope and of unit basal area is considered, it is impelled 
d owns lope by a fo rc e 

h 
fd = f psg sina dz = lJsg h sina = mg sina (111) 

o 

where m is the mass of the element, which may be a function of time or distance 
run. Movement of the element is resisted by a force Rm which is a function of 
flow or slide velocity "IT, and the effective relationship between Rm and II will 
probably vary in form according to the type of avalanche or the stage of develop
ment of a given avalanche. 

The equation of motion given by Newton's second law is: 

(112) 
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which become s, after subs titution for fd and Rm: 

( ' ) _ - _ z _ dtr mg sina - a o a1u a zlI - m cit . (113 ) 

If~, ~ and ~ are constants, a solution of eq 113 can be obtained readily 
m m m 

by separation of variables. The required solution is: 

where 

u = -- tanh - - + B -....!:L _ A [A ( t )] a 
2az 2 m 2az 

1 

A = [alz+4az(mgsina-ao)]'Z 

(114) 

(115 ) 

and the constant of integration B is evaluated from the boundary condition (t = 
0, u = uo), where'tIo is an initial velocity at the start of the consideration: 

B - ~ t h -I (2 az up + a] ) 
- A an A • (116) 

As time tends to infinity the velocity u tends to a limiting value umax . Sub
stituting (t-oo" lI-Umax) in eq 114 gives: 

u max (11 7) 

In the case of a well-develo ed avalanche it is probably justifiable to neglect 
the constant component of resistance "internal friction") and the component pro
portional to the first power of velocity ("viscosity" ). Thus, with ao = al = 0, 
and Uo = 0 at t = 0 (or Uo /umax small), eq 114 simplifies to: 

u = - t h (azumax t\ umax an m I 
where umax ' from eq 117, is: 

1 1 

U = {mg sina)'Z = (PSgh sina)'Z . 
max \ az az 

(118) 

(119) 

Equation 118 is valid only if az 1m is invariant with t; this probably means that 
it should be applied only over small time increments during the accelerating 
stage of the avalanche, when material properties are changing. 

Equation 119, which is essentially similar to the Ch~zy formula for steady 
flow in open channels, is of practical interest because it offers a possibility 
for simple correlation of velocity with measurable parameters. One of the in
dications of eq 119 is that maximum velocity should be proportional to (1"s h)'Z 

'for a given slope and snow type. .Assuming that lJsh remains fairly constant 
(or changes only slowly) during developed flow, and is proportional (but not 
necessarily equal) to Po ho, where Po is original density of the snow before 
sliding and ho is the original depth of undisturbed snow, then there ought to be 
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Figure 18. Avalanche velocity as a function of depth of new snow prior to 
release. (Data originally published by Voellmy, lZ6 who used measurements 

by Oechslin and evaluations by Roch. ) 

.1 
a linear correlation between umax and 110 2. Voellmy1Z6 tested this prediction 
(Fig. 18), and succeeded reasonably well in fitting parabolic curves to plots 
of field data for 11' and ho . 
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So far there are insufficient data to test the dependence of umax on slope 
angle. According to eq 119, variation of slope angle on typical avalanche slopes 
should have rat~er little effect - an increase of slope from 25° to 50° increases 
the value of sinla by a factor of 1.35. However, on gentle runout slopes the 
angle must be a significant variable. 

Equations 118 and 119 provide a rational starting point for compilation and 
scrutiny of field data, and they have the virtue of simplicity. If consistent 
values of az can be determined empirically for a variety of conditions, the equa
tions may be useful for estimation of velocity (e. g. in impact calculations) and 
runout distance. 

In the early Russian treatments, ao and al were finite, but az was zero. 
This assumption may perhaps be relevant to cases involving slow sliding during 
the initial stage of an avalanche. Practical problems involving slow sliding 
might arise where incipient slides are to be arrested by barriers. For the case 
where az = 0, eq 113 is easily solved by separation of variables, and the re
quired solution is: 

;;~ 
u = u * - (U * - uo)e m (120) 

where Uo is an initial velocity for t = 0 \u'o = 0 if the consideration starts with 
the snow at rest at t = 0). lI* is a virtual maximum velocity (virtual because it 
is unrealistic to assume az = 0 once high speeds have developed), defined as: 

u* = mg sina - a-Q 
al 

(121 ) 
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For practical purposes it may be more desirable to relate velocity 'IT with 
distance traveled s rather than with the duration of avalanche motion t. By 
substituting (ds Idt) for u in eq 114 a relation between sand t is readily obtained, 
and this in conjunction with eq 114 itself permits sand t to be related. How
ever, the general form of the relationship is ungainly (it could perhaps be simpli
fied with more work), and it will not be given here. 

Perhaps' the most obvious of the criticisms which might be leveled at the 
foregoing analysis is its failure to account for entrainment of snow from slopes 
overridden by the avalanche. The Russian approach to this aspect of the prob
lem37a ,37b is based on the assumption that the total mass of the avalanche per 
unit path width (M) is directly proportional to the distance run, i. e. 

M = ke Po ho s 

where ke is a dimensionless entrainment coefficient denoting the fraction of the 
snow cover picked up by the flow, and Po and he are density and depth of the 
snow layer prior to sliding (ke will usually be of order unity). Apart from its 
inadequacy for initial conditions (s = 0, M = 0), this expression for varying total 
mass may be fairly realistic if there is little lateral spreading of the avalanche. 
However, it is used in the equation of motion without any adjustment of velocity
dependent resistance terms for changing avalanche dimensions, and this is hardly 
jus tifiable. 

Observation shows that the size of a mpving avalanche almost invariably in
creases during the accelerating and developed flow stages of motion. On an 
open slope there is both longitudinal and lateral growth, while in a confined chan
nel only longitudinal extension is possible. The mass of snow in motion is 
roughly proportional to the swept area of the avalanche path, which can be ex
pressed as a function of distance traveled s. At the same time, the bed area 
over which the total mass is distributed also increases as some function of s. 
The mean mass per unit bed area ffi is thus 

rn = Po ho (122) 

where Wo and Lo are width and length of the initial slide area respectively. 
The function f1(S) gives the swept area as a function of s; in the case of a chan
neled (laterally confined) avalanche or a very broad avalanche, f1(s) is simply 
Wo s, but in the case of a slope avalanche which spreads out in triangular fashion 
it is (Wo s + 2 c 1s Z), where c 1 is the tangent of the spreading angle (ke is taken 
as unity). The function fz(s) gives the increase of plan area for the moving ava
lanche; if it is assumed that avalanche length L increases linearly with s so that 
L = Lo + czs, then fz(s) for a wide or confined avalanche is czWo s, and for a 
slope avalanche spreading triangularly it is [(czWo + Zc1L o )s + 2c1c Z s Z]. 

Actually, the variation of mass in a unit columnar element is probably more 
complicated, as there seem to be diffusion problems involved; this is a refine
ment beyond the scope of the present review. In view of all the difficulties, the 
most practical expedient seems to be that 'of expressing mass per unit bed area 
as an empirical function of the mean flow velocity 'IT. One tractable assumption, 
which may not be too unrealistic, is linear dependence of m on u: 

m = mo (I + kp u) (123 ) 

where mo = Po he and kp is a coefficient with the dimensions of reciprocal vel
ocity. 
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Making the substitution m = mo (1 + kpu) in eq 113 gives: 

(12.4 ) 

The solution between the limits (t 

{ ~l' In (A' + B 'll + C 'll') -

( 
k BI) 

2. 1- F 
z 1. 

(B' -4A I C ' )2 
(12.5) 

or 

(':'J:~ = { ~l, In(A' + B'll + C 'u') + 

( k BI) j-
I - ;v- [2.CIU+ BI _ (BIz -4A ' C

, )i ] Uz 
+ Z 1 In z 1 

(B I - 4A I C I) 2" 2.C IU + B I + (B' - 4A I C 1)"2 _ 
u 1 

(126) 

where AI = mog sina-ao, B' = kpmag sina-al' C I = -az. These cumber
some relationships afford little insight into the effects of entrainment as they 
stand, but with some information on relative magnitudes of the constants they 
could be displayed graphically. 

Russian investigators have made highly detailed analyses of avalanche 
velocity, and have produced nomographs for determining speed. 54,8Ia Since 
some basic assumptions are open t o question, however, the validity of these 
nomographs will have to be proved by comparison with observations. 

Flow regime and surface wave propagation 

VoellmylZ6 and Salm 98 attach considerable importance to determination of . 
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the nature of avalanche flow regime, i. e. whether the flow is "streaming" ("tran
quil") or "shooting" (" rapid"). If the flow is streaming, the propagation veloc ity, 
or celerity, of a surface gravity wave is greater than the general fluid velocity 
and disturbances can be transmitted upstream. If, on the othe r hand, the flow 
is shooting, surface wave propagation velocity is less than the general flow vel
ocity and disturbances cannot be transmitted upstream, at least by gravity waves 
at the surface. Another important distinction between streaming and shooting 
flow in true fluids is the difference of response to obstructions and changes of 
bed slope. 

Voellmy apparently assumed that flowing snow':< behaves as a fluid to the 
extent that a hydrostatic type of pressure-depth relationship exists beneath the 

>',c In this section the words "flowing snow" are used in a general sense to denote 
disaggregated snow in turbulent motion. It does not have the restricted sense 
of "Fliesslawine. " 
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free surface. If this assumption is valid, then the velocity of propagation of a 
surface wave on the flow can be determined from consideration of continuity 
and momentum conservation through a cross section at the wave front. With 
wave celerity c, general flow depth h, and wave height ~h, the continuity and 
momentum equations applied to the flow ahead of the wave and to the section 
under the wave crest yield, to first order of small quantities: 

1 

c = [gh(l + i ~h)]2. 
If the surface wave is shallow, i. e. if ~h« h, then: 

1 

c = (gh)2 . 

This treatment ignores the effect of wind shear on surface waves. 

(12.7) 

(l28) 

If c> u, i. e. surface wave velocity exceeds the flow velocity, the flow is 
streaming and disturbances can propagate upstream; if c< u the flow is shoot
ing and disturbances cannot propagate upstream. Accepting the shallow wave 
approximation,lZ8 the criterion for streaming or shooting flow can be expressed 
another way. Since the Froude number F for the flow is uZ / gh the condition 
becomes: 

Streaming flow - F < 

Shooting flow - F > 1. 

Salm takes a more cautious approach and accounts for the pressure in
crease beneath a wave in terms analogous to the active and passive pressures 
of soil theory. He concludes that, while eq 127 and 128 are valid for an airborne 
powder avalanch~, there is no real solution for c in the case of dense avalanche 
flows and thus there can be no propagation of surface waves in dense avalanches. 
Actually, it seems that the question may be somewhat academic, since the in
dications are that there will be no wave propagation even if eq 12.8 does apply. 
Taking typical avalanche velocities from Figure 18 and assuming hl",dOm to 
50 m for powder avalanches and 1 to 2 m for dense low level avalanches, it is 
found that flow is shooting in all cases. 

Whether or not these concepts are applicable to all avalanches, there is a 
good chance that they apply to s orne avalanches, particularly those in which the 
snow is well diffused in air. If this is so, then it seems possible that something 
in the nature of a hydraulic jump might form, or be induced to form, where ob
structions or abrupt changes in slope are encountered, allowing energy to dis
sipate and transforming kinetic ene rgy to potential energy as the flow changes 
to a streaming flow of greater depth than the original shooting flow. If we neg
lect "steep slopes ll corrections (as was done in the derivation of eq 127 and 
128), standard theory provides relationships for depth and velocity across a 
jump, and gives an estimate of the los s of mechanical energy in the jump. 
Applying the continuity condition to the ends of a control volume containing the 
jump: 

(129) 

where subscripts 1 and 2 denote conditions before and after the jump respec
tively. Applying the equation for conservation of momentum, and substituting 
for uz from eq 129: 
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1 

-If + [(~)Z + 2U~h] ] 2 . (130) 

The negative sign of the radical is rejected as being physically meaningless. 

The energy (head) loss in the jump Ej is given by Bernoulli's equation, 
from which ul and Uz can be eliminated: 

E· 
J 

(131 ) 
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As far as is known, hydraulic jumps in avalanches have not been observed, 
although it appears that snow-filled katabatic winds in Antarctica may" jump" 
at the foot of a slope. There is, however, an interesting report (E. LaChapelle, 
personal communication) of an abrupt decrease of flow height accompanied by 
velocity increase during avalanche development. Such an effect might con
ceivably occur at an abrupt steepening of the slope, with sudden transition from 
streaming to shooting flow. 

Energy considerations 

Since avalanche motion is not understood in detail, it seems appropriate to 
consider whether a simple examination of gross energetics could provide useful 
information. The energy approach does not appear to have been adopted so far, 
although Salm 98 applies the principle of virtual power in an involved discussion 
of avalanche runout distance. In oceanography, however, simple energy con
siderations have been applied to the flow of turbidity currents, which seem to 
be essentially similar to airborne powder avalanches. 

Johnson5o offers a relation between velocity and fall distance for the early 
stages of turbid flow, equating potential energy consumed to the translational 
kinetic energy gained plus work done against bed shear. In avalanche terms, 
the potential ene rgy los t in falling a ve rtical distance H is Ps :g h H and the trans-
1ational kinetic energy gained from a standing start is ir hiT z. Johnson as
sumes, without ex plici t justificat ion, that 90% of the pot~ntial energy is used 
to overcome bed resistance; taking a more general, but still dubious, assump
tion that external resistance consumes a constant fraction c e of the potential 
energy (which is equivalent to saying that the ratio of turbulent to translational 
kinetic energy is fixed), the e x pression for iT becomes: 

(132) 

This argument is grossly oversimplified in the case of avalanches, and the 
parabolic form, which allows acceleration to be indefinitely prolonged, is 
suspect. However, it provides a starting point for discussion. 

Bagnold lZ took into account the energy required to maintain particle sus
pension by turbulent diffusion, and arrived at a criterion for self-maintenance 
of turbidi t y currents when conditions are close to steady-state. The total 
power available for propelling the turbidity current, or powder avalanche, is 
derived solely from the downslope component of gravitational force on the solid 
particles, but a certain amount of this power is needed to support the particles 
at a constant distance from the slope surface. A simple argument suffices to 
show that the net power available for work against external resistance is ap
proximately 
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Ps gh(u sina - W) 

where w is an average free fall velocity for particles in the cloud, and average 
values Ps' u and Vi are defined in such a way as to take care of profile factors. 
The power required to overcome external resistance can be written as TO 'IT, 
where To is an effective boundary shear stress. For turbidity currents Bag
nold related 'To to u by the Francis formula for river flow; for avalanches there 
is as yet no comparable device, although shear data for snow-filled blizzard 
winds (see Part III, Sect. A3c, p. 3) might be extrapolated to provide informa
tion for powder avalanches. For now, we can only say that the condition for 
self-maintenance of the avalanche is 

P s gh(U sina - w) ~ To U. (l33 ) 

In a powder snow avalanche, Vi is likely to be negligible by comparison with 
U sina until the ground becomes almost completely flat. In this case the power 
consideration adds nothing beyond what is already known from eq 113. 

Frontal effects 

As an avalanche advances downslope, both the snow and the air immediately 
ahead of the avalanche front experience disturbances which tend to set them into 
motion. In the case of dense avalanches running close to the surface, distur
bances of the air can probably be neglected; in the case of high powdery clouds, 
disturbance of the air is likely to be of greater interest than disturbances trans
mitted directly through the snow. 

The mechanism by which an avalanche displaces or overruns the snow lying 
in its path has not been des c ribed in detail, and so speculation on this topic can
not be carried far. When rupture is initiated at some point on a slope, an im
pulsive load will be thrown onto the stationary snow lying downhill from the rup
ture site. This disturbance will propagate at sonic velocity for the particular 
snow type, but since energy is absorbed by plastic deformation and viscous 
damping the disturbance will rapidly attenuate with distance unless it is rein
forced. If the snow downhill from the rupture site is comparatively stable it 
will not be triggered into motion instantly, but instead will require a direct 
thrust or shear from the running snow to dislodge it. Under these circumstances 
the snow already descending from above will overrun, and the front of the ava
lanche will advance across snow which is undisturbed until the body of the ava-

_lanche disrupts it. If, by contrast, slope and snow conditions downhill from the 
initial rupture site are uniform, there is a good chance that rupture will propa
gate rapidly through the unstable snow ahead of the initiation point (there may 
also be uphill and lateral rupture propagation). Such a propagation of fractures 
is likely to proceed to the limits of the unstable snow at very high speeds -
probably close to the elastic wave velocity for the snow, which is of the order 
of several hundred meters per second (see Part III, Sect. Al for further details 
of elastic wave velocity in snow). 

When the flow of an airborne powder avalanche becomes established the 
high snow cloud will displace air ahead of the front, but there is not likely to be 
much disturbance transmitted forward through the snow directly. Since air is 
set in motion ahead of the avalanche front, loose powder will begin to whirl into 
turbulent suspension before the actual arrival of the existing snow cloud. Thus 
there is a tendency for the front to propagate ahead of the existing flow, and under 
certain conditions it may be possible for the apparent front to travel faster than 
the main body of the avalanche. 
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The maximum speeds reported for large avalanches in excess of I 00 m/ 
sec - are surprisingly high, and it might be well t o consider the possibilities 
of frontal propagation, either by rupture or by air displacement, when simple 
speed measurements are made. 

Avalanche wind, or "air blast" 

One of the most intriguing features of the major avalanche, particularly 
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the airborne powder avalanche, is the powerful wind or "air blast" associated 
with its approach and passage. There are many reports, from widely separated 
regions, of structures and trees being damaged or destroyed before they were 
engulfed by the snow cloud itself j 41,74,126 in some instances, structures have ap
parently been damaged even though the avalanche itself stopped short of them. 
In other cas es, damage has been caused to objec ts lying alongside, but not 
directly in, the avalanche path. Some observers have also noted t hat the "air 
blast" appeared to travel directly ahead when the main avalanche flow was de
flected by terrain obstacles. Finally, it has been found that some avalanche 
victims who were sheltered from direct impact of the snow died from lung 
lesions of the type caused by air blast from explosions. 

There is very little firm and quantitative information on the exact nature 
of the phenomenon, but most commentators have envisaged some sort of dis
placement of air by the descending avalanche mass, with pressure rise at the 
avalanche front and eddying into a vortex zone or turbulent wake behind the 
avalanche. An alternative hypothesis based on the expulsion of air from the 
pores of the deposited snow ahead of the avalanche seems much less reasonable. 

While there is little difficulty in explaining destructive wind forces close 
to the avalanche, there are two reported features which are harder to under
stand. The first is the recurrent impression of observers that the avalanche 
is preceded by a real "shock" or " blast, " i. e. an abrupt pressure rise. Some 
of the descriptions of explosively violent damage certainly are strongly sug
gestive of an abrupt pressure rise, but since frontal velocities of avalanches 
are always less than 4010 of the acoustic velocity for undisturbed air, it is dif
ficult to see how a true shock could be formed simply by displacement and 
compres sion of air. The othe r notable feature is the apparent ability of the ai r 
wave to travel considerable distances without drastic decay of amplitude after 
the avalanche has stopped or has been diverted. However, these two questions 
of pressure discontinuity and self-maintenance of the air wave will be put aside 
until the less controversial matter of air displacement has been considered. 

Since avalanche velocities are les s than 0.4 of the acoustic velocity for 
normal air, it seems reas onable to begin a consideration of the velocity and 
pressure distribution ahead of the avalanche by assuming incompressible flow. 
If the as sumption is made that air flow around the avalanche front is irrota
tional, a flow net of streamlines and equipotentials can be drawn when the ef
fects of air shear against the ground ahead of the avalanche are ignored (Fig. 
19). Since there is no marked divergence of streamlines except at the stag
nation point, the irrotational treatment provides a satisfactory approximation 
for the actual flow. 

From this graphical method we obtain an approximate distribution of vel
ocity and pressure for air near ground level ahead of the avalanche front (Fig. 
19). Airborne powder avalanches are reported to travel at maximum speeds 
from 50 to 125 m/sec (about 110 to 280 mph), so that the dynamic pressure can 
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Figure 19. Approximate distribution of 
velocity and pressure in air near g round 

level ahead of an avalanche. 

be expected to damage or destroy 
lighter structures when air velocity 
u a e x ceeds about O. 5 uf for the slower 
p-:>wder avalanches and about 0.2 uf 
for the fastest powder avalanches 
(uf is the avalanche front velocity). 
These air velocities can be expected 
at about 1.25 hand O. 5 h ahead of 
the avalanche front respectively, 
where the flow height h may be in the 
range 10 to 100 m for major powder 
avalanches. Thus we have an explan
ation for the observation that struc
tures sometimes disintegrate before 
the avalanche itself strikes them. 

C onside ring next the edge s of the 
avalanche, there must surely be a 
boundary layer between the rapidly 
flowing snow and the stationary air 
f arthe r out. The air immediately 
adjacent to the edge of the snow cloud 
will be dragged along with a velocity 
close to that of the avalanche, while 
the distant air remains essentially at 
rest. Within this boundary layer, 
which should tend to increase in thick
nes s with dis tance from the avalanche 
front, there will be intense shear and 
turbulence. Close alongside a fast 
avalanche, mean downslope velocities 
alone must be destructively high, to 
say nothing of the gus t components 

and the shear forces which will be 'applied to obstacles as a result of steep vel
ocity gradients in the lateral direction. The turbulent eddies formed along the 
lateral boundaries may even produce miniature tornadoes; a recent report72 of 
a heavy truck being moved 20 m (65 ft) horizontally and dropped 15 m (50 ft) into 
a gulley without damage or overturning is suggestive of lifting rather than simple 
thrusting. 

While it is easy to see from the fore g oing considerations that a large, fast 
moving avalanche will create potentially destructive air disturbances, the type 
of IIbow wave" envisaged here cannot produce true shocks, even taking into 
account complexities of motion in the avalanche front, adiabatic compression 
and warming of the air, and other complications. VoellmylZ6 seems to attribute 
air damage to discontinuous pressure rise in a discrete precursor wave, but 
his argument is hard to follow (it is dimensionally questionable). Actually, most 
of the reported damage, with the possible exception of lung injuries, can be ex
plained without invoking shock waves; although overpressures change only slowly 
in the type of wave discussed here, the dynamic pressures become sufficiently 
high to inflict severe damage at some distance from the snow cloud. It there
fore seems unprofitable to speCUlate further on shock-producing mechanisms 
until the existence of shocks has been proven. 
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The remaining question concerns the travel of avalanche winds after the 
avalanche has stopped or been deflected. Perhaps the simplest explanation for 
this effect is inertia of the moving mass of air. As the avalanche comes to
wards the end of its run, there will be a tendency for the final retardation to 
be quite rapid as the cloud of agitated particles and fragments collapses into a 
more solid mass. By contrast, the preceding mass of air undergoes no change 
of material properties, and it is less susceptible to blockage by terrain ob
stacles than surface layers of snow. As a result, the parcel of air will tend to 
continue its travel until it has dis s ipated its kinetic ener gy, by boundary shear 
and frontal resistance and by diffusion into the surrounding air. 
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While the diffusive effects must be rather complicated, a rough estimate of 
the pe rs is tence of the avalanche wind can be ma"de by cons ide ring the dece Ie ration 
of the parcel of air when it is acted on only by boundary resistances. Shear 
stress at the ground surface can be estimated from data on wind shear over snow: 
for winds up to 30m / sec the friction velocity is 3 to 4'10 of the wind velocity, 
and if the friction velocity for the somewhat higher speeds of avalanche winds is 
taken as 5'10 of wind velocity, the surface shear stress is 2. 5x 10-3 Pau,), where 
P is air density and U w is wind velocity towards the center of the parcel of 
nfoving air. There will also be resistance along the upper boundary, which may 
be of the s arne order as, though perhaps les s than, the surface s hear resistance. 
At the front of the traveling air mass there will be additional resistance, but 
with an assumed drag coefficient of order unity and with the height of the air 
mass of the same order as its length, frontal drag is about an order of magni
tude smaller than boundary shear. An overall resistance per unit width of 
5 x 10-3 Pa uvJL, whe re L is the length of the air parcel, is probably not too un
realistic. The mass per unit width of the parcel of air is Pa L H, where H is 
mean height, and thus the deceleration is given by 

duw 
H(ft 

from which the elaps ed time At for decele ration from U W1 to uwz is: 

~t 
H 

Thus an idealized air mass departing from the avalanche front with a vel
ocity of 50m/sec would take about 27 sec to slow down to 30m/sec, which is 
still a potentially destructive speed, and during this time it would travel ap
proximately 1 km. 

To conclude this discu's sion of avalanche wind it should be mentioned that 
there is evidence that the air involved in "air blast" is not completely clear, 
but instead carries fine snow particles in turbulent suspension at a very lowcon
centration. It has been noted ', for example, that trees damaged by "air blast" 
are sometimes coated with fine powder snow on the side from which the blast 
approached. It would not be surprising to learn that this is a general phenome
non, for it is a well-known fact that loose snow is picked up from the surface 
and carried into turbulent suspens ion when winds in exces s of 7 to 10m / s ec 
blow across the snow surface. With this knowledge, it can be seen from Fig
ure 19 that the air wave preceding the avalanche could begin to pick up loose 
snow particles and diffuse them upwards at distances of 1 to 2 h ahead of the 
avalanche front. However, since the snow suspension is apparently virtually 
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invisible, the concentration must be too low (~ O. 1 g/m3 - see Part III, Sect. 
A3c of this series) to contribute any significant driving force or to significantly 
increase the dynamic pressure. 

Avalanche im~ 

The problems of avalanche impact are complex, as indeed is the entire field 
of studies which involve impact of solids, and only an introductory discussion 
will be attempted here. The consideration will be limited to pressures imposed 
on perfectly rigid obstacles, and no attention will be given to spatial and tem
poral distribution of impact pressure or to shear effects at the boundaries of 
obstacles. 

Observational evidence on the mag ni tude of avalanche impact pressure is 
afforded by analyses of structural damage and by direct measurements made 
with impact pressure plates (e.g. ref. 90, 1 0 0 , l26)~ The latter items consist of 
steel or aluminum plates supported against rigid barriers, either by hard 
points which leave measurable indentations to indicate maximum force, or by 
soft copper cylinders which strain permanently under load. The results of these 
field studies indicate that avalanche impact pressures':< range up to 100 tlm 'l , 

and occasionally perhaps even higher. t While there is great variation in pres
sure depending on the speed and density of the individual avalanche, small 
powder avalanches seem to inflict pressures in the range 0.1 to 1.0 tlm 'l com
monly, while larger powder avalanches have impact pressures in the range 1.0 
to 10 tlm'l , and even reportedly up to 100 t/m'l • 90 Loose snow avalanches seem 
to exert pressures in the range 1.0 to 10 tlm 'l most commonly, but the very 
dense low level avalanches can impact commonly at 10 to 60 t/m'l • All these 
values are for low obstacles struck by the lowest layers of the avalanche. 

In order to examine the mechanics of impact, it is convenient to differentiate 
between two broad types of avalanches: diffused airborne types ("dust" or "pow
der" avalanches - Staublawinen), which may be expected to behave in a true 
fluid manner, and dense low level types ("flowing " or "sliding" avalanches -
Fliesslawinen), which may be expected to behave like compressible solids. 
Observers usually find little difficulty in making a qualitative distinction be
tween the two types, but for analytical purposes it seems necessary to establish 
approximate magnitudes for the bulk dens ity of the moving snow in each of the 
two categorie s. 

Studies of wind-blown snow (see Part III, Sect. A3c) show that the maximum 
concentration for snow taken into turbulent suspension during blizzards is of the 
order of 10-3 g/cm3 , and it might be assumed that the concentration of snow in 
the airborne powder cloud of an avalanche is of comparable magnitude. An upper 
limit for the concentration of snow in an airborne powder cloud might be around 
1 O-'l g/cm 3 , which is the approximate minimum density for snow deposits, in 
which the constituent particles are all in contact with other particles. Concen
trations lower than 10-4 gl cm3 cannot contribute much to avalanche impact force 
directly, since the bulk density of the snow is then more than an order of mag
nitude smaller than the density of the air in which it is suspended. 

>'.< tlm'l = metric tons per square meter; 1 tlm'l = l05lb/ft'l
• 

t Some measurements of very high impact pressures are questionable; it is 
suspected that the indentation or crushing measuring devices may have received 
more than one impact. 
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In low level avalanches there is substantial contact between the bulk of the 
particles, even though individual contacts may be intermittent. A lower limit 
for the density of low level avalanches is perhaps of order 10-2 g/cm3 , .which 
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has already been proposed as an upper limit for airborne snow. An upper limit 
of density for dry snow in motion can hardly be significantly higher than 3 xl 0-1 
g/cm3 , since this represents fairly close packing for dry snow lying in a deposit. 
Wet snow can reach higher densities while lying as a deposit but, apart from 
slush flows, it is not known whether wet snow in motion can retain an effective 
bulk density much above 3 xl 0-1 g/cm3 • 

When a well diffused airborne avalanche strikes a tall obstacle it has the 
capability of responding and conforming to the impact in almost the same way 
as a true fluid, so that expressions for hydrodynamic, or aerodynamic, resis
tance may be applied. Thus the stagnation pressure near the center of the ob
stacle is iPeul , where Pe is the effective density of the airborne avalanche flow, 
and the drag force imparted to the complete obstacle is i CDAPeul , where A 
is the projected area normal to the flow and CD is a drag coefficient. The 
forces necessary to deflect the flow can be estimated from momentum considera
tions, as is done in, say, turbine blade design. The detailed studies which have 
been made for wind loading on real structures (see, for example, ref. 18a) 
should be broadly applicable to impact of airborne avalanches, since this impact 
really involves a very intense gust. 

The effective density Pe is worth a brief mention, as it differs from the 
density which enters the force and energy equations above. Since the bulk den
sity of lying or flowing snow Ps is defined as the mass of snow particles per 
unit volume of snow-air mixture, the overall density of the avalanche "fluid" 
Pe is: 

PaPs 
Ps + Pa -

Pi 
(134) 

where Pa is air density (= 1. 3 x 10-3 g/cm3 ) and Pi is ice density (0.917 g/cm3 ). 

For studies of airborne avalanche impact, the approximation Pe = Ps + Pa should 
be perfectly adequate. 

In Figure 20, dynamic pressures calculated from the expression iPeul are 
given as a function of velocity for three different values of Pe ' which correspond 
to values of P = 10-4, 10-3 and 10-Zg/cm3 • The pressures shown, while cer
tainly great e~ough to cause serious damage to structures, are well below some 
of the measured impact pressures which have been reported for large airborne 
powder avalanches, i. e. pressures in the range 10 to 100 t/ml. A likely 
reason for this discrepancy is that airborne powder avalanches may often have 
at their bases dense concentrations of sliding snow, and it is these dense layers 
rathe r than the airborne clouds which collide with the low obstacles used for 
impact measurement. This perhaps means that impact pressures calculated 
from ip ul will only be experienced at heights above several meters from 
ground l~vel, and for es timation of impact pres sure at low level the solid im
pact approach may have to be followed even for airborne powder avalanches. 

When a dense flow or slide of snow hits a rigid obstacle it does not at first 
flow freely around the obstacle, but instead a mass of snow is compacted against 
the obstacle, losing kinetic energy and suffering permanent deformation. Under 
these circumstances one approach to the problem has been to estimate impact 
stress from the rate of destruction of momentum, i. e. the pressure on the face 
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Figure 20. Stagnation pressures for well
diffused airborne powder avalanches. With 
sno w density of 10-4 g /cm 3 the effective 
density is close to that of clear air, and 
the dynamic pressures are not significantly 

d~fferent from wind pre s sures. 

of an obstacle exposed normally to th.e flow is Psuz (air density can probably be 
neglected in the denser flows). This simple expression appears to give values 
which are in sufficiently good agreement with measured impact forces to permit 
its practical application with respect to low density slides. However, there 
seems to be a simple alternative w hich takes better account of the properties 
of the snow in dense avalanches: this is the hydrodynamic theory for shock 
propagation in a plastic solid. 

As the snow strikes the obstacle the first particles to arrive are brought 
to rest, and the snow is progressively compressed by a series of "tail-end col
lisions" between the following particles. The compaction of snow against the 
obstacle involves a rapid and larg e l y irrecoverable compression which may be 
regarded as plastic strain. Upon impact two disturbances are generated : an 
elastic wave, probably of small ampli t ude, which propagates into the flow at 
the local sonic velocity for the flo w ing snow, and a plastic wave which transmits 
the compressive disturbance into the flow. If the pressure rise across the 
elastic wave is small, the initial amplitude of the plastic wave should give an 
estimate of the impact pressure on the arresting obstacle. 

For a first approximation we can assume that the change of entropy is small 
when the snow is compressed, so that the pressure change across the plastic 
wave front is determined by mechanical shock conditions. The avalanche flows 
towards the obstacle with a particle velocity u 1 and density PI while still un
disturbed, and with particle velocity Uz and density pz after encountering the 
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plastic wavefront, which is traveling through the flow with a velocity U. Pres
sures before and after the shock front passage are PI and pz respectively. The 
requirement for conservation of mass through the wave front gives the relation: 

(l3 5) 

and the requirement for conservation of momentum gives: 

(136) 

Eliminating U from eq 135 and 136 yields: 

P - P = ~ (u - u )z 
Z ! pz - PI Z I· (137) 

In the first instant of impact Uz is zero and the pressure ri se A p, which is 
approximately equal to the impact pressure imparted to the obstacle, is: 

6.p = = P u z (1 + PI ) 
I I pz - PI 

(138) 

The impact stress estimated from eq 138 is thus greater than the stress esti
mated simply from momentum destruction by an amount PI I (pz - PI). For dry 
snow flowing with a density PI of about o. 1 g I cm3 and compacting against the 
obstacle to about 0.65 g/cm3 , the additional term adds some 18'70 to the esti
mated impact pressure. When PI is very small, say < O. 01 g/cm 3 , PI/(Pz-PI) 
«1 and thus can be neglected. 

The relationship between pressure and density in the above equations is a 
material property described by the so-called Rankine-Hugoniot equation of 
state, the graphical version of which is referred to as the Hugoniot curve. Such 
relationships, which apply to impact and explosive loading, have been deter
mined to very high pressure levels from uniaxial tests on dense (= 0.5 g/cm3 ) 

coherent snow,84 but so far there are no known data for fluidized snow. 

Actually, working val]J.es of pz can probably be estimated, from available 
information with sufficient accuracy for most working purposes. It will be 
seen from the form of eq 138 that errors in estimation of pz up to 1510 have no 
major effect on the calculated value of ~p, since PI is normally less than 0.3 
g/cm3 and pz is almost certainly greater than 0.55 g/cm 3 • Although explosions 
studies show that pz can reach the density of solid ice under high pressures 
(~100 atmospheres), avalanche impact pressures (~10 atmospheres) are un
likely to produce such intense compaction. Judging from the maximum densities 
produced by moderate transient pressures in the field and in the laboratory, it 
seems probable that values of pz will lie in the range 0.55 to 0.75 g/cm 3 • For 
calculations on avalanche impact, a constant value of O. 65 gl cm3 might be taken, 
although it would be more proper to express pz as a function of both u 1 and snow 
type. '!< 

* Since often there is no clear discrimination between density and unit weight, 
it should be remembered that density P is the unit weight y divided by g, 1. e. 
P = ylg. 
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Figure 21. Avalanche impact pressure on 
a wide, rigid obstacle, calculated from eq 
138 with an assumed constant value of pz = 
O. 65 g / cm3. Shown for comparison are values 

calculated by Gongadze. 37a 

With an assumed constant value of pz equal to 0.65 g/cm3, impact pressures 
on a wide, rigid obstacle calculated from eq 138 are as shown in Figure 21. 
Plotted on the same graph are point values calculated by Gongadze,37a who also 
drew upon the results of simple experiments designed to relate impact pressure 
and dens ity changes. 

In' view of the many uncertainties about the magnitude and distribution of 
avalanche velocity and density, it may be questioned whether a refined theory 
for impact calculation is justifiable. Certainly the simple expression P uZ , 

which has been widely used, gives an adequate estimate of impact presstre for 
low density (L 0.1 g/cm3) avalanches, but it does appear that it will system
atically underestimate the pressure imposed by denser slides. If the avalanche 
density PI reaches one-half of the compacted density pz (PI = iPz), the simple ex
pression will underestimate the impact pressure by a factor of 2. Since it is 
normally desirable that engineering calculations should err on the safe side, 
eq 138 seems preferable for the consideration of dense slides. 

It is interesting to note that in the case of an airborne powder cloud of 
snow density Ps approximately 10-3 g / cm3, the two expressions Psuz and iPeuz 
give essentially the same result for impact pressure, since Pe= 2ps (air den
sity is also approximately 10-3 g/cm3). 

In closing, reference might be made to the observation by Roch90 that there 
is a systematic difference between the impact pressures produced by slope 
avalanches (laterally unconfined) and funneled avalanches (laterally confined). 
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The latter produce high impact pressures - up to 100 tim?' or more - when the 
descending snow enters a convergent gully. By contrast, open slope avalanches 
have been found to produce impact pressures of about 20 tim?. A possible ex
planation for this is that confinement of the avalanche maintains the moving snow 
at a relatively high density, whereas unconfined avalanches on open slopes are 
free to diffuse, perhaps systematically decreasing their density as speed in
creases and thus regulating their potential impact pressure. 

Another interesting observation made by Roch90 is that a linear correlation 
exists between impact pressure and the height of new deposited snow for any 
given type of avalanche. This seems quite reasonable in the light of earlier 
discussion on p. 64-65. Since impact pressure is proportional to the square of 
avalanche velocity, from eq 119 and 138 it might be expected that impact pres
sure would be directly proportional to psh, and it has already been argued that 
psh ex Po ho, where Po and ho are density and depth of the original undisturbed 
snow which formed the avalanche. 
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AVALANCHE DEFENSES 

Sporadic attempts to secure protection against avalanches have been made 
in scattered locations for centuries, but systematic and widespread defense work 
was begun only in the nineteenth century. Not until recent decades were quanti
tative engineering principles applied t avalanche defense. The idea of releas
ing avalanches artificially may be the oldest defense technique; firearms are 
said to have been used as early as the fifteenth century in attempts to dislodge 
snow which threatened travelers, Z7 and certainly there is a long tradition of 
ringing church bells in the pious hope of bringing down unstable snow. Among 
the more tangible works of antiquity are splitting wedges perhaps four centuries 
old and deflecting dams more than two centuries old, some of them still render
ing useful service. Avalanche galleries, or avalanche sheds, which are among 
the most elaborate of modern defense works, can easily trace their ancestry to 
the first years of the nineteenth century, when stone galleries on the Simplon 
Pass were built under the instructions of Napoleon. About a century ago, at
tention turned to the prevention of avalanche release by construction of terraces 
and retaining walls in the starting zones, a concept which is now regarded as 
one of the most potent remedies for avalanche hazard. 

In these days there are many effective techniques available for avalanche 
defense, and the problem has become largely one of economics. In designing 
a protection scheme the engineer is faced with the task of selecting and design
ing a combination of control devices to provide optimum protection at reason
able cost. 

The many structures and techniques available for avalanche defense may be 
collected into five major groups according to their function. 

Devices which influence snow deposition 

Avalanches start when stress exceeds strength at some point in the snow 
cover, so it is logical to try to limit static stresses and to avoid dynamic stresses. 
One way to limit static stresses is t o minimize snow depth; another is to inter
rupt the snow cover by irregular ~eposition. Since a common source of dynamic 
stress is the collapsing cornice, inhibition of cornice formation is likely to be 
beneficial. The only feasible way to achieve these ends is by disturbing the 
natural wind flow in and above avalanche starting zones. 17,47 

An obvious way to stimulate selective snow deposition is by the use of snow 
fences, or more specifically collecting fences. The construction, deployment 
and performance of these fences has already been discussed in detail in a sep
arate monograph (III-A3c of this series). The only additional point which might 
be made is that, since fences at the heads of avalanche paths are often tall (up 
to 4m or 13 ft high) and exposed to extreme winds, they must generally be con
structed more sturdily than fences used for seasonal protection in the lowlands. 
A useful design for aluminum collecting fence is described in ref. 39. 

Another effective device is the blower structure, intended to produce scour
ing rather than deposition in the area immediately downwind. The best known 
types of blower devices are the sloping shed roofs known as "Dusendacher," 
"toits, " or "pupitres, " which constrict the flow cross section in the vertical 
plane, accelerating the air flow and hence increasing the wind's capacity for en
trainment of snow particles. * IHisendacher may" be sited on ridges so as to 

*There is some inconsistency of usage in the designation of shed roofs. Dusen
dacher are roofs laid out so as to produce convergent accelerating flow beneath 
the roof, while Pultdacher are similar roofs reversed so as to produce divergent 
decelerating flow under the roof. However, the terms "Pultd~ch" and "pupitre" 
are often used without restriction on the orientation, as are the English terms 
" shed roof" and "wind roof," 
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Figure 22. "Wind roofs. II When 
arranged with the higher edge to
wards the wind (solid arrow) they 
are properly te rmed "DUsendache r" 
(jet roofs) or "toits" (roofs); with 
this orientation they accelerate 
wind flow in order to inhibit de
position on the downwind side. 
When arranged with the lower 
edge towards the wind (dashed 
wind arrow) they are properly 
termed "Pultdacher" (desk roofs) 
or "pupitres" (desks); with this 
orientation they create eddies 
and induce deposition. Actually, 
the terms "Pultdacher" and 
"pupitres II are often us ed indis
criminately for any type of wind 
roof. ~( A long continuous roof 
is believed to be more efficient 
than short separate roofs such 
as those illustrated. 

inhibit the formation of cornices at the lip of the ridge (Fig. 22). Either single 
rows or the tandem arrangement illustrated may be employed, but it is claimed 
that a long continuous row is more efficient than a row of separated short roofs. 
Typical dimensions for Dusendach installations are given in III-A3c of this series. 
In certain special situations there might be uses for other types of blower fences, 
e. g., the type formed by erecting two vertical sheet fences at an angle to each 
other so that flow is constricted in the horizontal plane. 

Another class of wind structures can be termed baffles; their purpose is 
to generate turbulent eddies and hence influence snow deposition, but they do 
this in a manner which is less regular and predictable than that of a snowfence. 
Various configurations are adopted: s orne baffles are like small billboards (2 
to 3m, or 6 to lOft, tall) which taper towards the top or towards the l:a.se, others 
look like open-ended ridge tents or gable roofs, and still others are tall screens 
with a triangular or cruciform plan (Fig. 23). The names "Kolktafeln" and 
"paravents ll are sometimes reserved for this class of structure, although the 
same terms have also been applied generally to all kinds of snow fences. The 
cruciform and triangular baffles have some advantage in being omnidirectional 
in operation, in contrast to snow fences, which must be aligned at right angles 
to the wind to function effectively. However, one suspects that some baffle 
designs owe more to whim than reason. 

Experience has shown that Kolktafeln are effective only when their density 
of distribution on an avalanche slope is fairly high. Scattered baffles are rather 
ine££ecti ve. 

Retaining structures 

When all reasonable steps have been taken to limit the build-up of snow in 
critical areas and to minimize "wind-slab'! formation, it is probable that there 
will remain significant accumulations of snow in potential avalanche starting 
zones. The logical second stage of defense planning involves a consideration of 
the economic feasibility of stabilizing this snow so that avalanches cannot start. 
Leaving out of account for the time being the possibility of modifying the mech
anical properties of the snow itself, stabilization requires that some external 
support for the snow be provided. 
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o. b. c. 

d. 

Figure 23. Wind baffles for modification of snow deposition patterns. (a) cruci
form baffle (Treibschneekreuz), (b) " billboard" baffle, (c) triangular screen, (d) 

"tent!! baffle. 

Supporting works take a variety of forms, but most of them can be put into 
one of two categories: (a) retaining barriers whose support surface is inclined 
approximately normal to the slope plane, (b) steps or terraces whose support 
surface is close to horizontal. Early stabilizing structures included masonry 
retaining walls (Fig. 24a), cut-and-fill terraces (Fig. 25), timber barriers 
(Fig. 26a), and wooden terracing platforms (Fig. 24b'), all laid out in ranks 
aligned at right angles to the line of g reatest slope. Nowadays the favored type 
of supporting structure is a retaining barrier erected with its support face 
tilted some 15° downslope from a perpendicular to the slope plane. Manufac
tured materials such as steel and aluminum sections, precast concrete mem
bers, and steel or nylon netting are now widely used, although wood is still an 
acceptable material, especially in combination with metals. Obviously, natural 
barriers are much to be desired, and so the reestablishment of tree growth is 
an important long range goal in many schemes for the support of snow in avalanche 
starting zones. Refore station is in itself a complicated problem, involving eco
logical considerations and introducing requirements for special structures 
(fences, tripods, terraces, etc.) to protect new growth. 63 
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a. Masonry retaining wall - inclination of the supporting 
surface varying roughly from the vertical to a direction per

pendicular to the slope plane. 

b. Wooden ramp or platform - supporting surface 
close to horizontal. 

Figure 24. Old-style supporting structures. 
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TERRACES 

Figure 25. Cut-and-fill terraces. 

A good supporting structure has a threefold purpose: (a) to provide direct 
support to the deposited snow, thus relieving downslope shear stresses; (b) 
to break the continuity of the snow cover along the fall line, hence limiting the 
effects of longitudinal strain; and (c) to check incipient slides. In order to 
meet this triple need, a structure must have the strength to resist both the 
static forces induced by creep and glide of the snow and the dynamic forces 
which may be imposed by snow slides which start between successive ranks 
of barrie rs; it mus t als 0 extend from the gene ral ground plane far enough to 
divide the snow cover. Considering these things it appears that, while terraces 
may occasionally be expedient and economical, fabricated structures erected 
approximately perpendicular to the slope will generally be the most efficient 
and economical answer to the problem. The design of these structures is con
sidered separately later. 
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a. Simple snow rake (cross
beams upright) built from round 

tlmber. 

Or" Beams 01 steel pipe used for Deoms and supports 
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b. Sn.ow rake built from sawn timber 
on a concrete foundation. 

C. Snow bridge (crossbeams hori
zontal) with concre t e foundation, 
steel frame, and timber crossbeams.lZO 

Figure 26. Supporting structures for avalanche starting zones. Rakes are 
more resistant to thrust concentrated near ground level, and they are less 
susceptible to damage from dense snow which slides after melting back from 

the barrier in spring. 
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Figure 27. Prestressed concrete supporting structure at the Dorfberg 
experimental site, Davos, Switzerland. (Photo by E. LaChapelle.) 

*Wire rope, nett ing, usually tr iangular shaped 

Figure 28. Snow net. Nets are usually wire rope, abou t 
8 mm (=0. 3 in.) diam w ith 12 mm (=0.5 in. ) diam edge 
ropes. Nylon nets (of the kind used as aircraft arresters) 
have been used, but prolonged exposure to ultraviolet ra
diation is thought to cause deterioration. Mesh size is about 
20 to 25 cm ,(8 to 10 in.). Common sizes for triangular nets 
are (basexheight ): 1.7x2.5, 2x2, 3x3 and 3x4m (=5.6x 
8.2, 6. 6x6. 6, 9.8x9.8, 9 .8x I3 .1 ft ). Typical sizes for 
rectangular nets are 1 . 5x2. 0 and 2. Oxl. 5 m (=4. 9x6. 6, 
6. 6x8. 2 ft). Posts are 3 to 4 m (9.8 to 13 .1 ft) long, 10 
to 1 7 cm (3.9 t o 6.7 in.) diam, and anchor ropes are 1.3 
to 1. 6 cm (0.51 to 0.63 in.) diam. (For design, see ref. 

28, 97 .) 
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TY PES I, II am 

a. Snow bridges. 

~'''" 
TYPE XIV TYPE XV TYPE XIII 

(No P' ,lIur. Bars ) ( No Pressur e Bars ) 

b. Snow rakes. 
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TYPES III aIr 

Figure 29. Designs for construction of supporting structures in aluminum and 
steel. (After Guler. 39 ) 
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Diversion structures 

Naturally there are many places where it is not feasible to prevent the re
lease of avalanches by works in the starting zone, so attention must be turned 
to defense against the avalanche in motion. Protective measures against moving 
avalanches are sometimes classed as "passive defense, II in contrast to "active · 
defense," which includes works in the starting zones to prevent avalanche re
lease. >',c The kind of protective works chosen for defense against the moving 
avalanche will depend on situation of the area to be protected, but if the protected 
area is limited in size it is clearly preferable to divert the avalanche rather than 
to attempt to stop or prevent it. 

For general protection deflecting walls have long been used. Commonty 
built as earth banks, sometimes with masonry facing (Fig. 30), their purpose 
is to turn the flank of the avalanche away from the protected area. 119 When used 
against avalanches which descend steep stream beds they sometimes serve a 
dual purpose, providing some protection against torrential floodwater as well 
as against avalanches. 

For the protection of isolated structures, such as buildings and pylons, a 
variety of wedges, ramps and bunkers are used. If the protected structure is 
relatively low but of considerable width it may be possible to divert the avalanche 
over the top of it by means of a ramp or " Ebenhoch" (Fig. 31a) on steep slopes. 
If the structure to be protected is tall, or if the g radient of the surrounding land 
is gentle, a s pUtting wedge, 0 r "Spaltkeil, 11 is us ed. 119 A traditional type of 
massive wedge is illustrated in Figure 31b, while a rock-filled concrete wedge 
is shown in Figure 32. In some instances protective wedges have been designed 
as integral parts of structures: certain old Swiss churches, stubbornly located 

EARTH-BANK DEFLECTOR EARTH-BANK DEFLECTOR WITH . MASONRY FACING 

(0) (b) 

Figure 30. Diversion structures. 

>',c Others consider all defensive construction and action as "active, 11 and only 
warning and evacuation as " passive. II Perhaps the terms should be abandoned. 
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EARTH 

~ 

II: 
-

-

EBENHOCH SPALTKEIL 

a. Protective ramp. b. Protective wedge. 

Figure 31. Deflecting structures. 

Figure 32. Concrete wedge for the protection 
of a pylon. 
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a. b. 

c. d. 

Figure 33. Avalanche galleries: (a) and (b) - modern reinforced concrete ava
lanche galleries on the Trans-CanadaHighway in Rogers Pass, B. C. (designed by 
Development Engineering Branch, Dept. of Public Works, Canada); (c) - old wooden 
avalanche sheds on the Canadian Pacific Railway near Revelstoke, B. C.; (d) -
timber and masonry gallery on the Flexenstrasse between Stuben and Zurs, 

Austria, (Photo 33d by E. LaChapelle.) 
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in avalanche paths, are built in the form of a wedge, and sometimes pylons 
carrying transmission lines or t~l~ph~riques are erected upon massive bases 
formed into wedges or prows. 
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Roads and railways that extend across the entire width of an avalanche path 
are protected by avalanche galleries, or snowshedsi.c (Fig. 33). These galleries 
are designed to carry the avalanche safely over the highway or railway, keep
ing the running surface free from debris so that there is no disruption of traf
fic. Modern concrete galleries are expensive structures (",$1000 to $1500 per 
running foot) and their design will be discussed separately. 

Avalanche arresters 

A last-ditch stand against the avalanche may be made with works designed to 
retard or arrest the flow. Naturally this is only likely to be successful in the 
runout area at the foot of an avalanche path, but it is in just this area that di
version wo rks may be unsuitable due to wide spreads of vulnerable structures 
(e. g. towns). Another special situation in which arresters may be useful is 
that where the avalanche tends to climb the opposite slope after hitting the 
valley bottom. 

Avalanche arresters, or braking structures, are simply massive obstacles 
designed to halt the snow or to dissipate its energy.IOB Arrester dams are 
usually earth banks, perhaps with masonry facing, and they may be constructed 
so as to leave the borrow pit as a ditch on the uphill s ide of the dam (Fig. 34). 
Dams of this kind may be rendered ineffective after stopping an avalanche, so 
that it may be necessary to arrange for clearing by bulldozers if several slides 
per season are expected. If the dam is cleared, the avalanche debris can be 
used to extend the effective height of the barricade. Actually, it has proved 
difficult in practice to reveal buried structures by bulldozing, but spoil heaps 
of snow have been used for braking or arresting slides. 

On fairly gentle runout slopes, say less than 15°, earth mounds have proved 
very effective in breaking up near-surface avalanche flow and dis sipating its 
energy. t Local surface material is bladed into piles to form the mounds, which 
are typically 5 to 10m (l5 to 30 ft) high, with base and peak diameters about 
15 m (50 ft) and 3 m (10ft) respectively. The borrow pit is usually in front of 
the mound, and the face of the mound may be stabilized with stone pitching. 
Vegetation is reestablished over the mounds and the disturbed area, and an at
tempt may be made to establish tree growth in the shelter of the mounds. The 
mounds are arrayed on the hillside with a center-to-center spacing of some 
18 to 24m (60 to 80 ft); there may be three or four rows of mounds in an array, 
with alternate rows staggered to form a checkerboard pattern. The effective
ness of a mound cluster decreases with the amount of snow collected between 
the mounds, and it is reckoned that only about three avalanches per season can 
be stopped by one cluster. 

",( The terms "avalanche gallery" or "avalanche shed" are preferable to the less 
specific term "snowshed, " which is also applied to structures designed to shelter 
a road or railway from drifting snow. 

t Obstacles constructed for the purpose of retarding avalanche flow are known 
variously as "breaking" or braking" structures. Both terms seem appropriate. 
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EARTH ARRESTER BANK EARTH AND MASONRY ARRESTER DAM 

(a) ( b) 

Figure 34. Cut-and-fill arrester dams, typically 3 to 
5 m (10 to 15 it) high. Arrester dams have not proved 

to be very reliable. 

EARTH MOUNDS 

Figure 35. Earthen mounds for retarding or arresting 
slides. 
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Figure 36. Precast concrete breaker {"concrete 
tripod "}. 

Mounds are most effective against avalanches whose motion is largely on 
the ground {Fliesslawinen}. Large, dry snow avalanches with much airborne 
motion tend to ove rride them. 
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If it is undesirable to tear up the slope surface to build mounds, breakers 
can be built of other materials. Figure 36 shows a breaker built from precast 
concrete members {"concrete tripod"}. 

Controlled release of avalanches 

In sparsely populated areas and along lightly traveled highways it may be 
economically impossible to undertake avalanche defense construction, although 
human life still has to be protected. Under these circumstances the best solu
tion appears to lie in deliberate release of avalanches while the danger zones 
are evacuated. This approach is widely used throughout the western United 
States and in Alaska by Forest Service pe rsonnel, highway departments, resort 
operators, and industrial concerns, 

Whenever significant accumulation occurs in avalanche starting zones, ac
ces s to slide paths is barred and attempts are made to dislodge the snow, 
usually by means of explosives. Not only does this ensure that slide paths are 
clear during avalanche descent, it also prevents the development of very large 
avalanches by periodically removing snow which might otherwise accumulate 
to dangerous proportions. 

11Triggering" of avalanches, both natural and artificial, is discussed later. 
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Figure 37. Corrugated arch covering walkway and tramway to the main portal 
at the Urad Mine, Colorado. This light structure is designed primarily to keep 
snow off the track, but is avalanche resis tant. C overed access t o the portal was 
stipulated for the Granduc Mine, B. C ., following the 1965 avalanche disaster 

there . 
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DESIGN OF SUPPORTING STRUCTURES 

It will be clear from the earlier discussion of snow mechanics principles 
that exact des ign of open - grille avalanche bar rie rs presents subs tantial diffi
culties' and some degree of empiricism in design seems unavoidable. How
ever, while failures can hardly be tolerated, design cannot be unduly conserva
tive in view of the heavy expense involved in constructing hundreds of barriers 
on steep mountainsides. Recognizing these difficulties, Swiss engineers have 
blended theory with the re sults of full-scale field tests to produce detailed de
sign data. 

Swiss design criteria 

In Switzerland, all federally subsidized construction of supporting structures 
must conform with official guidelines'!' as set out in the report "Avalanche con
trol in the starting zone - Guidelines for the planning and design of permanent 
supporting structur e s. 11120, 134 This authoritative r eport was prepar e d at t~e Swi ss 
Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research by M . de Quervain and 
B. Salm in collaboration with R. Haefeli. It has been translated into English 
and published in the United States by the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Ex
periment Station, U. S. Forest Service, Fort Collins, Colorado. Some of the 
more important points from the "Swiss Guidelines 'l are summarized below. t 

Site conditions and arrangement of structures 

Section I deals with site conditions and general arrangement of supporting 
structures on slopes. The section is broken down into the following parts: 

A. The factors which cause avalanching are briefly outlined and it is stated 
that the slopes to be controlled by stabilizing structures range, in general, 
from 32.0 to 50 0 (62.% to 12.0%). 

B. In a short discussion of the purpose and effects of supporting structures 
it is pointed out that the structures should prevent avalanche release as far as 
possible and bring to rest any snow w hich does start to slide between s\lccessive 
rows of barriers. The structures should be approximately perpendicular to the 
slope and should extend from the ground surface to the top of the snow cover. 
They create a "back-pressure zone" which extends upslope a distance of at least 
three times the vertical depth of snow cover. 

C. Other defense systems are referred to. 

D. The requirement for design against both static and dynamic forces is 
stated. Static stresses determine the basic design of a structure, while pos
sible dynamic forces from sliding snow determine the layout of structures 
relative to each other. 

E. The extent and arrangement of supporting structures is described. The 
primary location for support structures is below the highest known or expected 
fracture line, and sufficiently close that the fracture line is within the back
pressure zone 'of the barrier (cf. B). Rows of structures then extend downslope 
until the slope drops significantly below 32.0 0 r until the amount of snow avail
able for release becomes too small to be dangerous. Barriers should be placed 
with their long axes normal to the expected direction of snow pressure, i. e. 
normal to the local fall line. If the protected slope culminates in a cornice
bearing ridge,~topmost barriers should be close enough to catch falling 

~, Federally subsidized projects must also include a reforestation program. 

t In this summary, emphasis is given to points not covered adequately else
where in the present monograph. 
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o. 

Figure 38. Schematic plans of defense works. 
(a) Complete protection extending laterally to natu
ral terrain boundaries., (b) partial control with 
rows staggered to avoid slide damag~ at the free end. 

Table VI. Arrange ment of supportin g s t ructures (from Swiss Guidelines). 

Arran ement 

Continuous 

Interr u p ted 

Echelon and 
stagge red 

Advanta es 

Continuous obstacle for 
loose snow slides. 

Tension stresses in the snow 
cover seldom develop. 

End f o rces are reduc ed to th e 
ends of the work ranges 
(total snow pressure stresses 
are minimized) . 

A good fit to terrain confi gu
ration and to local changes 
in snow depths is possible. 

Damage from moving snow 
will b e localized to single 
s e ctions. 

Cheaper t h an the continuous 
arrangement in certain cases . 

Disadvan ta es 
Limited applicability on ir
regular terrain or broken 
g round and when the snow 
depths change locally. 

Large c ontinuous areas of 
snow still exist where tensile 
and shear stresses can de
velop. 

Damage may be propagated 
laterally. 

Loose snow can flow through 
the intervals. 

Eac h individual structure is 
subject to end forces. 

Most adaptable to the terrain Stressing b y end force cor
confi guration in all directions. responds to an isolated struc-

Al l permanent tensile and 
shear stresS" zones are div
ided. 

Gliding of snow cover between 
the works is reduced. 

tu re. 

Cost per unit length of struc
ture is higher than the con
tinuous and the interrupted 
arrangements. 
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cornices but not so close that they are buried by the debris; the strength to ar
rest falling cornices should be designed into these barriers, but cornice de
velopment should be limited by wind fences or baffles on the ridge. If the pro
tected slope culminates in a cliff, the topmost barriers must themselves be 
protected against rockfalls, for example by gratings, turf facings, or nets. 
Diversion structures may also be used to protect barriers from falling snow, 
ice or rock. It is desirable that defense works should extend laterally to the 
natural limits of the open slope, but if this complete protection is not possible 
then the rows of structures should be stepped back to avoid slide damage on the 
exposed flank (Fig. 38). Various barrier arrangements and their relative merits 
are described (see Table VI), and it is pointed out that optimum effectiveness 
and minimum cost may be achieved with a combination of arrangements. Rigid 
(e. g . steel or concrete) and flexible (e. g. nets) supporting structures are defined. 

F. Characteristic dimensions are defined. * The vertical snow depth Hs 
is characteristic for a given area and it is independent of slope angle if depo
sition occurs under wind-free conditions. The maximum, average maximum, 
extreme, and average extreme snow depths are defined and the procedure for 
estimating extreme snow depth H is given. The snow thickness Ds is measured 
perpendicular to the slope plane. The vertical height of a structure Hk is the 
average vertical distance from the upper edge of the support surface to the 
ground. The slant height of a structure Bk is the direct distance from the upper 
edge of the support surface to the ground, and the effective height Dk is the 
perpendicular distance from ground to upper edge (Fig. 39). For effective 
protection the vertical height of the structure must be greater than or equal to 
the extreme snow depth (as determined for a 30-year period) at its location, 
i. e. Hk~H. 

G. The slope distance between lines of structures, which depends on snow 
pressure, snow depth, and structure height, is considered. The slope dis
tance L between lines of structures is given by 

where the distance factor fL is 

l tamp 
tan4; - tancj> 

(139) 

(l40) 

Figure 39. Vertical, perpendicular and 
slant dimensions. 

Dk - effective height of structure (per-
pendicular) 

Ds snow thickness (perpendicular) 
Hs snow depth (vertical) 
Hk vertical height of structure 
Bk slant height of structure 

p IIlayback angle" between support 
plane and a normal to the slope 
(p~15° ) 

4; - s lope angle. 

* To facilitate reference and to avoid confusion, the symbols of the original 
work are retained for this review. The symbols of this chapter do not match 
the symbols used in earlier analytical discussion. 
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'" Figure 40. Distance i actor as afunction of slope. 
Curve # 1 is the normal curve. If the ground is 
smooth (glide factor N~2) the area between curves 
# 1 and #3 is us ed; if the ground is ve ry rough 
(Ns'2) the area between curves # 1 and #2 is used. 
If Lj;<35° an arbitrary upper limit of fL is set; in 
this diagram the limi t is set by the broken straight 
line indicated, with an absolute limit of fL 7 13. 

(From Sw iss Guidelines .) 

Lj; being the slope angle and <!> the angle of friction b etween snow and ground . 
Typical and limiting values ar e shown in Figure 40 . It has been suggeste d 
that values of L determined in this way ar e too larg e , and substantial re
ductions have been recommended.3o However, the Swiss Federal Institute 
refute s thi s criticism (per s onal communication). 

H. The lateral interval betwe e n adjacent structures on the same contour 
level (A) is stipulated. With an inte rrupted arrangement (s ee Table VI), 
A~2m unless a natural barrier interve n e s ; upslope from each interval there 
must be a structure at a distance no greater than L. If adjoining structures 
are displaced relative to each oth e r, A is r e duced in proportion to the down
slope displacement distance, becoming zero when displacement distance 
reaches 6 m (Fig. 41). An alternative for staggered structures is complete 
coverage of intervals by structures spaced the normal distance L. It has 
been suggested that discontinuous arrangements are unsatisfactory, but the 
Institute still stands by its Guidelines . 

1. The length of an individual structur e 1., i. e . the length of the support 
surface measured transver sely to the slope, is specified. For interrupted 
structures 1. 2:,2A, for s:aggered structures 1. 2:,2 Dk' and for a combination of 
interrupted and staggered s~ructures th e total length of structures plus inter
vals for a group at the same level must be .2:. 2 Dk {Fig. 42) . The effective 
length of a structure 1. w is 1. plus the lengths of the lateral zones of influence, 
e .g. for interrupted structures 1. w = P. + 2(A/2). 

J • . No entry under thi s lette r. 
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~ A ~ 
~2m 

O. Interrupted 

-l A 

~ 
1\ 

6m l \ 

_______ J~! ~\-------
-l~2m l-

b. Displaced 

L 

t 

~ L 

L 

C. Staggered 

Figure 41 . Lateral interval between 
adjacent structures. (F rom Swiss 

Guidelines. ) 

-1-
O. Di scont inuous b. Stoggered 

I L~2A I -AI L --

C. Combined 

Figure 42.. Length and arrangement of structures. 
(From Swiss Guidelines.) 
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Tabl e VII. Typical values for glide factor. (From Swiss Guidelines.) 

Classes of soil 

Class I 

Big boulder (d*~30cm). 
Terrain with more or less big 

outcroppings of rocks. 

Class II 

Surface covered with shrubs at 
least 1 m tall. 

Well-expressed mounds covered 
by grass and tiny shrubs; the 
mounds must be at least 
50 cm high. 

Well-pronounced cow trails. 
Boulder (d",c about 1 0-30 cm). 

Class III 

Short gras s with little shrubs 
(erica, rhododendron, cal
luna, alnus, shrub pines under 
1 m in height). 

Small boulder (d",c ~ 10 cm) in
termingled with grass and 
brush. 

Only a few expressed mounds up 
to 50 cm tall overgrown by 
grass and little shrubs. 

G r ass wit h in dis tin c t cow t r ail s . 

Class IV 

Smooth, long-bladed gras s. 
Smooth outcropping rock plates 

with stratification planes paral
lel to slope. 

Smooth scree mixed with earth. 
Swampy depressions. 

Glide factor, N 

Aspect Aspect 

W~E W~E 
S S 

WNW-N .-ENE ENE-S-WNW 

1.2 1.3 

1.6 1.8 

2.0 2.4 

2.6 3.2 
~d* is the diameter of the blocks that determine the roughness of the 

soil surface. 
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K. The ressure on barriers are identified as 
average snow density unit weight Ys' snow depth Hs, creep factor K, glide 
factor N, altitude factor fc' and "end-effect" factor fR- In the Swiss Alps 
the average snow density at time of extreme snow depth is assumed to be 
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0.27 g/cm 3 at an altitude of 1500 m and on northern exposures (WNW - ENE). 
This figure is multiplied by fc to obtain densities for higher altitudes; fc takes 
the following values: 

Altitude (m): 1500 1600 1700 1800 19002000 2100 2200 2300 <1500 >3000 

fc: 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.00 1.30 

The glide factor N takes account of slip at the snow- ground interface; typical 
values are given in Table VII. If N is large at a cons~ruction site it will be 
cheaper to roughen the ground with terraces, stakes, etc. than to increase 
the strength of the structure. Values of K are given later. 

L. An examination of geology and soil conditions at the construction site 
is called for. Considerations include composition and structure of superficial 
soil and underlying rock, moisture content, soil chemistry, freezing conditions, 
solifluction, and pos s ibilitie s for soil s tabilizat ion. 

Review of snow pressure effects 

Section II of the Swiss Guidelines is a general review of the effects of snow 
pressure, i. e. it discusses design loads. After pointing out that snow pressure 
develops becaus e of the arre s t of inte rnal creep motion and bas al glide, to
gether with the effects of compactive settling, the section sets out the following: 

A. A component of snow pressure directed parallel to the slope is pro
duced by downslope creep and glide. The force per unit length acting on a long 
supporting plane erected perpendicular to the slope (SN) t is given by 

(141 ) 

where Ys is average snow density adjusted for altitude and aspect, Hs is verti
cal snow depth, N is the glide factor (Table VII), and K is a creep factor re
lated to Ys and slope angle ~: 

Ys (g/cm 3 ): 

K/sin2~: 

0.20 

0.70 

0.30 

0.76 

0.40 

0.83 

0.50 

0.92 

0.60 

1. 05 

SN is assumed to be uniformly distributed with depth, and the lateral component 
of pressure due to settlement normal to the slope is negl~cted. 

B. A shear force>J< down a rough support surface erected perpendicular to 
the slope is developed by settlement of the snow normal to the slope plane. 
The downward shear force per unit length of support surface (SQ) is 

(142) 

where a is a factor ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 and E is the angle between the ap
plication directions of SN and the resultant ofSN and SQ. SQ is assumed uni
formly distributed over the height of the structure. 

* In the original the term "pressure" is improperly applied to shear stress 
as well as normal stress. 

t The prime denoting force per unit length is omitted for clarity in printing. 
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Figure 43. Schematic 
pressure distribution 
along a support surface. 
(From Swis s Guidelines.) 

A VALANCHES 

C. Additional forces on structures which are 
not perpendicular to the slope are assessed. The 
additional w eight of snow per unit length in a prism 
bounded by the support surface, the snow surface, 
and a normal to the slope passing through the foot 
of the support surface is 

G 1 2 2" Ys Ds tanp (143 ) 

where p is the inclination angle of the structure 
(Fig. 39). Components of the added weight G may 
be resolved parallel and normal to the blope in the 
usual way to give GN and GQ respectively. 

D. End effects due to creep of snow around 
the ends of structures are mentioned. Since actual 

stress distribution is difficult to determine it is assumed that an added force 
per unit length SR is applied to the face of the support plane over a distance 
~1 from each end (Fig. 43). Calculation of SR comes later. A support struc
ture efficiency T) is defined as the ratio of effective snow pressure including 
end effects to snow pres sure without end effects. * 

E. The resultant force acting against the support surface is determined. 
The magnitude of the resultant R in the zone free from end effects is: 

(144) 

where RN = SN + GN and RQ = SQ + GQ (see IIA, IIB, IIC and Fig. 44). Within 
a distance ~i from each end of the structure the end effect force SR must be 
added to SN and GN to obtain RN. The resultant force R is usually assumed to 
act at half the submerged height of the structure (Fig. 44). The angle £R be
tween the direc tion of application of R and the downslope direc tion is given by: 

RQ 
tan£R = R' (145) 

N 

F. It is pointed out that side forces, i. e. cross-slope shear forces acting 
along the support plane, may develop as a consequence of uneven terrain and 
varying sno~ depth. 

Design of open supporting structures 

Section III sets out guidelines for the design of open supporting structures, 
primarily rigid structures erected perpendicular to the slope or tilted downhill 
at a fairly small angle. Since much of the design detail is keyed to German 
and Swiss standards (DIN and SIA-Norms) a complete summary is unprofitable 
here, although it should be mentioned that the English translation includes notes 
on the relation of American specifications to their Continental equivalents. 
The following topics are cove red: 

)',c "Pressure" seems to mean compressive force here. It would appear that 
T) is always greater than unity. 
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Figure 44. Resultant force against 
supporting surface. (From Swis s 

Guidelines. ) 

A. Structural materials are listed 
and pertinent specifications are given. 
The notes cover wood, steel, and alumi
num, but not concrete. The need for 
wood pre se rvatives is s tre ssed. 

B. It is stated that separate safety 
factors apply to foundations, framework 
and crossbeams. Foundations require a 
safety factor against fracture of 2.. The 
framework must be designed so that its 
load bearing capacity does not deteriorate 
with time when maintenance is provided. 
Crossbeams, which are easy to replace, 
may be subjected to slightly higher stresses 
than the frame w ork. 

C., Dimensions and permissible 
stresses are specified for designs carried 
out in accordance w ith Swiss standards. 
For wooden construction it is mentioned 

that only 7010 of the normally specified permissible stress should be used in 
squared timber frame desig n, although w ith hardwoods compressive and bend
i ng stres s es m a y b e r ais e d b y a b o u t 2.5 10 . With round t i m ber the sam e 2. 510 i n 
c rease of c ompress i ve a n d b endi ng stresse.s is a llowe d , t h e basic p e rm issible 
s t r e s s es b eing tab ul a te d (t he t able i s n o t applicable i n Am e rican pr a c t ice). For 
roun d t i m ber c r os s beam s permissible s tr ess e s can b e raised 2.5 10, bu t f or g rat es a 
general reduction of permis sible s tres s to 80 10 of normal is in effect. For 
steel structures the permissible stresses are referred to the "reduced elastic 
limit" CJRS, defined as: 

(146) 

where \, is elongation at fracture in a standard tensile test (A5 ~ 3010), and 
CJs is the elastic limit. Permissible>'r normal tensile stresses CJzul are 0.75CJRS 
for framework and 1. OOCJRS for gratings. In evaluating safety factors against 
buckling and tilting, allowance must be made for 0.5 10 permanent deformation 
where 10010 of CJzul is used. A separate stress analysis must be made for 
each group of structures or for each 2.00 m of every type of construction used. 
Unless steel is hot g alvanized, 0.5 mm must be added to the dimensions of 
members to compensate for rusting. For light-metal structures normal speci
fications apply, but in evaluating safety factors against buckling and tilting al
lowance must be made for permanent deformation over 30 years of 2.10 if 10010 
CJzul is used, 110 if 8010 CJzul is used, and 0.310 if 60 10 CJ zul is used. Again a 
separate analysis is required for each group of structures or for each running 
200 m. Concrete structures are designed under the standards applicable to 
normal practice, although a 2.5 10 strength reduction is permissible for the 
supporting plane. In wire rope structures a safety factor of 2. should be applied 
to the normal effective breakin g s tres s. 

>',c "Permissible " stresses are denoted by the subscript "zul." 
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D. The maintenance of structures is discussed. Structures must be in
spected at least once a year and damage must be repaired promptly. Special 
attention must be given to wooden structures or wooden members, and parts 
weakened by fungi or insects must be replaced. 

E. Recommendations for the inclination of the su 
A downhill inclination of about 15° is advised for rigid structures p = 15°, 
Fig. 39). For flexible structures (e. g. nets) it is desirable to have the line 
joining the toe of the net to the top of the net inc lined downhill about 30° fr om 
the perpendicular. On very steep slopes structures should be closer to the 
perpendicular than indicated above. 

F. General types of loading are outlined. The first type of loading is 
based on an extreme snow depth equal to the maximum height of the structure 
with a reference density (see IK) of 0.27 g/cm3 (or t/m3 ). The creep factor 
K is assumed to be 0.74, with sin2t{l = 1. 00 (4; = 45°). The downslope compres
sive component away from end effects SN is given by eq 141: 

1 
SN = Z"x 0.74x 0.27 x fcx Nx H2 = 0.10fc NH2 tlrunningm 

(141 a) 

where fc is given by IK, N is g iven by IK and Table VII, and H is extreme snow 
depth in meters. The perpendicul ar force component SQ is given by eq 142, 
a being chosen as either 0.35 or 0.50, whichever gives the most unfavorable 
load for the part of the structure under consideration. The additional weight 
G for inclined rigid structures is given by eq 143 with allowance for higher 
snow density against the suppor t plane: 

G = O. 15 D2 tanp tim run 

where D is extreme snow thickness and p is inclination of the structure (Fig. 
39). The downslope end effect forces SR (see IID and Fig. 43) are: 

(l47) 

where the end effect factor fR is: 

A 
fR = (0.92 + O. 65 N) 2" ~ (1. 00 + 1. 25 N) ( 148) 

where N is given by IK and Table VII, and A is the interval between structures 
in meters (see IH). The upper limit of fR is used for a single structure. The 
application length of SR is ~i. (see IID and Fig. 4l): 

A D 
= 0.60 2. ~ 3" m . (149) 

The upper limit of ~i. is used for a single structure. If neighboring structures 
are staggered according to IH they have the same end forces as non-staggered 
structures. In special cases, e. g. short structures exposed to dynamic loads 
at the edges of a defense area, a symmetrical design based on the higher end 
loads is recommended. The resultant force is applied at iH (see lIE and 
Fig. 44). The second type of loading is based on a smaller snow depth, h = 
0.77 H, and a higher standard density , Yh = 0.40 g/cm3 (or t/m3 ). This repre
sents a pres sure ioc rease over the firs t type of loading for all s ubme rged points 
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of the structure, and a lower point of application for the resultant force. It 
can be assumed that the magnitude of the resultant R determined from loading 
of the first type remains the same, but the point of application moves down to 
ih, i. e. 0.385 H. The specific pressure (t/m 2 of the support plane) increases 
by some 3010. fR and 6..1 remain unchanged from t hose determined by loading 
of the first type. Supplementary loadings include the self weig ht of the structure 
and the side load which determines lateral stability. The side load Ss, which 
is assumed to act transversely to the slope direction, is: -

§.s O. 10 SN 10 tons (150) 

where 10 is the horizontal distance between two neighboring points of support 
of the same g rate, purlin, or net. §.S is assumed uniformly distributed, with 
an effective point of application at one-half ~ he height of the grate or net. In 
laterally connected structures each section mus t be capable of withstanding the 
full side load, or else sections must be connected in such a way as to provide 
adequate lateral support. Connections between grate and framework must be 
capable of transmitting side load. 

G. Design of the grate is dealt with. In view of irregular pressure dis
tribution, elements of the support plane are desig ned for maximum specific 
loading. The second type of loading gives the basic loading for the entire height 
of the support plane. The normal force per unit leng th of ri g id support plane 
P is, in the symbols of Fig ure 44: 

tIm run (151 ) 

where £R is given by eq 142 with ~ = 0.35. Normal pressure on the rigid sup
port plane Ph is, in the region free from end effec ts: 

P cosp 
Ph = 0.77D

k 

P 

The force per uni t length acting normally t o a bar or rafter (P:e)* is: 

PB = b Ph tIm 

( 152) 

(153) 

where b is the effective loading width of a bar or rafter (bar width plus part of 
the space between bars). In addition an extra pressure of 0.25 Ph is assumed 
to act from ground level up to 0.25Bk (Fig . 45). Within ~1 of the ends of struc
tures the additional loading SR given by IIIF must be taken into account. The 
loading applied parallel to the support plane and approximately normal to the 
slope plane ("transverse " loading) is considered separately for " bridges" (bars 
aligned across the slope) and " rakes " (rafters roughly perpendicular to the 
slope), and special considerations apply to nets: Bridges must have all bars 
designed according to the loading width b, and the loading width of the lowest 
bar must reach to the ground. - All bars are designed to resist a "transverse" 
load per unit length qB acting up or down the support plane (Fig. 46). qB is 
related to a uniformly distributed "transverse" stress qh by: 

* The inconsistent lower case notation· of the original is retained for this 
force pe r unit length. 
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Figure 45. Normal_pressure 
on a rigid support plane. (From 

Swiss Guidelines.) 

Figure 46. Effect of loads along the sup
p:Jrtplane (I'transverse" loads). (From 

Swis s Guide lines. ) 

(154) 

and qh is derived from the "transverse" load per unit length Q according to 
the relation: 

Q cosp 
0.77 Dk 

Q 
(155 ) 

Q is related to the resultant force per unit length of support plane R by (see 
Fig. 46): 

Q = R sin(E R - p) tim run. (156) 

£R is calculated from eq 142 with a = 0.5. The minimum value of qB is set at: 

tim run (157) 

where p is given by eq 153. The line of application of qB is taken at the up
slope e~e of the bar (Fig. 46). Bars must withstand the combined loading 
of qB and PB as PB varies between (PB)max and qB' and torsional stresses 

must be fully considered. The width between bars and between the lowest bar 
and the ground must not exceed 30 em in order to retain loose snowslides, and 
the top bar must resist upward dynamic forces. Rakes are ass-nmed to have 
rafters inclined downhill about 15°, and all rafters except the end ones are 
designed for an effective 'loading width b. Loading width on the more highly 
stressed end rafters is the center to center distance to the adjacent rafter. 
The second type of loading is used in design, but the 2510 additional load used 
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for the lowest quarter of bridges (Fig. 45) is not applicable to rakes. The most 
unfavorable cross-loading of a rafter is a cross-slope force (side force) ofqB 
per unit length of rafter, which is applied at the outermost edge of the rafter: 

tim run of rafter (158) 

where PB is the maximum normal force on the rafter (see eq 153). The con
nections between rafters and purlins must resist Q (eq 156). The width of the 
opening between rafters must not exceed 35 cm, and the rafters must terminate 
not more than 20 cm above ground. 

Nets are s uffic ientl y s lac k and flexible tope rm it a reduction of the down
slope design force SN to be made. A reduction factor fS' estimated at about 
0.8 for medium glide conditions, is applied to the right hand side of eq 141 a. 
The force component normal to the slope plane is ignored. An additional 
load G (see IIC) is based on the weight of snow per unit length enclosed by the 
net surface, the snow surface, and a normal to the slope passing through the 
toe of the net; snow density of 0.30 g/cm3 is assumed. Snow pressure based 
on loading of the first type is assumed uniformly distributed and applied in the 
direction of R. The mesh opening must never exceed 25 cm, but a wire netting 
overlay can be added where frequent loose slides are expected. 

UPH ILL FOUNDATION 
Beam footi ng 

DOWNH I LL FOUNDAT IO N 
Supp or t foot i ng 

(a ) 

Figure 47. Foundations: (a) separate 
footings, with graphic determination 
of the foundation forces in the case of 
a support with hinged joints on both 
sides, (b) footings connected by a pre s
sure bar. (From Swiss Guidelines.) 

H. Design of the framework is 
bas ed on the two load ing type s detailed 
in IIIF. Framework geometry is deter
mined by details of the supporting ele
ments, by the external loads, and by 
the foundation. It is suggested that on 
a slope of changing angle the basic sup
port triangle (support prop, ground, 
support plane) should keep the same 
angle s in order to hold the safety fac
tors for all members approximately 
constant. The lower purlin of a snow 
rake is designed against normal forces 
under the second type of loading with the 
added 25% of Ph prescribed in IIIG and 
Figure 45. Snow net supports are de
signed for the loads given in lUG above. 
Snow net swivel posts are designed for 
axial pressure and also transverse 
loading imposed by direct contact with 
the snowpack. This latter involves a 
comparatively small force qs per unit 
length of post: 

qs = 0.10 f NH2 ( post diam) tim 
,., c " ~ost length 

(159) 

where,., is an efficiency = 1. O. qs is 
applied normally to the post axis and 
directed downhill, with a line of ap
plication through the post center line. 
Any eccentricity of post loading must 
by fully accounted for. 
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I. Foundations are discussed in some detail. Rigid structures are gen
erally carried on two separate foundations, which may be connected by a mem
ber termed a pressure bar if the ground is very unstable (Fig. 47). Flexible 
structures and certain other special structures may have a different type of 
foundation, since tensile support 'can be provided by cables anchored to sound 
rock. Foundation design is based on the two types of loading given in IIIF. 
Loaded parts of the foundation must be a perpendicular distance below ground 
surface of not less than 50 cm. Permissible pressure applied to soil in the 
downslope direction should be determined by standard tests; the ratio between 
this pressure (To zul and the permissible pressure in the direction of applica-
tion of the foundation force (T 1 (Fig. 48) is given by: azu 

(Tazul/(Tozul l 1.00 1.32 1.662.00 2.26 2.43 2.50 

DI RECT ION A L 
C I RCLE 

Figure 48. Permissible soil 
pressure - directional con
sideration. (From Swiss 

Guidelines. ) 

This is applicable only for compressive - not 
tensile - forces. Either "fixed" (encastr~) 
or "hinged" joints may be used to connect 
framework and foundations. At the downhill 
footing a hinged joint is always permissible, 
but at the uphill footing a hinged joint is only 
favored where attachment can be made to 
sound rock. With separate foundations the 
frame joint between beam and support is nor
mally hinged, but when a pres sure bar is used 
that joint may be rigid. When frame members 
are cast into concrete precautions against cor
rosion must be taken, particularly with alu
minum. Separate specifications are given for 
" local" foundations (prepared in situ) and "pre
fabricated " foundations (factory pre -formed 
members), but only the uphill footing is con
sidered: 

Local foundations (uphill footing) - With a rigid joint between frame beam 
and footing, the foundation load is considered as a force T acting through a 
point B, which is in line with the beam axis and distance O. 4c from the footing 
base, where c is the depth of the footing block (Fig. 49). * For compressive 
soil loading the required face area on the downhill side of the footing F c is 
given by: 

(160 ) 

where TN and GN are components of foundation load and foundation weight (in
cluding s oil backfill) res olved normally to the downhill bearing face. With a 
hinged joint between frame and footing the eccentric force T acts through the 

",c For design of the frame beam, B is considered to be a pinned joint at the 
end of the beam span. 
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Figure 49. Forces on the uphill 
fo oting of a loc al foundation with 
rigid connection between frame 
beam and footing block - desi g n 
against compressive solid loading . 

(F rom Swis s Guidelines.) 

Figure 50. Forces on the uphill 
!ooting of a local foundation with 
rigid connection between frame 
beam 3nd footin g block - desig n 
against tensile forces. (From 

Swiss Guidelines.) 

joint. For design against tensile forces, the force T Z (external load minus 
structural self-¥'~ight component) sets the following condition: 

(161 ) 

where Fl is area of downhill shear surface, F z is area of lateral shear sur
faces (shaded in Fig. 50), szul is permissible shear stress along foundation 
surface in undisturbed soil, G is foundation w eight '(for area shaded in Fig. 50), 

1 1 1 

TN is component of T normal to downhill face of footing, and <PEz I is the permis
si'Q.le angle offrictionfor transmission of compressiveforces ~tan <PEzul =0-.4). 
s zul is taken as t sB, where sB is the rupture stress along the foundation sur
face in undisturbed soil. For foundation depths up to 1 m sB is estimated from: 

Kind of soil 

Solid rock 
Poor rock, full of fissures 
Preconsolidated soils, moraine 
Very coarse, dense gravel 
Dense loamy and sandy gravel 
Loose sandy gravel, sand, scree 

sB(t/mZ) 

80 
8. 0 - 80 
2. 0 - 8. 0 
2. 0 - 4. 0 
2. 0 - 2. 5 
1.5 - 2.0 
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Figure 51. Uphillfooting of pre
fabricated foundation with rigid 
joint between beam and footing -
assumed forces for design a g ainst 
compressive soil loading. (Fr o..rn. 

Swis s Guideline s. ) 

Figure 52. Uphill footing of pre -
fabricated foundation with rigid 
joint between beam and footing -
assumptions for design against 
tensile loading. (From Swiss 

Guidelines. ) 

For foundation depths above 1 m, val ues of sE may be increased according to: 

Vertical depth of foundation (m) 

1.0 
1.5 
2. 0 
3.0 

Effective sE 

1 m value sE 

1.0 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 

Prefabricated foundations (uphill footing) - With a rigid joint between frame 
beam and footing block, design against compressive soil loading is the same as 
for local foundations (with F c and G as shown in Fig. 51), but tensile design 
differs because of low cohesion in backfilled soil. With well consolidated back
fill the tensile force T Z sets the following condition: 

(162) 

where Fl and F z are the face and lateral areas shown in Figure 52, TN' GN 
and G Z are the force and weight components shown in Figure 52, and tan <PEzul 
is again 0.4. s* 1 is permissible shear stress along the foundation surface 1n 
disturbed but co~~olidated material, taken as O. 5 t/mz for a foundation depth of 
1 m. For foundations of depth t> 1m , s*z 1 is increased by a factor i(1 + t) . . u 
where t 1S 1n meters. 

The above considerations apply to soil or shattered rock; if the foundation 
is on sound rock, tensile forces can be taken by rock anchorages, and hinged 
connections between frame and foundation have ad vanta g es. S t eel bars used for 
rock anchorage must be of a grade which remains malleable down to -30C.. 
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Open hooks are not permitted, and bar ends inserted in holes should be bent or 
enlarged by beating. Snow nets are heavily dependent on good rock anchorages. 

Section IV of the guidelines is an appendix which details on-site soil tests. 
In part A a special soil pressure test devised by Haefeli and Zehnder is des
cribed. It involves digging a test pit and jacking apart two pressure plates 
which bear on opposite sides of the pit. The force is applied in a direction 
parallel to the line of greatest slope at the site and at a depth of 50 cm or more. 
In part B it is stated that rapid site comparisons can be made using a special 
ram penetrometer, the readings from which correlate with res ults from the 
main pressure test. Part C gives a field procedure which involves checking 
each foundation loc ation with the penetrometer, and identifying zone s of s im ilar 
soil conditions. Two test pit pressure tests are made in each zone, unless the 
two sets of data show sufficient discrepancy to warrant further testing. 

This completes the summary of the Swiss guidelines for defense construc
tion in avalanche starting zones. 

Construction practices 

Practical application of the Swiss design criteria is well explained by Fruti
ger and Martinelli, 31 who give detailed design calculations for an actual project 
in Colorado. Additional details on the design of structures in steel and alumi
num are ' available from profes s ional and industrial publications. 39,46,85 

Costs for barrier construction 

A significant volume of cost data for construction of supporting structures 
is available only for Switzerland. 27 In that country, most recent work has been 
carried out by assembling on site preformed or precut members of steel, 
aluminum, or concrete. Transport of materials to the construction site is 
usually a formidable problem, but easier availability of "skyhook" helicopters 
may help in the future. 

For construction in steel, Swiss costs have been up to about $190 per meter 
run ($58/ft run) for structures 3 m (10 ft) high and up to about $210 per meter 
run ($64/ft run) for structures 4 m (13 ft) high. For construction in aluminum 
(which should have lower maintenance costs than steel), costs have been up to 
$230 per meter run ($70/ft run) for 3-m structures and up to $260 per meter 
run ($79/ft run) for 4-m structures. For construction in prestressed concrete, 
costs have been up to $120 per meter run ($37 /ft run) for 3-m structures and 
up to $150 per meter run ($46/ft run) for 4-m structures. 

Nets of wire rope have cost up to $92 per meter run ($28/ft run) for 3 m 
high nets, and about $120 per meter run ($37 /ft run) for 4 m high nets. 

Typical slope distances between successive rows of supporting structures 
are in the range 20 to 30 m (65 to 100 ft). Thus it will take something on the 
order of 400 running meters of supporting structure to protect 1 hectare, or 
about 530 running feet of structure per acre. 

Complete stabilizing schemes in Switzerland have been costing in the 
neighborhood of -$1.5 million, with one scheme running to $2.25 million. 
Another scheme planned for the future has an estimated cost of over $9 million. 
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DESIGN OF AVALANCHE GALLERIES 

Safety considerations 

Galleries, or snowsheds, are used to protect roads and railways at points 
where they cross defined avalanche paths. Since modern galleries covering 
the full width of broad highways are very expensive, the alternatives to gallery 
construction have to be carefully weighed. The chief points to be considered 
are safety, cost, and convenience (i. e. ability to keep traffic moving). 

The first possibility is to do nothing at all, allowing traffic and avalanches 
to run as they please and periodically clearing the bodies and debris from the 
road. It is easy to see that this may introduce grave risks under modern traf
fic conditions: if it is as sumed that cars travel in an evenly spaced stream 
at a rate of n cars per hour with ave rage speed v mph, and cros s an avalanche 
path of width L miles, the probability ~,c of a car being hit when the avalanche 
runs is (nL/v). With n = 45 car/hr, v = 45 mph, and L = 0.1 miles, there is a 
1 in 10 chance of the avalanche hitting a car. The avalanche in anyone path 
may not run every winter season, or it may run more than once per season. 
Also, on a given pass, or road section, the highway may cross several avalanche 
paths. Denoting the total number of avalanches which cross the road each 
season as Na (summation of avalanche frequency for all paths on the road sec
tion), and the total number of cars which use the road each season as N c ' then 
with the same simple assumption of a steady stream the casualty rate for cars 
will be (100 n Na L)/(Ncv)%. While the rates given by this expression may be 
comparable in magnitude to other typical highway fatality rates, they seem un
acceptable as a basis for modern design. However, the odds can be greatly 
improved by closing the highway during periods when descent seems highly 
probable (judged on the basis of forecasting methods which are discussed later), 
and by shooting down avalanches while the road is closed. This type of prac-
tice has proved expedient in the United States, but, although it takes care of th·e 
safety aspect, it still leaves the problems of debris clearance (Fig. 71) and 
traffic interruption. Present transportation trends suggest that highway closure, 
s hooting, and clean -up will bec orne les s acceptable as solutions to the avalanche 
problem along ma90r roads in the future. 

Another disturbing thought is that traffic may be halted by an avalanche 
running on one slide path, so that vehicles are forced to halt bumper-to-bumper 
across other slide paths which have not yet run. 

In the case of railways the consideration of avalanche strike probability is 
more complicated; the length of the train must be considered, and there seems 
to be a possibility that the train itself increases avalanche probability by in
ducing ground vibrations. If it is assumed that the train does nothing to trig
ger avalanches along its route, the strike probability during the descent of 
one avalanche is [n{L + 1.) /v] , where 1. is the length of the train, perhaps in 
the range 0.1 to 0.7 miles. Comparing trains with cars, it seems likely that 
the increase of vulnerability due to great length and somewhat lower speed will 

",c Strictly speaking this is the probability of one or more cars being hit. With 
a queue of vehicles (or a military convoy) it is quite easy to have L/v ~ lin, 
in which case nL/v vehicles will be hit if the avalanche descends (or is induced 
to descend) while the queue is passing. 
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be more than offset by low traffic frequency: with n = 1 train/hr, L = 0.1 miles, 
1. = 0.2.5 'miles and v = 35 mph the probability of a descending avalanche striking 
a train is 1 in 100. Only with long trains (1.= O. 7 miles), high frequency 
(2 trains/hr), and low speed (v = '15 mph) does the probability become comparable 
to the example cited for cars. If it i.s true that trains are endangered more 
than cars, lOS the explanation for the increased hazard probably lies in adher
ence to schedules, even when avalanches are likely, and possibly avalanche 
triggering by the train itself. 

Another alternative to galleries involves protective work in the avalanche 
starting zone, principally barrier construction. While this has clear advan
tages for the protection of a dispersed target, such as a town, it may be less 
reliable30 than a gallery, and not significantly cheaper, where a road is t o be 
protected from a well defined avalanche. Howeve r, if the road is threatened 
by avalanches from a broad, open slope, works in the starting zone should 
certainly be considered. 

The final possibility is to arrest or dissipate the avalanche before it reaches 
the road. If slope conditions and avalanche characteristics are favorable, ar
resters and breakers may provide the most desirable protection, especially 
if relatively cheap, massive earthworks can be used. 

Location of galleries and design preliminaries 

In order to plan road or railway protection it is first necessary to identify 
all the slide paths intersected by the route, and then to determine the charac
teristics of the avalanches which descend those paths. If slide path locations 
are not "known from local knowledge or direct observation, they can usually be 
identified quite easily from terrain features, such as steep unforested gullies 
topped by potential rupture zones. The characteris tics of each avalanche mus t 
be determined by observation, ideally over a period of several years. The 
required records include frequency of release; precise slide path limits (par
ticularly at the crossing point); estimated depth, density and velocity of sliding 
snow (at the proposed crossing point); approximate dimensions of snow deposits 
in the runout zone; estimates of mean and maximum width, depth and density 
for snow deposited at the crossing point; release dates and weather conditions 
leading to release. In addition, a descriptive type-classificationfor each ava
lanche is useful (see p. 15-2.4); this may be in accordance with a special clas
sification scheme designed to meet the needs of the project rather than one of 
the established classification schemes. With all of this information an efficient 
and economical protection scheme can be planned, and costly mistakes can be 
avoided. 

The above information is comparatively easy to obtain when remedial pro
tective work is being undertaken on an existing road, but it can only be obtained 
by long- range advance planning where a new road is to be driven through virgin 
mountain terrain. Although this kind of pioneering construction is comparatively 
rare, it must inevitably be undertaken in developing mountain regions such as 
those of Western Canada and Alaska. Under these circumstances, avalanche 
defense becomes a basic design consideration for the entire highway, influencing 
both route selection and detailed alignment. A classic example of careful moun
tain highway construction is provided by the Rogers Pas·s, B.C., section of the 
Trans-Canada Highway - avalanche defense considerations were incorporated 
into the design of this road from the inception of the project. Along the Rogers 
Pass route, avalanche observations were begun 4 years before construction 
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began, or 9 years before project completion. Old records of avalanche fre
quency compiled by the Canadian Pacific Railway* were also consulted, giving 
a picture of avalanche frequency over a period of almost 50 years. t The punc
tilious preparation for the Rogers Pas s avalanche defense work has been docu
mented in detail, principally by Schaerer. 101, 102,103,104 

When route alignment is fixed, decisions on where to build galleries will 
be determined locally to some extent by traffic frequency, safety criteria, and 
closure tolerance. However,' on the basis of experience in several countries, 
Schaerer105 suggests that on modern highways the following types of sites should 
be protected by galleries: (a) Avalanches reach the road at leas t once every 
year; avalanches are at least 150 ft (4 6 m) w ide and deposit more than 3 ft 
(l m) of snow; (b) Avalanches occur once every 3 to 5 years, with capacity for 
depositing snow which would take more than 12 hours to clear. 

Design loads 

As a basic minimum, galleries must be designed to withstand "summer" 
conditions, i. e. the backwall must be an adequate retaining wall, the structure 
must be capable of carrying basic deadloads and wind loads, and there must be 
complete drainage provisions. After meeting these standard requirements 
(and seasonal frost considerations can be taken as standard), the crucial de
sign factors are those imposed by the avalanche, both during and after descent. 
A general but detailed consideration of these factors has been published by 
Salm and Sommerhalder, 99 while a discussion of the Rogers Pas's design has 
been given by Schaerer. 103 Recently, Schaerer l OS has summarized current 
thinking on gallery design, taking into account both European and North Am
erican experience. 

Schaerer, following Salm and Sommerhalder, proposes four separate load
ing cases for the determination of ext e rnal design loads (Fig. 53); th e se are be
lieved to meet all forese eabl e conting encies with the exc eption of dir ect impact from 
"leaping" avalanches, which should b e avoided by site sele ction or site preparation. 

Case I covers the external live loads which are developed by an avalanche 
sliding directly across the shed roof, the normal snow cov er having been swept 
away by the avalanche front. The forces acting on the shed are a vertical live 
load PM, which is determined by the depth and density of the flowing snow, a 
shear or friction force F acting along the roof, and a small "suction" force S 
developed by pressure changes inside the shed and along the outside wall. Un
less the gallery is very narrow it will form a "step" in the avalanche path which 
gives rise to a dynamic deflection force R; in Figure 53 the site is arranged 
so that the structure itself does not have to resist this deflection force. 

Case II is based on a major avalanche sliding over a previous avalanche 
deposit. The live loads PM, F, S ) and R applicable to Case I again act, but 
they are superimposed on an external deadload PD, which is the vertical force 
imposed by the weight of avalanche debris deposited earlier. In this case the 
deflection force R may be smaller than in Case I because the old debris will 
tend to smooth out the slope transition at the shed. 

>',c The CPR was forced out of the pass and into tunnels by avalanches. 

t This record 103 ,104 shows periodic peaks of avalanche frequency; ToushinksylZI 
claims there is a correlation between avalanche frequency and sunspot cycles. 
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Figure 53. Loading condi
tions considered in design of 
avalanche galleries. (After 

Schaere r. 105) 

Case III is a purely static loading. It 
applies to the situation where the maximum 
possible number of avalanches have accumulated 
their debris on and against the shed. The verti
cal force PD is the weight of accumulated debris 
on the roof, and the side load P s acting against 
the outside wall is a resultant force developed 
by lateral pressure and downward shear where 
snow lies against the wall. 

. .Case IV involves impact loading on the out
side wall and the eaves of the gallery when an 
avalanche from the opposite side of the valley 
ascends the slopes below the gallery. The 
forces considered are a normal force on the 
wall PH, a shear force or friction force up the 
wall surface F', and an upthrust Pv against the 
eaves or other protruding members. 

The magnitude of the vertical live load PM 
will depend on the roof dimenslons and on the 
depth and density of the snow flowing across the 
roof. The highest loads are produced by large 
wet snow avalanches, which may be 10 to 25 ft 
(3 to 7. 5 m) deep, with unit weight in the range 
25 to 35 1 b I ft3 ( o. 4 toO. 5 6 g I c m 3 ) • At R 0 g e r s 
Pass, the values taken for PM were based on 
pre s sures between 300 and 700 lb Iftz (1. 47 and 
3.42 t/mZ

). In Switzerland, gallery roofs were 
instrumented to record maximum normal and 
shear stresses. 99 The maximum normal pres
sures (which may have included so.me external 
deadload effects) were up to 3.6 t/mZ on one 

gallery, and up to 7.0 t/mZ on the other. Mean pressures were 2.2 and 
4.8 t/mZ respectively. Roch (personal communication) considers 5 t/mZ a 
typical design value for normal loading. It seems possible that pressures (or 
roof stresses) might be enhanced by vibration or "pounding ll of the snow as it 
rushes across the roof, i. e. pressure based solely on depth and density of 
flowing snow may be an underestimate. 

The shear force along the roof, F, is regarded as a frictional force, so 
that F = jJ.PM , where jJ. is a coefficient of sliding friction between avalanche 
snow and shed roof or between avalanche snow and stationary snow. This is 
probably a gross simplification, but it suffices for design purposes. Recent 
designs in Switzerland and at Rogers Pass have used an assumed value jJ. = 0.5. 
Measurements on instrumented gallery roofs99 gave ratios of maximum shear 
stress to maximum normal pressure averaging 0.29 and 0.23 at two measur
ing sites. These ratios may not be a reliable indication of jJ., since all re
corded stress components were maxima for a complete winter season; maxima 
of normal and shear stresses may not have been reached simultaneously, and 
normal components may have included some deadload. However, they can 
probably be taken as a lower limit for design values of jJ.. The actual shear 
stresses averaged O. 64 t/mZ at one site and 1. 10 t/mz at the other. Roch 
(personal communication) has suggested 2. 5 t/mz as a design value for shear 
stress, but Salm (personal communication) feels that 1 t/mz might be more 
representative. So far the effects of velocity on shear stress have not been 
taken into account. 
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The static load PD depends on the maximum depth and density of the ava

lancne deposit. While values for individual design must be based on estimates 
of the probable snow build-up after the gallery is built, Schaerer suggests that 
deposits on sheds in the paths of small avalanches will not usually exceed 
8 ft (Z. 4 m) in depth; where large and frequent avalanches run, the depth on 
broad galleries may reach 30 ft (9.1 m). The unit weight of this snow should 
be taken as approximately 40 Ib / ft3 (0.64 g/cm 3

). The distribution of this dead
load is generally not uniform - snow depth, and consequently pressure, will 
become greater towards the uphill edge of the roof. At Rogers Pass, galleries 
in the paths of small avalanches were designed to take a uniformly distributed 
dead load of 300 lb/ftz (1 .47 t/mZ), while the most heavily loaded roofs were 
designed to carry 500 Ib!ftz (2..44 t/mZ) near the eaves, increasing to 1100 lb/ftz 

(5.38 t/mZ) at t he uphill edge. 

The side force on the outside wall P s is the resultant of the lateral pres

sure imposed by the snow resting against the wall and the shear force imparted 
to the rough wall as the snow settles vertically. Since the snoW deposit is rela
tively dense (= 0.4 g/cm3 ) and the time available for settlement is limited, the 
shear force can be ignored for design purposes. The lateral pressure is given 
by eq 57 with a. = 0 and the ratio j-l/'I1 probably between i and 1; for design 
purposes it can be taken as about 30% of the overburden pressure. 

The dynamic forces PH, PV, and F' which are applied in Case IV are dif

ficult to specify. In some situations the entire loading case can be ruled out 
because there is no possibility of an avalanche ascending the slope. In other 
situations there may be ascending flows of such violence that design against 
them becomes a lnajor consideration; Schaerer105 mentions that severe damage 
inflicted on wooden (railway) snowsheds at Rogers Pass in 1964 indicated that 
an ascending avalanche struck with an impact pressure of about lZOO lb/ftz 

(5.9 t/mZ). If tbe arrival velocity and density of an ascending flow is known, the 
direct impact pressure can be estimated from the relations discussed on p. 75-
77. For a dense flow the direct impact pressure will be approximately (y/g)UZ , 

and for an airborne powder flow approximately i(y/ g)uZ, where y is unit weight 
of the flowing snow and u is arrival velocity (see Fig. 2.0 and 2.1). A value ob
tained in this way gives the magnitude of PH and PV, while F' is perhaps 300/0 
of PH' Reduction of Case IV loading by construction of downslope breakers or 
arresters should be considered. 

The dynamic force R marked on Figure 53 is induced by deflection of the 
flow at a change of slope. As the flow is deflected from the approach plane to 
the roof plane, a force component normal to the roof plane RN is imposed on 
the roof plane immediately downstream of the slope break. An es.timate of RN 
can be obtained from momentum considerations as they are applied, for ex
ample, in elementa~y turbine theory. The magnitude of RN given by this method 
is (y/g)d sin ~uz per unit length of roof, where u is avalancne approach speed, 
d is depth of the approaching stream and y its unit weight, and ~ is the difference 
between the approach slope angle and the roof slope angle, 1. e. the deflection 
angle. Since this can be a large force, it is advisable to prepare the site so 
that the slope break occurs on solid ground uphill of the gallery roof itself 
(Schaerer suggests 50 ft or more uphill). 

The suction force S is apparently small, and the only structural requir.e
ment it imposes is that all structural members and exterior sheeting should be 
secured against small lift forces. 
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Avalanche path modification 

At a gallery location the avalanches should flow across the roof as smoothly 
and freely as pos sible, without spilling ac ros s the portals of the galle ry and 
without any undue tendency to deposit debris on the gallery. 

Any shelves, benches, knobs or other irregularities which might cause 
the cascading snow to leap into the .air just uphill of the gallery should be re
moved. If this is not done, the roof of the gallery could be subjected to very 
severe impact forces. The path uphill of the gallery should also be sculptured 
so that any necessary vertical deflection of the flow is induced by solid ground 
rather than the roof itself, as mentioned above. The path should be "cleaned
up" in order to minimize debris accumulation over the gallery. 

If the gallery is built on a section of the avalanche path where the flowing 
snow has a tendency to "wander, " say on a detritus fan near the foot of a gully, 
it may be necessary to build guiding dams, or training walls, in order to avoid 
excessive gallery length (Fig. 54). When these walls or embankments are built 
to direct the snow across the shed roof they must be far enough apart to permit 
free flow between them, preventing lateral spreading without seriously imped
ing the flow (convergent arrangements are not recommended). To ensure that 
snow does not spill from the roof ac ros s the portals, parapet walls should ex
tend from the guide banks across the ends of the gallery roof. A minimum 
height of 20 ft (6.1 m) is recommended by Schaerer for guide walls; the height 
of a parapet wall should match the height of the guide wall from which it extends, 
but in the case of very high guide banks the parapet height can be reduced by 
stepping the parapet wall back from the face of the bank (Fig. 54). It is claimed 
that the cost of building guide structures is more than offset by the saving re
sulting from reduction of gallery length. 
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Figure 54. Arrangement of guide banks 
and parapet walls for directing avalanches 
across gallery roof. (From Schaerer.105 ) 
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Miscellaneous notes 

Because snow removal inside, or at the entrance to, a gallery is awkward 
it is important to avoid unnecessary accumulation of avalanche debris or blown 
snow in the galleries and at the portals. Among other things, this means that 
the gallery must be of adequate length t o cover the slide path; in the past there 
has been a tendency to build galleries too short in attempts to economize. Gal
leries built with only columns, in place of an outside wall improve lighting and 
visibility in summer, but they are susceptible to blockage both by snow which 
eddies back from avalanches and w ind-blown snow. Since artificial lighting 
may not be available at the site, it may be preferable to have openings which 
can be sheeted in winter, or perhaps glass block windows. In areas where 
blowing snow is a problem, a cantilevered roof extension at the portals has 
been found useful for limiting cornice formation. 

Drainage of roof, retaining wall, and pavement is important in view of the 
large volumes of melt water which have to be coped with. For the roof, which 
must be effectively waterproofed, a pitch of at least 1 in 12 is recommended. 
Drains should have a high carr y ing capacity, and frost effects must be taken 
into account. Since avalanche path s commonly coincide with watercourses it 
may be necessary to divert streams, to culvert them under the gallery, or to 
carry them over the roof. 

If rockfalls or rock-laden s n ow slides are anticipated, it may be advisable 
to cushion the roof of the gallery w ith a co v ering of earth (stabilized by vegetation). 

In designing the retainin g w all a nd w i ng w alls at the portal, dynamic forces 
on the backfill (R and F) should be co n sidered. 

Figure 55. Avalanche gallery under construction at Wolf Creek 
Pass, Colorado. (Design bybridge design section, Colorado High

way Dept.) 
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The essential requirement for avalanche release is that stress should ex
ceed strength over a significant area of the snow cover. Sometimes this rup
ture condition develops spontaneously. During major snowstorms, both heavy 
precipitation and severe wind-drifting can accumulate snow so rapidly that 
the build-up of stress proceeds faster than the gain of strength (by compaction 
and grain bonding), and eventually a critical limit is reached. In other circum
stances, the stress remains constant while the strength of a particular layer 
drops to the critical level, perhaps by temperature rise or by reduction of 
intergranular cohesion following a certain type of metamorphism (e. g. depth 
hoar formation - see p. 7 - 8). These processes which lead to spontaneous 

Figure 56. Snow cornice on the lee side of a 
mountain ridge. These cantilevers of snow oc
casionally break off and fall to the snow slopes 
below, where they may trigger an avalanche. 

(U. S. Forest Se rvice photo by A. Juds on. ) 
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release are sometimes referred to as internal triggers. By contrast, other 
avalanches are jarred abruptly into motion by the action of some external force 
applied to snow which is only marginally stable. Typical sources of such dis
turbances are falls of snow, ice and rock; skiers and climbers; big game; 
ground vibration; and air shocks. These agencies which induce a sudden in
crease of stress in the snow are known as external triggers. 

External triggers. The falling materials which act as natural avalanche 
trigger s include collaps ing snow cornice s, large icicle s, clumps of snow from 
trees, rolling snowballs, loose rock from cliffs and gullies, and small snow
slides, which may be innocuous in themselves but are capable of setting large 
masses of snow into motion. Of these, collapsing cornices seem to excite the 
greatest concern, and efforts are made both to inhibit cornice formation using 
wind fences and baffles, and to remove by blasting any co rnices which might 
threaten the lower slopes. 

Human and animal intruders in avalanche starting zones are very effec
tive triggers, and involuntary release by humans can be a serious source of 
danger, both to the "triggers" themselves and to any occupants of the lower 
slopes. Most avalanches involving skiers are triggered by the victims them
selves. This factor becomes an important consideration in the operation of 
high mountain ski resorts and in mountain troop operations. However, delib
erate incursions by experienced and highly trained patrols can be a valuable 
safety procedure. These patrols are able to test the stability of the snow, to 
initiate slides of unstable snow while the slide path is clear, and to stabilize 
snow by compacting it and breaking the continuity of slabs. 

Figure 57. Snow rollers on highly cohesive damp snow. Rollers 
and snowballs of this kind are triggers for wet snow avalanches. 
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Severe ground vibrations, such as may be induced by earth tremors or 
explos ions, are powe rful avalanche trigge rs, but there is little information 
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on the kind of amplitude and frequency necessary to provide significant inertial 
forces in the snow. The weaker disturbances caused by distant falls, foot
steps, or traffic vibrations are apparently sufficient to release snow on some 
occasions, but it seems likely that this occurs only when the snow is critically 
balanced. When ground vibrations are induced locally it is to be expected that 
only the low frequency components will propagate for a significant distance. 

Air shocks developed by explos ions or s upe rsonic airc raft can dislodge 
snow and start avalanches. However, there is no information available at 
present on the magnitude of the overpressure or impulse required for ava
lanche release. There is a widely held belief that sound (i. e. sonic waves) 
is capable of releasing avalanches, but it is rather hard to imagine elastic 
air waves of suitable frequency and amplitude emanating from such sources 
as church bells, alpenhorns, or bellowing voices. 

Test skiing and protective skiing 

After &ober reflection on the state of the art, it must be conceded that 
the most elaborate test and analytical procedures are no match for the ex
perienced ski patrolman in assessing the stability of a particular snow slope 
at a given time. The intuitive synthesis of snow condition and slope stability, 
derived from careful observation of the response of snow to skis, provides 
a most reliable indication of avalanche hazard, and so the practice known as 
"test skiing" has been adopted and systematized as a formal safety measure, 
particularly for major ski areas. 124 

Test skiing usually involves the traversing of selected steep slopes by 
trained and expe rienced patrolmen in groups of two or more. If t he snow ap
pears to be unstable, attempts are made to precipitate small snowslides on 
selected paths, taking appropriate precautions to ensure the safety of both the 
patrolmen and any persons downslope. The periodic release of small ava
lanches in this fashion limits the potential for development of large avalanches, 
removes the threat of unstable snow for a time, and stabilizes the snow cover. 

Test slopes are selected so as to be representative of the range of con
ditions on major avalanche paths in the area, taking into account slope angle, 
orientation, wind exposure, trees and vegetation, and so forth. Test routes 
are planned so that representative startin g zones are traversed without undue 
danger to the patrolmen. Diagnosis of slope conditions is based largely on the 
cracks which form in the snow during the pas sage of skis: cracks running 
ahead of the skis indicate development of slab avalanche hazard, serious in
stability being indicated if the cracks precede the skis by 50ft (15 m) or more. 
In some circumstances a slight disturbance may initiate widespread cracking 
in random directions, even on gentle slopes and in snow anchored by trees; 
this indicates that the snow is unusually susceptible to release and flow. 
When an avalanche is actually released by test skiing the nature of the frac
ture line, the slide motion, and the characteristics of the slide track all fur
nish additional information on slope stability and the probability of release 
on major slide paths. 

When test skiing fails to release snow slides it provides, in addition to a 
negative test report, some stabilization of the snow traversed by the patrol. 
Ski tracks carve the snow cover into discrete sections of "slab," breaking the 
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continuity and relieving tensile strains. Repeated tracking and turning provide 
compaction and disaggregation, thus favoring the process of sintering, or 
bond growth, known as "age hardening. " Thus snow slopes can be stabilized 
by the mechanical action of skis, and deliberate "protective skiing" is often 
undertaken subsequently to test skiing. 124 Once the stability of the snow has 
been established by the patrol, the slope may be opened to public skiing and 
skiers may be encouraged to use the steep slopes in order to further the sta
bilizing process. In some cases the critical snow layer is a deeply buried 
stratum of cohesionless "depth hoar," too far beneath the surface to benefit 
much from the action of skis. When this situation prevails it may be necessary 
to resort to "boot packing, " i. e. using a group of men to thoroughly trample 
the snow. 

Safety precautions and work procedures for test skiing and protective 
skiing are given in the Forest Service handbook, !'Snow Avalanches. 11124 

Application of explosives 

As an extension of the "provocation" technique adopted in test skiing, ex
plosives are often used to check the stability of slopes and to progressively 
release avalanches at selected times, particularly on major slide paths. 27,64,124 

The prime objective in applying explosive disturbance to the snow is to check 
slope stability. If the slope is unstable, then instability is indicated by ava
lanche release; remedial action in the form of controlled release is simul
taneous and automatic. If the slope is stable, its ability to withstand explo-
sive disturbance provides the required indication, and some degree of stabilizing 
effect may be derived from the disturbance. Explosives are also used to 
selectively remove snow masses, principally cornices, which might otherwise 
fall naturally and trigger an avalanche without warning. 

Explosives may be either hand placed or projected from guns. They may 
be detonated in air above the snow, within the snow cover, or in the underlying 
ground. The choice of technique will depend on local circumstances. 

Effects of explosives>',< 

When an explosive charge is fired at or below the surface of a snow cover, 
snow in the immediate vicinity of the charge is subjected for a brief period to 
intense pressure and high temperature. In the violent disturbance near the 
detonation point, snow is fragmented, compacted, fused and vaporized, and a 
crater is formed. The technical term "crater" embraces the entire zone in 
which snow has suffered permanent deformation; it comprises the following 
zones: 

(a) The apparent crater, immediately vis ible to the eye , 

(b) The true crater, or zone of total fragmentation. 

(c) The "rupture," or "complete rupture," zone, which includes the 
fragmented and deformed material immediately surrounding the true crater. 

(d) The "plastic," or "extreme rupture," zone, which contains the most 
distant snow that is permanently deformed. 

>',< The effects of explosions in and over snow are discussed in detail in "Ex
plosions and snow, " CRSE III-A3a. 
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Beyo'J.d the crater there is no permanent deformation of snow, only elastic 
vibration of the snow structure and displacement of interstitial air. 

The energy of the explosion is consumed partly in crater formation, with 
the remainder of the energy going into formation of air blast and propagation 
of elastic waves through snow and ground beyond the crater limits. As the 
detonation depth is increased, the proportion of the energy expended in air 
blast decreases, until finally a critical depth of burial is reached at which the 
explosion no longer displaces the surface, negligible energy is imparted to the 
air, and a concealed crater, or camouflet, is formed. 

For a given charge weight, crater dimensions generally increase as charge 
depth increases, eventually reaching maximum values at some particular 
charge depth and thereafter tending to fall off somewhat as charge depth is fur
the r inc reased. Conversely, c rater dimensions decrease with inc reasing 
burst height for !lair shots. " 

In order to compare explosion effects in different materials and under vary
ing geometrical conditions, it is desirable to remove the effect of charge weight, 
or energy yield. In other words, relevant dimensions such as distance, pres
sure, arrival time and phase duration (for shock waves), and explosive im
pulse should all be scaled according to the yield of the charge. In technical 
work such a need is usually met by dimensional manipulation to form dimen
sionless quantities, but in explosions technology there is a tradition of scaling 
dimensions according to the weight (mass) of an energetically equivalent 
charge of TNT, so that scale dimensions are related to the measuring system 
adopted. Charge volume, or charge weight, is proportional to the cube of a 
linear dimension, and the !lscaling rule" is: 

~ 
d 1 

where d 

t 
I 

W 

1 

~ = (~)3 (163 ) 

distance (crater dimension, distance to given overpressure 
level, etc.) 
time (arrival time or phase duration at a given distance) 
explosive impulse at a given distance (I = fp dt over the posi
t ive phase) 
weight of equivalent TNT charge (1 ton of TNT releases 109 cal). 

"Scaled distances ll are thus obtained by dividing actual distance by the 
cube root of the charge weight. To convert a scaled distance to an actual dis
tance' then, the scaled distance is multiplied by the desired charge weight. 
Scaled distances discussed in avalanche work will probably have the dimen-

1 

si~n (ft/lb3 ), 1. e. all actual distances are given in feet and charge weights 
are given in 'pounds. 

The dimensions of craters are of interest in avalanche work, since they 
define the zone within which there is a guarantee of severe displacem ent of 
the snow. From the limited data available for seasonal snow33 ,S7.,76 it appears 

1 

that surface shots produce apparent craters about 2. 8W 3 ft in radius and 
1 

1. 8W3 ft deep, where W is TNT charge weight in lb. Subsurface shots give 
maximum dimensions for the apparent crater when the charge depth is about 

1 1 1 

1. 3W3 : maximum radius is some 3. 2W3 ft and maximum depth 2. OW3 ft. 
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Table VIlla. Crater dimensions for surface shots on ice cap snow. 
(Author's interpretation of Livingston's data. t ) 

Limit Radius Depth Volume 
(ft) (ft) (ft3 ) 

1 1 1 

Apparent crater 2.2 W3 0.76 vV3 - 1. 4 W3 5 W - 10 W 
1 1 

Complete rupture 2.5 W3 1.9 W3 -
zone 

1 

Extreme rupture 3.5 W3 - -
zone 

Table VlIIb. Crater dimensions for surface shots in ice cap snow. 
(Author I s interpretation of Livings ton's data. t) 

Maximum radius Maximum depth Maximum volume 
Charge 

Hm 
Charge 

Vm 
Charge 

Limit Rm depth depth depth 
(ft ) (ft ) (it) (ft) (ft3) (ft) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

Apparent crater 3.5W3 2.2W3 1. 3W3 -1. 9W3 0 . 945W3 15W-35W 0.945w3 
1 1 1 

Complete rupture 4.IW3 4W3 _6w3 
zone 

1 1 1 

Extreme rupture 4.6w3 3W3 -5W3 
zone 

W = charge weight (yield) in lb. 

t See C RSE III - A3a. 

- - - -

- - - -

More extensive data are available for ice cap snow,76 which is similar in its 
properties to the wind-blown deposits of mountain areas (cornices, hard slabs). 
These data are summarized in Table VIII, and further details are given in 
CRSE III-A3a. 

Snow is very effective in attenuating an explosive disturbance, and so the 
influence of an explosion contained within the snow cover tends to be more 
localized than would be the case if a similar explosion occurred in air or in the 
ground. If it is desired to spread the effect of an explosion over a wide area, 
it may therefore be preferable to fire the shot in air or in the ground. Figure 
58 illustrates how peak overpressure decays with distance for a number of dif
ferent earth materials; rocks are vas tly more efficient in transmitting explosive 
shock than snow is. *' ' For further information on the response of snow to ex
plosives and on propagation of shocks and elastic waves in air and ground mate
rials the reader is referred to CRSE III-A3a. 

One final item which is of interest in avalanche work is the effect of changed 
atmospheric temperature and pressure on air blast. Data recorded for sea level 

* There are controversial questions among avalanche specialists as to the mech
anism by which distant avalanches are released during blasting or shooting op
erations. 
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conditions may have to be adjusted 
for the effects of reduced pressure 
and low temperature in the high 
mountains. Peak overpressure at a 
given distance from an explosion varies 
with ambient atmospheric pressure 
according to: 

(164) 

where p is overpressure, P is am
bient air pressure, and subscripts 
1 and 2 denote reference conditions 
and new site conditions respectively. 
The distance d from the explosion at 
which a given peak overpres sure is 
experienced is usually taken as vary
ing according to: 

1 

Ip )3 
~is; (165 ) 

Shock velocity varies with absolute 
temperature T and air pressure P, 
and the effect on arrival time and 
positive phase duration is: 

(166) 

Figure 58. Decay of peak overpres sure 
with distance for explosive disturbances 
in snow, ice, air, tuff . and granite. (See 

The blast impulse I is modified ac
cording to: 

refs. 76, 113.) 
(167) 

Hand placed explos ives 

Hand placed explosives are usually planted as required by qualified patrol
men. Z7 ,124 The most common locations for hand planting are in the fracture 
zones of avalanche slopes and in the haunches of cornices. On open slopes, 
fast detonation military or commercial explosives are laid or tossed into place 
and detonated by time fuse or firing line. For removing cornices, relatively 
slow charges are planted and tamped in shotholes drilled along the haunch of 
the cornice, and fired by a linked detonating cord or by connected caps. Some
times slopes or cornices are pre-planted with explosive so that the snow can 
be cut loose at will later in the season. 

The explosives used for avalanche control work must have the power and 
detonation velocity required for the job, and at the s arne time they should be 
relatively insensitive to accidental shock at normal and sub-freezing tempera
tures, resistant to frost and moisture, and stable in storage. Most of these 
requirements are adequately met by military explosives. 
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Table IX. Characteristics of principal United States explosives (from U .S. Army FM 5-25). 

Relative 
Smallest c a p re qu ire d Velocity of effectiveness Intensity of 

arne fo r det on a tion detonatio n as external poisonous fumes Water resistance 
(ft/sec ) char g e 

(TNT -I. 00) 

TNT 21,000 1. 00 Dangerous Excellent 

Tetrytol 23 , 000 1. 20 Dangerous Excellen t 

Composition C - 3 Special blas ting cap , 26 , 000 1. 34 Dangerous Good 

Composition C-4 
electric or, 26,000 1. 34 Slight Excellent 
nonelectric . 

Ammonium Nitrate 11 ,000 0.42 Dangerous Poor 

Military Dynamite M I 20 , 000 0 . 92 Dangerous Good 

Straight Dynamite 4010 15,000 0.65 Good (if fired 
(commercial) 5010 18,000 O. 79 Dangerous within 24 

6010 19,000 O. 83 hrs . ) 

Amm onia Dynamit e 4010 9 , 000 0 .41 
(commercial) 5010 No . 6 comme rcial 11 ,000 0.46 Dangerous Poor 

60"/0 cap, electric or 12,000 0.53 

Gelatin Dynamite 4010 nonele ct ric. 8,000 0 . 42 
5010 9,000 0.47. Slight Good 
6010 16,000 0 .76 

PETN Spe ci a l b last ing c ap* 24; 000 1. 66 Slight Good 

T E TRYL Specia l b l a sting c a p* 23,400 1. 25 Dangerous Excellent 

Composition B Special blasting cap, 25,500 1. 35 Dangerous E x cellent 
e le ctric or 

Amatol 80/20 nonelectric . 16,000 1. 17 Dangerous Poo r 

Black Powder N/A U.nknown 0.55 Dangerous Poor 

':' Electric or n on elect ric 

Table IX lists the general characteristics of the main U. S. explosives . 
Detailed information on explosives is given in FM 5-25 "Explosives and D emo 
litions, 11 in the DuPont "Blasters' Handbook, 11 and in the Ordnance "Encyclo
pedia of Explosives. 11 The explosives favored by the U. S. Forest Service for 
blasting open slopes are military TNT , tetrytol, and C-3/C - 4 , together with 
commercial preparations made up for use in seismic exploration (although 
their composition may vary, these are usually fast and safe). Also approved 
is ammonium nitrate and high detonation pressure primer (DuPont HDP or 
equivalent).)',c The detonation velocities of open sloI?e explosives are in the 
range 16 , 000 to Z6~ 000 ft/sec (4900 to 8000 m/sec). For releas in.g 11 soft slab" 
avalanches, single charges of 2 to 3 lb (1 to 1.5 kg ) may be sufficient, although 
it may b~ necessary to use linked multiple charges if the slope is wide. For 
breaking free certain " hard slab" snow packs higher charges are used, per
haps in the range 5 to 10 Ib (2 to 5 kg) each. 

Before placement of s lope charges , the explosive m us t be securely pack
aged with the detonator taped in place and strain- relief attachment provided for 
any firing line. If the s now is soft the charges may be thrown into place, o r 
even dropped from a moving chair lift which is unoccupied except for the blaster. 
If the snow surface is hard the charges should be lowered into place a nd 
anchored, either by the firing line or by a separate cord. Charges may be 
detonated either direc tly, using electric or nonelectric blasting caps, or in
directly by detonating cord (PE TN - primacord) which itself is fired by caps. 
Electric caps are fired from a blasting machine or a battery, while nonelectri c 
caps are usually ignited from blasting time fuse , or safety fuse. Fuses are 

* Another explosive which has recently been judged acceptable for avalanche 
blasting is ni trostarch slurry , which is relatively inexpensive b ut w eight -for
weight rather l~ss effective than explosives such as tetrytol (LaChapelle, per
sonal communication). 
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ignited either by a match or by a special weatherproof fuse lighter. Nonelec
tric caps can also be fired by a time delay firing device (corrosive release 
type). The Forest Service recommends no. 8 caps as the minimum size for 
avalanche blasting with military explosives, and calls for a minimum time 
delay of 3 minutes on fuses. 

Multiple charges can be detonated either by connecting electric caps in 
series or by linking the charges with detonating cord. In U. S. Forest Service 
avalanche work, detonating cord (primacord) is preferred, and it is mandatory 
for simultaneous detonation of six or more charges; main lines longer than 
50 ft (l5 m) are doubled, and ignition caps may be crimped to the charge ends 
of branch lines for added certainty of detonation. 

In some instances, slopes have been pre-planted with explosives before 
the first snowfall of the season. In France, land mines have been placed in 
critical zones during the summer and later detonated electrically after develop-: 
ment of avalanche danger. Advantages of laying charges at the ground surface 
in this way include freedom to fire as the need arises, and effective propagation 
of the explosive disturbance as ground shock (see Fig. 58). On the other hand, 
it seems most undesirable to strew the mountains with explosives in peacetime. 

For removal of cornices a low velocity explosive is preferred. Of the low 
velocity explosives available, 40% non-freezing gelatin dynamite seems to be 
the most suitable. The established practice for cornice cutting calls for the 
drilling of shotholes, some 6 t o 8 ft (2 t o 2. 5 m ) apart, along the estimated 
probable rupture plane of the cornice. The holes are drilled or driven to about 
half the depth of the co rnic e, and are then loaded wi th three or four i-lb sticks 
of 4010 dynamite and tamped with snow. The charges are linked, either by 
detonating cord or by a series circuit of electric caps, and fired after the blast
ing party has withdrawn to a position of safety. According to the crater table 
for dense snow (Table VIIIb), the above sizes and spacings for cornice charges 
are just about adequate to allow the plastic, or extreme rupture, zones of ad
jacent explosions to link up with each other. If the cornice snow does not have 
a pronounced overhang or cantilever, it may be necessary to consider the dis
tance from shotholes to the lip of the snow cliff. In such a case, it is suggested 

1 

that holes might be set back from the lip by a distance of about 5 W3 ft (see 
CRSE III-A3a, p. 32). 

For the removal of soft cornices there is a convenient alternative procedure. 
One-pound blocks of HDP may be laid along the expected fracture line at 6-ft in
te rvals and linked by primacord. 

Sometimes it may be advantageous to pre-p1.ant charges at a cornice loca
tion before formation, or at a time when the cornice is only partially formed. 
When this procedure is adopted the charges must be securely anchored, and 
only explosives which are moistureproof and frostproof are safe to use. Deton
ation velocity becomes a secondary consideration in this case, and military 
demolition explosives or suitable commercial seismic charges are preferred. 
Detonation by linked primacord is felt to be much safer than electrical detona
tion. ",c 

>',c In cold, dry air high electrostatic charges are often built up on clothing and 
ungrounded objects. Blowing snow also develops high charges on exposed con
ductors which are not grounded. In view of the spark discharges which they 
often encounter, many people who work in cold environments are understandably 
nervous about electrical detonators. 
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Figure 59. Hand blas t in g . In this operation five 5-lb charges of 
60% gelatin dynamite are placed by hand in holes rammed along 
the expected fracture line. The charges are linked by detonating 
cord, which is fired by an ignition-type delay fuse after the blaster 
has withdrawn to a safe stance. The explosion releases a slab 

avalan che. 
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Personnel engaged in avalanche blasting must be trained both in general 
avalanche safety and in explosives handling. They must observe appropriate 
safety rules, both for their own protection and for the safeguarding of others. 
Forest Service operations are governed by avalanche control saiety regulations 
laid out in the handbook, "Snow Avalanches, ,,124 together with rules on the 
storage and transportation of explosives given in the Forest Service Safety Code. 
Blasting techniques are in accordance with the procedures laid down in U. S. 
Army Field Manual FM 5-25 (Explosives and Demolitions), and in the DuPont 
"Blasters I Handbook." 

Projectiles 

In many situations it is unfeasible to control avalanche slopes by direct 
blasting; steep mountainsides or adverse weather may block access to avalanche 
starting zones, or there may be simply too many slide paths requiring attention 
at the same time. The alternative solution is to fire explosives into the frac
ture zones with the aid of li ght artiller y , rockets, or speciallaunche rs. 4,27 ,64,124 

This projectile technique is generally highly effective, making pos sible the con
trol of many slide paths, and permitting slide release at inaccessible locations 
in any kind of weather. However, there are some drawbacks to the use of 
artillery in civil operations, including the difficulty of acquiring and operating 
suitable weapons and the general undesirability of artillery bombardment on 
public lands. 

The prime requirement in an avalanche control weapon is a capability to 
deliver to the snow sufficient shock to either release a slide, or to demonstrate 
unequivocally the stability of the snow. It has already been mentioned that in 
hand blasting there is a need for stationary charges of 2 l b (1 kg ) or more ; 
military projectiles, with their impact and fragmentation effects, behave dif
ferently,and it has been found from experience that projectiles of about 75 rom 
to 105 mm caliber are near optimum size for avalanche work. Larger caliber 
weapons are unnecessarily cumbersome and expensive for routine use; they 
require large gun crews and have poor mobility in mountain environments. It 
might be mentioned that military shells are not particularly well suited for 
avalanche work - they are expensive, and shrapnel bursts are of no great value 
for rupturing a snow pack. The most efficient and economical avalanche pro
jectile might consist of little more than an explosive charge with suitable pack
aging for accurate delivery, as exemplified by the avalauncher projectile (the 
avalauncher is described later - p. 132). 

Under normal conditions it is important to guarantee saiety during and after 
avalanche shooting, so that there is a requirement for high accuracy of fire, 
and for positive detonation of projectiles. In the U. S. these demands have led 
to a preference for flat trajectory weapons over the mortars which were original
ly used, and which are still used in Europe. Howitzers and recoilless rifles give 
excellent accuracy at fairly long ranges, although accuracy obviously deterio
rates as the maximum range of the weapon is approached. Mortars tend to be 
less accurate unless the range is short, but they have certain advantages con
ferred by their high trajectories and high angles of elevation: they can shoot 
up steep slopes and can lob shells over obstacles. There is les s certainty that 
a mortar shell with standard fusing will detonate in deep snow. 

A further requirement is for weapons which are readily available, in the 
right place at the right time. In some cases this means fixed gun mounts to 
permit blind firing during snowstorms or through mist. In other cases it means 
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highly mobile weapons, perhaps truck-mounted guns capable of patrolling a 
highway, or lightweight weapons which can be transported to firing positions 
off the highway. However, the essential point of this requirement is that wea
pons should be available to avalanche control personnel without delay, whenever 
and wherever they are needed. This may well call fO,r the control and operation 
of military weapons by civilian personnel, since it is hardly feasible for mili
tary bases to provide the nece,ssary services. 

A final consideration might be that of cost, at least for routine avalanche 
shooting. When military personnel and equipment are used for avalanche con
trol shooting, any costs incurred can be justified as training expenses, but the 
practice of using avalanche shoots as training e x ercises has been criticized -
it is felt that under non-emergency conditions only specially trained gunners 
should be employed for avalanche control. For civil control work the true cost 
of weapons and ammunition may well be masked by artificially low prices for 
military surplus supplies, but if military surplus equipment is not available 
then economic reappraisal of the operation is necessary. It has been suggested 
that weap:)ns for avalanche control in Europe should fire ammunition which 
costs no more than $15 per shot (75 mm recoilless rifle shells cost about 
$13.50 each, while the standard avalanche projectile plus propellant gas costs 
about $2.. 80). 

Some U. S. weapons which. may be considered for avalanche control work 
are listed in Table" X. There are obviously a number of other weapons capable 
of providing the necessary fire under emergency conditions, but under normal 
circumstances they seem unsuitable. For example, in Alaska it was found that 
the 105 mm self-propelled howitzer, w hich weighs 54, 000 lb (2.4, 500 kg), was too 
heavy for spring travel on the Seward Highway, and it could not elevate suffici
ently to bear on the targets. 4 As another exampl.e, anti-tank rockets have been 
found unreliable for detonation in snow. 

For work at short range, say 1 mil e (1.6 km) or less, the 81 mm mortar 
is probably satisfactory, particularly where it is necessary to carry a weapon 
to a vantage point by manpower. The 4.2. inch mortar is heavier, but it has 
been found accurate for ranges up to It miles (2..4 km), and it delivers a much 
heavier projectile than the 81 mm mortar. One drawback to mortars in routine 
work is the unreliability of standard fuses in snow, which commonly leads to a 
"dud rate" as high as 2.5%. The special fuse used by the Swiss Army on avalanche 
mortar ammunition is more sensitive, and with this fuse mortars are considered 
safe and satisfactory for avalanche shooting in Switzerland. Both 81 mm and 
4.2. inch mortars can elevate to angles which are sufficiently high for most pur
poses, including the clearance of sight-line obstacles. However, the 4.2. inch 
mortar presents a special problem in routine civil work: its trajectory is so 
high that clearance for firing must be obtained from the Federal Aviation Agency. 

As a lightweight, readily transportable weapon the 75 mm recoilless rifle 
is widely regarded as being superior to mortars. It has a flat trajectory with 
a maximum range of 7000 yards (64 00 m ), and high accuracy is attainable at 
ranges up to 2.500 yards (2300 m). The shock power of the projectile is gen
erally adequate, and the weapon is easy to mount. Although popular as an ava
lanche control tool, the 75 mm rifle is obsolescent, having been replaced in the 
military system by the 90 mm recoilless rifle. The 90 mm has not been used in 
avalanche control so far. 
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Table X . Potentially useful weap::m s for consideration in avalanche control work. 

Approx wt Max range Max muzzle Approx wt Max elev 
Weapon (we apon + mount) (approx) v elocity of round angle 

( Ib ) (ydj" (m) (ft / seci (lb) (deg) . (mil) 

3300 3000 
81 mm mortar* 94 (4000) (3600)** 700 7; 12 84 1500 

4400 4000 
4 .2 in. mortar'" 640 (6000) (5500 ) 840 25 65 1156 

3000 2750 
75 mm recoilless rifle 17 0 (700 0) (64 00 ) 1000 21 

90 mm recoilless rifle 

105 mm recoilless rifle 70 0 112 0 5 0 50 889 

106 mm recoilless rifle t 460 8400 7700 1650 36 65 1156 

7 5 mm pack howitzer 350 - 500 9600 8800 1250 18 50 880 

105 mm howitzer 5000 13. 900 11.270 1550 42 65 1156 

1000 910 
Avalaunc he r 15 0 -'2. 00 ( 1400) (128 0) 300 - 500 1 -4 65 1156 

- - -- - -- - -* Mortars are not favore d for routine operations m the U. S. Insensitive fuses give detonat ion 
fa ilure rates as h i g h as 25 10. but a special Swiss Army f use is reliable in snow. Accuracy and crew 
safety are thought to b e barely a dequ ate . 

t Only armor - piercing ammunition is currently a vailable for the 106 mm recoilless rifle. This is 
unsuitable for r outine avalanche work as the fuse is relatively insensitive and projectiles frequently 
fa il to detonate. H E ammuni tion may soon be available. 

t,,* Bracketed f i gu res give abs olute maximum r a nge . Unbracketed v alues are normal operationa l 
maxima. Low temperatures sometimes reduce the effectivene ss of propellants. 
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The 105 mm recoilless rifle has a somewhat greater range than the 75 mm 
and it delivers a more powerful projectile. It retains the accuracy and sim
plicity of the 75 mm, but is considerably heavier. For avalanche work it has 
been used both on a fixed mount and on a pickup truck. In the military system 
the 105 mm recoilless rifle is being replaced by the 106 mm rifle, which is 
appreciably li ghter (460 lb against 700 lb) but still has a range of 84 00 y ards 
(7700 m). However, the ammunit i on currently available for the 106 mm 
rifle is armor-piercing, and this is unsuitable for avalanche work in view of 
the high rate of detonation failures in snow (regular HE ammunition may be
come available soon). 

All recoilles s rifles emit a seve re backblas t, which prohibits their use in 
confined positions. Backblast clearance also imposes limitations on the ele
vation of the weapon unless special provision is made, say by placing the rifle 
on a high tripod or a firing tower. For permanent mounting it is desirable to 
have rifles on towers, not only to clear the backblast zone but also to keep the 
firing position above the snow at all times. The base of such a tower can be 
used as a magazine for winter storage of ammunition. 

The 75 mm pack howitzer has a similar performance to the 75 mm recoil
les s rifle, although its range is gre ate r than that of the rifle and accuracy is 
better at long range. It is suitable for mobile use along highways, and since it 
has no backblast it can be used from a confined shelter. 75 mm howitzer am
munition has a variable char ge of propellant, but it has been found that the full 
charge (four powder bags) is required to insure agains t detonation failures when 
firing into snow. Although the howitzer's traverse range is narrow , the car
riage is easily manhandled. 
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Figure 60 a. 105 mm recoilless rifle on permanent mount. (Photo by LaChapelle. ) 

Figure 60 b. 75 mm recoilles s rifle on permanent mount. 
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Figure 60 c.. 75 mm pack howitzer being operated from a mountain highway. 
(Photo by E. LaChapelle.) 

The 105 mm howitzer has the greatest range of the weapons listed in Table 
X; in some situations this range is necessary for effective control work. The 
projectile of the 105 mm howitzer delivers sufficient shock to release any kind 
of snow which is at all unstable. However, this weapon is very heavy and it 
requires a large gun crew. It is awkward to set up, and may have to be re
positioned because of its limited traverse range. 

Because existing military weapons are only marginally suitable for routine 
avalanche control, and because even obsolescent military weapons and ammuni
tion are exceedingly difficult for civilian agencies and commercial enterprises 
to obtain, a special device has been developed for avalanche control. This de
vice is a compressed gas cannon developed from a baseball-pitching machin:e 
under the auspices of the U. S. Forest Service. The avalauncher, as it is 
called, consists basically of a chamber which is charged to pre ssures up to 
about 200 1b/in. l (1 4 k g /cm l ) from a cylinder of carbon dioxide or nitrogen, 
and a barrel whose length can be varied by adding or removing extensions. 125 

The projectile consists of explosive packaged in l-lb caniste rs, and it is breech
loaded into the 3* in. (8. 26 cm) ID barrel. On firing, a static line actuates a 
pull-wire igniter, and the charge is detonated after a burnout time of 20 to 25 
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a. 

b. 

Figure 61. The avalauncher: (a) mounted on the 
tailgate of a light vehicle, (b) mounted, complete with 

nitrogen cylinder, on a small sled. 

seconds. The avalauncher has 360 0 traverse freedom and elevates to 65 0
• 

Muzzle velocities up to bOG) ft / sec (18 3 m/ sec) are attainable, and the present 
model is rated for a range of 10 00 yards (91 5 m), although it can fire up to 
1400 yards (1280 m). It is capable of hitting a target circle 100 f t (30 m) in 
diameter. Weight of the cannon, excluding the gas supply cylinder, is about 
200 lb (90 k g ), and the cost is approx im ately $600. 
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The projectile size can be varied from 1 t o 4 lb (0. 4 5 t o 1.8 kg ) of explosive, 
with 2 lb (J. 91 k g ) the most common load. Projectiles are of two types: an un
stabilized round consisting simply of a canister of explosive, and a fin-stabilized 
projectile which consists of explosive canisters with a nose cone attached to one 
end and a tail fin attached to the other end. 116 In the unstabilized round the 
cylinder contains one or more l-lb (0. 4 5-kg ) cakes of high detonation pressure 
pr_imer (HDP-l or equivalent), which are 3t in. (7. 94 em ) diam by 2t i n . 
(6.36 cm) lo ng . F o r the s t abilized projectile, 2 in. (5.08 c m) diam cans of am
monium nitrate are used. Each can contains 1 lb (0. 45 k g ) of- explosive, and 
they can be screwed together. One can of the round contains a cast-in booster. 
A light nose cone and a finned tail are attached at the ends of the line of cans. 
Past costs for the standard 2 - lb (0. 9 1-kg)finned projectile and a charge of 
propellant gas (nitrogen) were $3.35 per shot, but projected costs for 1966 are 
only $2. 79 due to cost cutting in procurement. 

The record of the avalauncher was marred recently by an accident in which 
the projectile exploded in the barrel, injuring the crew. The exact cause of 
the malfunction has not yet been made known. * A new model of the gun is cur
rently (1967) undergoing field tests. It has a 600lb / i n . z (4 2 kg/ c m Z ) pressure 
chamber and an improved valve mechanism. Its design range is 3000 yd, but 
so far only 2400-yd range has been achieved because the present projectiles 
collapse under very high barrel accele rations. 

Military ammunition used against avalanche slopes is normally fitted with 
superquick point-detonating fuses, which are intended to explode the projectile 
near the snow surface. However, if it is suspected that the critically weak 
snow layer lies well beneath the surface, as may be the case when a hard slab 
is underlain by depth hoar, then 0.05 second delay fuses may be used. Under 
these circumstances the usual practice is to fire first with a point-detonating 
fuse, and then to follow up if necessary with the delay fuse. For shots at cor
nices, superquick fuses have been recommended, and it has also been suggested 
that delay fuses are beneficial as lon g as a direct hit can be guaranteed. 

Firing positions are chosen so as to provide clear lines of fire to as many 
target zones as possible, taking into account the range of available weapons. 
The positions must be accessible under any weather conditions, and they must 
be protected from descendi n g avalanches. Typical firing positions include 
fixed locations near a settlement or facility, points along a highway, and ele
vated positions served by ski lifts or other all""weather systems. Under normal 
circumstances it is undesirable to shoot over structures; if firing over struc
tures is unavoidable, the range to the most distant structure should be no more 
than two-thirds the range to the t arget. The area beneath the line of fire 
shou ld normally be completely c lear of people, and the a v alanche path should 
always be cleared before the commencement of firing. Forest Service opera
tions are controlled by more detailed rules. Firing positions should be pre
cisely located, either by preparation of permanent gun mounts or by marking 
w hee 1 and trail pos itions for mobile weapons. Pe rm anent moun ts m us t be 
elevat ed above t he hi ghest w inter snow level. 

After settin g up the weap8n w ith due allowance for muzzle blast and back
blast, approx imate range from a new g un position is determined from a suit
able map. Si ghts are checked by bore si ghting and a first sighting shot is placed 

>',c Appalachia, vol. XXXVI, no. 1, June 1966, p. 177 -1 78. 
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on the slope below the target area. Successive shots are adjusted upward by 
the ladder method until the burst is on target. At all times there should be suf
ficient backs lope or dead space above the target to absorb ahy "overs"; this is 
particularly important when cornices are being fired on. The firing data ob
tained from visual firing are recorded to permit blind firing should the need 
arise later. Aiming stakes are set out along the firing line from each position, 
and records of range and elevation as determined by visual firing are entered 
on a range card. These target data are checked whenever visual firing is un
dertaken. 

Operation and maintenance of military weapons is in accordance with the 
directions given in appropriate U. S. Army Field and Technical Manuals, which 
also give the procedures for treatment of misfires. Whenever a projectile 
fails to explode, a search for the dud is made as soon as possible, and the dud 
is destroyed in place by demolition. Operation of the avalauncher is described 
in a Forest Service manual, which also gives performance charts and tables. lZS 

Sonic boom 

The sonic boom generated by supersonic aircraft is essentially similar to 
air shock created by an explosion. * Since unstable snow can be released by 
explosions, it is to be expected that sonic booms of sufficient intensity would 
also release snow slides. Tests have shown that this expectation is fulfilled; 
avalanches have been released in Montana by F-1 06 aircraft making aimed 
dives and supersonic pullout over the avalanche zones. 

So far there is little information on the magnitude of boom overpressure 
or phase duration necessary for avalanche release. There will obviously be a 
strong dependence on the prevailing snow conditions for any given slope: when 
the snow is relatively stable it may resist very high overpressures, while even 
a weak shock may be sufficient to trigger a slide if the snow is sensitively poised. 
For practical purposes, though, the main point is to determine the minimum 
overpressure which is likely to make sonic boom a dominant triggering agent 
compared with the common natural triggers discussed previously. Perhaps 
some clue is afforded by the record of human and structural response to sonic 
boom. 

Overpressures less than 1 lb/ftz evoke little public response, and cause no 
damage to surface structures. t Up to Z lb /ftz there is virtually no damage to 
surface structures, but public response becomes increasingly irate. Between 
Z and 3 lb/ftz there may be damage to glass and plaster in surface structures" 
and above 3 lb/ftz there is widespread glass and plaster damage, with a pos
sibility of structural damage to frames and walls. It might be assumed tenta
tively that sonic boom will attain potential significance as an avalanche trigger 
when peak overpressures are Z 1b/ftz or more. 

In 1965 a field project to determine the effects of sonic boom on avalanche 
release was organized by the Federal Aviation AgE'ncy in Colorado.*·* F-1 00 and 
F-104 aircraft induced overpressures in the range 1.5 to 5. Z lb/ftz, and ground 

* For a discussion of air blast and interactions between snow and air blast, 
see CRSE III-A3a. 

t 1 lb/ftz = 4.88 kg/mz• 

** Lillard, D.C.; Parrott, T. L. and Gallagher, D. G. (1965) Effect of sonic : 
booms of varying overpressure on snow avalanches, Federal Aviation Agency. 
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instrumentation recorded boom characteristics. However, the tests were 
made when the snow slopes were quite stable - avalanche hazard was rated 
"low" by Forest Service specialists - and no slides were released. Thus the 
program was inconclusive. 

Up to now the occasional sonic booms created by military aircraft have 
had no noticeable effect on the general avalanche situation, but with the advent 
of larger, faster, and heavier machines, both military and ~ivil, it is con
ceivable that aerial disturbance could become an impor.tant factor. Currently 
the largest operational supersonic aircraft is the 50- to 80-ton B-58 Hustler, 
which can induce peak overpressures of 2 Ib/ft2 or more when flying below 
30,000 feet at speeds between Mach I and Mach 2. At similar altitudes the 
planned supersonic transports, which may exceed 200 tons in weight, would 
create higher overpressures; precisely how much higher is difficult to pre-
dict in view of uncertainties concerning the lift and volume theories for size 
effect, but the XB-70 (200 tons gross) has produced peak overpressures only 
10% higher than a B-58 (60 tons gross) flying behind it at Mach 1.2 and27, OOOft. 

It seems likely that operational procedures for regular flights, at least by 
civil SST's, will be designed to ensure that ground level overpressures remain 
below 2 Ib/ft2 during climb acceleration and below 1.5 Ib/ft2 during cruise. 
However, there remains a possibility that the boom might be amplified oc
casionally in certain areas by peculiar meteorological conditions or by special 
ground surface characteristics. The XB-70 has induced peak overpressures 
greater than 2 lb/ftz when cruising at 70,000 ft and Mach 2.9. 

It seems important to investigate the question of sonic boom triggering 
further; there is a danger of inadvertent avalanche release on occupied slide 
paths, and there is also the possibility of applying wide swaths of sonic boom 
to deliberately release or stabilize the snow cover. These are matters of 
both civil and military inte res t. 

At present it is hard to see why such low overpressures, which are almost 
negligibly small by comparison with explosive air blast, should be capable of 
dislodging snow. There is, however, one major difference between explosive 
air blast and sonic boom, and that is in the characteristic shapes of their pres
sure-time signatures. Unlike the air blast, a sonic boom has bi-fold symmetry 
in its pressure-time signature. This signature, in which positive and negative 
phases are of equal duration and amplitude, is referred to as an N-wave; the 
phase duration of the N-wave produced by a large supersonic aircraft is about 
an order of magnitude greater than the corresponding phase duration for a 
small HE airblast of comparable amplitude, and thus the impulse is propor
tionately greater aI_so. Nev~rtheless, the expected range of boom overpres
sures, 1 to 10 Ib/ftz (5x 10-4 to 5x 10-3 kg/cmZ), seems low by comparison with 
typical mlnimum strength values for snow (,-..dO-z kgf/cmz for slow creep rup
ture, perhaps somewhat higher for fracture under rapid loading). 

Only the most intense booms seem likely to apply compres sive loadings 
which can reinforce the body force shear stresses to any significant extent. 
However, in principle there will be a time lag between pressure changes at the 
snow surface -and pressure changes in the pores of the snow at any given depth, 
and thus it is conceivable that the shear strength of the snow may be significantly 
reduced by pore pressure while the shear stresses remain substantially un
changed. 

This problem is currently being studied by USA CRREL and the U. S. 
Forest Service.~,c 

* Mellor, M. and Smith, N. (1967) Simulation of sonic booms b linear ex
plosive charges, USA CRREL Technical Note unpublished. 
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OTHER POSSIBILITIES FOR 
SECURING OR RELEASING THE SNOW COVER 

The chief techniques which have been developed for securing the snow 
cover on an avalanche slope involve barrier construction and reforestation. 
The principal techniques for controlled and progressive release of snow all 
involve direct mechanical tr,iggering. In principle there are additional pos
sibilities for strengthening or weakening the snow cover to achieve similar 
effects. 

Mechanical 

Although great improvements in the rupture strength and deformation re
sistance of snow can be attained by the inclusion of fibrous additives, meshes, 
and so on, it is probably not feasible to add reinforcement sufficient to inhibit 
all slides, including direct-action loose snow slides. It is, however, tech
nically possible to provide support and reinforcement for the lowe r layers of 
snow which must be sheared in order to release a deep slab avalanche. A re
inforcement system might be based on an array of stumps or stakes with con
nected meshes or wire "entanglements. II In Switzerland, arrays of short 
stumps have been driven on the uphill side of supporting structures to supple
ment the barriers; 64 the main purpose of these stumps is to inhibit basal 
sliding C' glide") and hence minimize the rate at which barrier loads increase 
with time. 

As an alternative to strengthening the snow, it might be more desirable 
to deliberately weaken selected planes in the snow cover, so that snow would 
slough off continually without ever accumulating to dangerous proportions. 
The possibilities for reducing basal shear strength might include grading and 
grassing the slope, laying metallic or plastic sheeting, or forming an ice 
layer by early-season spraying or dusting. In zones of critical tensile strain 
or at the sites of cornice .. haunches it might be possible to erect or attach 
smooth metallic or plastic membranes to break the continuity of the snow in 
the direction of tensile strain. 

Chemical 

In recent years it has been found, originally by accident, that certain or
ganic molecules "poison" ice crystals, so that crystal habit and growth rate 
are modified when ice crystal growth is proceeding. Since sublimation and 
vapor diffusion under steep temperature gradients usually form a weak basal 
layer of large cohesionless crystals (depth hoar) in the snow pack, chemical 
modification of crystal growth offers attractive possibilities for either strength
ening or drastically weakening the base of a snow slab. 

Following a suggestion by C. J. Giddings that crystal poisoning might in
hibit the formation of depth hoar on avalanche slopes, LaChapelle undertook 
some . laboratory tests in which snow samples were subjected to a temperature 
gradient in such a way as to induce depth hoar formation. 59 A variety of or
ganic chemicals were allowed to diffuse into samples, and the resulting snow 
structure in each sample was compared with the depth hoar formed in untainted 
control samples. The results showed quite conclusively that the size and shape 
of metamorphosed crystals were affected by certain chemicals. In particular, 
benzaldehyde and n-heptaldehyde inhibited growth along all crystal axes, thus 
maintaining a fine-grained, relatively strong structure; 2-octanol gave pro
nounced growth in a preferred crystal direction, causing long slender columns 
and needles to form. 
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LaChapelle and Stillman66 went on to conduct field tests, applying chemicals 
to the base of a natural snow pack and observing the differences of grain struc
ture between treated plots and control plots. In the first test with n-heptaldehyde 
and 2-octanol the chemicals produced definite effects under field conditions, 
but there was some uncertainty as to the results due to suspicion that the treated 
plots were incorrectly labeled. In a second series of tests benzaldehyde and 
ethylene glycol were used in addition to n-heptaldehyde and 2-octanol. All 
chemicals influenced crystal growth to some extent, but the aldehydes were 
most effective. The effect of ethylene glycol, both in laboratory and field 
tests, was similar to that of the aldehydes, but less pronounced. The 2-oct
anol had little effect until very late in the season (April). Since the growth-in
hibiting effects of the chemicals were confined to a basal layer only 15 cm thick, 
it was concluded that the strength improvement obtained by that mode of treat
ment would have been insufficient to prevent avalanche release. A test applica
tion of ethylene glycol to an actual avalanche path gave inconclusive results. 

A significant conclusion drawn by LaChapelle and Stillman from their com
pilation of all observations on ice crystal modification is that the effects of a 
given chemical may vary with the prevailing conditions, perhaps because of 
differences in concentration and temperature. Ice nucleation is known to depend 
on the temperature and degree of supersaturation of the environment, and 
earlier observers have speculated on variations of crystal growth mechanism 
after noting that changes in the partial pressure of the contaminating vapor alter 
the poisoning effects. 

The physical chemistry of ice crystal poisoning has not yet been investi
gated in any detail. Some thirty different chemicals have been found to affect 
crystal growth to some extent, but since many of these findings were accidental 
the selection of chemicals represented is an unsystematic one. The assumption 
is that foreign molecules of a certain type attach themselves to selected lattice 
sites on the ice crystal, thereby forming a nucleation barrier and affecting the 
flux of wate r molecules. In future studies it ought to be pos sible to narrow the 
search for growth-inhibiting additives by a preliminary theoretical considera
tion of the probable requirements. 

For avalanche control purposes a first requirement would be for substances 
with suitable vapor pressure, i. e. substances which would supply a steady flux 
of contaminant molecules through the snow pack for a complete season under all 
normal temperature conditions. For practical reasons these substances should 
exist as liquids or powdered solids at the expected environmental temperatures. 
Since the diffusing molecules have to be adsorbed on the ice crystals, they should 
probably have available hydrogen bonds, and the most effective molecules might 
be those which occupy large area or volume. In personal discussion, Dr. R. E. 
Plump has suggested a number of substances which appear to fit the probable 
requirements, taking into account the available observational information. The 
aldehydes are an obvious group, since LaChapelle has already demonstrated the 
effectiveness of n-heptaldehyde and benzaldehyde. The aromatic alcohols are 
also probable contenders. LaChapelle has obtained positive results with benzyl 
alcohol; other possibilities might include di-isopropyl phenol and chlorinated 
alcohols. Ethylene and propylene chlorohydrin and benzyl mercaptan are 
among Plump's suggestions, and he also puts forward the idea that clathrating 
agents might be useful. Another of Plump's suggestions is that two-stage ad
sorption is a possibility, perhaps using an aromatic alcohol or an amine as a 
primer and following up with a heavier molecule such as naphthyl alcohol. 
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One of the " brainstorming" ideas that has been thrown out for discussion 
involves the pos sibility of inducing aromatic plants to supply trace quantities 
of growth inhibitors. It is conceivable that the emanations from some plants 
might be chemically suitable; for example, Plump points out that thymol, which 
scents thyme, is 5-methyl-2-isopropyl phenol. However, it is questionable 
whether any aromatic plants could re tain their potency during the mountain 
winter. 
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AVALANCHE PROBABILITY FORECASTING 

Although avalanches are popularly regarded as capricious and unpredictable 
occurrences, they are in fact the natural outcome of certain changes in stress 
or strength in the deposited snow. Providing that suitable measurements on 
critical zones of the snow pack can be made and interpreted, it is possible in 
principle to es timate the prevailing degree of stability. If then the variations 
of stress and strength with time can be determined by repetitive observation, 
or if trends can be predicted indirectly from prognoses of controlling influences 
such as weather, it ought to be possible to forecast the probability of avalanche 
release durin'g some given time interval. Actually the complex mechanical and 
thermodynamic responses to abrupt and irregular changes in weather conditions 
still defy exact prediction, but because there are so many areas where advance 
warning offers the only protection from avalanche danger, it is important to 
develop working procedures for estimating trends of snow stability and for fore
casting the probability of avalanche release. 

At present avalanche probability forecasting, or " avalanche hazard fore-
cas ting" as it is widely known, is concerned largely with sho rt range forecas ts. ",c 
For many purposes it is immensely valuable to have only a few hours of warning 
so that travelers, workers or residents can be moved from places of danger. 
There is, however, another very different aspect of the general forecasting 
problem which involves the consideration of variations in avalanche frequency 
over decades or even centuries. These long term variations may be important 
in the planning of settlements and major works in previously uninhabited moun
tains. 

Seasonal and short range forecasts 

The forecasting of avalanche release is based upon available knowledge of 
the physics and mechanics of snow but, because the possible variations of 
physical and mechanical properties and processes are so numerous and so com
plex under field conditions, operational forecasting procedures are necessarily 
empirical to a large extent. The best current hazard evaluation and forecasting 
methods rely on intelligent synthesis of physical knowledge, practical experience, 
and local observation. 61 Forecasts are subject to continual revision as trends 
develop, and wherever possible they are checked by direct destructive tests of 
slope stability. 

Two distinct prediction techniques are recognized by ava.lanche specialists. 
The first involves direct examination of the deposited snow, while the second is 
based upon indirect evidence, principally meteorological data. Each technique 
is spec iall y suited for the fore cas ting of partie ula r a valanc he type s, but t oge the r 
they offer a capability for anticipating most winter avalanches. Although they are 
pertinent to spring avalanches, they must be supplemented by more detailed con
sideration of the flux and storage of heat for the prediction of wet snow avalanches. 

Forecasts from direct evidence utilize data obtained by direct observation 
of the snow structure and by mechanical testing of the snow. This technique is 
applicable primarily to the prediction of delayed action, or climax, avalanches, 
which involve snow that has been lying on the slopes for some considerable 
length of time. These avalanches usually develop because a firm slab or co
hesive snow ("hard slab") is underlain by a relatively weak layer of almost 
cohesionless depth hoar, or by a glazed crust which inhibits low temperature 
bonding between the deposits of two successive snowfalls. Over a period of 
time there is progressive deterioration of the slab's stability, either because 

>:< In many cases the emphasis is on evaluation of current avalanche hazard 
rather than on real forecas tinge 
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metamorphism (usually depth hoar development) reduces shear strength along 
the critical plane, or because accumulation of luore snow at the surface in
creases shear stress along the critical plane. Eventually the slab is released 
by rupture along the weak plane and at the peripheral anchorages. The fore
caster's objective is to detec t weak layers, crusts, and other laminar features 
of the snow pack, to follow their changes with time, and hence to as ses s CU.T

rent stability and the probability of release in the near future. 

The mos t detailed information on the condition of the snow pack is ob
tained by digging pits in the general area of the expected rupture zone and re
cording the structure revealed in a carefully trimmed wall of each pit. 124 The 
form and size of the grains and' c rys tals in each definable layer are recorded, 
the bulk density and the temperature of the snow are measured at closely 
spaced intervals to provide ve rtical profiles of density and temperature, and 
simple strength estimations may be made by pushing fist, fingers, pencil or 
knife into the snow according to a specified scheme. 10,124 These data are 
plotted on a single diagram known as a pit profile. As a substitute for in situ 
examination of the snow, profile data are sometimes obtained by coring or drive 
sampling. The stratigraphic information in the pit profile is supplemented by 
me asurements which provide an index of rupture strength. The most wide
spread technique for ·deri ving a strength profile employs a cone penetrometer 
which is driven through the snow pack in vertical increments by controlled ham
mer blows, something like a small driven pile. The operation of this device, 
which is known as a Rammsonde, or ram penetrome ter , is described else
where. 124 The Rammsonde profile g ives the penetration resistance for each 
incremental layer in the snow pack, indicating clearly any drastic changes of 
mechanical strength from layer to layer. Spring-loaded disc penetrometers 
are also used against layers exposed in pit walls ; they are very convenient to 
carry and operate, but since measured penetration resistance varies with rate 
of loading the results are affected by operator variability . Other testing devices 
include shear boxes loaded through spring balances, and a variety of shear 
vanes. Since none of the testing devices in existence gives a fundamentally sig
nificant measure of rupture strength, the most important attributes are con
sistency and convenience. 

In the strongly stratified snow w hich typically produces climax avalanches, 
slab avalanches are released by shear along a bedding plane. A good index of 
stability should therefore be provided by the ratio of shear strength to shear 
stress at a potential slide surface. However, although a good estimate of shear 
stress can be made from the slope angle and the depth-density profile, no 
reliable method is currently available for defining in situ shear strength with 
comparable precision. Forecasters therefore make qualitative and subjective 
assessments ·from pit profiles and Rammsonde profiles, drawing on t:raining 
and experience to recognize combinations of conditions which have produced 
avalanches in the past.S,3S,124 Having identified potentially dangerous snow 
structures, the forecasters follow developments in time profiles to determine 
whether the potential ins tability is being aggravated or whether stabilizing 
changes are taking place in the snow . While keeping watch on changes with time, 
forecasters take into account the meteorolbgical conditions, since the effects of 
precipitation, wind, radiation, temperature, and temperature gradient are gen
e rally predictable qualitatively. 
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Figure 62.. Ramm sonde profile taken at Be r
thoud Pas s, Colorado. Layer" A" avalanched 
under the weight of a skier; layer lI B" with
stood the shock of fracture, but eventually col
lapsed when the surface avalanche was fully 
developed, carrying layer IIC" with it. (Note: 
In field records the datum for snow depth is 
often taken at the ground level.) (From ref-

erences 8 and 12.4.) 
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AVALANCHES 

a) A heavy layer of wild snow or powder snow lies upon a hard 
underlayer. Danger of loose snow or soft slab avalanches on steep 
slopes. The danger increases with an increase in snow depth. 

b) Deep layer of wild snow or powder snow on a loose, coarse
grained layer, which can also slide with the loose-snow or soft 
s lab avalanche. 

c) Coarse-grained, cohesionless snow (under some conditions 
Scwimmschnee) on a hard underlayer. Formation of many 
small loose-snow slides. 

d) Fresh, wet snow on a crust. Formation of rolling snow
balls which may cause loose-snow or wet slab avalanches. 

e) Coarse-grained, wet snow on hard underlayer. Loose
snow or wet slab avalanc hes very easily set in motion. 

f) The entire snow cover consists of wet, coarse-grained snow. 
Danger of wet loose-snow avalanches or wet slab sliding clear 
t o the ground. 

g) Windpacked new snow is separated from a hard underlayer 
by a thin layer of surface hoar.. Very favorable for slab ava
lanche formation . 

h) Older snow layers separated by a layer of Schwirnrnschnee 
are covered by a new fall of snow. Danger of slab avalanche. 

i) Medium-hard (windpacked) and hard new snow rest on 
Schwimmschnee. Danger of slab avalanches which may slide 
clear to the ground. 

Figure 63. Some snow conditions which sys tematically give rise to ava
lanches. (N ote: the g raphic symb ols do not correspond completely with 
those given in the In t ernational S now Classificat ion.) (After ref. 35 and 

LaC hapelle, pe rs onal communication. ) 
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j) Windpacked new snow and solid older layers have been wet 
through. Above the ice lam ination a wate r saturated area is 
found which can act as a lubricating layer for a slab avalanche. 

k) Wet new and old layers are separated from the more solid 
underlayer by wet, coarse-grained snow. This coarse-grained 
layer can act as lubrication for an avalanche. 

1) Damp, but solid, layers rest upon coarse-grained loose 
snow. Slab avalanches may slide clear to the ground. 

m) A new fall of warm, high-density snow follows immedi
ately the deposition of cold, dry new snow on a firm base. Ex
cellent for soft slabs. 

n) A deep layer of fluffy new snow is rapidly wet from the top 
by rain. The underlying ice layer increases instability, but 
is not necessary to form an avalanche. Soft slab (damp or wet). 

0) A new fall of soft snow (or wind-blown slab) is separated 
from a firm base by dry, loose graupel, which serves as a 
lubricating layer. Soft or hard slab . 

p) A sufficiently deep layer of dense, heavy graupe l, fo rmin g 
a stiff s lab on a hard, smooth old snow surfac e. 

q) A deep fall of new snow, even quite soft and fluffy, on a 
smooth crust. Rain crusts tend to form avalanches this 
way more readily than sun crusts. Soft slabs. 

Figure 63 (cont 'd). 
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Forecasts fr -om indirect evidence are designed to predict primarily those 
avalanches which release during or immediately after significant snowfalls; in 
the main these are direct action soft slab avalanches, althoagh dry loose snow 
avalanches also release during storms. In broad outline, direct action ava
lanches occur because stress increases rapidly while snow is accumulating 
during a storm, but strength can only be gained slowly by the time-dependent 
processes of compactive creep and sublimatory metamorphism. In the course 
of a storm, the rate of stress increase at a given level in the snow pack, say 
at the interface between old and new snow, can be estimated if the snow accu
mulation rate is known. At the same time, it ought to be possible to estimate 
the rate of strength increase in a given layer if there is sufficient information 
on the factors which control densification and thermal metamorphism, i. e. 
initial snow type, stress, temperature, and temperature gradients. In practice, 
however, it is still not possible to make quantitative and absolute estimates of 
strength or of strength variation from simple indirect evidence. Forecasters 
therefore adopt an expedient empirical procedure which takes into account the 
several factors that affect variations of stress and strength, while establishing 
quantitative guidelines from prior experience. The forecast from indirect evi
dence has the special advantage that it can be made for a fairly extensive area 
from a sheltered location, during weather which prohibits access to the ava
lanche releas e zones. 

In the forecasting system developed by the U. S. Forest Service7 ,124 a set of 
ten "contributory factors" is considered during the progress of each storm. 
While not all of the factors are independent and fundamental parameters, they 
are readily observable and experience has shown that they provide a reliable 
indication of the onset of avalanche hazard. The first two factors indicate the 
state of the slide path and the condition of the potential slide surface, while the 
remaining eight factors relate to the newly deposited snow. The factors are as 
follows: 

1. Depth of old snow. The snow already lying on the mountainside at the 
beginning of a storm serves to smooth the slide paths by submerging irregulari
ties. In assessing the efficacy of existing snow in smoothing a slide path, the 
abs olute depth is Ie s s important than the depth relative to the height of charac
teristic protuberances. On open grassy slopes 6 in. (15 cm) may be enough to 
smooth over irregularities, while about -6 f t {? m} may be needed to cover rocks, 
bushes or stumps. In typical mountain terrain 2 or 3 ft (60-80 cm) usually pro
vide a good cover, but increasing snow depth will tend to smooth out more and 
mo re irregularities. 

2. Surface condition of the existing snow. Once the gross irregularities 
of the slide path have been smoothed by submergence it is necessary to consider 
second order roughness effects, i. e. the roughness of the snow surface, which 
is a potential slide surface for the new snow. A smooth, icy crust, especially 
one glazed by rain, by melt or by wind action, offers little resistance to sliding, 
and it is unlikely to bond with the new snow at sub-freezing temperatures. How
ever, if the crust or the new snow are "warm" (at or near the melting point), a 
secure bond between them is possible. Another condition likely to favor ava
lanche release is a crust covered by a sprinkling of light powder snow. The 
surface of firm but unglazed or uncrusted old snow offers better prospects for 
bonding with the new snow, and a roughly wind-sculptured surface (sastrugi) is 
thought to give the bes t bond of all. 

3. Depth of new snow. Stress at the base of a new snow layer is directly 
related to the weight of the layer; the deeper the new snow, the higher is the 
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shear stress along the interface between old and new snow. Furthermore, the 
depth of new snow gives a good measure of the quantity of snow likely to be re
leased. As the depth of new snow increases above l .ft (30 cm) or so, the prob
ability of widespread avalanches of significant size tends to increase; with 3 ft 
(1 m) or more, there is acute danger of severe avalanching. In some areas, 
4 - 6 in. (10 -15 cm) of new snow meas ured in he valley may c reate avalanche 
hazard in selected locations if high winds accompany the snowfall on the moun
tains, since snowdrifts form rapidly and "load up" some slide paths. 

4. Type of new snow. The types of snow crystals which fall, and the way 
they are deposited, determine the initial mechanical properties of the deposit, 
and also the type and rate of metamorphic processes. Stellar crystals and 
spatial dendrites form loose and fluffy deposits; having intricate shapes and 
high specific surface, they tend to interlock and adhere, but are thermodynam
ically unstable. When deposited under cold, calm conditions this type of snow 
may be stable initially, but it is prone to release in the form of loose snow ava
lanches as the original crystal structures are destroyed by metamorphism. 
Crystals of simple shape, iced grains, and wind-shattered fragments of more 
complex crystals all tend to pack closely when deposited, thus favoring the 
formation of intergranular bonds. This type of snow is likely to produce firm, 
coherent slabs. The amount of rime on fresh crystals affects initial stability. 
Rime -free crystals tend to form an unstable deposit which slides readily. Par
tial riming improves stability, but it may allow dangerous build-up before re
lease. Thick layers of graupel lead to formation of slab avalanches. 62 

5. Density of new snow. For snow of a given type and age, there is a 
strong correlation between density and strength; density is therefore an indi
cator of strength. The product depth times density gives the weight of over-
lying snow, and hence determines the stress at any given depth. Upon deposition, 
the initial snow density is determined largely by crystal type and by the mode of 
deposition (calm weather or windy weather). Thereafter, density tends to in
crease with time, the rate of increase in any given lay er depending mainly on 
the overburden pressure and the snow temperature. For avalanche forecasting, 
new snow density is measured within 24 hours of deposition. The range of 
densities for dry snow is from about O. 01 g / cm3 for very light fluffy snow t o 
0.35 g/cm3 or more for tightly wind-packed snow. Histograms showing fre
quency of occurrence of dry snow in different density ranges, compiled for 
several years, give mean i n itial densities from 0.06 to 0.08 g/cm3 f o r various 
sites in the mountains of North America (Fig. 64). It h as bee n observed that 
when new snow density at a particular site departs widely from the mean den -
sity for that site, avalanches are likely. Abnormally low densities ar e as
sociated with release of loose snow avalanches, while abnormally high den sities 
are associated with slab avalanches. 

6. Snowfall intensity. Snowfall intensity, or snow accumulation rate, is 
commonly recorded and reported as increase of snow depth per unit time, e. g. 
inches per hour. If the build-up is very rapid, stress increases without any 
significant increase in strength over the initial strength. By contrast, if the 
build-up is slow, the rate of increase of strength, by compactive creep and 
by bond growth, can match or even outpace the rate of increase of stress. Hence, 
rapid accumulation is a danger signal. Observations suggest t hat accumulation 
rates of I in. /hr (2.5 cm/hr) or more indicate high probability of major ava
lanche release, especially when these high rates are sustained for several hours . 

7. Precipitation intensity. Precipitation intensity, or precipitation rate, 
is the snow accumulation rate expressed in terms of equivalent water, i. e. 
inches or centimeters of equivalent water per hour. This measurement can be 
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expressed more meaningfully as the rate of increase of mass per unit area, 
e. g. g/cmz -hr, to give a direct measure of the rate of stress increase. Be
cause precipitation gauges are both unreliable and inconvenient for use in snow
storms, particularly when it is windy, precipitation intensity is usually ob
tained as the product of snowfall intensity and new snow density. Thus the criti
cal snowfall intensity of 1 in. /hr mentioned above becomes a precipitation in
tensity of 0.07 in. /hr for new snow density 0.07 g/ cm3 • Experience in the 
U. S. has shown that sustained deposition with a precipitation intensity of 
0 .. 1 in. /hr (2.5 mm/hr) or more indicates high avalanche probability. Total 
deposition of 1 in. (2.5 cm) of equivalent water at a high rate is an indication 
of probable avalanche release. ~~ Direct action slab avalanches are associated 

* In the French Alps, 100 mm water in 3 days, i. e. a long-sustained average 
of 1.4 mm/hr, is said to be critical. 87 In Colorado, a critical rate for low

intensity storms is 25 mm water in 40 hr, and for high-intensity storms 23 mm 
in 15 hr. 51 
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with a combination of high precipitation intensity and high wind; conditions are 
favorable for extensive release of soft slabs when the precipitation intensity ex
ceeds 0.1 in. /hr (2.5 mm/hr) andatthesametimewindspeedisaboveabout15 mph 
(7 m/sec). When precipitation intensity exceeds 0.1 in. /hr and the wind is strong 
over a continuous period of several hours, the total precipitation for the period 
gives an empirical index known as the precipitation intensity factor {P.1. factor}. 
With P.1. x in. /hr sustained for y hours when the wind is strong, the P.1. fac
tor is~. -When the P. I. factor rises above a critical value, which may be 
about 0.5 to 1.0 depending on the region, the possibility of avalanche release 
is indicated. P.I. factors recorded for periods of extensive and severe ava
lanche activity have been in the range 3 to 4. 

8. Snow settlement. Since there is a good correlation between the strength 
of snow and its density, the rate at which a snow deposit settles, or densifies, 
provides an indication of the rate at which it is gaining strength. In gene ral, the 
faster the snow settles, the faster it gains strength, but there is no quantitative 
guidance available. The assessment of this factor is left largely to the subjec
tive judgment of the forecaster familiar with local conditions. It should be 
noted that absolute settlement rate depends both on temperature and on the ini
tial density of the snow. Low density snow has little initial strength but settles 
rapidly; high density snow has high initial strength but densifies slowly, tending 
to gain strength more by sintering than by compaction. Observations of settle
ment may be made on both the new snow and the underlying old snow. 

9. Wind. When high wind accompanies snowfall, snow crystals are frag
mented and transported in the wind stream by turbulent suspension. The snow 
is then deposited in preferred locations, commonly on the lee side of ridges and 
surface obstructions, forming snow drifts which accumulate very rapidly. Thus 
many slide paths, particularly those on lee slopes and those topped by bowls or 
gullies, Ill oad-up" very quickly. The deposit laid down under blizzard conditions 
is typically composed of fine particles {mean grain size rv O. 1 mm}, and packed 
to high density. This fine-grained, high density snow has relatively high initial 
strength and it gains strength rapidly by sintering; it is thus almost sure to 
form slabs. Significant wind transport and wind packing begins when the wind 
speed exceeds about 15 mph (7 m/sec), and wind effects are strongly developed 
when wind speeds are about 25 to 30 mph {around 12 m/sec}. In some locat ions very 
strong (full gale) winds may be less effective than moderately strong winds in 
loading-up the releas e zones. 

IO. Temperature. Temperature affects the stability of a snow slope in a 
variety of ways, so that care and insight are necessary when assessing this fac
tor. Air temperature correlates with the type of snow crystal which falls; large 
intricate crystals are most common at high temperatures and small elementary 
crystals are most common at low temperatures. Thus air temperature is related 
to the type and density of the new snow, and hence to the initial mechanical prop
erties. There is also a relation between temperature and the rate of strength 
increase with time. As temperature decreases, there is a decrease in both the 
rate of compactive creep (densification, settlement) and the rate of intergranular 
bond growth by sintering. Another consideration is that the strength of any given 
type of snow at any given time is related to temperature - as temperature de
creases, strength incroeases. However, it has been found that in most caSes the 
probability of avalanche release tends to increase as temperature decreases over 
the usual range of sub-freezing temperatures. At temperatures near the melting 
point the new snow bonds well with the old snow, and it stabilizes quite rapidly 
by settling to higher density and by forming intergranular bonds, so that potential 
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instability is of short duration. W h en s n ow is de p os ited a t low temperature, al
though it may be less prone to immediate release, i t is slow t o gain strength, 
and thus remains in a precarious stat e for an ex tended period. In considering 
temperature trends during a snow s torm , it has been fo und that prog ressive de
crease in temperature often promotes s t ability, while rising temperature has 
a converse effect. However, an opposite trend has been reported, 51 so that 
one must conclude that uncritical e m pirical correlation is apt to be misleading. 

In the analysis of the fore g oing f actors, the forecaster make s a subjective 
judgment based on his local ex perience t o decide which of the factors are in
dicative of avalanche release. Since t here is some interdependence and re
dundancy among the factors, a w eig h ting system may be used. Two general 
analytic systems are ·used. I n one t the f orecaster assigns to each factor a 
plus, minus, or zero symbol, in dica t ing respectively whether the factor sug
gests instability, stability, or is not significant. In the other syst.em, which 
allows more flexibility and latitude for judgment, each factor is scored on a 
scale from 0 to 10. 

Forecasting of wet snow avalanches depends larg ely upon observation of 
the temperature, heat flux and liquid w ater content in t he snow. The u sual 
period for widespread release of w et snow avalanches is spring, when snow 
temperature rises and melting beg ins in conformance with the seasonal trend 
of air temperature. Howeve r , w e t snow avalanc h es are possible during the 
winter, usually because of r ai rifal l. Sin c e a fi r s t requirement for a wet snow 
avalanche is melting temperat ur e t h r o ugh t he bulk of the snow pack, snow tem
perature measurements (prof i l es) i n the a v alan che zone indicate the onset of 
wet snow conditions. Once the s now is " warm, " the probability of release 
varies with the amount of free wat e r held in the pores of the snow and with its 
effects on snow structure. Wat er absorbed or percolating in the snow influences 
stability in two broad ways : it inc reases the bulk density, thus increasing the 
weight of a given thickness of snow , and it reduces the strength and deforma
tion resistance of the snow by weakening intergranular bonds and by lubricating 
potential slide surfaces such as ice layers and the ground surface. Although 
density, free water content, and s tr eng th can be measured without too much 
difficulty, present forecasting practice gives more emphasis to indirect estima
tion of the rate of water generation or input. In assessing melt rates, consid
eration is given to slope exposure, convective heat transfer (air temperature 
and wind), and radiation balance. Instructions to forecasters include a strong 
reminder that short wave solar radiation is not necessarily the dominant fac-
tor for such a highly reflective mat erial as snow; long wave radiation from 
warm clouds can be a significan t item, and warm winds are highly effective 
in melting snow. Rainstorms are an obvious source of water, and hence give 
a clear danger signal . Warm rain falling onto unconsolidated cold snow is 
particularly dangerous, and any prolonged rainfall in sprin~ creates serious 
instability. Among the most critical situations for wet snow avalanche develop
ment are sudden thaws or rainfalls, which are mos t likely at the end of winter, 
and any prolonged thaws or rainfalls, which are most likely in spring. The 
first late-season thaw which warms the snow cover to melting point is danger
ous. Prolonged thaw or rain is a cause of the destructive "full-depth" avalanches 
which strip the snow cove r down to the ground surface. 

A frequent cause of wet or damp snow a v alanching is strong input of heat to 
new snow; a warm, sunny day following new snowfall is dangerous. 

Local climate dictates the selec t ion of avalanche forecasting techniques 
and influences the application and interpretation of the broad guidelines. A fore
casting system developed in one area cannot be transferred blindly and mechan
istically to an entirely different region . The climat e and terrain characteristics 
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Figure 65. Predominant avalanche types and applicable fore
casting methods in the mountainous areas of the Western 
United States. (1) Generally deep and stable snow covers. 
Extensive surface avalanching, with possibility of melt or 
rain throughout the winter. Avalanche forecasting by meteor
ological observations. (2) Often stable snow covers, exten
sive surface avalanching, melt or rain rare in mid-winter 
months. Forecasting largelybymeteorological observations. 
(3) Shallow, unstable snow covers with depth hoar forma· 
tion common and slab avalanches frequent. Forecasting 
largely by snow structure analysis. (4) Conditions of (2.) 
and (3) may overlap, with one or the other usually dominant 
in a given winter. Forecasting actively combines meteor
ological and snow structure observations. (After La-

C hapelle. 61) 
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of each distinct mountain group must be carefully considered before avalanche 
forecasting procedures are adopted. -

In the United States, three separate climatic zones have been distinguished 
for purposes of avalanche study. 61 The high alpine zone, which includes the 
Colorado Rockies (2.5 to 4 km elevation), has comparatively light snowfall but 
frequent strong winds create extensive snow drifting. Temperatures are gen
erally low, so that the snow is typically dry and depth hoar forms throughout 
the region. Conditions are favorable for the formation of hard slab avalanches, 
particularly on lee slopes. In this zone, avalanche hazard evaluation has been 
based on direct observation of structural conditions in the snow cover, although 
meteorological observation, with particular emphasis on wind conditions, is 
important too. The middle alpine zone (2 to 3 km elevation), exemplified by the 
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Figure 66. Classification of mountain regions in the USSR according to 
the degree of avalanche danger. (1) Alpine topography, depth of snow 
cover exceeding 70 cm (28 in.). (2) High mountain region with 70 cm 
snow cover. (3) Highlands and high mountain ridges, snow cover ex
ceeding 70 cm (28 in.). (4) Medium-sizemountains, snow coverexceed
ing 70 cm (28 in.). (5) High mountains, snow cover from 30 to 70 cm 
(12 to 28 in.) deep. (6) Highlands and hig h mountain ridges, snow cover 
from 30 to 70 cm (12 to 28 in.) deep. (7) Medium-size mountains, snow 

cover from 30 to 70 cm (12 to 28 in.) deep. (After Losev.'S) 

Wasatch Range of Utah, has fairly heavy snowfall and winds which are strong 
and frequent, although appreciably less severe than those of the high alpine 
zone. Temperatures are consistently low enough to maintain a dry snow cover 
during winter, but they are milder than those of the high alpine zone. Con
ditions favor the frequent formation of soft slab, direct action avalanches, and 
the occasional development of structural weaknes s leading to climax avalanches. 
Both direct obs ervation of snow structure and ' indirect evidence from weather 
data are- utilized in forecasting, the emph-asis changing with the prevailing con
ditions. The coastal alpine zone, which covers the mountains of the Pacific 
coast (mainly less than 2.5 km elevation), experiences heavy snowfall, with 
high snowfall rates and -deep accumulations in individual storms. The terrain 
above timberline is subject to high storm winds and extensive rime occurrence. 
Winter temperatures are generally mild, so that the snow is frequently damp 
and winter rainfall is quite common. Conditions favor the formation of direct 
action, soft slab avalanches. Forecasts are based largely on meteorological 
observations, and special use is made of air temperature data telemetered from 
the mountain tops. Comparable data for the mountains of the USSR have been 
compiled by Losev.6S His findings are summarized in Figures 66 and 67. 
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Figure 67. Class ification of mountain regions in the USSR according to 
factors which influence avalanche formation. (1) Mountains in which wind
blown snow is the predominant factor in avalanche formation. (2) Moun
tains where spring thawing is the predominant factor. (3) Mountains. 
where several factors act simultaneously (heavy snowfalls, spring thaw, 
warming, blowing snow). (4) Mountain regions which cannot yet be 

classified because of insufficient data. (After Losev.68 ) 
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Field tests of slope stability are considered to be a highly desirable, or 
even essential, supplement to any forecasting system, 61 since they provide the 
only valid advance check on the system. Destructive tests are performed on 
either major slide paths or on small slopes which simulate the behavior of 
major slide paths. The techniques used include test skiing, hand-placed ex
plosives, and artillery fire, all of which are discussed in the previous section 
of this report. 

To conclude the review of short range forecasting, it might be pointed out 
that all the available procedures depend to s orne extent on prognosis of weather 
c·onditions. Although seasonal weather trends can be predicted with confidence, 
the more abrupt and irregular changes of weather, . including storm cycles, 
are less amenable to prediction. The normal problems of weather forecasting 
are aggravated in avalanche areas, for mountain weather is notoriously unpre
dictable, and in some regions there are too few weather reporting stations. 

Long term variations of avalanche activity 

When major works, such as roads, railways, settlements, or commercial 
enterprises, are to be built in avalanche areas, reliable estimates of avalanche 
magnitude and frequency are necessary for sound design. Short term records, 
gathered for 2 or 3 years before construction, may fail to indicate the most 
severe conditions experienced over long periods, say decades or even centuries. 
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In mountain areas, even casual observation indicates that avalanche ac
tivity has fluctuated significantly in the recent past. On the lower stretches 
of some slide paths, swaths cut throug h the coniferous forest have been re
filled by well-established aspens, suggesting that the avalanches there were 

' previously more severe than at present. 31 On other paths, saplings a few 
years old have been destroyed by avalanches of the current year, suggesting 
that avalanche activity in the precedin g year or two was at a lower level. More 
detailed studies involving ecolog y, g eomorphology, history and archaeology in 
avalanche areas seem to confirm that the magnitude and frequency of avalanches 
has fluctuated drastically in the pas t , w ith cycles of varying activity showing 
up on s cales of both decades and cen t uries. Z7, 6 8, 104 dZldZZdZ8 Historic records 
als 0 provide incontrove rtible evidence of significant fluctuations. There are 
many records of buildings, or entire v illages, in the Alps being destroyed by 
avalanches after standing immune for tens or hundreds of years. For example, 
the village of Blons, in the Grosswalsertal of Vorarlberg, was devastated by 
the avalanches of 1954 after standing for a thousand years. However, the rec
ords show that the village had previously sustained major damage in seven 
other winters between 1497 and 1954. 128 

Although there is a wealth of qualitative evidence, particularly from the 
Alps, the Caucasus and the Pyrenees, rather little quantitative information on 
avalanche frequency is available. The data which are available (Fig. 68) ought 
to dispel any doubts which exist concerning the significance of fluctuations in 
avalanche frequency. They should also prompt the compilation of further in
formation. 
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It is not surprising to discover short term and secular variations in ava
lanche activity. Discounting human interference with the terrain, primarily 
deforestation, it is obvious that avalanche release is closely related to climatic 
conditions, and complex climatic variations with time have long been known. 
It seems likely that avalanc he activity will correlate clos ely with the am ount 
of winter precipitation, although this is yet to be demonstrated. Russian and 
French investigators have proposed a direct correlation between avalanche 
activity and solar activity. 55a,lZZ If the claims made can be substantiated, pos
sibilities for forecasting long term fluctuations of avalanche activity are opened 
up. Until long range forecasting is proved feasible, however, it would seem 
advisable to rely on past records for the determination of "design frequencyll 
and "design magnitude" in engineering or operational projects which entail 
avalanche defense. 

In connection with this last point, LaChapelle has produced tables of " en -
counter probability" for avalanche damage to structure s.,o,< Probability of 
damage to a structure built on a site known to have been swept by an avalanche 
at some time is assessed on the basis of design life for the structure and fre
quency of large avalanches capable of reaching the site. 

Avalanche forecasting systems 

The leading country in application of avalanche forecastin g is Switzerland, 
where a warning system has been operated by the federal government since 
World War II. In the compact mountain region of Switzerland, avalanche hazard . 
analysis is centralized at the avalanche research station on the Weissfluhjoch 
above Davos. Here, detailed weather reports and forecasts for the whole of 
Europe are studied, and additional reports are received periodically from a 
national network of about 50 avalanche observation stations. At each of these 
stations a trained volunteer observer, who is paid only a nominal salary, makes 
daily measurements of standard weather elements together with special obser
vations of the depth, condition, and temperature of old and new snow. The ob
server also records local avalanche activity, with details of avalanche type, 
altitude of release zone, and slope orientation. The data are numerically coded 
for telegraphic transmission, and sent by telephone and teleprinter to the Ava
lanche Institute. Every 2 weeks, each observer makes a more detailed study of 
the snow profile at his station, and mails the information to the Institute. 

All of the information, both from the established meteorological organiza
tions and from the avalanche stations, is assembled and analyzed by professional 
avalanche specialists at the Institute. The evaluation of avalanche hazard is 
arrived at by qualitative rather than quantitative methods, but the final subjec
tive assessment is firmly based on the scientific knowledge and wide practical 
experience of the analysts. After the analysis has been checked by the chief fore
caster and the Director of the Institute, a bulletin is composed and issued for 
dis semination through the pres s, radio and televis ion, and telephone se rvices. 
The routine bulletin is issued weekly on Fridays, but extra bulletins are sent 
out whenever there are significant changes in the general situation. 

In Austria, formal avalanche forecasting developed more recently, and the 
warning services are organized regionally rather than nationally. As far as is 
known, the general approach follows the Swiss lead and, indeed, there is 
regular interchange of information between the two countries. 

* LaChapelle, E. Encounter probabilities for avalanche damage, Alta Ava
lanche Study Center, Misc. Report no. 10, March 1966. 
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In the United States, avalanche forecasting and hazard evaluation has been 
on a much smaller scale, and warning services have necessarily been localized. 
The impossibility of utilizing the few truly knowledgeable avalanche specialists 
to forecast for all the widely dispersed mountains of the nation has made it 
highly des irable to develop quantitative crite ria for hazard evaluation in order 
to guide less experienced men. These criteria have already been outlined. 
The provision of quantitative guidelines does not imply that the avalanche fore
caster is to "do it by numbers "; on the contrary, the analyst draws upon l'ocal 
knowledge, experience, and above all on direct tests of snow slope stability. 

It is understood that in Canada, semi-quantitative methods for hazard 
evaluation and for the planning of explosive control measures are in use. Em
phasis is apparently given to assessment of snow conditions in the release zones 
and in the avalanche paths, and during storms the mass accumulation is plotted 
against time for comparison with empirical curves which give the critical ac
cumulations for avalanche release, as determined by past experience. 51 

In the Soviet Union it seems that a wide variety of forecasting techniques 
have been used experimentally, 55,68 but as far as can be gathered the only regu
lar forecasting of avalanche hazard is carried out locally, largely on the basis 
of forecast snowfall. Losey68 has reviewed the available forecasting techniques 
from the standpoint of avalanche genesis, discussing what techniques are ap
propriate for the prognosis of each genetic type. 

While practical experience is still the key to avalanche forecasting in any 
country, it seems inevitable that more quantitative analytical methods will de
velop in the future. It is easy to see that mo re refined and s ophis ticated s tatis
tical techniques could be applied, but it would surely be a mistake to proceed 
blindly with the simple development of multivariate statistical analysis. The 
essential problem is the mechanical one of determining the complex variations 
of stress and strength with time. It has been shown in an earlier section that 
stress is relatively easy to determine for typical conditions, so that the main 
difficulty lie s in the treatment of strength. He re the re is a need for fu rther 
laboratory study to define the variations of strength with stress, strain, tem
perature and snow type, but it seems quite probable that in the last analysis 
strength data will have to be gleaned from field observations and rational sta
tistical treatment of those observations. A balanced system is likEdy to in
corporate all the present day forecasting methods: direct observation of the 
snow cover would provide a datum, meteorological data would give the time 
trends, and local study would provide the factors necessary for application of 
a general analysis to particular areas. 
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WARNING AND RESCUE 

Avalanche warning 

Warnings of avalanche danger might be regarded as either a first or last 
resort in an avalanche protection scheme. If people can be kept away from the 
avalanches, then there is little need for expensive defense measures. * How
ever, where human activity does go on in the paths of avalanches which cannot 
be completely prevented or diverted, people must be warned away when the 
avalanches are likely to run. 

Avalanche warnings are of two broad types: those which mark dangerous 
terrain, and those which announce the onset of dangerous time pe riods. 

The most obvious and general warning of potentially dangerous terrain is the 
sight of a snow-covered mountain its elf. Prope rly interpreted, this" sign" ad
vises that all but trained and experienced winter mountaineers should remain 
within the confines of supervised areas such as roads, camps and resorts. 
Within these controlled areas, the authorities responsible for supervision and 
public safety can post cautionary notices, signs prohibiting access, and "no 
stopping" signs on sections of highway which traverse slide paths. Similar 
warnings can be duplicated in verbal or written instructions. 

When unknown country is being considered, there are a number of features 
which indicate avalanche activity, even in summertime. First of all, general 
geomorphological evidence on the topography, together with climatic data on 
snowfall, will determine whether the essential ingredients of snow and slope 
are available. More detailed information on s lope angles and profiles, and on 
erosion characteristics, contributes to estimation of avala.nche probability. 
Botanical data are es.pecially useful; avalanches cannot slide through thick 
forest, and where there is slide activity, th e re will often be clear evidence of 
mechanical damage to vegetation. Tree damage and partial recovery of forest 
zones yield information on the position and extent of slides, and also on the 
variation of avalanche magnitude over long time periods. Detailed soil studies 
may be illuminating, particularly in areas prone to ground avalanche activity, 
since soil profiles will reflect the mq.ss transfer processes. 

Periodic warnings of developing avalanche hazard are issued on the basis 
of avalanche forecas ts and field stability tes ts. Special warnings, transmitted 
by telephone, teleprinter or radio, are sent to individuals or agencies bearing 
safety responsibilities. These individuals or agencies can then take appropriate 
action, such as highway closure, protective shooting, evacuation of work crews, 
suspension of skiing, and so forth. General warnings are released to the public, 
either directly from forecast centers or through an inte rmediary organization, 
using radio and television broadcasts and newspaper bulletins. 

It is possible to instrument slide paths so as to signal the release of ava
lanches by means of trip or break wires, pressure plates, and other devices. 
The release signal can be transmitted to a control center, or it can be arranged 
to actuate visual or audio warnings in the threatened area. Such a warning 
allows little time for action, but traffic stop lights at the approaches to slide 
paths could be useful as an additional safeguard, while release signals at a con
trol center might be an asset to the overall warning system (in some areas the 
slide paths apparently run in a definite sequence during storms). An automatic 
avalanche signaling system has been in operation along the Bern-Loetschberg
Simplon railway in Switzerland for 30 years; although it has given a few false 
alarms, it is thought to be a very satisfactory device. 24 

* In s orne areas there may be a strong case for the enactment of zoning ordi
nances prohibiting building and development in known or suspected paths of 
regular or occasional slide activity. 
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Under emergency condi tions it may be necessary to ignore warnings and 
to knowingly expose men to avalanche hazard. Under such circumstances the 
need for expert guidance:!( and leadership is acute. If road travel is involved, 
consideration should be given to speed and spacing (see p. 114-115) and to the 
consequences of road blockage. If a high ski traverse is to be made, in moun
tain rescue or mountain warfare, attempts should be made to avoid slide paths 
by zig-zag climbs and descents between natural refuges, but if paths must be 
crossed the traverse line should be on crests, or else in the outrun zone. Frac
ture zones should be avoided. Snow slopes can be tested with hand charges, 
grenades, or projectiles, and perso nn el saf~ty preparations can be made (look
outs, spacing of men, avalanche cords, scarves over nose and mouth, removal 
of wrist loops, loosening of ski bindings, and distribution of rescue gear). 

a. 

b. 

Figure 69. Avalanche warning signs. a and b - high
way signs. 

* General information on a valanche safety measures is given in refs. 25, 27, 
35, 40, 56. 
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Figure 69 (cont'd). Avalanche warning signs. c and d -
warnings to skiers. 
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Search arid rescue* 

In spite of all defenses, protective operations and warnings, sooner or 
later avalanches will hit people, or the buildings and vehicles which shelter 
people. It is important to anticipate t h ese accidents by organizing, training 
and equipping rescue groups which are capable of going into action smoothly and 
swiftly. Speed is of the essence in avalanche rescue; some form of suffocation 
is the principal cause of death among avalanche victims, and the probability of 
survival declines rapidly with time, leaving little hope after about 1 or 2 hours 
of burial (Fig. 73). 

Avalanche victims are usually overwhelmed in one of two ways: they may 
be carried away by the slide from its starting zone, probably because they 
themselves were instrumental in tri ggering the rp.lease, or they may be hit by 
the front of a developed avalanche descending from above. In either case the 
victims may be able to take some ac t ion for self-preservation. 

People caught in the release zone can immediately struggle to get out of 
the slide path or to catch hold of trees, shrubs, or other anchorages. If es
cape is impossible, attempts can be made to discard skis or other impediments 
and to II swim II in the hope of staying near the surface or working toward the 
edges. The victim who is conscious as the slide comes to rest should work to 
establish breathing space. In situations where an avalanche is seen descending 
from above, people in the threatened area can dive for the shelter of massive 
bulwarks or otherwise seek protection, keeping in mind that the initial impact 
will be in some ways similar t o the blast of an explosion. The mouth and nos
trils should be covered, especially w here a dust cloud is about to strike. It 
might be possible to get clear of the slide path to the sides, but the chances of 
directly outrunning an avalanche are poor. 

Eyewitnesses of an avalanche accident playa crucial role in search and 
rescue. Anyone witnessing an accident should try to observe the points where 
victims were caught and the points where they were last seen, thereafter mark
ing the points or noting the locations in relation to fixed references. Eyewit
nesses should, of course, give the general alarm by sending off one or two 
people, leaving any remaining members of the party to conduct a hasty search. 
Once the alarm has been given and rescue machinery put into operation, it is 
important for the search leader to question eyewitnesses and to induce them to 
return to the scene of the accident. 

The key to rapid mobilization of rescue groups lies in prior pl~nning and 
training. Responsibility and authority must be clearly defined, equIpment must 
be on hand at strategic points, and a system for alerting rescue personnel (e. g. 
a "pyramid" telephone alert) must be established. For each area of sustained 
activity in avalanche terrain there should be a "snow safety plan" which formally 
defines and documents all matters relevant to search and rescue; .. this safeguards 
continuity through personnel changes and promotes inter-agency coordination. 
In some countries, avalanche rescue is integrated into a national system for 
disaster planning. 

The first action of a rescue leader is to launch a "hasty search. " It is 
normally considered possible .to dispatch a hasty search party within 15 minutes 
of the alarm being given. The party would typically consist of 3 to 7 men, in
cluding the leader, who should be trained in avalanche work, firs t aid, and ski 
mountaineering. An eyewitness of the accident should accompany this first 
party or should join them at the scene of the search. Since the hasty search 
party has to travel fast, only essential rescue equipment, such as probing rods, 

* In ~he U. S., detailed training in avalanche rescue is given by the U. S. Forest 
SerVIce and the ~ational .Ski Patr~l System. These notes are based largely on 
ref. 124 and on InformatIon complIed by the Forest Service for its annual ava
lanche school. 
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light shovels, and simple first aid kit, is carried. The assistance of a trained 
avalanche dog is desirable, but consideration should be given to any other robust 
dog if an avalanche dog is not available. 

On arrival at the scene of the accident, the hasty search party posts an 
avalanche guard to watch for further avalanches, marks the point where the 
victim was last seen, and scans the debris for clues. A search of the slide is 
made by a "scuff line, II which consists of a single row of men marching shoulder 
to shoulder. The scuff lin'e moves back and forth across the slope, or up and 
down the fall line, scuffing the debris and scanning it for clues which may be at, 
or just below, the surface. It is believed in some quarters that cross -slope 
scuffing is preferable to search up and down the slope. On completion of scuf
fing, probing may be commenced in the most promising locations, i. e. in the 
vicinity of any items of equipment or clothing, around obstructions (trees, rocks, 
etc.), at abrupt changes of slope, along the fall line beneath the Illast seen" 
position, and at the tip and edges of the slide (Fig. 70). If a victim is found, he 
is treated for suffocation and shock, but is not moved unless further avalanches 
seem imminent. 

At the rallying point, the rescue leader should have the main search party 
ready to move out within the shortest possible time after the first alarm is 
given. The goal is to recover victims within 1 hour of burial. During the mobil
ization period, arrangements for field communication and liaison with outside 
authorities should be made. The main party consists of people who are physically 
fit, capable, and properly clothed and equipped. The party carries with it all 
equipment for a sus tained ope ration, including probes, shovels, toboggans, lights, 
markers and first aid supplies. Food and drink, medical assistance, and relief 
crews can be dispatched later. 

When the rescue leader and the main party arrive at the slide, the work of 
the hasty search party is reviewed and carried to completion if necessary. The 
avalanche guard is checked, and the main probing operation is begun. At this 
stage the rescue leader must decide whether to adopt a coarse-probing technique, 
which is relatively fast but which does not give complete coverage of the debris, 
or a fine-probing technique, which is slow but thorough. After a review of ava
lanche reports, Gallagher, LaChapelle and Stillman of the U. S. Forest Service 
recently recommended that the work of a main search party should begin with 
coarse probing of two or three selected areas. The most probable areas for 
location of victims are chosen on the basis of experience (see Fig. 70), and the 
probe line is organized for a probing interval of about 2. to 2i ft (65 to 8'0 cm ) . 

Probing is the standard technique for locating buried victims. 107, lZ4 Various 
types of special probing rods are produced, but steel or aluminum tubes, about 
i in. outside diameter (schedule 40) and 12 to 15 ft long are quite satisfactory. * 
If sectio'nal probes are required for ease of carrying, the connectors between 
sections should be internal ones which have no external projections to impede 
driving in hard snow. For "fine probing, " a line of men standing shoulder-to
shoulder is deployed at the foot of the slide, with the men facing uphill (Fig. 71). 
The initial probe line is centered on a point lying directly down the fall line 
from the point at which the victim was seen to disappear. A guide cord (string 
line) is fixed in front of the searchers, who bring their toes up to the cord and, 
on a given command, drive their probes vertically alongside the left toe. On 
further command the probes are then driven alongside the right toe. The guide 
cord is moved forward 1 foot, the searchers bring their toes up to the new line, 
and the probing is repeated. Minor variations in technique occur, e. g. three 
probes at each stance, but the overall objective, that of probing every square 
foot of debris, remains the same. The presence of buried objects is indicated 
by abrupt change of penetration depth, and some indication of the type of object 

':C Soft aluminum conduit is poor; aluminum pipe is acceptable, .although less 
de s irable than s te e 1. 
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STEEp, SMOOTH, SLOPE 

BENCHES OR TERRACES 

o POINT OF CAPTURE , LAST SEEN STANDING 

)( POINT OF DISAPPEARANCE 

.. LIKELY AREA FOR LOCATION 

CURVED RUNOUT 

OBSTACLES 

BENDS 

NO VEGETATION 

Figure 70. Probable areas for the location of bodies buried in 
avalanche debris. The diagrams show possible effects of terrain 
features and capture locations on deposition pattern. (After ref. 9.) 
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TREES AND BUSHES CAPTURE NEAR THE FRACTURE LINE 

CAPTURE NEAR THE EDGES 

PARTLY DEFINED FALL PATHS 

Figure 70 {cont 'd}. 
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Figure 71. Avalanche rescue team probing for buried victims. The 
searchers stand shoulder-to-shoulder and are positioned along a string 

line. (Photo by E. LaChapelle.) 

is given by the degree of yield in the obstruction. Injury to survivors from 
probes is said to be rare, but many perforated bodies have been recovered. 
When a suspicious object is struck, the probe is left in place and the rescue 
leader makes a check by detailed probing. To dig out the object, shovels are 
used to within a foot or so, and the final exposure is made by hand digging. 
Probing of a small slide should be complete within 3 or 4 hours, but much more 
time may be required to work over the debris of a large avalanche by fine-prob
ing. If all victims have not been accounted for by the time fine-probing is com
pleted, arrangements for trenching are put in hand. 

Because the fine-probing procedure is so time-consuming (the search rate 
of 20 men is about 500 m 2/hr), a search leader at the scene of a large avalanche 
may decide to cover the area more rapidly by "coarse-probing," i. e. by wider 
spacing of individual probes. The risk of missing the victim is weighed against 
the decrease or survival probability with time (Fig. 72). Factors to be con
sidere'd include site and snow conditions, debris area, available manpower, and 
estimated number of victims. An expression for optimum search density could 
be written, although a sUbjective delineation of the most promising search area, 
based on local knowledge, might be more important (see Fig. 70). 

The probability of finding missing people still alive after the first few hours 
is quite low,21 but search must be continued. One man survived under avalanche 
debris for 12 days.27 However, trenching is a less urgent phase of the operation 
than the hasty search, the scuffing, and the probing, and the emergency rescue 
parties will usually be relieved at this stage by a work force provided and super
vised by the civil or military authorities. 

Trenching is begun at the foot of the slope, with trenches cut parallel to the 
slope contours. The trenches are of the minimum width necessary for com
fortable digging, and they are taken down to the ground surface or to undisturbed 
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snow. Men are spaced along the trench for digging, and are relieved at fre
quent intervals to maintain speed. The walls of the trench are probed system
atically for evidence. The usual spacing between successive trenches is 6 ft, 
but this can be inc reased to lOft if sectional probes, which permit deeper wall 
penetration, are available. After search of a trench is complete, snow from the 
next trench uphill is thrown into it by the diggers. 

Although searchers are understandably reluctant to use mechanical equip
ment as long as there is any reasonable chance for survival of victims, bull
dozers can probably be put to work as soon as the available search techniques 
have been exhausted. In a recent 'avalanche disaster at a mine,86 a bulldozer 
recovered a survivor who undoubtedly would have perished waiting for hand-dug 
trenches to reach him. 

Rapid search and rescue is possible only if the necessary eguipment is im
mediately available. Stores or caches of equipment must therefore be placed 
at key points and maintained in good order. There should also be central depots 
where equipment is kept in fairly large quantities to supplement that in the local 
stores or caches. The following list compiled by the Forest Service gives a 
suggested minimum content of essential items for a local stock of rescue equip
ment. 

12 avalanche probes (special sectional probes are most convenient, but 
t hey are fragile. Nine l2-ft aluminum probes plus 3 sectional probes 
have been recommended) 

12 shovels (strong but light) 
12 headset flashlights with spare batteries and bulbs 

1 climbing rope (120 ft long) 
1 first aid kit (ski patrolman's type) 

lightweight toboggan with tarp and blankets 
1 axe 

small quanti t y of cord and marker cloth (about 200 ft cord, 5 yd cloth). 
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Figure 73 .. Bulldozer clearing avalanche debris from the highway near Arapapo 
Basln, Colorado. (U.S. Forest Service photo by H. Frutiger.) 

The following {terns are recommended as desirable supplements to the 
essentials listed above. 

Emergency rations 
Chemical hot pads 
Gasoline stoves (with fuel) 
Camp cook kit 
Mountain tent 
Gasoline lanterns (with fuel) 
Ski climbers 
Portable radio 
Small tool kit (including wire and leather thongs) 
Local maps. 

A corresponding Swiss list of basic equipment for a small avalanche rescue 
depot has been drafted by the Swiss Technical Commission for Mountain and 
Avalanche Rescue (see ref. 27). It includes the following items: 

30 avalanche probes 
5 Lindenmann probes (collapsible) 
6 shovels (2 strong shovels, 2 normal snow shovels, 2 lightweight ava-

lanche shovels) 
2 sledges (1 to be kept loaded with equipment ready to go) 
1 large spotlight (100-150 yd range) 
6 large hand lamps with spare batteries 

10 headset lamps with extra batteries 
candles and matches (for bivouac) 

30 signal rockets 
1 or 2 firs t aid kits (patrolman type) 
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artificial respiration pump and oxygen 
pack of heart injection equipment (for doctor's use) 

1 camp stove with fuel 
2 rubber hot water bags 

100 marker flags (50 red, 50 yellow) 
1 waterproof satchel containing pencils, stationery, record forms and 

maps 
12 avalanche cords plus 2 cords each 25 yd long 

6 blankets 
1 sack for corpse 
1 distinguishing overjacket for" Accident Site Commander" 

communication radio. 
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It is important to keep written records of avalanche accidents and of rescue 
operations. By analyzing thecauses of accidents, the effectiveness of rescue 
procedures, and the nature of injuries, avalanche safety programs can be re
fined.133 During the course of a rescue, written information helps to avoid con
fusion. In Appendix B a sample of the U. S. Forest Service "Avalanche Rescue 
Information Sheet" is reproduced; this or an equivalent form should be com
pleted during a rescue mission. There should also be a post-operational ava
lanche accident report in narrative form; typical contents might include a 
resume of the accident, details of the accident, rescue party ogranization, 
search operations, prevailing snow conditions and avalanche characteristics, 
and a critique of the accident cause and the rescue operation. The notes should 
record locations of victims and equipment, depth and duration of burial, and 
nature of injuries. It is desirable that copies of avalanche accident records 
should be filed with a responsible agency, such as the Alta Avalanche Study 
Center of the Forest Service in the United States. 

The foregoing notes are based mainly on U.S. Forest Service practice, 
but they describe rescue procedures which are almost universally applied. Swiss 
rescue organizations are described by Fraser,z7 who gives a detailed narrative 
on -the operations of one of these groups, the Parsenndienst of Davos. Some addi
tional aids to detection of buried avalanche victims have been conceived, but most 
are still in early experimental stages. The most notable exception is the ava
lanche dog, which is now widely used in Europe. 

The purpose of an avalanche dog 9,106 is detection of odors emanating from 
a buried body. The natural body odors produced by perspiration, skin bacteria, 
and respiration are likely to vary in type and intensity with the individual, with 
general cleanliness, and with the degree of exertion immediately prior to the 
accident. In cannot be concluded that grubbiness is necessarily advantageous 
in case of accident, though, for scented toiletries (soap, lotions, perfume, hair 
dressings) may provide a stronger and more persistent source of abnormalgases 
in the snow. In any case, it is probable that the output of both natural and arti
ficial scents will decline with time as the body cools, and the diffusion of odors 
will certainly vary with ambient snow temperature and with temperature gradi
ents. Since gases are conveyed to the surface by convection and diffusion 
through the pores of the snow debris, the permeability of the snow is of great 
importance. Factors which favor detection of odors include: short burial time, 
shallow depth of burial, high permeability in the snow, fairly high snow tem
perature with surface temperature lower than temperature around the body. 
Unfavorable surface conditions include strong wind and confusing false scents 
from human activity and surface contamination (e. g. urine). 

Dogs selected for avalanche training should have a well-developed olfactory 
sense and should be strong, hardy and intelligent. They must also be able to 
tolerate intense solar radiation reflected from the snow; it has been found that 
dark-haired dogs tend to be less susceptible to snow blindness than light-haired 
ones. The usual choice of breed is the German shepherd, but it has been stressed 
that dogs accepted for avalanche training shotlld be of an amiable disposition; in 
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other words, ViCiOUS police and guard dogs are unacceptable. Detailed program s 
of training and care have been carefully developed for avalanche dogs, with spec
ial emphasis on the relevant animal psychology. 9 

When a dog is taken on a search mission he should be handled by his own 
trainer, who is versed in search technique and has a rapport with the dog. The 
dog handler localizes the search area as far as possible by considering eye
witnes s reports and deposition patte rns, and then puts the dog to work from a 
position chosen after consideration of the wind. When a foreign scent is de
tected, the dog becomes excited and starts to" dig;" it is never removed from one 
of these points of interest unti~ its curiosity has been satisfied, irrespective of 
whether the source of the scent is a victim or some other object. The speed at 
which dogs search varies to some extent with the individual animal and with the 
local conditions, but it is estim ated that the average speed is about 30 minutes 
per hectare (10 4 m 2 or 2.47 acres) for a superficial search and 1 to 2 hours per 
hectare for a detailed search (it takes about 20 hours for 20 men to probe 1 hec
tare thoroughly). 

Since the training of an avalanche dog serves mainly to develop and direct 
the olfactory sense and natural curiosity possessed by most dogs, it is now 
generally considered desirable to take any strong "dog on a search mission if a 
trained avalanche dog is not available. 

In Switzerland about half of all buried victims, dead or alive, are located 
by avalanche dogs. 

Evolution of new search devices 

Existing search techniques are quite primitive, and it seems clear that 
they will eventually have to be supplemented or replaced by new sensing de
vices. The prime requirement is for speed in locating buried victims in view 
of the rapid deterioration in survival probability with time. 

The problem is to detect a human body buried in snow, which may be in
homogeneous, at depths up to 3 or 4 m{IO to 13 ft). The body, with its clothing 
and attachments, differs from its surroundings in mechanical, magnetic and 
dielectric properties, and in thermal and chemical characteristics. It is easy 
to conceive of a wide variety of principles which might be applied to the remote 
sensing of bodies buried in snow, but more difficult to decide which of these 
principles might lend themselves to a working application.13 , 18,21,26,117 In Table 
XI, a number of possible concepts have been arranged systematically; some of 
the ideas listed seem highly impractical at the present time, but it might be 
unwise to discard them completely in view of the rapid advances of technology. 

Considering first the detection of signals emitted by the buried body, it has 
already been shown by employment of avalanche dogs that chemical" signals" 
can be detected. In principle, the dog can be replaced by chemical detectors; 
by means of gas chromatography or mass spectroscopy highly detailed" odor 
signatures" can be recorded. Devices for detecting explosive vapors and human 
body odors are already in use. The U. S. Army E-63 "People Sniffer," which 
senses ammonia exuded by humans and animals, ought to be tested in avalanche 
situations. The most obvious electromagnetic signal from a body is thermal 
radiation, but because of the strong infrared absorption in snow the chances 
for detection at present seem poor. If the victim were carrying a special radi
ator in accordance with some safety plan, detection might be relatively easy. 
A radioactive substance, e. g. a cobalt-60 gamma source, would serve, but 
for routine wear radioisotopes of sufficient strength to penetrate 3 to 4 m of 
snow would be hazardous to health. Small battery-powered generators of RF 
signals or radio noise, perhaps pulsed for power and economy, are feasible 
in principle. Magnetic tracers are mentioned later as an aspect of field per
turbation. Mechanical signals induced by heartbeat or by watches are very 



Table XI. Possible conce p ts fo r detectin g buried avalanche victims by remote sensing. 

Detection of signals 
emitted by the buried 
body. 

Detection of reflections 
or reradiation induced or 
excited by signals 
transm itted from the 
surface. 

Detecting perturbations 
of potential fields. 

Electromagnetic 

Natural thermal radiation, 
radiation from artificial 
source carried deliberately, 
e. g. radioactive source or 

; RF noise generator. 
I 

Direct reflection of input 
signal - most likely radio/radar 
frequencies; infrared, visible, 

, u1travioletl~ss promising. Back
scatter, e. g. of collimated 
gamma beam. Reradiation excited 
by higher frequency input, e. g. 
thermal back radiation, X-ray 
fluorescence. 

Mechanical 

Elastic waves, especially 
acoustic, induced by body 
(heartbe at) or by attachments 
(watch or special "ticker"). 

Chemical 

:Convection or diffusion 
; of exotic molecules from 
body odors, breath, or 

. artificial perfumes. 
Air flow throug h snow pores 
stimulated by body (respiration, ' 
body heat) . 

Reflection of elastic waves, 
probably us ing audio or ultra
sonic frequencies. 

;N/A 
I 

Magnetic anomaly from victim's , Gravitational effects 
accouterments or from permanent 

N/A 

magnet attached to victim. 
Perturbation of imposed elec-
trical field (resistivity methods, 
capacitance bridge). 
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weak at the source and are subject to strong absorption losses, hut with refined 
acoustic equipment and frequency selection to filter out background noise, de
tection might be pos sible. Body heat and respiration ought to affect the flow of 
air through the snow, but the chances for detecting fiow anomalies at the sur
face of inhomogeneous debris seem slight. 

A second group of possible concepts depends on detecting returns from sig
nals transmitted from the surface by search equipment. Using electromagnetic 
principles, direct reflection from a heavily clothed body should occur for waves 
over a wide frequency range, so that attenuation is perhaps the main limiting 
factor. For the shallow penetration required, much of the radio / radar fre
quency range might be satisfactory, say 10 7 to 1010 cycle/sec; depth sounding 
through snow and ice has already been proved quite practicable using frequencies 
from 30 to 600 megacycles. The infrared, visible and ultraviolet ranges do not 
appear to be suitable for reflection methods because of strong attenuation by 
scattering and absorption and also because of the relatively high intensity of 
ambient radiation. Backscatter from a collimated beam of nuclear radiation 
might offer some possibilities. X-ray fluorescence has been suggested, but the 
chances for detecting back radiation from metal objects excited by the input 
beam are very poor, to say nothing of the hazards of X-ray exposure. Stimu
lation of infrared back radiation by short wave input has little immediate appeal. 
Following mechanical principles, the only likely method which comes to mind 
is reflection of elastic waves, probably of sonic frequency. The pulse repetition 
rate would have to be fairly high to produce an effectively continuous profile at 
reasonable search speeds. 

The final approach in this breakdown depends on detecting perturbations of 
potential fields. The fields to be considered are temperature, gravity, magnetic 
and electric fields, but of these only magnetic and electrical fields seem to be 
of much practical interes t. Me tal objects attached to the body will affect mag
netic field strength and direction, so that magnetometers could be used for 
detection. In practice it appears that it would be necessary to tag potential 
avalanche victims with pe rmanent magnets in order to achieve reliable detec
tion' but this pre sents no real technical problems. For example, pe rmanent 
magnets could be built into ski boots. An alternative to the passive magnetic 
system would be to impose a local magnetic field and sense perturbations of 
this field. If an electrical field is imposed, the dielectric properties of the 
snow mass can be sensed to detect the presence of an object whose dielectric 
properties differ markedly from those of the snow. Resistivity methods are 
probably less suitable than methods involving something in the nature of a 
capacitance bridge. Suitable frequencies would lie somewhere in the radio 
range, i. e. above 105 cycles / sec but below lOll cycles / sec; in this range the 
dielectric constant for snow is appreciably lower than the value for water, 
which should approximate the value for a body. 

Of the foregoing methods, only magnetic detection of victims tagged with 
permanent magnets has been carried to an advanced development stage at the 
present time.13, 18,21, z6 ,117 Many of the others do not seem worth following up 
beyond theoretical consideration, but a few appear to be workable. There is a 
good chance for success with radio sounding, detection of radio frequency sig
nals emitted by the victim, and detection of odors from the victim. 

Looking beyond the research problems involved, it is necessary to con
sider the logistics and economics of an operational detection system. In ad
dition to technical adequacy, a working system for general use would have to 
be simple and relatively inexpensive. With such things in mind, the idea of 
tagging potential victims with RF signal sources and using portable radios as 
detectors looks attractive. 
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A NOTE ON ICE AVALANCHES 

Both the principles and the practical aspects of ice avalanches are sig
nificantly differen t from those pertaining to snow avalanches, but interes t in 
the two phenomena is unified by the fact that both occur in glacier-clad moun
tains and threaten human activities there. On some steep mountain flanks, 
both snow avalanches and ice avalanches fall from the same slopes. For re
view purposes, however, it seems preferable to separate ice avalanches from 
snow avalanches. 

Existing knowledge of ice avalanches appears to be small in quantity com
pared with the copious information available for snow avalanches; apart from 
narratives, there are few studies specifically dealing with ice avalanches. ",c 

This is understandable in view of the infrequency of occurrence of destruc
tive ice avalanches in the past. It is also true to say that the release of ice 
avalanches involves some difficult and still unsolved problems in glaciology. 
The distribution of stress and velocity in a glacier terminus has received little 
attention, and the mechanisms of bed sliding and glacier surges are still con
troversial questions. 

The following notes are intended mainly as an outline of the problem; a 
more explanatory treatment must be delayed until current studies have pro
gressed further. 

The nature of ice avalanches 

Ice avalanches descend when material is released abruptly from perennial 
ice deposits, usually mountain glaciers, which terminate above steep slopes. 
Massive blocks of ice break free and fall down the mountainside with destruc
tive violence, sometimes touching off secondary slides of rock or earth. Ice 
avalanches are quite common occurrences in high mountains, where hanging 
glaciers regularly discharge ice over cliffs, but in the majority of these cases 
they offer little threat to human life or property since the fall areas are visited 
only occasionally by mountaineers. By contrast, there are other ice avalanches, 
sometimes of catastrophic magnitude, which break loose sporadically at very 
infrequent inte rvals. This latte r type of avalanche is the m os t dange rous, for 
it may descend unexpectedly from a glacier tongue which has long been re
garded as stable. Some major disasters have resulted directly or indirectly 
from ice avalanches which were either completely unexpected or which unex
pectedly attained an abnormal magnitude. 

In the past, ice avalanches do not appear to have been studied very intensely, t 
but recent disasters, including the Huascaran79 and Allalin Glacier avalanches 
(see p. 5 and Fig. 74, 75), have provoked f.resh scientific ~nterest in the 

phenomenon. The first result of this new interest is likely to be a more wide
spread awarenes s of the hazards of ice slide s, including not only direct im
pact by debris but also indirect effects such as lake surges, stream blockage 
and damburst, and earthflows. This heightened awareness should be valuable 
when new construction is planned for high mountain regions. In areas where 
there is a potential threat to existing works or settlements, there will probably 
be greate r ' caution and vigilance; systematic surveys may be instituted for the 
purpose of providing advance warning of slides. Until a better understanding 

* An excellent review of ice avalanches is given by H. Hanke in "Der Berg
steiger," March 1966. 

t A classic study was made by A. Heim: Die Gletscherlawine am Altels vom 
11 Sept. 1895, Neujahrsblatt der Naturforsehenden Ge s ellschaft in Zurich, 1896. 
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Figure 74. Snout of the Allalin Glacier, Switzerland, a few 
hour s before the avalanche on 30 August 1965. (Photo by Electro

Watt AG, Zurich.) 

of the TI1echanics of ice avalanches has been reached, it will be difficult to design 
·.sC)und protective works, but the prospects for rapid advance of knowledge in this 
area now seeTI1 good. * 
Types of ice avalanches 

In discussing snow avalanches, the dfficulties of classifying avalanche 
types have already been mentioned. In general, it seeTI1S that clas sification 
scheTI1e s TI1ust depend to s OTI1e extent on the us e to which they will be put, and 
for the tiTI1e being the TI1ain purpose in classifying ice avalanches is to iTI1prove 
the unrerstanding of them. Haefeli, who with deQuervain did TI1uch to estab
lish a sound classification of snow avalanches, has considered ice avalanches45 

~:~ The results of investigations TI1ade in connection with the MattTI1ark avalanche 
have been withheld pending the outcOTI1e of litigation. 
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Figure 75. Debris of the Allalin Glacier avalanche 2 days after it descended 
onto the Mattmark darn construction site. (Photo by Electro- Watt AG, Zurich.) 

and proposed the classification scheme shown in Table XII. This provides a 
useful descriptive system for the organization of presently available informa
tion, but the clas sific ation may evolve as more is learned of ice avalanches. 

Among the additional characteristics which ultimately may be brought into 
a classification is the regularity of rupture and release. Regular avalanching 
can be expected in situations wher e a glacier or ice cap move s to the edge of 
a cliff or a valley headwall. If the bed of the ice is "cold" (i. e. sub-freezing) 
the flow velocity is likely to remain quite uniform thrrughout the year, and 
therefore the frequency of calving is likely to be fairly constant as long as the 
glacier regime is steady. On the other hand, if the bed of the glacier is at the 
melting point there may be pronounced seasonal or diurnal rhythms in flow 
velocity in response to charges of melt water influx at the glacier bed. 

Over long time periods - decades or centuries - there may be changes in 
glacier regime and alterations of environmental conditions, particularly at the 
glacier bed, which produce glacier surges or otherwise cause stability to 
deteriorate. These kinds of changes can affect any ice mass, whether it nor
mally pushes to the edge of a cliff or whether its tongue normally maintains a 
position of dynamic equilibrium part way down a slope. Because such changes 
are so slow as to be imperceptible to the casual observer, the avalanches they 
induce may be unexpected and therefore highly dangerous. 

Another characteristic, which is not wholly unrelated to regularity and 
frequency of release, is the magnitude of the avalanche. An avalanche of un-
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Table XII. Proposed classification of ice avalanches {Haefeli, 1965}. 

Criterion Alternative characteristics 

A. Type of rupture 

B. Pos ition of the 
sliding surface 

C. Form of the 
avalanche track 

D. Form of move
ment 

E. Nature of the 
acc urn ulation 
zone 

By calving 
{collapse or toppling 
of frontal blocks} 

Englacial 
(slide or shear 
surface within 
the ice) 

Ice 

Airborne fragments 
or powder (aero
dynamic) 

Ice + snow + water 
(i. e. only water 
substances) 

By tearing away 
{sliding away of a 
tabular section of 
the glacie r tongue} 

Basal 
(s liding at the 
glacier bed) 

Earth, rock 

Flowing {hydrody
namic} 

Ice + snow + water + 
earth materials 
{water substances + 
mud, moraine, till, 
etc. 

usually large magnitude can travel large distances, spreading dest~uction to 
areas normally immune from dan ger. Shoda's logarithmic scale of avalanche 
magnitude, given already in Table III, provides a suitable basis for quantifying 
the magnitude of ice avalanches, although it might have to be extended (tl}e 
initial fall in the 1962 Huascaran avalanche had a magnitude e?Cceeding lOon 
the Shoda scale). 

DeQuervain's latest proposal for a classification of snow avalanches {Table 
n) , includes a listing of the triggering mechanism or factor, and it might be 
desirable to add such a consideration to the ice avalanche classification. Some 
triggers would be easy to define, e. g. earthquake displacements, but' others 
which operate as a chain of events might be more difficult to identify. For 
example, a sudden change of glacier regime, perhaps climatically controlled, 
could generate a kinematic wave of ice discharge {flood wave} leading eventu
ally to stress changes at the tongue and ice rupture. 

Avalanche situations· 

In order for an ice avalanche to take place, a mass of ice must separate 
from its parent ice body and thereafter fall, slide, flow, or roll away from the 
rupture site. This will usually involve tensile fracture originating at the upper 

~:~ Since this was written an important paper has appeared in Journal of 
Glaciology, Vol. 7, no. 49, p. 21-53. 
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surface of the ice, and shear along the bed of the ice, or along some englacial 
plane or slip surface. After separation, the displacing forces acting on the 
freed block must exceed the forces resisting motion. This last condition pro
vides the main distinction between an avalanche situation and the rupture situa
tions which prevail in crevassed glaciers and icefalls. 

For some purposes it may be helpful to distinguish between those situations 
in which breakaway from the parent ice mass and avalanche release are virtually 
simultaneous, and other situations in which the avalanche block is effectively 
separated from the parent ice mass by crevasses for some appreciable length of 
time prior to the avalanche release. In the firs t case the internal dis tributions 
of stress and velocity in the deforming glacier must affect the rupture and re
lease; in the second case the stability of the avalanche block depends mainly on 
the boundary stress, and the block can be regarded as being more like a rigid 
body. 

·In an extended ice mass about to rupture, the stress field will normally 
include in the surface layer a tensile stress which reaches its maximum value 
at the line of impending fracture. In some cases this tensile stress may be a 
controlling factor in rupture and release, e. g. it will tend to dominate the 
consideration when ice pushes to the edge of a cliff or over an abrupt break in 
the slope. In other cases the tensile fracture will be more a consequence of 
failure rather than its prime cause. In broad terms, the significance of ten
sile stress. is probably indicated by the relative dimensions of the tensile frac
ture surface and the shear surface; when a tabular block separates from a 
glacier whose thickness is more than an order of magn~tude smaller than the 
length of the block, tensile fracture is unlikely to be the controlling factor un
less shear resistance under the block has been drastically reduced by hydraulic 
uPlift. Whenever a tabular block tears away from a glacier there must be a 
slide surface along which shear stress reaches and, following initial fracture, 
exceeds the shear resistance. An assessment of stability for such a block, or 
for a block already effectively separated from its parent mass, depends largely 
on estimation of shear stress and shear resistance. 

Before stability analyses for ice cliffs and glacier tongues can be made 
with any assurance of validity, it will be necessary to know what are the domi
nant features which ought to be represented in theoretical models. As yet 
there is not very much observational information to guide theoretical study, 
and in the absence of firm data some degree of speculation concerning probable 
causes of instability seems unavoidable. 

It would seem that in many cases the final control in the release of ice 
avalanches is topographical; the terminal section of a glacier moves to certain 
positions on the mountainside where the stability limits are exceeded. An ob
vious example is the situation in which ice moves to the edge of a rock cliff or 
an abrupt break in the slope, so that rupture and fall become inevitable. A 
dangerous situation can also develop when a glacier tongue advances down a 
convex slope; if the rate of advance outpaces the rate of stress adjustment by 
ice thinning in the frontal lobe, instability will be created. There may also be 
a danger of decreasing stability when a glacier retreats from a concave slope 
so as to eliminate the zone of compressive flow at the terminus. 

In other cases it appears that instability develops while the ice is at a 
fixed location on the mountains ide. Stres ses can be increased by thickening of 
the ice and by increases of ice surface slope. Stresses and displacements can 
also be affected by earthquake shocks. The deformation resistance of the ice, 
particularly at the ice-rock interface, can be reduced by thermal disturbance 
or by water penetration. 

These potential causes of instability are summarized in Figure 76. 
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01 RECT TOPOG RAPHIC CONTROL 

WATER INFLUX MECHANICAL TRIGGER 
e. g. Eorthq uo ke 

DETERIORATION OF STABI L1TY AT A FIXED LOCATION 

Figure 76. Potential caus es of in stability and avalanche re leas e in pe rennial 
ice masses. 

Release mechanism 

In very simple terms, release of an ice avalanche is initiated by ice rup
ture when stress exceeds strength. However, it is necessary to define what 
is meant by strength, since the interprefation of this term is to some extent 
arbitrary for non-linear viscoelastic materials. 

Reported values for the strength of ice usually refer to the maximum re
sistance to deformation which is mobilized when the material is loaded to fail
ure rapidly enough for brittle fracture to occur. Values for shear and tensile 
strengths obtained in this way are mostly greater than lO bars,",c and commonly 
around 30 bars for sub-freezing ice. When a glacier is loaded impulsively, say 
by earthquake, explosion or major rockfall, these brittle failure values are 
probably relevant, but in cases where stress or material properties change 
only s lowly different cons ide rations apply. 

* 1 bar = l06dyne/cmz 1 • 02 kgf / cmz • 
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When stressed by loads which are not immediately destructive, ice tends 
to flow. If free to deform, the ice either flows in such a way as to reduce the 
stresses, or, if the loading is such as to maintain the stress level, it flows 
until tertiary creep sets in and creep rupture ensues. In general, creep rup
ture can be produced by stresses appreciably lower than the brittle fracture 
strength. It is not easy to define strength where creep rupture is concerned, 
since the duration of loading or the amount of strain must be taken into ac
count; for ..each stress there is a definite "time to rupture, II which lengthens 
as stress decreases. Below a certain stTess level the "time to rupture" is 
e ff e c t i vel y i nfi nit e . 
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The shapes and dimensions of natural ice masses which are in approximate 
dynamic equilibrium indicate that deviator stresses in the ice do not normally 
exceed about 1.5 bars, a stress level which seems to correspond with a rather 
abrupt transition from linear viscous to viscoplastic behavior in laboratory 
experiments on ice. One implication of this observation is that ice yields by 
relatively rapid flow when stress is raised above the limit for linear viscous 
behavior, adjusting its size, shape and position until the shear stresses in
duced by gravity body forces have been lowered once more into the linear vis
cous range. If the time required for this adjustment exceeds the "time to rup
ture, " local or general failure will ensue. 

Thus it seems that there is a range of rupture stresses for ice, and the 
effective yield stress controlling rupture in a given situation will be determined 
by the rate of s tre s s change in the ice mas s and by the phys ical boundary con
ditions. For "warm" (OC) ice, effective rupture stresses probably lie between 
about 1 and 10 bars. 

The remaining question involves the determination of an appropriate yield 
criterion for glacier ice. 

Studies s how that the deformation of ice is unaffected by the bulk s tres s, 
as is often the case for non-porous crystalline solids. If, then, deformation 
is controlled simply by shear stresses, the Tresca or von Mises yield criteria. 
should be applicable. A recent application of soil shear equations in a considera
tion of ice avalanche release45 may at first sight appear to imply that the Cou
lomb-Mohr yield criterion is appropriate for ice, but it should be recognized 
that this is not really the case, since the treatment took a frictional approach 
to slid"ing at the ice-rock interface beneath a glacier. * 

An idealization of the rheological behavior of ice can be made to parallel 
that outlined for snow on p. 38, with the major difference that ice can be as
sumed incompressible. For stability analyses it would seem reasonable to 
regard ice as a viscous -plastic material, which undergoes linear viscous creep 
up to a certain stress level, and thereafter yields plastically. For a sub
critical stress field, eq 6 to 37 would apply, with the simplification for in
compressible ice of infinite bulk viscosity,., and zero vo.1umetric strain (E:ii = 0, 
and E:'ij = E:ij). The analysis of rupture would be based on theory of plasticity, 
using either the Tresca or von Mises yield criterion. The solutions for an 
extended slab on a uniform inclined plane by Nye and Ziegler are directly ap
plicable to the problem of ice avalanche release (see p. 39, 40). 

The available solutions for extended slabs should be useful in considering 
the effects of slope curvature and slow changes in the thickness and extent of 
the ice. Interest will focus on the shear stress at the bed or at planes of dis
continuity within the ice, and on the longitudinal stress at various cross-sec
tions of the glacier. 

So far as is known, the distribution of stress close to a steep glacierfront, 
such as an ice cliff, has not been determined, although inferences can be drawn 
from the information available on steep cuts in soils. This problem may merit 

* For ice on a steep (a",30 o
), unfrozen base, it may be more appropriate to 

consider friction along the joint plane rather than internal yielding of the ice. 
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closer attention in order to consider whether or not significant changes in ava
lanche magnitude are likely in situations where ice calves from the brink of a 
cliff. Since rupture is time-dependent, it is conceivable that the size of the 
released block will vary with the general flow velocity of the ice. 

Perhaps the simplest way to treat the effect of major earth displacements 
induced by earthquakes or explosions is to superimpose a horizontal accelera
tion kg with the gravitational acceleration g, thus altering the body forces at 
the instant of displacement. If the new stresses exceed the brittle fracture 
strength of ice, or the "slip streng th " of the bed contact, rupture is to be ex
pected. Actually, in view of the likelihood of brittle fracture strength being 
much higher than the creep rupture s t ress for sustained loading, it does not 
seem very probable that transient earthquake accelerations, which rarely 
approach the magnitude of one g, would fracture ice unless the ice was already 
close to failure under normal gravity forces. However, if sliding resistance 
at the bed is proportional to normal pressure across the interface, the earth
quake loading might be important on steep slope s. The dec rease in stability 
for such a case is given by eq 98. 

The factor which may well be the most significant one affecting the stability 
of temperate glacier tongues seems to be that which is least understood - bed 
slip. 

It has been amply demonstrated that in glaciers whose basal temperatures 
are at the melting point of ice, the downslope component of velocity close to 
the ice-rock interface does not tend t o zero, as is the case for 11 cold" glaciers 
which are frozen to their beds, but instead is often an appreciable fraction of 
the surface flow velocity. This slip at the interface, which might be regarded 
as a large scale frictional process, is thought to take place by rapid shearing 
of the ice where stress is concentrated by pronounced bed protuberances and 
by regelation at small protube rances through which heat can be conducted with 
sufficient rapidity. The details of the slip mechanism are still hotly disputed, 
but there is unquestionabl y a major role played by interfacial wate r, which 
may be present in a film, in discrete pockets, or in definite streams. 

The effect of interfacial water is to reduce shear resistance, or friction, 
at the bed. The ,result is that the rate of movement of a temperate glacier 
varies significantly in response to water infiltration while the overall bed shear 
stress remains approximately constant. This leads to diurnal and seasonal 
fluctuations in glacie r velocity. In s orne cas es at leas t, the amplitude of the 
velocity fluctuation decreases with distance from the te rminus (the quantity of 
melt water available for infiltration usually decreases with increasing altitude)' 
so that there must be pulsations of longitudinal stress and strain rate. 

Sometimes,· glaciers undergo catastrophic surges which advance their 
termini very rapidly. These surges, which must be caused by critical lower
ing of the basal shear resistance by some means or other, might well cause 
major ice avalanches if they took place in glaciers lying on or above steep 
slopes. 

Haefeli's approach to stability calculation for ice with a wet bed is based 
upon an application of the Coulomb s oil shear equation modified for the effect 
of pore water pressure. 45 Thus shear resistance T s at the ice-rock contact is 
given by the normal component of the ice overburden pre 'ssure (J'yy' the inter
facial wate r pres sure Pw, and a coefficient of friction tan cp: 

T S ((J'yy - Pw) tan cp. 

The tensile force applied in the longitudinal direction at the cross section where 
bed conditions change from wet to frozen is given by the difference between the 
downslope component of the weight of the block on the wet bed and the total shear 
resistance beneath that" block. 
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Haefeli's treatment is similar to the soil engineering methods in which the 
external equilibrium of a finite block of material is considered. A simplified 
approach from rigid body mechanics may be a practical and adequate way to 
consider the equilibrium of near-stagnant ice masses which are effectively 
separated from the parent glacier. 

Protection from ice avalanches 

A first protective measure which can be taken is the discouragement of 
settlement or construction in the direct path of potentially unstable ice or on 
the margins of lakes or streams which may experience violent surges from ice 
avalanches. 

The only other measure which seems immediately feasible for general ap
plication is the establishment of warning services. It ought to be possible to 
assess the stability of ice tongues and to make at least rough estimates of vari
ations in the probability of failure. It would be desirable to make regular 
measurements of strain and displacement, but where bed water is of import
ance it may be possible to establish useful quantitative correlations between 
movement and the input of rain water and melt water. 

The deliberate removal of marginally stable ice, say by controlled blast
ing or stimulated melting (e. g. dusting), would be risky. While such operations 
seem inadvisable until more is known of ice mechanics, limited field tests might 
be illum inating. 

On the face of things, artificial support of ice slopes does not appear feas
ible, but the stability of some ice masses might be improved by modifying drain
age systems to divert water from the glacier bed. 
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APPENDIX A: TERMINOLOGY AND TRANSLATION 

Much of the avalanche literature is in German or French, and difficulties 
arise in the translation of technical terms into English. Not only are there 
inconsistencies in terminology and usage in a single language, but equivalent 
technical terms in German and French are not always literally equivalent. 
There is no truly authoritative trilingual glossary of avalanche terms, so an 
attempt has been made here to prov ide a w orking list of terms. 

The first list, given by Appendix AI, is based on compilations made in 
1960 by Andre Roch (for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN) 
and in 1961 by the Societe Hydrotechnique de France1l4 (see USA CRREL Re
port 12, Bibliography, SIP 19060). It has been modified somewhat by the 
author after consultation w ith E . LaChapelle and M. Martinelli of the U. S . 
Forest Ser v ice. 

The s e cond list, given as Appendix A2, sets out the G e rmani French 
" Lexicon of avalanche defense works " w,hich w as published as an appendix to 
the authoritative Internal Report 377 (w idely kno w n as the "Swiss Guidelines") 
of the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research. It was de
veloped from the 1960 Roch glos sary by M. Kopp. An English translation, 
or rather a list of equivalent English terms, has been added by the present 
author, w ho was assisted in the task by U. Radok. The translation was re
viewed by E. LaChapelle and A. Roch. 



192 APPENDIX AI: TRILINGUAL LIST OF AVALANCHE TERMS BASED 
ON A COMPILATION BY THE" SOCIETE HYDROTECHNIQUE DE FRANCE 

French 

Arc - boutant, pilie r 

Au vent 
(versant expos~ au 
vent) 

Avalanche coulante 

Avalanche de couloir 

Avalanche terriere 
(glissant sur Ie fond) 

Avalanche de fond, de 
neige lourde, humide 

Avalanche de glace ou 
de glacier 

Avalanche de versant 

Avalanche de neige 
humide 

Avalanche de neige seche 

Avalanche de neige sans 
coh~sion 

Avalanche de neige poud-
reuse 

Avalanche de plaque de 
neige 

Avalanche poudreuse 

Avalanche de surface. 
avalanche superficielle 

Pont a neige, ratelier 
a neige a traverses 
horizontales 

Banquette a neige 
~troite terrasse en 
terre 

Banquette avec mur de 
pied 

Banquette mur~e 

Banquette (en terre ou 
en mottes) 

Barrage contre la neige 
souffl~e 

StLitze 

Luvseite 

German 

Fliesslawine 

Runsenlawine 

Bodenlawine 

Grundlawine 

Gletscherlawine 

Flachenlawine 

Nasschneelawine 

Trockenschneelawine 

Lockerschneelawine 

Lawine aus Pulverschnee 

Schneebrettlawine 

Staublawine 

Oberlawine 

Schneebrucke 

Berme 

Erdterrasse mit 
Fussmauer 

Mauerterrasse 

Erdterrasse 

T r eib s c hn e ed am m 

English 

Support (pillar, post) 

Windward 

Flowing snow avalanche 

Channeled avalanche, 
gully avalanche 

Full depth avalanche 
or bottom avalanche 

Ground avalanche 

Ice avalanche or 
glacier avalanche 

Unchanneled avalanche, 
open slope avalanche 

Wet snow avalanche 

Dry snow avalanche 

Loose snow avalanche 

Powder snow avalanche 

Slab avalanche (wind 
slab avalanche) 

Airborne powder ava
lanche, dust avalanche 

Surface avalanche 

Snow fence with hori
zontal runners, snow 
bridge 

Small terrace, berm 

Earth terrace with toe 
wall 

Earth terrace with re
taining wall 

Earth terrace, or 
embankment 

Drift snow barrier, 
snow fence 



French 

Barrage d'arret 

Barrage de d~viation 

Barrage d1interception 

Barriere 

Boule de neige 

Champ de nei g e 

Champ de mines 

C hampignon de neige 
Herpotrichia nigra 

Chasse-neige 

Chasse-neige au sol, 
aigrette s de ne ige 
s ouffl~e au sol 

Chevalet freineur 

Chute de neige 

Chute de s~racs 

Cirque 

Coin -freineur . ,-
VOir' eperon 

Claie ou pont a neige 

C ompacte 

Cone d1avalanche 

C ong~lation 

Congere 
tas de neige accumul~e 
par Ie vent 

Corniche 

C ouche de neige, plaque 
de neige 

C ouche lubrifiante 

Coul~e (de neige) (ava
lanche de neige sans 
coh~sion) 

Entonnoir 
creus~ par Ie vent 
autour d 'un obstacle ou 
d 'un deflecteur 

Crevasse 

APPENDIX Al 

German 

Auffangdamm 

Ablenkdamm 

Auffangdamm 

Schneehag; Schneezaune 

Schneeball 

Schneefeld 

Sprengfeld 

Schneeschimmel 
Schneepilz 

Schneepflug 

Schneedegen 

Bremsbock 

Schneefall 

Eislawine 

Karr 

Bremskeil 

Schneebrucke 

Dicht 

Lawinenkegel 

das Einfrieren 

Schneehaufung 
Schneeschild 

Gwachte oder 
Wachte 

Schneeschicht 

Schmierschicht 

Lockers chneelawine, 
oder Lockerschnee
ru t sch 

Kolk 

Spalte, Gletscherspalte 

English 

Arresting dam 

Diversion barrier 

Collecting dam 

Snow fence 

Snowball 

Snow field 

Minefield 

Snow boss 
Snow mu s hroom 

Snowplow, blowing 
snow 

Low drift 

Avalanche brake 

Snowfall 
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Serac fall; Serac ava
lanche, ice avalanche 

Cirque 

B raking wedge 

Snow bridge 

Compacted 

Avalanche tipor ava-
lanche cone 

Freezing 

Drift or snowdrift 
Snow cus hion 

Snow cornice 

Snow layer 

Lubricating layer 

Loose snow avalanche 
or loose snow slough 

Wind scoop, wind scour 

Crevasse 
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French German 

Panneaux en croix d~flec - Treibschneeskreuz 
teur ou d~flecteur en 
croix 

C route 
Croute cas sante 

D~flecteur a neige 

D~gel 

Drift, fum~e de neige 

Eau de fonte 

Eau de neige 

Eclair 

Enneigement, couverture 
de neige, manteau de 
neige 

Eperon 

Filet d~flecteur 

Filet a neige; filet de 
retenue ou de .stabili
sation 

Filet de cable 

Flocons de neige 

Le foisonnement du sol 
soun~vement du sol 
caus~ par l'action du 
gel 

Fondre 

Fraiseuse a neige 

Frimas 
gel~e blanche 

Galerie; galerie a ava
lanches 

Gel 

Gel~e 

Genres d 'ouvrages de 
protection contre les 
avalanches 

Harst oder Harsch 
Bruchharst 
Bruchharsch 

Treibschneewand 

Tau (wetter) 

Schneetreiben 

Schmelzwasser 

Schneewasser 

Blitz 

Schneedecke 

L a wi n e n b r e c her 

Windnetze 

Schneenetz 

Drahtseilnetz 

Schneeflocken 

Frosthebung 

Schmelzen 
Aufstauen 

Schneefr as e 

Reif 

Galerie; Lawinen-
galerie 

Frost 

Gefroren 

Verbauungs arten 

English 

Cruciform wind baffle 

Crust 
Breakable crus t 

Deflecting fences 

Thaw 

Drift snow, wind - blown 
snow 

Melt water 

Melted snow or melt 
water 

Lightning 

Snow cover 

Avalanche breaker -
structure to break or 
deflect avalanches 

Wind net 

Snow net (for stabiliz
ing snow cover) 

Cable netwo rk 

Snowflakes 

Frost heaving 

To melt 
To thaw 

Snow miller, snow 
cutte r ( rotary plow) 

White frost 
Hoar frost 

Avalanche gallery, ava
lanche shed 

Frost 

Frozen 

Types of avalanche de
fense works 



French 

Givre 
frimas, gel~e blanche 

Givre mou 

Givre dur 

Givre dur; gel noir 

Glace 

Glace de neige {glace 
de neige bulle us e} 

'Gradins 

Grelon 

Gresil 

Gresil mou, neige roul~e 

Hauban 

Hauban 
cable tenant llextremite 
d'un filet de stabilisation 

H auban amont 
dible retenant un filet 
de stabilisation 

Hauban aval 

Hauban lateral 
cable de fixation des 
deflecteurs a neige 

Insolation 

Ligne de rupture 

Longrine 
poutre horizontale sup
portant les traverses 
d'un ratelier 

M~lange de neige et d leau, 
soupe 

Neige fondante 

Mollisol 
couche d~gel~e b oueus e 
sur permafrost 

Mur contre la neige 
souffl~e 
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German 

Rauhreif 

Rauhreif 

Rauhfrost 

Rauhfrost 

Eis 

Schneeis 

Berme 
{kleine Terrasse} 

Hagel 

Hagelkorn 
Hagelschlos se 

Frostgraupel 

Reifgraupel, korniger 
Schnee 

Abspannseil 

Auseres Abspannseil 

Bergseitiges Abspann
seil 

Talseitiges Abspann
seil 

Randabspannseil 

S onnens trahlung 
Sonnenschein 

Anrisslinie 

Pfette {Longrine} 

Gemisch von Wasser 
und Schnee 

Schmelzender Schnee 

Treibschneemauer 

English 

Rime 

Soft rime 

Hard rime 

Black frost 

Ice 

Snow-ice 
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Berm, or small terrace 

Hail 

Hailstone 

Soft hail or graupel 

Granular snow, pellet 
snow 

Guy wir e 

External cable anchor 

Upper anchor cable 

Lower anchor cable 

Side anchor cable 

Solar radiation, inso
lation 

Fracture line 

Purlin 

Slush 

Melting snow 

Thawed ground 

Drift snow wall 
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French 

Mur de deviation 

Mur de freina ge 
perpendiculaire a la 
direction de 11 avalanche 

Mur remblay~, 
mur renforce d lun talus 
a llamont 

Neige 

Neige accumul~e par Ie 
vent, congeres, bouclier 
de neige, neige souffl~e 

Neige collante 
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German 

Ablenkmauer 

Auffan gmauer 

Interfullte Mauer 

Schnee 

Schneewehe 
Schneeve rwe hung 
Treibschneeansamlung 

Klebriger Schnee 

Neige compacte, neige Verfestigter Schnee 
ayant une forte cohesion 

Neige coulante Schwimmschne e 

Neige croG.t~e Harts 

Neige dure 

Neige foUe 
de cristaux en forme 
d'~toile ou dlai g uille 
tombant sans vent et 
formant la neige la plus 
l~gere qui existe 

A 

N eige fraiche 

Neige fondante sur Ie sol 

Neige fondue tombant en 
p~riode de gel (melange 
de pluie et de neige) 

Hartschnee 

Wildschnee 

Frischer Schnee 

Pflotsch (schw. ) 

Schneefall mit Regen 

English 

Deflecting wall 

Wall to break or to 
collect 

Wall with backfill 

Snow 

Drift snow, snow drift 
deposit 

Sticky snow, balling 
snow 

Settled snow 

Depth hoar 

Crust 

Hard snow or unbreak
able crust 

Wild snow 

New snow, fresh snow 

Slush 

Sleet 

Neige granuleuse Korniger Schnee Granular snow, corn 
en grains plus ou moins Griesel, feinkorniger snow 
arrondis, fins ou grossiers Schnee ode grobkorniger 

Neige gros sel 
en gros grains form~s 
par l~ fonte et Ie regel 

Neige molle 

N e ige poudreus e 

N eige de printemps 
identi"que a la neige 
gros sel 

N eige pourrie 

Schnee 

Sulzschnee 

Lockerschnee 

Pulverschnee 

Frulingsschnee ode 
Sulz 

Fauler Schnee 

Spring snow 

Loose snow 

Powder snow 

Spring snow 

Rotten snow 



French 

Neige sans coh~sion 
neige s ouffl~e 

Neige tass~e 

Neige t81~e 

Ouvrage de defense 

Ouvrages antirampement 
de la neige 

APPENDIX Al 

German 

Lockerschnee 

Gesetzter Schnee 

Harsch 

Ve rbauungswerk 

Verbauung gegen 
Gle its chnee 

Ouvrage de stabilisation Stutzverbauung 
(ou de retenue) de la neige 

Ouvrages discontinu~s 

Ouvrages de d~viation 

Ouvrages de freinage 

Ouvrages massifs 

Palissade, 
barriere' a e'l~ments 
verticaux 

Panneau d~flecteur 

Pente neigeuse 

P~rimetre des ouvrages 
de stabilisation de la 
neige ou de protection 
contre avalanche 

Pieux 
(surface couverte de 
pieux) 

Plan de glissement d'une 
avalanche 

Plaque de neige 

Pluie 

Pluie et neige 

Poudrette 

Pous si~re de neige 

poutre de liais on 

Poutre porteuse 

Pupitre 

Aufge15s te Ve rbauung 

Ablenkverbauung 

Bremsverbauung 

Massive Werk 

Lattenzaun; Rechen 

Treibschneewand 

Schneehang 

Verbauungsfl~iche 

Pfahl 
(Pfahlunge n) 

Gleitflac he 

Schneebrett 

Regen 

Regenschnee 

Flimmerschnee 

Schneestaub 

Riegel 

Trager 

Pult (dach) 
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English 

Loose snow, cohesion
less snow 

Compacted snow, con-
solidated snow 

Crust 

Avalanche defens e 

Defenses against glide 
or creep of snow 

Supporting s truc tu re 

Dis continuous defens es 

Defenses to deflect the 
snow, avalanche de
flector 

Defenses to brake (or 
break) avalanche~ 

Massive defenses · 

Fence (vertical slats) 

D efle c t in g fence 

Snow slope 

Defense area 

Stake, p ost , o r pil e 

Glide plane, slip plan e 

Snow slab 

Rain 

Rain with snow 

Diam ond dus t 

Snow dust 

Anchor balk 

Beam, girder, bal k 

Desk (roof) - blowe r 
fence 
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French German 

Ratelier a neige Schneerechen 
(traverses perpendicu-
1aires a la courbe de niveau) 

R~seau de pieux 

Ros~e 

Rouleau de neige s ouffl~e 

Socle de la poutre port
euse du pilier 

Solifluction 
(rampement du sol) 

Sou le vent, a 11 abri du 
vent, versant abrite du 
vent 

Stratifi~ 

Stratification 

Tas freineurs 

Tempete de neige 

Verpfa1ung 

Tau 

Stauchwall 
Verwehung 

Fundationsockel des 
Tragers, der Stutze 

Solifluktion 
(Bodenkriechen) 

Leeseite 

Geschichtet 

Schichtung 

Bremsh5cker 

Schnees turm 

Tirant ou poutre de liaison Riegel 

Toit (contre la formation Dusendach 
de corniehes); pupitre 

Tourmente de neige Schneegestober; 
Schnee sturm 

Tourne Spaltkeil 
Ouvrage massif destin~ 
a modifie r la trajec toire 
d1une avala.nche 
tourne en coin 
~peron massif 

Travaux de d~fense c~ntre Lawinenverbauungen 
les avalanches, dispo-
sition de correction des 
avalanches 

Tremblement de neige Firnstoss 
tassement soudain d1une 
surface de neige 

Tremplin Ebenh5ch 
(ou toft-terrain) 

Types d10uvrages Werktypen 

Vieille neige Altschnee 

English 

Snow rake (supporting 
structure with bars, 
palings or rafters ap
proximately normal to 
the slope) 

System orarray of stakes, 
posts or piles 

Thaw 

Snow roller 

Beam or girder footing, 
post footing 

S olifluc tion 

Leeward 

Stratified 

Stratification 

Avalanche mounds 

Snow storm 

Pressure bar 

Jet roof 

Snow storm 

Splitting wedge 

Avalanche defense works 

Snow tremor, snow 
quake 

Roof-level deflecting 
terrace 

Types of defenses 

Old snow 



French 

Zone de d~part d tune 
avalanche 
ou zone de d~clanchernent 

Zone d'~coulernent d'une 
avalanche ou zone de 
glissement 
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German 

Anrissgebiet einer 
Lawine 

Sturzbahn einer 
Lawine oder Gleit
bahn 
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English 

Avalanche release zone; 
starting zone 

Avalanche track, ava
lanche path 
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Lexique 

du g~nie paravalanche 

inspirl! des 

Directives pour la construction 
d'ouvrages permanents de stabilisa
tion de l a nei~ 
Rapport interne No. 377 de 
l'Institu t fl!d~ral pour l'l! tude 'de la 

neige e t des avalanches. 

C e lexique doit 

--reprendre les termes speciaux dans 
leur ensemble, 
- -e t re un complement aux Directives, 
afin de faciliter la compr~hension des 
Commentaires et Rapports qui ne 
seront pas traduits, 

-- venir en aide a l'e1aboration de 
rappor t s fu t urs. 

On rappeUe aussi la Liste alpha
betique, en francais, allemand, 
an glais, etab1ie ~ l'Institut ENA en 
1960, e t la Nomenclature (Communi
cation E NA N o. II, 1954). 

I Manteau de neige et 
g en~se des avalanches 

II Genre e t t ypes 
d'ouvrages de protection 

III Disposition et dimen
ensions des ouvrages 

IV Sollicitation des ouvrages 

page 
199 

202 

206 
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1. M ANTEAU DE NEIGE ET GENESE 
DES AVALANCHES 

A. Enneigement 

chute de neige, pr~cipitation 
depot de neige 
versant expos~ au vent; oppos~ a u v . 

su u s l~ v. , abri tl. du v . 
transport de n. par Ie v. 

n. soufflee, n. chassee, la chasse
-neige, vent de neige 

transport de n. au ras du sol, 
balayage 

accumulation de n. 
cong~re, dune, accumul. de n . 

par Ie vent 

crat~re, entonnoir 
deneigement par Ie vent, d~flation. 

ablation ~olienne 
deneigt! par Ie v., par ~rosion 

t!olienne 
dt!neigement par la fonte 

Lexikon 

des Lawinenverbaus 

angeregt durch die 

Richtlinien fUr den permanenten 
Stdtzve rbau -
I nter ner Bericht Nr. 377 aus dem 
Ins t itut fUr Schnee- und Lawinen
forschun g. 

Dieses Lexikon ist gemeint 

- -als allgemeine Zusammenfassung 
der Fachausdriicke, 
- -als Anhang zur franz!5sischen 
Ausgabe der Richtlinien, zum bes
seren Verstllndnis der spateren 
Erganzungen und Berichte, die nicht 
libersetzt werden, 
- -al s H ilfe zur Verfassung von spat
eren Berichten. 

Es sei auch auf das im Institut SLF 
1960 verfasste alphabetische Ver
zeichnis der Fachausdrucke (franz-
5s isch- de u tsch - englisch}11lngewie s e n 
sowie auf die unter dem gleichen 
Titel erschienene Mitteilung SLF Nr. 
10 (1953). 

I Schneedecke und 
Lawinenbildung 

II Ve rbauungsarten und 
W erkkons tfuktion 

III Anordnung der Verbauu ng 
und Abmessung der Werke 

IV Beanspruchung der Werke 

Sei t e 
19'1 

202 

206 
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1. SCHNEEDECKE UND LAWINEN
BILDUNG 

A. Schneeverh'!ltnisse 

Schneefall, S -niede rschlag 
S -ablagerung 
Luvseite 
Leeseite 
S- t reiben, S-trieb, S-verfrachtung 

(Vorgang) 
Triebschnee 

S -fegen 
S-anhlufung 
S-anwehung, S-verwehung, Trieb

schneeansammlung 

Kolk 
Abwehung, Abblasung, Windablation 

aper geweht. freigeweht, durch 
Winderosion ausgeapert 

Ausaperung 

D: ~paisse u r de n. 
H: hauteur de n. 

S-machtigkei t 
S-hohe 

,-___ man teau n e ige ux 
couverture de neig e, 

nappe neigeuse 

~ 
strate = co uc h e t ombee 

d ' une seul e f o i s 

" c ouche = ensembl e de 

""" \ ~ strates 

Schneedecke 
S-decke 

Schicht 

Sc hicht, L age, Schicht
paket, S-folge 

Schichthorizon t , dunne 
Schicht 

Lexicon 

of avalanche defense works 

prompted by 

Guidelines for the Construction of 
Pe rmanent Supporting Structures 
Internal Report No. 377 of the Swiss 
Federal Institute for Srow and Avalanche 
Research. 

This lexicon is intended 

--to restate the special terms in 
their entirety, 
- -to be a complement to the Guide
lines, so as to facilitate the under
standing of Commentaires and Re
port~ which will not be translated, 

--to assist i n the composition of 
future reports. 

Attention is also drawn to the alpha
betical list, in French, German, and 
English, drawn up by the Swiss Federal 
Institute in 1960, and the Nomenclature 
(Report No. II, 1954, of the Instituter. 

Contents 

I Snow cover and formation of ava
lanches 

II Types of de fe n se w orks and their 
con st r ucti on 

III Layout and dimensions of works 

IV Loading of structures 

1. SNOW COVER AND FORMATION OF 
AVALANCHES 

A, Snow cover, snow conditions 

snowfall 
snow deposit 
windward 
leeward 
blowing snow, drifting snow, snow 

transport (process) 
wind blown snow, drift snow 

low drift, ground drift 
snow accumulation 
snow drift 

wind scoop, wind scour 
deflation or ablation by wind 

eroded by wind 

creation of bare patches by melting 

snow depth 
snow height 

snow cover 
snow cover 

snow layer (stra t um depos it ed 
by one snowfall) 

snow pack (includes a ll strata) 

crus t , in terface "~~ \::::~j~:~n:lle: mate 
couche de fond 

c ouche au sol, li t 

un terhalf l iegend 

Auflageschicht am Boden 

Grenzschicht Schnee /Boden 

u nderl y in g 

basal layer 

ground surface, ground/snow 
interface 



examen du manteau neigeux 
stratification 
profil stratigraphique 
proHI de la repartition de la 
r~sistance au battage, etc. 
profil de neige = ensemble des 

profils mesures 
Suite chronologique des profils 
jalon 

B. Qualite de la neige 

meuble, sans cohesion, molle 
compacte, consistante, }t grande 
coh~sion, dure 

seche 
humide; mouill~e : d~tremp~e 

n eige : fr ai che ; poud reuse; mate 

neige : f o lIe; duveteuse; feutr~e 
g ranuleuse 
croulante, coulante (fort.ement 
m~tamorphos~e) 

g ros sel (degel de n. tol ~e) 

pourrie 
de n~v~ (n. subsistant en ~t~) 

plaqu~e par Ie vent 
ou par les tourbillons 

corniche 
tourbillon 
boucher de nei g e 
surface unie, lisse 
bomb~e; irreguli~re 
travaill~e, model~e par Ie vent, 
souffl~e 

rid~e, ondul~e 
ciselee, ~rod~e par Ie vent 
pellicule, croute, carton; tole (dus 

au vent ou au rayonnement) 

insolation 
orientation, exposition 

densite, poids specifique 
granulosite 
compacit~; duret~; tendre 
r~sistan ce au battage 
r~sistivit~ (=resistance specifique) 
~ la traction 
au cisaillement 

C. Qualit~ de la surface du sol 

uni, lisse 
ruguell'(, rugosite 
adherer, adherence 
d~nude par Ie vent 
eboulis; pierrier 
ga20n; buissons 
mamelons; tas 
sillons, chemins de vaches 

D. Versant, pente 

rive droite, rive gauche 

d~clivit~, pente, inclinaison IjJ 
terrain d~clive, inclin~ 

abrupt, raide 
pente (lisse) herbue; dl~boulis 
vallon, "combe"; ravin 
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Untersuchung der Schneedecke 
Schichtung 
Schichtprofil 

Rammprofil 
Schneeprofil = Gesamtheit der 

Profilaufnahmen 
Zeitprofil 
Pegel 

B. Schneebeschaffenheit 

locker, kohasionslos, weich 
brettig, fest, dicht, verfestigt, 

hart ' . 
trock en 
feucht; nass; durchnasst, durch

t rankt, Sc hlamm 
NeuS.; PulverS.; PappS. 

WildS.; FlaumigS; FilzigS. 
kornig 
Schwimmschnee (hochmetamorph ) 

Sulzschnee (aufgeweichte Harts chn ee
oberfUiche) 

Faulschnee 
Firnschnee (im Sommer bleibend) 

brettig, windgepresst (Luv ) 
windgepackt (Lee) 

Wachte, Gwachte 
Wirbel 
Schnee schild 
glatte, Oberflache 
gewolbt; unregelm~ssig 
verweht 

rippenformig 
vom Winde ziseliert 
Harsch, Harts: BruchH.; verfestigter 

H. -WindH.; SchmelzH., Firnspiegel 

Einstrahlung 
Exposition (evtl. Sonnenexposition) 

Raumgewicht 
K5rnigkeit, Korngrosse 
GeHlgefestigkeit; Harte; weich 
Rammwiderstand 

Ze rreis sfes tigkeit 
Scherfestigkeit 

Z 01 

examination of the snow cover 
stratification 
stratigraphic profile 

Rammsonde profile 
snow profile = ensemble of profile 

features 
time profile 
stake 

B. Condition of the snow 

loose, cohesionless, soft 
compact, cohesive, hardened, 

bonded 
dry 
damp, wet, moist, soaked, slush 

fresh snow, new snow; powde r 
snow; moist new snow 

wild snow, fluffy snow, felted snow 
granu lar , corn 
swim snow, depth hoar, sugar snow 

(stron g ly metamorphosed) 
g ranular (par t l y thawed h ard 

crust) 
rotten snow 
nev~, !irn (snow sur v i ving through 

the summer) 
wind slab, windpressed (windward 

side), . windp'a~ked ::: 

(d ownwind side) 
cornic e 
edd y, vortex 
snow shield, snow cushion 
smooth surface 
arched, irregular, bumpy 
wind-formed, drifted 

rippled, wavy 
wind - sculptured 
crust, glaze (formed by wind or 

radiation - wind crust, melt 
crust, etc.) 

insolation 
orientation, exposure (sometimes 

solar exposure) 
density 
grain size 
cohesion, hardness 
penetration (ram) resistance 

tensile strength 
shear strength 

C. Beschaffenheit der Bodenoberfl'ache C. Condition of the ground surface 

glatt 
rauh, Rauhigkeit 
haften, Haftung 
aper geweht 
Geroll, Schutt; Felsschutt 
Gras, Grasnarbe; Straucher, Gebasch 
Hocker 
Kuhtritte 

D. Hang 

orographisch rechts, links 

Hangneigung, GeflUle, Steilheit 
geneigtes, 
steiles Gelande 
Gras -; Schutthalde 
Mulde; Runse 

smooth 
rough 
adhering 
wind scoured 
scree, rocky 
grass, turf, scrub, brush 
hummocky 
rutted, pitted by cows 

D. Slope 

right bank, left bank (bank, flank, 
margin, edge) 

s lope, inclination, steepnes s 
sloping terrain 
sloping steep ter rain 
smooth grassy slope; scree slope 
small valley, valley, ravine, 

gully 

* "Windpacked" sometiIDes has a windward 'connotation, contrasting with "wind slab" {lee formation). 



2. 02. AVALANCHES 

!liOlli\Ii~~---",",---_______ zone de tr ac tion 

convexe 
konvex 
convex 

zone de rupture, de 
cassure possible 

regulier 
regelmassig 
uniform 

zone neutre 

"',.-------- zone de compression 

concave 
konkav 
concave 

changemen t de pente 
rupture de declivitf! 

contre-pente 

Zugzone 
Zone moglicher 

(potentieller) 
Anrisse 

neutrale Zone 

Druckzone 

Gefallsbruch 
Gegenhang, 

QU6rriegel 

E. Mouvement du manteau neigeux E. Bewegung der Schneedecke 

-] ~r"]-
tassement (vertical) Setzung (lotrecht) 

Gleiten 

tensile zone 
rupture zone, potential 

rupture zone 

neutral zone 

compressive zone 

change of slope 
break in slope 
reverse slope 

E. Movement of snow cover 

vertical settlement, 
compaction 

tE-
--- glisseinent 

(sur Ie sol) (auf Bodenoberflache) 
Sliqing, glide 
(on the ground) 

rampement 

WrHtMN::MM(V}Urw:;:: (~ I tinterieur du manteau) 

Kriechen 
~n der S-decke) 

Internal creep 

I GENESE DES AVALANCHES I I LA WINENBILDUNG I I AVALANCHE FORMATION I 
gen~se = convergence des conditions propices au d6marrage formation development of conditions favorable to release 

F. Genres dtavalanches 

coulee, avo de neige meuble 
av. de plaque de neige 
avo en surface, superficielle 
avo au sol, terri~re 

avo coulante 
avo poudreuse, enflee 

avo de versant 

avo de couloir, de ravin 
avo de fond, de neige lourde, humide 

av. de ntlvt! (neige pourrie sur ntlvt! 
ou glacier) 

avo de poussi'ere de glace 
(chute de st!racs) 

qualite de la neige (cf p. 200) 
situation avalancheuse 
versant avalancheux 
zone des dt!clenchements, de dtlpart, 

de rupture 
zone dttlcoulement, de glissement, 

trajectoire, cours · 
zone de dejection 
front de ltav. 
noyau de ltav. 

(relat. ~ la pression dynamique) 
submerger; enfouir 
mottes, t!boulis dtav., debris 
cone de dejection, cone dtaccumulation, 

residus dtav. 
dejections d tune pente 

G. Mecanisme de declenchement 

rupture dtequilibre 
accident intrinseque a. la neige 

etranger a. la neige 

F. Lawinenarten 

Lockerschneelawine 
Schneebrettlawine 
Oberlawine 
Bodenlaw. 

Fliesslaw. 
Staublaw. 

Fla.chen law. 

Runsen l aw. 
Grundlaw. 

Firnlaw. (fauler S. auf Firn 
od. G letscher) 

Staublawine aus 
Gl etscherabbruch 
Schneebeschaffenheit (s. S. 200) 
L awinensituation 
L aw. gefah rlicher Hang 
Anriss-, Angruchgebiet 

Law. zug, Sturzbahn 

Ablagerungszone 
Law. front, -kopf 
Law. kern 

(bez. dyn. Kraftwirkung) 
liberfluten; verschutten 
Schollen; Brocken 
Ablagerungskegel 

Hangentlastungen 

G. Mechanismus der Law. auslosung 

Gleichgewichtsbruch 
innerer 

fremde r Einflus s 

F. Types of Avalanches 

loose snow avalanche 
slab avalanche 
surface avalanche 
full-depth avalanche , bottom a v a
. lanche 

flowing snow avalanche 
llirborne powder avalanche, dus t 
avalanche 

slope avalanche (laterally unconfined, 
unc hanneled) 

channeled avalanche, gully avalanche 
ground avalanche (full-depth, wet, 

carrying soil and rock debris and 
vegetation . 

firn avalanche, nt!vt! avalanche. (Old 
snow from permanent snowfield or 
glacier) 

ice powder avalanche (from ice ava-
lanche or serac fall) 

condition of the snow (see p. 200) 
avalanche situation 
avalanche slope 
starting zone, rupture zone, frac

ture zone 
avalanche path 

run out zone, deposition zone 
avalanche front 
core of the avalanche (in connection 

with dynamic pressur~) 
to submerge, to bury 
avalanche debris - -blocks 
avalanche cone, avalanche debris 

slope debris (snow cleared from 
slope) 

G. Release mechanism 

spontaneous rupture 
internal failure of the snow (e. g. by 

metamorphism--"internal trigger
ing"), spontaneous failure 

failure induced by external forces 
(" external trigge ring") 



impulsion, 
agent objectif, intrinseque 

subjectif, ~trange r 
talus naturel 
frottement interne statique 

poids propre 
surcharge 

dynamique 

sollicitation excessive 
contrainte de traction 

ancrage 

de compression 
de cisaillement 

r~sistance a la traction, etc. 
r~sistivit~ (r~sistance sp~cifique) 
effondrement, affaissement 
d~clenchement 

rupture, cas sure, dtlcrochement 
fente de glissement, crevasse 

plis, plissement 
propagation 
d~marrage, depart 
glisser, d~valer; d~marrer 

s I~tendre, se propager 
empi~ter 

H. Coulee de neige meuble 

petite coul~e, glissement 

avo de neige meuble 
se r~s orber 
~croulement, rupture de corniche 
chute de paquets de neige 
d~clenchement, rupture en un point 
en forme de poire 
mottes, dl!bris 

I. Glissement de plaque de neige 

plaque de neige, planche de neige 
avalanche de plaque de neige 
formation de pI. de n. 
plan de glissement 
couche, strate lubrifiante 
" roulemen t a billes " 
mottes, blocs 
bourrelet (ou une plaque surmonte Ie 

manteau neigeux) 

J. Avalanche poudreuse, enflee 

avalanche d e nei ge p oudre u s e f: a valanc he 
poudreuse (peut etre une coulee) 

a~rosols (particules en suspension) 
onde de choc; souff le de l'av. 
effet de succion, d'aspiration 
noyau de l'avalanche (relat. a la 

pression dyn. ) 

II. GENRE ET TYPES D'OUVRAGES 
DE PRO TEC T IO N 

A. Mode de protection 

se prot~ger des avalanches 

munir, pourvoir, amenager, ~quiper, 

ancrer, stabiliser 
protection, lutte contre les avalanches 
g~nie paravalanche 

construction(s) paravalanche 
pare-avalanches, d~fensive(s) 
protectrice(s), pr~ventlve 
de lutte contre les avalanches 

ensemble d'ouvrages de protection 
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objektives, 
subjektives Ausl5semoment 

naturliche B5schung 
innere Haft-, 

Gleitreibung 
Eigengewicht 
zusatzliche Belastung 
Ueberbeanspruchung 
Zug-, 

Druck-, 
Scherspannung 

Verkankerung 
Zugwiderstand, uSW. 
festigkeit 
Zusammenbruch 
Ausl5sung 
Anriss, Anbruch 
Gleitspalt, "Law. maul" 

Falten 
Fortpflanzung, Ausbreitung 
Abgleiten, Ausl5sung 
abgleiten 
sich verbreiten, s. fortpflanzen 
abergreifen 

H. Lockerschneelawine 

Lockerschneerutsch, - Rutschung, 
-Schlipf 

Lockerschneelawine 
sich abhauen 
Gwachtebruch 
Sturz von Schneeklumpen 
punkHSrmiger Anbruch 
birnenfBrmig 
Brocken 

I. Schneebrettlawine 

Schneebrett; Schneetafel 
Schneebrettlawine 
Bildung, Entstehung von S-br. 
Gleitflache 
Schmierschicht, Gleitschicht 
"Kugellager" 
Schollen 
Stauchwall 

J. Staublawine 

Law. aus Pulv ers c hn ee f: Staub l a w i n e 
(kann Lockerschneelaw. sein) 

Aerosole (suspendierter Staub) 
Stauwelle; Luftstoss 
Sogwirkung 
Lawinenkern (bez. dyn. Druck

wirkung) 

II. VERBAUUNGSARTEN UND 
WERKKONSTR UKTION 

A. Verbauungsweise 

gegen Law. verbauen, sich vor 
Law. abwehren, schutzen 

verbauen 

Lawinenabwehr, Lawinenschutz 
Lawinenverbau (Fach) 

b3.uliche Law. abwehrmassnahmen, 
Law. verbau, Law. verbauung 

Law. verbau (au sens restreint) 
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internal release factor 
ex te rnal releaie factor 
natural bank (angle of repose) 
internal static friction, internal ad-

hesion 
internal sliding friction 

self-weight, body weight 
surcharge, additional load 
excess loading 
tensile restraint, tensile stress 

compressive restraint, compo stress 
shear restraint, shear stress 

anchorage 
tensile resistance, etc. 
strength 
collapse 
release 
rupture, fracture 
slide gap, avalanche crack, creep 

rupture 
folding, folds 
propagation 
release, start of sliding 
to slide, to descend, to release 
to spread out, to propagate 
to encroach 

H. Loose snow avalanche 

slough, slip 

loose snow avalanche 
to free, clear 
cornice collapse 
fall of lumps of snow 
release or rupture from a point 
pear-shaped 
debris 

I. Slab avalanche 

snow slab 
snow slab avalanche 
formation of snow slab 
slide plane, slide surface 
lubricating layer 
" ball- beari ng " l aye r 
fragments, blocks 
buffer line, pressure wall (when 

sliding snow overthrusts or over
rides the snow cover) 

J. Airborne powde r avalanche 

p o wder snow avalanche f. a i rborne 
powder avalanche (not necessarily 
formed from powder snow) 

aerosols (suspended particles) 
air blast 
Suction effect 
core of the avalanche (in rel ation to 

dynamic pressure) 

II. TYPES OF DEFENSE WORKS 
AND THEIR CONSTRUCTION 

A. Type of protection 

avalanche protection, defense 

stabilization, support, anchorage 
(of snow in the starting zone) 

protective works 
avalanche defense engineering (sub

ject) 
avalanche defense construction 

avalanche screens, defensive 
protective, preventive 
avalanche defense works 

assembly of protective works system 



On trou ve souvent ratel i e r comme 
des i gnat i on co mmune pour claie et 
ratelier. 

E . Palis sa d e, barr ier e 
(verticale ) 

palissade, ba r riere 
en plusieurs s ec tions d iff~r entes: 

A - en ratel ier---
B - par Di (pJeine ) 
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D. RateHer 

a - traverses, barreaux 
w - entrevous 

D. Schneere c hen 

a - Rostbalken 

D. Snow rake 

a - crossbeams 
w - lichte Weite 

b - longrines b - Pfetten 
c - montants c - T rag er 
d - piliers d - Stutzen 

w - spac e between c r ossbeams 
b - purl ins 
c - beams 
d - supports 

b tct d - console 
e - tirants 

b tct d - T ra gon s truktion 
e - Rie gel 

b tct d - framework , tr es tle 
e - pressure bar 

e d - Ie fon dem ent C< f - die Fllndamclltc Ci f - foundat i on 

s - seu il 
i - fixa t ion en b out 

j - en retrait 

g - saillie, porte-a-faux 
E / B k - rapport d'~ta y age 

s - Schwelle 
- blind ig 

- auskra gend 

g - Kra garm 

s - sill 
i - flu sh with ends of cross 

beams ( lower purlin) 
j - c ro ss beams protrud(' 

be yond pur li n (uppe r purlin) 
g - support 
E / Bk rati o of support he ight 

to barrier height 
A I - Auflagerungspunkt 

der Stlitze 
AI - supp o r t point 

Oft is " ratelier " a l s Sammelbegriff 
fur S chne~ und S chnee r echen 
angewandt. 

E. Schneeza un, Schneehag (A rlberghag ) 
(Iot re cht ) 

Schneezaun , Schneehag 
aus ve rs chiedenen Feldern: 

A - r echenformi g (Arlber~hag) 
B - w and 

One often finds "ratelier" used col 
lect ivel y for sno w b ri dg e s and snow 
rak es . 

E . Barrier , supporting str ucture 
(vert i c al) 

Tab l ier suspendu 
H a ngerost 
Structur~ guyed from ab ove , 

hanging barri e r 

barrie r, su ppo rtin/.! structure in 
several diffe ren t s ections: 

A - rake 
B - solid wall 

C + 0 - en cla i c (a barres alternantes ) C t D - bru ckenfo rmig mit versetzten C + D - (c r ossbeams interlaced ) 

a - h a ubans 
b - amarre s 
c - fic he s, fe rs d ' ancrage 
a t b tc - amarra ge , ancrage 
f - soc les 
ftc - Ie fondement 
h - fixation encastr~e 

i - articul~e 

F. Filet 

Ealken 
a - Abspannseile 
b - A ufh 1ingese i le 
c - Verankerungseisen, Stahlanker 
a t b t c - Verankerun g 
f - Fundamente, S ockel 
ftc - die Fundamente 
eingespannt; starre Ve rbind ung 

i - g elenkig er A n schluss 

F. Schneenetz 

a - guys 
b - anch o r cables 
c - an cho r bol ts 
a + b+ c - anc ho rage 
f - footing s 
ftc - f o undati o n 
h - fixed-end or " built-in," rig idly 

join te d 
i-swivel, pivo t , or pinned joint 

F. Snow net 
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filet 
de 5 elements formant Ie tablier 
et en 2 sections 

a - mail le 
w - "entrevous" 
b - cable de pourtour 
b ' - cable de treillage 
c - fleche 
d - fiches d'anc rage 

en oeill et ; en crochet 
en arc ; en U 

avec to le d'ame (tole de 
renforcement soud~e ~ llarc) 

d ' - ganse d'ancra ge (en cable) 
e - pilier articul~ 
f - articulation. rotule 
g - pitons 3cell~s da.ns les socles 

ou dans la roche 
h - piton et fiches enfonc~s 

dans des guilles de bois 
i-pIa "j ue de base. pl. d'embase 
k - haubans 

G. Fondation 

fo ndati oll '- liaison ouvrage-sol 

travaux de fondation 
fonda t ions 0 f ouilles. excavations 
terrain de fondation = base 
Ie fondem en t = maconnerie. I1 fonda

tions . " socles. fiches. pitons 

IAUTR ES OUVR AGESI 

~2tabilis~~ 

murs. murets dispos~s en gradins 

mur remblay~ 

talus 
terrasses en terre. terrasses 
mur~es 

plates-formes 
ban q uettes. gradins 
reboisement 
ouvrages temporaires 
rt!seau d e pieux. ou de cheval e ts 
fascines. clayonnage 

1. Protection dir ecte et d~viati on 

coin. ~peron . tourne en coin (pour 
scinder l'avalanche) 

mur en aile (d'un coin) 
faire passer par-dessus. d~vier 

: oit-terrain. terre-plain. tremplin 

galerie 

pression de freinage 
pression de d~ viation. de r~flexion 
effet de succion. d'aspiration 
paroi; murj digu e 
mur de d~viation. de diversion, 

de d~tournement. de dt!rivationj 
de guidage. endiguement 

J. Freinage et interception 

obstacle 
brise-avalanche 
mur de freinage, digue, paroi 

de choc 

AVALANCHES 

Schneene t z 
aus 5 Einzelnet z e~ 

mit 2 Feldern 
a - Masche. Maschenweite { beide : 
w - lichte Weite lichte Weite 
b - Randseil 
b ' - Maschenseil 
c - Durchhang 

,d - Ve rankerun g seisen. S t ah lanker 
Oesel; Haken-, 
Bugel - j U-formig 

mit Steg 

d' - Verankerungsschlaufe (aus Kab el ) 
e - Pendelstutze 
f - Gelenk 
g - Dorne 

in den Sockeln oder Fels verankert 
h - Dorn und Anker 

in Holzst:imme eingeschlagen 
i - Grundplatte 

k - Abspannseile 

G. Fundation 

Fundation 

Fundierung 
Fundamentgraben 
Fundationsgrund 
die Fundamente, Sockel. Stahlanker. 

Dorne 

IANDERE VERBAUUNGENI 

B~~werke 

S tutz mauern. stufenartig angeordnette 

hinterflillte Mauer 

Bl5schun g 
Erd-. Mauerterrassen 

Terrassen 
Bermen 
Wiederaufforstung 
temporl[re Werke 
Vel'pf3.hlung 
Faschinen. Flechtwerke 

1. Direkschutz und Ab lenkwe rk e 

Spaltkeil 

Ke ilflug e 1m aue l' 
llberfUhren. ablenken 

Ebenhoch 

Gale rie 

Sta udruck 
Ablenkdruck 
Sogwirkung 
Wandj Mauer; Damm 

Ablenkmauer; Leitmauer 
Leitmauer 

J Brems - und Auffangwerke 

Hindernis 
Law. brecher 
Bremsmauer, -damm, -wand 

Prellwand 

sr:. ow net 
'; i tl1 5 elements forming the apron 
and with 2 sections 

a - mesh size (center-to-center) 
w - width of opening 
b - edge cable 
b ' - mesh cable 
c - sag 
d- anchor bolts 

eye bolt, hook 
ring bolt, U-bolt 
cast -in stirrup iron 

d ' - anchoring loop (made from cable) 
e - swi.vel post 
f - swivel, pivot 
g - peg cast in the footing 

peg set in the rock 
h - p eg s and bolts driven in to w ood en 

p l ugs 
i-base plate 
k - guys 

G. Foundation 

foundation;: joining g round and st I'UC -

ture 
= foundation construct i on 

foundation excavation 
f9undation area 
the foundation = masonry. concrete. 

base plates, pegs, bolts. etc. 

I OTHER WORKS I 
H. Stabilization._.2~~ 

retaining walls. walls arran ged in a 
series of steps 

earth terrace with force wali. retain
ing wall with horizontal backfill 

embankments 
earth terraces. te rr·ace walls 

platforms. ramp 
banks, berms 
refore station 
temporary works 
array of posts. tripods. etc. 
parapets. or revetmen t s r einio r ced 

with brush. brushing 

1. D i rect protection arres t and defl E-'c
tion works 

split t ing wedge 

wing wall. deflector wall 
deflect o r ramp (deflecting away from 

the pr o tected area) 
so lid (earth or masonry) deflector 

ramp (deflecting over the protected 
a.rea) 

avalanche gallery, avalanc he shed. 
snow shed 

braking pressure, stagnation pressure 
deflection pressure 
suction effect 
wall, dam, embankment 
gu ide wall, deflecting wall 

J. Retarding and arresting (works) 

obstacle 
avalanche breaker 
braking wall or dam 
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ak tiv e active defenses mesllres de protection actives 
passives (rdat. ~ une influence 
sur la gene se des avalanches) 

passive Schutzmas s nahm c n passive defenses (influencing 
avalanche formation) (bez. Ein flu ss auf Law. bildung) 

pr () lection a c tive 
declenchement pr~ventif par jet, 

ou ti r de g renades explosive s 
pr~vention pa r reboisement 

aktive M ass nahmen 
Lossprengung; von Hand 

od. Abschiessen 
W ied e rauffo rs tung 

Stutzve rbau ung 

active protection 
controlled release by hand-placed 

e xplosives or projectiles 
prevention of avalanch ing by re

forestation 
prevention of release by support ing 

structures 
pr~vention par des ouvrages de 

stabilisation, de retenue, par 
anc rag e, par r~ t ention 

pr~vention par des ouvrages 
d~flecteur~ 

Verwehungs-, Treibschneever- preve ntion of controlled accumula t ion 

mesures de protection pas~ive 
~va cu ation 

bauung 

passive M assnahmen 
Evakuation 
sperren 

us ing wind baffle s, etc. 

passive protection measures 
evacuation 

fermer, barrer" int erdire l'acces 
d~lournemenl du rafic; d~tour 
pro tec t ion dirc ct e 

Verkehrsum l eitung; Umgehung 
Direkt sch ut z 

closures and access limitations 
diversion of traffic, detouring 
direct protection 

par d~viation de l 'av. 
par frei nage 
par interception 

ouvra gcs ternpo raires 
pe rma nen ts 

ouvr a ges massif s 
c ompos/!s 
charpent~s 
mixtes 
articul~s 

surface d 'a ppui, tabl i er rigide 
lache, flexible 
pleine 

Ab lenk- , 
Brems-, 
Auffangve rbauung 

tem podire 
permanente Ve rbauung 

massive, 
gegliederte, 
starre gegliederte, 
kombinierte, 
gel~nkige Werke 

s tarre, 
n ac hgi ebige, schlaffe, 
volle, 

by deflection 
by braking 
by arresting 

temporary works 
pe rmanent works 

massive structures 
multiple structures 
framed structures 
cOI.1bined structures 
jointed, framed structures 

supporting surface, rigid 
flexible, yielding 
solid 

~ claire-voie, 
a jouree 

durchbrochene Stutzflache with openings, 
(bars, mesh, 
etc. ) 

STR tJCTURE DES OUVR AGES COM
POS r. S Dr. STA BILISATION 

KONSTRUKTIO DER GEGLIEDER
TEN STUTZWERKE 

CONSTR UCTION OF 9UPPOR TING 
STRUCTURES 

B. Imp lan ta tion B . Werkaufstellung 

inclinaison du tablier 

A - perpendiculaire a la pente 

E / Bk - rappor t d'~tayage 

B - deverse (en ava l ) 

p - devers du tablier, ang l e 
de deversement 

C - vertical 
~ - angle de pente, inclinai

son, dec1ivit~ 

C. C l aie 

a - traverses, barres comp
osant Ie tablier, platelage 

w - entrevous, in tervalle, 
espacemen t , ecartement 
des traverses 

b - surface d'appui = a t w 

c - montants 
d piliers 
c + d - console 

f - fondement = 4 sodes de 
fondation 

superstructure - ho rs du s ol 

infrastructure - dans Ie sol 

Rostneigung 

A - hangsenkrecht 

AI - Aufl agerun gspunkt 
der Stutze 

B - nicht hangsenkrecht 

p - Neigungswinkel 
gegen Harl.jl;normale 

C - lotrecht, ve rtikal 
~ - Hangneigungswinkel 

C. Schneebrucke 

a - Rostbalken, Rost 

w - lichte Weite 

b - Stu t zflache 

c - Tr a ge r 
d - Stutzen 
c t d - Tragkonstruktion 

f - Fundamente (4 Sockel) 

Aufbau 

Grundball 

B. Erection 

Lnclination of support
ing surface 

A - perpendicular to 
the slope p lane 

E / Bk - ratio of sup
port height to struc 
ture height 

A I - support point 

B - inclined down
slope from the per
pendicular 

p - angle of inclina
tion from a perpen
dicular to the slope 

C - vertical 
- slope angle 

C. Snow bridge 

a - crossbeams 

w - space between 
crossbeams 

b - supporting sur-
face 

c - beams 
d - supports 
c + d - framework, 

trestle 
f - foundation (4 

footings) 
superstructure -

above ground 
'..ubstructure - below 

ground 



buttes, tas freineur s 
coin, ~peron freineur, butoir massif 
chevalet freineur, butoir charpent~ 
cables de freinage; filet de f. 
mur de barrage, digue d'arrct, 

barrag e d'interception 
bassin d'interception, trappe 

K . DHlect ion 

transport de neige par Ie vent 

neige souffl~e, vent de neige, la 
chasse-neige 

irr~gularite& du manteau cr~~s par 
ce transport, vagues provoqu~es par 
Ie vent 

congere, accumulation de neige par Ie 
vent 

crat'ere, entonnoir 
brise-vent 
paroi, panneau, "paravent" 

dMlecteur -plein 
-a claire -voie, ajour~ 
- en croix 

ecran d e treillage ; de sangles 

pote aux et haubans 
toit ~ action de buse I c.ontre la forma

t lon 
pupitre de corniches 

m. DISPOSITION ET DIMENSIONS 
DES OUVRAGE S 

A. Dis.E.£.sjtions 

munir, am~nager, ~quiper 
Ie g ~nie paravalanche 
ouvrages de protection contre les ava

lanches 
ensemble d'ouvrages de protec t ion 
aire am~nag~ e, aire ~ ~quiper, 
"p~rimetre des ouvrages" 

compartiment de terrain 
rang , ran g~e, lignee d'ouvrages 

APPENDIX A2 

Bremsh5cker 
Bremskeil 
Bremsbock 
Bremskabel, Bremsnetz 
Auffangmauer, -damm 

Auffangbecken 

K. Verwehungswerke 

Schneetreiben, Schneetrieb, Schnee
verfrachtung 

Triebschnee 

Ve rwehungen 

Verwehung 

Kolk, Auskolkung 
Windstauer 

Treibschneewand 
-hag 
-kreuz 

Treibschneeschirm, -zaun, aus 
Geflecht; Gurten 

Pfosten und Abspannseile 
Dusendachl _ . 
Pult gegen Gwachtenblldun g 

III. ANORDNUNG DER VE RBAU 
UNG UND ABMESSUNG DER WERKE 

A. Anordnungen 

verbauen 
Law. verbau (Fach) 
Verbauung 

Law. verbau (au sens restreint) 
Verbauungsflache, - gebiet 

GeUindekammer 
Werkreihe 

avalanche mounds 
braking ' wedge 
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braking structure, braking buttress 
braking cables, braking nets 
arresting wall, collecting dam 

collecting basin 

K. Snow drift (works) 

blowing snow, snow transport (by wind), 
drifting snow 

wind blown snow, drift snow 

wind-formed features (sastrugi, dunes, 
ripples, waves, etc.) 

snow drift 

wind scoop, wind scour 
wind break 

snow fence (solid face) 
snow fence (open face - slats, etc.) 
Snow baffle - cruciform 

screen of trelliswork, mesh, slats, 
strap 

posts and cables (guys) 
jet roof I . f . 
desk roof to prevent cornlce ormat l on 

III. LAYOUT AND DIMENSIONS 
OF WORKS 

A.~~~ 

to provide, to arrange, to equip 
avalanche defense engineering (subject ) 
avalanche defense works 

assembly of avalanche defense works 
area occupied by defense works, 

perimeter of defense area 
section of terrain 
row, rank or line of works 

disposition fragment~e aufgeloste Verbauung broken arran gement 

continue 

discontinue 

~chelonn~e 

~tag~e en retrait 

flanc d~couvert 

durchgehende 

unterbrochene 

ge staffelt 

zuruckges taffelt 

offene Flanke, offen c r 
Verbauungsrand 

L Abstand 

continuous 

inte rrupted 

staggered 

stepped-end arrange
ment 

unprotected flank 

disposition 
combin~e 

kombinierte 
Anordnung 

combination of 
arrangements 

L - espacement 
A - intervalle 

A, b - breche 
A - Zwischenraum 

A, b - Lucke 

L - spacing 
A interval 

A, b break 
d - d~calage d - seitliche Verschiebung d lateral spacing be

tween s tag ge red 
structures 
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B. Dimensions 

- longueur effective d'ouvrage 
zone d'influence (compres
sion et adherence 

lw- longueur efficace de l'ouv
rage = longueur effective + 
extension latE!rale de la zone 
d'influence 

10 - largeur de section 
T) - degrE! d'efficacitE! de l 'ouvr age 

AVALANCHES 

B. Abmessungen 

Compression 

I------J. 
~--------------------lw 

- effektive Werkillnge 
Einflusszone (Druck and Haftung) 

1 w - WirkungsUlnge (bez . Sc hneedruck) 
= Werklange + Lange der seitlichen 
Einflusszonen 

10 - Feldweite 
T) - Wirkungsgrad des Werkes (in bezug 

auf die Schneedruckaufnahme) 

B. Dimensions 

- actual length of structure 
zone of influence (compression 

and adhesion) 
1 w- effective length of struc ture = ac

tual length + lateral extent of 
zones of influence 

10 - width of section 
" - efficiency of structure (with re

gard to snow pressures and re
sistance) 

slant h e ight of 
Bk - hauteur de tablier Bk - Rost-, bzw. Netzh5t-.e 

Bk -
structure (or nct) 

Dk hauteur efficace de Dk - wirksame Rost-, Dzw. Dk effective height of 
tablier Netzh5he structure (or net) 

Hk - hauteur d'ouvrage Hk - Werkhohe Hk - vertical height -of 
structure (or net) 

! IV. SOLLICITATION DESOUVRA GES! !IV. BEANSPRUCHUNG DER WERKE! !IV. LOADING OF STRUCTURESI 

effets statiques statische Wirkungen static effects 
effets, atteintes dynamiques dynamische Einwirkungen, Angriffe dynamic or impact effects 

A. Effets gE!'1E!raux de la 
pression de neige 

A . Allgemeine Schneedruckwirkungen A. General effects of snow pressure 

zone d'influence 
( etendue et forme schE!ma
tiques) 

zone de compression de portE!e 

Ls = env. 2-3 Hk 

zone d'adhE!rence (de cisaille
ment et de traction) 

Einflusszone 
(Grosse und Form nur 
schematisch) 

Stau-, Druckzone der 
Lltnge 

Ls = ca. 2-3 Hk 

Zug- und Scherzonen 

zone of influence 
(size and shape schematic) 

compression zone (back
pressure zone, damming 
zone) Ls :::: 2-3 Hk 

end-effect zone (due to shear 
and tension) 



pression 
-nivostatique 
-due au freinage du rampement 

du glissement 

APPENDIX A2 

5 '1 - pous see globale 
d e la neige (kg) 

5 ' - pous s~e d e neige 
force .par metre 
courant d 'ouvrage 
(kg/m) 

pression de neige (kg/m 2) 

ouvrage 
Werk 
structure 

5'1 - 5chneedruckkr aft 

5 ' - 5chneedruck 
Kraft pro W e rklauf 
m eter 

~ p e z. 5c hneedruck 
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5'1 - total compressive 
force of s now (kg) 

5' - com pr essive force 
p er unit le ng th of struc 
ture (kg/ m run ) 

s n ow pres sure (kg 1m 2 ) 

der 5chneedruck setzt sich a us: 
-nivostatischer, 

snow pressure is made up of the fol
lowing pressure e ffec ts: 

-Kriech- und - static 
-Gleitdruck -due t o creep restraints 

- due to preve ntion of s liding (glide) 

La neige s'appuie sur les poutrelles 
du tablier (t raverses) 

Der 5chneedruck wirkt auf die Rost-
balken ---

The snow is supported by the cross
beams 

lar g eur de charge , 
effective, des traverses 

effek t ive Belas tun gs breite 
der Rostbalken 

effective loading width 
of c rossbe ams 

B. Composan te s d e la sollicitation 
du tablier B. Beanspr uchllngskomponenten 

Basiswert des 5chneedruckes 

B. Com p onents of load on the s t r ucture 

B asic snow load = loading as a basis 
for c alculation 5' (kg/ m) 

charge fondamentale de neige = 
pOllss~ e servant de base pour les 
calculs 5'(kg/ m) 

5urcha rges ZuschUige 5urchar ge, additiona l load 

a) tabliers d~ve rs~s en aval a ) nicht hangsenkre c hte 5tUt zfl:iche a ) structure [lot perpendicular to 
slope (usua lly leaning d owns lope ) 

b) ~da fonte, la neige n e Sf appuie 
plus que sur Ie bas du tablier 

p - an gle de d~vers du tab li e r 

G' - surcharge d e dE! verse
ment = poids du prisme 
de neige (kg/m ) 

p - Neigu n gswinkel gegen 
Han gnormale 

G' - Gew i c ht des 5 chne e
prismas 

p - angle be tween perpendicu
lar to sl o pe and support 
plane 

G' - addi tional load d ue to in 
clination = weig h t of sn ow 
prism (kg/m) 

b) beim 5chmelzen liegt der 5 c hnee 
nur noch am unteren Rost 

b) durin g thawing, the snow is only 
s upported on the lower crossbeam 

ceci nE!cessite d'admettre en 
plus de5' : 

5' /4 surcharge au sol (kg/m ) 
sur 
H k /4 bande au sol 

dies b edingt: 

Zuschlag von 25 % 5' 
von der Bodenober
Wiehe bis in 1/4-
Rosth5he 

thus allowance mus t b e made 
for: 

additional load of 25% 5' 
applied between the ground 
and a point Hk/4 above the 
ground 
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(Surcharges) 

c) due a. l'extension l at~rale de la zone 
d'influence (coh~sion, adh~rence) 

AVALANCHES 

(ZuschUige) 

c) hervorgerufen durch die seitlichen 
Einflusszonen (Kohiision, Haftung) 

(Additional Loads) 

c ) due to the end-effects (cohesion, 
adhesion) 

S'R - surcnarge marginale (kg/m) 

6.1 - la rgeur de la bande 
marginale 

Randkraft 

Angriffsliinge d. 

end-effect force 

width over which end-effect 
force is assumed to act. 

d) due ~ des atteintes drnam i gue s, ou 
des irr~gularit~s de I enneigement 
ou du terrain (la pouss~e r~sultante 
de la neige n'est pas dans un plan 
perpendiculaire au tablier) 

Randkra.fte 

d) hervorgerufen durch dynamische 
EJinwirkungen oder durch Unregel
m~sslgkelten in der Schn eedeck e 
oder im Gela.nde (Schneedruckre
sultierende im Grundriss nicht senk
recht zur Stutzfla.che) 

d) due to impact or irregularities of 
the snow cover or terrain (the re
sultant of the sn'ow forces is not 
normal to the support plane) 

Ss - effort lat~ral (kg ) 

rigidit~ lat ~rale 

Sei tenbelas tung des Rostes 

Seitenfestigkeit 

side load 

lateral strength, lateral 
stability 

e ) (pour le s filets) due ~ la pression 
de la neige traversant les mailles, 
ou ~ l'adh~rence du manteau neig eux 
au pilier 

e ) hervorgerufen durch den bei Netzen 
die Maschen durchfliessenden Schnee, 
oder durch die Haftung der Schnee
decke an der Stu~ze 

e) (for nets) due to snow flowing 
th rough the net, or to adhesion of 
the SlOW cover to the posts 

qs - effort transversal 
sur Ie pilier (kg/m) 

Querbelastung 
der Stutze 

tr ansverse load on 
the post 

R~sultan tes 

charge r~sultante de n. R' = S' + G' + 
S'R = ch. fond. + surch a) + c) 
(kg 1m) ch. globale (s Itablier en tier ) 
ch. tot ale (ch. fond. + toutes surch. 
sur tablier entier) (kg) 

Resultierende 

Res ultie rende des Schneedr uckes 
Basiswert Zuschl. a) + c) (kg/m) 
Schneedruckkraft (auf ganzen Rost) 
(kg ) Gesamtschneedruckkraft (Basis
wert +alle Zuschl. auf ganzen Rost) 
(kg ) 

Resultants 

Resultant force of the snow R' = S' + 
G ' + SIR = basic load + supplemen
tary loacs a) + c) (kg 1m) complete 
load (on the complete structure) (kg) 
total load (basic load + all supple
mentary loads on the entire struc
ture (kg) 



APPENDIX B: AVALANCHE ACCIDENT REPORTS 

U. S. Forest Service Guidelines for Preparation of Report 

AVALANCHE ACCIDENT REPORT 

Contents 

The procedures used in avalanche rescue are based on written reports of avalanche ac
cidents. Complete and accurate reports are thus necessary. Please include all the informa
tion listed below in the report and send a copy to the Ilmaster" avalanche accident file at Alta, 
Utah, Wasatch National Forest. Of particular importance are the depth and position of victims; 
where found in relation to slide area and to last seen point, and time lapse between release 
and recove ry. 

Please submit reports on all avalanches where people or objects (such as cars, ski lifts, 
buildings, etc.) are involved, regardless if any injuries occur. The more statistics we can 
compile, the more effective our rescue procedures will be. 

Remember - your complete report may be the basis for saving someone's life in a future ava
lanche accident. 

(A) Accident Information Sheet (See attached) 

1. CompJ.ete all blanks, including address of author. 
2. Be accurate. 
3. Cross-reference to map and narrative section. 

(B) Narrative Section 

1. Location including state. 7. Weather and Hazard. 
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(Be as specific as possible. ) 
2. Date. 
3. Members of Party. 

8. Terrain Data (altitude, angle of 
slope, aspect, vegetative cover, 
etc. ). 

Name-Age-Address. 9. Conclusions (why it happened). 
4. Events prior to accident. 10. Recommendations. 
5. The accident. 11. Sign and give your address. 
6. Rescue operations. 

(C) IIKeyll Map - To indicate location of accident relative to nearest town, a portion of a con
tour or National Forest Map is ideal. 

(D) Detailed Map/Diagram 

1. Name of Author. 8. Location of Clues. 
2. Date. 9. Fracture line. 
3. Location. 10. Victim's (and others) route. 
4. Legend and Direction arrow. 11. Deposition zone. 
5. Scale {or slide size}. 12. Where victim found. 
6. Designate slide area. 13. Snow area probed. 
7. Location of last seen point. 14. Closure signs (if applicable). 

NOTE: The following items should always be included if known. 

Location of clues and victims with reference to the last seen point of 
victim. 

Depth of victims and length of time buried. 

- Weather. 

Rescue procedures are based on detailed study of the above facts. Com
plete and accurate reporting may be the key to saving someone's life in the 
next avalanche. 



ZIZ AVALANCHES 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AVALANCHE RESCUE 
INFORMATION SHEET Forest Service 

PART I -

Date: 
Exact Location: 

Victim(s) - Name(s) 

Summary of events prior to accident -
Departure Point: 

Objective of Party: 

General description of events: 

Time of Accident: 
Time of first report: 

Address and Phone 

Route Taken: 

Eyewitness account of accident (if available): Important: How slide was re
leased; last seen point; location of victim in relation to release point; etc. 

- PART II -

Summary of rescue operation (Times and names are important): 
Time hasty party dispatched Number in party ---------' 
Name, hasty leader Time hasty party arrived at site ------------------- -------
Time follow-up (main) party dispatched Number in party ------------- ----------
Name, rescue leader Time main party arrived at site --------- ------

Procedure at slide (briefly describe search): 
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AVALANCHE RESCUE INFORMATION SHEET (cont.) 

Time victim found condition and injuries: 
(Show victim's location on sketch map. ) 

Time operation w as concluded -----------------------
Any othe r pe rtinent information: 

Weather and Avalanche hazard information: (Condition which caused avalanche): 

Wind velocity Duration Direction ----------------- ----------------- --------------
Tempe rature Snow data ------------------ ---------------------------------------
Type of slide Dimensions of slide --------------------- ---------------------------
Were res tric ti ons in force? -----------------------------------------------------

Terrain data (% slope; open or timbered; aspect; etc. Include sketch map and 
diagram s). 

Recommendations and conclusions: 

Signed --------------------------------
Title ----------------------------------
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Length 

1 in. = 2. 540 em 
1 ft = 3 O. 48 em 
1 yd = 0.9144 m 
1 mile (statute) = 1.609 km 

Area 

1 acre = 4047 m 2 O. 4047 hectares 

Mas s and weight 

lIb = 0.4536kg 
1 'short ton (2000 Ib) = 0.9072 metric 

tons 
1 long ton (2240 Ib) = 1. 016 metric 

tons 
1 grain (= 1.429 x 10-4 Ib) = 64.81 mg 

Stress, force per unit area 

1 Ib/in. 2 = 703.1 kg/m2 = 70.31 
g/cm2 

1 Ib/ft2 = 4.882 kg/m2 = 0.4882 g/cm2 

1 short ton/ft2 = 9.765 metric ton/m2 

Density, unit weight 

lIb / in .3. = 27. 68 g / em 3 

Ilb/ft3 = 0.01602 g/cm3 = 16.02 
kg/m3 

Velocity 

1 ft/sec = 0.3048 m/sec = 1.097 
km/hr 

1 knot = 0.5148 m/sec = 1. 853 km/hr 

em = 0.3937 in. 
m = 3. 281 ft = 1. 094 yd 

1 km = 0.6214 miles (statute) 

1 hectare 2.471 acres 

1 kg = 2.205 Ib 
1 me tric ton = 1. 102 short tons 

metric ton = O. 9842 long tons 

1 g / em 2 = 2. 048 1 b / ft2 = O. 0 1 422 1 b / in. 2 

1 kg/m2 = 0.20481b/ft2 = 0.001422 
Ib/in. 2 

1 metric ton/m2 = 0.1024 short ton/ft2 
= 204.8 Ib/ft2 = 1.422 Ib/in. 2 

1 g/cm3 = 0.03613 Ib/in. 3 

1 kg /m3 = O. 06243 Ib/ ft3 
62. 43 Ib/ft3 

1 m / sec = 3. 281 ft / sec = 2. 237m i I e /h r 
:: 1. 943 knots 

1 km/hr = 0.6214 mile/hr = 0.5396 
knots 

1 mile/hr ~ 0.4770 m/sec = 0.609 km/hr 

Acceleration 

1 ft/sec2 = 30.48 cm/sec2 1 em/sec?' = 0.03281 ft/sec2 

Angle 

2T1' radians = 360° 6400 mils 
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